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About this book
This is an introductory textbook on phono-
logical analysis, and does not assume any
prior exposure to phonological concepts. The
core of the book is intended to be used in a
first course in phonology, and the chapters
which focus specifically on analysis can easily
be covered during a ten-week quarter. Insofar
as it is a textbook in phonology, it is not a
textbook in phonetics, and it presupposes
an elementary knowledge of transcriptional
symbols.
The main emphasis of this book is developing

the foundational skills needed to analyze
phonological data, especially systems of phono-
logical alternations. For this reason, there is
significantly less emphasis on presenting the
various theoretical positions which phonolo-

gists have taken over the years. Theory cannot
be entirely avoided, indeed it is impossible to
state generalizations about a particular lan-
guage without a theory which gives you a basis
for postulating general rules. The very question
of what the raw data are must be interpreted in
the context of a theory, thus analysis needs
theory. Equally, theories are formal models
which impose structure on data – theories are
theories about data – so theories need data,
hence analysis. The theoretical issues that are
discussed herein are chosen because they rep-
resent issues which have come up many times
in phonology, because they are fundamental
issues, and especially because they allow
exploration of the deeper philosophical issues
involved in theory construction and testing.
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A note on languages
The languages which provided data for this
book are listed below. The name of the lan-
guage is given, followed by the genetic affili-
ation and location of the language, finally the
source of the data (“FN” indicates that the data
come from my own field notes). Genetic affili-
ation typically gives the lowest level of the lan-
guage tree which is likely to be widely known,
so Bantu languages will be cited as “Bantu,”
and Tiv will be cited as “Benue-Congo,” even
though “Bantu” is a part of Benue-Congo and
“Tiv” is a specific language in the Tivoid group
of the Southern languages in Bantoid. Locations
will generally list one country but sometimes
more; since language boundaries rarely respect
national boundaries, it is to be understood that
the listed country (or countries) is the primary
location where the language is spoken, espe-
cially the particular dialect used; or this may
be the country the language historically origin-
ates from (the Yiddish-speaking population of
the US appears to be larger than that of any one
country in Eastern Europe, due to recent popu-
lation movements).
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Charles Marfo p.c.
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Grover Hudson p.c.
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1968; Topping and Dungca 1973; Kenstowicz
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1984.
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Estonian [Uralic; Estonia]: Ilse Lehiste p.c.;
Saagpakk 1992.

Evenki [Tungusic; Russia]: Konstantinova 1964;
Nedjalkov 1997; Bulatova and Grenoble 1999.
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1978.
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and Nouri 1963.

Finnish [Uralic; Finland, Russia]: Whitney 1956;
Lehtinen 1963; Anders Holmberg p.c.

Fore [Papuan; Papua New Guinea]: Pickett 2002.
Fula [West Atlantic; West Africa]: Paradis 1992.
Gã [Volta-Congo; Ghana]: FN in collaboration
with Mary Paster.

Gen [Kwa; Togo]: FN.
Greek [Indo-European; Greece]: Georgios
Tserdanelis p.c.

Guerze (Kpelle) [Mande; Guinea]: FN.
Hebrew [Semitic; Israel]: Kenstowicz and
Kisseberth 1979.

Hehe [Bantu; Tanzania]: FN in collaboration
with Mary Odden.

Holoholo [Bantu; Congo]: Coupez 1955.
Hungarian [Uralic; Hungary]: Vago 1980;

Kenesei, Vago, and Fenyvesi 1998.
Isthmus Zapotec [Oto-Manguean; Mexico]:
Pickett 2002.

Japanese [ Japanese; Japan]: Martin 1975.



Jita [Bantu; Tanzania]: Downing 1996.
Kamba [Bantu; Kenya]: FN in collaboration with
Ruth Roberts-Kohno.

Karok [Hokan; USA]: Bright 1957; Kenstowicz
and Kisseberth 1979.

Keley-i [Austronesian; Philippines]: Kenstowicz
and Kisseberth 1979; Lou Hohulin p.c.
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Korean [Korean; Korea]: Martin 1992; Younghee
Chung, Noju Kim, Mira Oh andMisun Seo p.c.

Koromfe [Gur; Bourkina Fasso]: Rennison 1997.
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Lamba [Bantu; Zambia]: Doke 1938; Kenstowicz
and Kisseberth 1979.
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1976.
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Greenough 1983; Hale and Buck 1966.
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Azerbaijan]: Haspelmath 1993 and p.c.
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Mathiassen 1996.
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with Michael Marlo.

Luganda [Bantu; Uganda]: Cole 1967; Snoxall
1967.
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Liphola p.c.
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1978.
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Curt Rice and Berit Anne Bals Baal.
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Nadezhda Vinokurova p.c.
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Abbreviations
abl ablative
acc accusative
ant anterior
ATR advanced tongue root
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cont continuant
cor coronal
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dB decibel
del.rel delayed release
dim diminutive
distr distributed
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gen genitive
hi high
Hz Hertz
imp imperative
intr intransitive
lat lateral
lo low
loc locative

masc masculine
ms(c) millisecond
nas nasal
neut neuter
nom nominative
obj object
pl plural
poss possessive
pres present
rd round
sg, sing singular
s.g. spread glottis
son sonorant
sp species
strid strident
syl syllabic
tns tense
tr transitive
vcd voiced
vcls voiceless
voi voice
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person



CHAPTER

1 What is
phonology?

PREVIEW

This chapter introduces phonology, the study of the sound

systems of language. Its key objective is to:

u explain the difference between physical sound and

“a sound” as a discrete element of language

u highlight the tradeoff between accuracy and usefulness in

representing sound

u introduce the notion of “sound as cognitive symbol”

u present the phonetic underpinnings of phonology

u introduce the notion of phonological rule

KEY TERMS
sound

symbol

transcription

grammar

continuous
nature of
speech



Phonology is one of the core fields that compose the discipline of linguis-
tics, which is the scientific study of language structure. One way to
understand the subject matter of phonology is to contrast it with other
fields within linguistics. A very brief explanation is that phonology is the
study of sound structure in language, which is different from the study
of sentence structure (syntax), word structure (morphology), or how lan-
guages change over time (historical linguistics). But this is insufficient. An
important feature of the structure of a sentence is how it is pronounced –

its sound structure. The pronunciation of a given word is also a funda-
mental part of the structure of the word. And certainly the principles of
pronunciation in a language are subject to change over time. So phon-
ology has a relationship to numerous domains of linguistics.
An important question is how phonology differs from the closely

related discipline of phonetics. Making a principled separation between
phonetics and phonology is difficult – just as it is difficult to make a
principled separation between physics and chemistry, or sociology and
anthropology. While phonetics and phonology both deal with language
sound, they address different aspects of sound. Phonetics deals with
“actual” physical sounds as they are manifested in human speech, and
concentrates on acoustic waveforms, formant values, measurements of
duration measured in milliseconds, of amplitude and frequency. Phonet-
ics also deals with the physical principles underlying the production of
sounds, namely vocal tract resonances, and the muscles and other
articulatory structures used to produce those resonances. Phonology, on
the other hand, is an abstract cognitive system dealing with rules in a
mental grammar: principles of subconscious “thought” as they relate to
language sound.
Yet once we look into the central questions of phonology in greater

depth, we will find that the boundaries between the disciplines of phon-
etics and phonology are not entirely clear-cut. As research in both of these
fields has progressed, it has become apparent that a better understanding
of many issues in phonology requires that you bring phonetics into
consideration, just as a phonological analysis is a prerequisite for phonetic
study of language.

1.1 Phonetics – the manifestation
of language sound

Ashby and Maidment (2005) provide a detailed introduction to the subject
area of phonetics, which you should read for greater detail on the acoustic
and articulatory properties of language sounds, and transcription using
the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). This section provides a basic
overview of phonetics, to clarify what phonology is about.
From the phonetic perspective, “sound” refers to mechanical pressure

waves and the sensations arising when such a pressure wave strikes your
ear. In a physical sound, the wave changes continuously, and can be

2 INTRODUCING PHONOLOGY



graphed as a waveform showing the amplitude on the vertical axis and
time on the horizontal axis. Figure 1 displays the waveform of a pronunci-
ation of the word wall, with an expanded view of the details of the
waveform at the center of the vowel between w and ll.
Figure 2 provides an analogous waveform of a pronunciation of the

word ‘will’, which differs from wall just in the choice of the vowel.
Inspection of the expanded view of the vowel part of these waveforms

shows differences in the overall shape of the time-varying waveforms,
which is what makes these words sound different.
It is difficult to characterize those physical differences from the wave-

form, but an analytical tool of phonetics, the spectrogram, provides a
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useful way to describe the differences, by reducing the absolute amplitude
properties of a wave at an exact time to a set of (less precise) amplitude
characteristics in different frequency and time areas. In a spectrogram,
the vertical axis represents frequency in Hertz (Hz) and darkness repre-
sents amplitude. Comparing the spectrograms of wall and will in figure 3,
you can see that there are especially dark bands in the lower part of the
spectrogram, and the frequency at which these bands occur – known as
formants – is essential to physically distinguishing the vowels of these
two words. Formants are numbered from the bottom up, so the first
formant is at the very bottom.
In wall the first two formants are very close together and occur at 634

Hz and 895 Hz, whereas in will they are far apart, occurring at 464 Hz and
1766 Hz. The underlying reason for the difference in these sound qualities
is that the tongue is in a different position during the articulation of these
two vowels. In the case of the vowel of wall, the tongue is relatively low
and retracted, and in the case of will, the tongue is relatively fronted and
raised. These differences in the shape of the vocal tract result in different
physical sounds coming out of the mouth.
The physical sound of a word’s pronunciation is highly variable, as we

see when we compare the spectrograms of three pronunciations of wall in
figure 4: the three spectrograms are obviously different.
The first two pronunciations are produced at different times by the

same speaker, differing slightly in where the first two formants occur
(634 Hz and 895 Hz for the first token versus 647 Hz and 873 Hz for
the second), and in numerous other ways such as the greater ampli-
tude of the lower formants in the first token. In the third token,
produced by a second (male) speaker of the same dialect, the first two
formants are noticeably lower and closer together, occurring at 541 Hz
and 617 Hz.
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Physical variation in sound also arises because of differences in sur-
rounding context. Figure 5 gives spectrograms of the words wall, tall, and
lawn, with grid lines to identify the portion of each spectrogram in the
middle which corresponds to the vowel.
In wall, the frequency of the first two formants rapidly rises at the

beginning and falls at the end; in tall, the formant frequencies start higher
and fall slowly; in lawn, the formants rise slowly and do not fall at the end.
A further important fact about physical sound is that it is continuous, so
while wall, tall, and lawn are composed of three sounds where the middle
sound in each word is the same one, there are no actual physical bound-
aries between the vowel and the surrounding consonants.
The tools of phonetic analysis can provide very detailed and precise

information about the amplitude, frequency and time characteristics of
an utterance – a typical spectrogram of a single-syllable word in English
could contain around 100,000 bits of information. The problem is that
this is too much information – a lot of information needs to be discarded
to get at something more general and useful.

1.2 Phonology: the symbolic perspective
on sound

Physical sound is too variable and contains too much information to allow
us to make meaningful and general statements about the grammar
of language sound. We require a way to represent just the essentials of
language sounds, as mental objects which grammars can manipulate.
A phonological representation of an utterance reduces this great mass
of phonetic information to a cognitive minimum, namely a sequence of
discrete segments.

1.2.1 Symbolic representation of segments
The basic tool for converting the continuous stream of speech sound into
discrete units is the phonetic transcription. The idea behind a transcrip-
tion is that the variability and continuity of speech can be reduced to
sequences of abstract symbols whose interpretation is predefined, a
symbol standing for all of the concrete variants of the sound. Phonology
then is the study of higher-level patterns of language sound, conceived in

1370 msc0
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wall tall lawn FIGURE 5
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terms of discrete mental symbols, whereas phonetics is the study of how
those mental symbols are manifested as continuous muscular contrac-
tions and acoustic waveforms, or how such waveforms are perceived as
the discrete symbols that the grammar acts on.
The idea of reducing an information-rich structure such as an acous-

tic waveform to a small repertoire of discrete symbols is based on a
very important assumption, one which has proven to have immeasur-
able utility in phonological research, namely that there are systematic
limits on possible speech sounds in human language. At a practical
level, this assumption is embodied in systems of symbols and associated
phonetic properties such as the International Phonetic Alphabet of
figure 6. Ashby and Maidment (2005) give an extensive introduction
to phonetic properties and corresponding IPA symbols, which you
should consult for more information on phonetic characteristics of
language sound.
The IPA chart is arranged to suit the needs of phonetic analysis. Stand-

ard phonological terminology and classification differ somewhat from
this usage. Phonetic terminology describes [p] as a “plosive,” where that
sound is phonologically termed a “stop”; the vowel [i] is called a “close”
vowel in phonetics, but a “high” vowel in phonology. Figure 7 gives the
important IPA vowel letters with their phonological descriptions, which
are used to stand for the mental symbols of phonological analysis.
The three most important properties for defining vowels are height,

backness, and roundness. The height of a vowel refers to the fact that the
tongue is higher when producing [i] than it is when producing [e] (which is
higher than when producing [æ]), and the same holds for the relation
between [u], [o], and [a].
Three primary heights are generally recognized, namely high,mid, and

low, augmented with the secondary distinction tense/lax for nonlow
vowels which distinguishes vowel pairs such as [i] (seed) vs. [ɪ] (Sid), [e] (late)
vs. [ε] (let), or [u] (food) vs. [ʊ] (foot), where [i, e, u] are tense and [ɪ, ε, ʊ] are
lax. Tense vowels are higher and articulated further from the center of the
vocal tract compared to their lax counterparts. It is not clear whether the
tense/lax distinction extends to low vowels.
Independent of height, vowels can differ in relative frontness of the

tongue. The vowel [i] is produced with a front tongue position, whereas [u]
is produced with a back tongue position. In addition, [u] is produced with
rounding of the lips: it is common but by no means universal for back
vowels to also be produced with lip rounding. Three phonetic degrees of
horizontal tongue positioning are generally recognized: front, central,
and back. Finally, any vowel can be pronounced with protrusion
(rounding) of the lips, and thus [o], [u] are rounded vowels whereas [i],
[æ] are unrounded vowels.
With these independently controllable phonetic parameters – five

degrees of height, three degrees of fronting, and rounding versus
non-rounding – we have the potential for up to thirty vowels, which is
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many more vowels than are found in English. Many of these vowels are
lacking in English, but can be found in other languages. This yields a fairly
symmetrical system of symbols and articulatory classifications, but there
are gaps such as the lack of tense/lax distinctions among central high
vowels.
The major consonants and their classificatory analysis are given in

figure 8.
Where the IPA term for consonants like [p b] is “plosive,” these are

referred to phonologically as “stops.” Lateral and rhotic consonants are
termed “liquids,” and non-lateral “approximants” are referred to as
“glides.” Terminology referring to the symbols for implosives, ejectives,
diacritics, and suprasegmentals is generally the same in phonological and
phonetic usage.
Other classificatory terminology is used in phonological analysis to

refer to the fact that certain sets of sounds act together for grammatical
purposes. Plain stops and affricates are grouped together, by considering
affricates to be a kind of stop (one with a special fricative-type release).
Fricatives and stops commonly act as a group, and are termed obstruents,
while glides, liquids, nasals, and vowels likewise act together, being
termed sonorants.

1.2.2 The concerns of phonology
As a step towards understanding what phonology is, and especially how
it differs from phonetics, we will consider some specific aspects of
sound structure that would be part of a phonological analysis. The
point which is most important to appreciate at this moment is that

 Nonround

tense i i M M high
lax

tense e mid
lax ε з V

æ a A low
Front Central Back

 Round

tense y u u high
lax U
tense ø  o mid
lax œ O

Q low
 Front Central Back

{

FIGURE 7

The release of
affricates will be
written as a
superscript letter,
analogous to IPA
conventions for
nasal and lateral
release. This makes
it clear that
affricates are single
segments, not
clusters.
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the “sounds” which phonology is concerned with are symbolic sounds –
they are cognitive abstractions, which represent but are not the same as
physical sounds.

The sounds of a language. One aspect of phonology investigates what
the “sounds” of a language are. We would want to take note in a descrip-
tion of the phonology of English that we lack the vowel [ø] that exists in
German in words like schön ‘beautiful,’ a vowel which is also found in
French (spelled eu, as in jeune ‘young’), or Norwegian (øl ‘beer’). Similarly,
the consonant [θ] exists in English (spelled th in thing, path), as well as
Icelandic, Modern Greek, and North Saami), but not in German or French,

Consonant symbols

Consonant manner and voicing

Place of
articulation

vcls
stop

vcls
affricate

vcls
fricative

vcd
stop

vcd
affricate

vcd
fricative nasal

bilabial p (pφ) φ b (bβ) β m
labiodental pf f bv v ɱ
dental t̪ t̪θ θ d̪ d̪ð ð n̪
alveolar t ts s d dz z n
alveopalatal tʃ ʃ dʒ ʒ ɲ
retroflex ʈ ʈʂ ʂ ɖ ɖʐ ʐ ɳ
palatal c (cç) ç ɟ ɟʝ ʝ ɲ
velar k kx x g gɣ ɣ ŋ
uvular q qχ χ ɢ ɢʁ ʁ ɴ
pharyngeal ħ ʕ
laryngeal ~
glottal

ʔ h ɦ

Glides and liquids

labiovelar palatal labiopalatal velar

Glides: w j ɥ ɰ

tap, trill glide retroflex uvular
flap

Rhotics: ɾ r ɹ ɽ ʀ

plain retroflex voiceless voiced
fricative fricative

Laterals: l ɭ ɬ ɮ
FIGURE 8
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and not in Latin American Spanish (but it does occur in Continental
Spanish in words such as cerveza ‘beer’).

Sounds in languages are not just isolated atoms; they are part of a
system. The systems of stops in Hindi and English are given in (1).

(1)

The stop systems of these languages differ in three ways. English does not
have a series of voiced aspirated stops like Hindi [bh dh ɖh gh], nor does it
have a series of retroflex stops [ʈ ʈh ɖ ɖh]. Furthermore, the phonological
status of the aspirated sounds [ph th kh] is different in the languages, as
discussed in chapter 2, in that they are basic lexical facts of words in
Hindi, but are the result of applying a rule in English.

Rules for combining sounds. Another aspect of language sound which
a phonological analysis takes account of is that in any language, certain
combinations of sounds are allowed, but other combinations are sys-
tematically impossible. The fact that English has the words [bɹɪk] brick,
[bɹejk] break, [bɹɪdʒ] bridge, [bɹɛd] bread is a clear indication that there
is no restriction against having words that begin with the consonant
sequence br; besides these words, one can think of many more words
beginning with br such as bribe, brow and so on. Similarly, there are
many words which begin with bl, such as [bluw] blue, [bleʔn̩t] blatant,
[blæst] blast, [blɛnd] blend, [blɪŋk] blink, showing that there is no rule
against words beginning with bl. It is also a fact that there is no word
*[blɪk]1 in English, even though the similar words blink, brick do exist.
The question is, why is there no word *blick in English? The best
explanation for the nonexistence of this word is simply that it is an
accidental gap – not every logically possible combination of sounds
which follows the rules of English phonology is found as an actual
word of the language.
Native speakers of English have the intuition that while blick is not a

word of English, it is a theoretically possible word of English, and such a
word might easily enter the language, for example via the introduction of
a new brand of detergent. Sixty years ago the English language did not
have any word pronounced [bɪk], but based on the existence of words like
big and pick, that word would certainly have been included in the set of
nonexistent but theoretically allowed words of English. Contemporary
English, of course, actually does have that word – spelled Bic – which is
the brand name of a ballpoint pen.
While the nonexistence of blick in English is accidental, the exclusion

from English of many other imaginable but nonexistent words is based on

Hindi stops English stops
p t ʈ k p t k
ph th ʈh kh ph th kh

b d ɖ g b d g
bh dh ɖh gh

1 The asterisk is used to indicate that a given word is nonexistent or wrong.
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a principled restriction of the language. While there are words that begin
with sn like snake, snip, and snort, there are no words beginning with bn,
and thus *bnick, *bnark, *bniddle are not words of English. There simply are
no words in English which begin with bn. Moreover, native speakers
of English have a clear intuition that hypothetical *bnick, *bnark, *bniddle
could not be words of English. Similarly, there are no words in English
which are pronounced with pn at the beginning, a fact which is not only
demonstrated by the systematic lack of words such as *pnark, *pnig, *pnilge,
but also by the fact that the word spelled pneumonia which derives from
Ancient Greek (a language which does allow such consonant combin-
ations) is pronounced [nʌ̍monjə] without p. A description of the phonology
of English would provide a basis for characterizing such restrictions on
sequences of sounds.

Variations in pronunciation. In addition to providing an account of
possible versus impossible words in a language, a phonological analysis
will explain other general patterns in the pronunciation of words. For
example, there is a very general rule of English phonology which
dictates that the plural suffix on nouns will be pronounced as [ɨz],
represented in spelling as es, when the preceding consonant is one of
a certain set of consonants including [ʃ] (spelled sh) as in bushes, [tʃ]
(spelled as ch) as in churches, and [dʒ] (spelled j, ge, dge) as in cages,
bridges. This pattern of pronunciation is not limited to the plural, so
despite the difference in spelling, the possessive suffix s2 is also subject
to the same rules of pronunciation: thus, plural bushes is pronounced
the same as the possessive bush’s, and plural churches is pronounced the
same as possessive church’s.

This is the sense in which phonology is about the sounds of language.
From the phonological perspective, a “sound” is a specific unit which
combines with other such specific units, and which represents physical
sounds. What phonology is concerned with is how sounds behave in a
grammar.

Summary Phonetics and phonology both study language sound. Phonology
examines language sounds as mental units, encapsulated symbolically
for example as [æ] or [g], and focuses on how these units function in
grammars. Phonetics examines how symbolic sound is manifested as a
continuous physical phenomenon. The conversion from the continu-
ous external domain to mental representation requires focusing on the
information that is important, which is possible because not all phys-
ical properties of speech sounds are cognitively important. One of the
goals of phonology is then to discover exactly what these cognitively
important properties are, and how they function in expressing regu-
larities about languages.

2 This is the “apostrophe s” suffix found in the child’s shoe, meaning ‘the shoe owned by the child.’
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Exercises
The first three exercises are intended to be a framework for discussion of the
points made in this chapter, rather than being a test of knowledge and technical
skills.

1. Examine the following true statements and decide if each best falls into the
realm of phonetics or phonology.
a. The sounds in the word frame change continuously.
b. The word frame is composed of four segments.
c. Towards the end of the word frame, the velum is lowered.
d. The last consonant in the word frame is a bilabial nasal.

2. Explain what a “symbol” is; how is a symbol different from a letter?

3. Why would it be undesirable to use the most precise representation of the
physical properties of a spoken word that can be created under current
technology in discussing rules of phonology?

The following five questions focus on technical skills.

4. How many segments (not letters) are there in the following words (in actual
pronunciation)?

5. Give the phonetic symbols for the following segments:
voiced velar fricative
voiceless velarized alveolar affricate
interdental nasal
ejective uvular stop
low front round vowel
back mid unrounded vowel
lax back high round vowel
voiced palatal fricative
syllabic bilabial nasal
voiced laryngeal fricative
voiceless rounded pharyngeal fricative
palatalized voiceless alveolar stop

6. From the following pairs of symbols, select the symbol which matches the
articulatory description.

sit judge trap fish bite ball up ox through often

e ɛ front mid lax vowel
u ̃ ṵ creaky high rounded vowel
x χ voiced velar fricative
ɪ i lax front high vowel
ʕ ʔ glottal stop
θ t̪θ dental affricate
ʒ ʝ alveopalatal fricative
j ɥ labio-palatal glide
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7. Provide the articulatory description of the following segments. Example:

8. Name the property shared by each segment in the following sets:

ɾ z s ɹ n ɗ d t r ɮ ɬ l
ɣ x ŋ ɠ g k
ɑ a ʌ ɪ æ ɛ ɯ ɤ ɨ ə i e
ʝ j ɲ ɟ ʎ
ɪ ʊ ɛ ɔ
u ʉ y

...................................................................................................................................
Further reading
Ashby and Maidment 2005; Isac and Reiss 2008, Johnson 1997; Ladefoged and Johnson 2010; Liberman

1983; Stevens 1998.

θ voiceless interdental fricative

ɔ a
ɱ d̪
ʊ y
æ ø
ts ʂ
ɟ kx

x ɪ
bv gw

gɣ ʔ
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CHAPTER

2 Allophonic
relations

PREVIEW

This chapter begins the analysis of phonological processes.

You will:

u learn of predictable variants of basic sounds in English

u learn about the concepts “phoneme” and “allophone”

u discover that similar relations between sounds exist in

other languages

u begin to learn the general technique for inducing

phonological rules from data that come from a language

which you do not know

u be introduced to writing phonological rules

KEY TERMS
allophone

phoneme

complementary
distribution

contrast

distinctive



As explained in the preceding chapter, the focus of phonology is the
mental rules which govern the pronunciation of words in a given lan-
guage. Certain facts about pronunciation simply cannot be predicted by
rule, for example that in English the word sick is pronounced [sɪk] and sip
is pronounced [sɪp]. Hence one fundamental component of a language is
a lexicon, a list of words (or morphemes – parts of words), which must
provide any information which cannot be predicted by rules of the
language. However, much about the pronunciation of words can be
predicted. For example, in the word tick the initial voiceless consonant
t is phonetically aspirated, and is phonetically [thɪk]. This aspiration
can be demonstrated visually by dangling a tissue in front of the
mouth when saying the word: notice that when you pronounce t, the
tissue is blown forward. In comparison, t in the word stick is not
aspirated (thus, the tissue is not blown forward), so this word is tran-
scribed as [stɪk]. This fact can be predicted by rule, and we now consider
how this is done.

2.1 English consonantal allophones

While the physical difference between t and th in English is just as real as
the difference between t and d, there is a fundamental linguistic differ-
ence between these two relationships. The selection of t versus d may
constitute the sole difference between many different words in English:
such words, where two words are differentiated exclusively by a choice
between one of two segments, are referred to as minimal pairs.

(1)

The difference between [t] and [d] is contrastive (also termed distinctive)
in English, since this difference – voicing – forms the sole basis for
distinguishing different words (and thus, [t] and [d] contrast).
The choice of a voiceless aspirated stop such as [th] versus a voiceless

unaspirated stop such as [t], on the other hand, never defines the sole basis
for differentiating words in English. The occurrence of [t] versus [th] (also
[k] versus [kh], and [p] versus [ph]) follows a rule that aspirated stops are
used in one phonological context, and unaspirated stops are used in all
other contexts. In English, [t] and [th] are predictable variants of a single
abstract segment, a phoneme, which we represent as /t/. Purely predict-
able variants are termed allophones – the sounds are in complementary
distribution because the context where one variant appears is the com-
plement of the context where the other sound appears. As we have
emphasized, one concern of phonology is determining valid relations
between pronounced segments and the abstract mental constructs that
they derive from, the phonemes, which represent the unity behind

[d] [t] [d] [t]
dire tire do two
Dick tick had hat
said set bend bent
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observed [t] and [th] etc. The implicit claim is that despite there being
actual differences, [t] and [th] (also [k] and [kh], [p] and [ph]) are in a
fundamental sense “the same thing.” We reduce the output sounds [t th

k kh p ph] to just the set of sounds /t k p/, and a rule provides the infor-
mation “realized as [t] vs. [th]” to account for these regularities.

2.1.1 Aspiration
We will turn our attention to rules of pronunciation in English, starting
with aspiration, to see what some of these regularities are. In the first set
of words below, the phonemes /p, t, k/ are aspirated whereas they are not
aspirated in the second set of words.

(2)

(3)

The selection of an aspirated versus an unaspirated voiceless stop is
determined by the context in which the stop appears. Aspirated stops
appear at the beginning of a word, whereas unaspirated stops appear after
[s]; aspirated stops appear before a vowel or a sonorant consonant,
whereas unaspirated stops appear at the end of a word. This collection
of contexts can be expressed succinctly by referring to the position of the
consonant in the syllable: aspirated stops appear at the beginning of the
syllable and unaspirated stops appear elsewhere.
We assume that the voiceless stops are basically unaspirated in English,

and explain where aspirated segments appear by having a rule that assigns
aspiration to voiceless stops, only when the stop is at the beginning of the
syllable: the rule can be stated as “voiceless stops become aspirated at the
beginning of a syllable.” We don’t need a second special rule to derive
unaspirated stops in other environments, because that follows directly
from our assumption that the basic or underlying form of the voiceless
stops in English is unaspirated, and they will therefore be pronounced as
such unless they are specifically changed by a rule. We investigate the idea
of underlying representations in greater detail in chapter 4.

Aspirated stops
pool [phuwl] tooth [thuwθ] coop [khuwp]
pit [phɪt] tin [thɪn] kill [khɪl]
apply [əphlaj] atomic [əthamɪk] account [əkhæwnt]
prawn [phɹan] truth [thɹuwθ] crab [khɹæb]
pueblo [phwεblow] twine [thwajn] quill [khwɪl]
play [phlej] clay [khlej]
puce [phjuws] cube [khjuwb]

Unaspirated stops
spool [spuwl] stool [stuwl] school [skuwl]
spit [spɪt] stick [stɪk] skid [skɪd]
sap [sæp] sat [sæt] sack [sæk]
spray [spɹej] stray [stɹej] screw [skɹuw]
split [splɪt] sclerosis [skləɹowsɪs]
spew [spjuw] skew [skjuw]
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Actually, the issue of aspiration in English is a bit more complex. Notice
that in the following words, [p], [t], and [k] in the middle of the word are
not aspirated, even though the consonant is between vowels or syllabic
sonorants – between syllable peaks – and therefore is presumably at the
beginning of a syllable.

(4)

Compare these words with seemingly analogous words where there
is aspiration on the stop between vowels, such as [əˈthæk] attack,
[əˈkhjuwmjəˌlejt] accumulate, [ˈlejˌthɛks] latex, [əˈphɛndɪks] appendix. The
important difference in these words is the location of stress. In all of the
words in (4), where a voiceless consonant is not aspirated in syllable-initial
position, the consonant is followed by an unstressed vowel. In other
words, these data force us to refine our statement of the rule for assign-
ment of aspiration, to be “voiceless stops become aspirated at the begin-
ning of a stressed syllable.” The next chapter introduces the details for
formalizing rules, but for the present we can express that rule as follows.

(5) voiceless stop ! aspirated / [ˈσ __

This statement introduces the method of writing rules, which will be used
in the book. Rules generally take the form “A!B/C_D,” where A, C, D are
variables that stand for single segments like [l] or [d] or phonetic classes such
as “voiceless stop,” and B describes the nature of the change, some phonetic
parameter such as “voiceless” or “nasal.” The conditioning context might
involve only a preceding element in which case “D” would be missing, it
might involve only a following element in which case “C”would bemissing,
or the applicability of the rule might depend on both what precedes
and what follows. The arrow means “becomes,” the slash means “in the
environment” where the context is what follows the slash. The notation
“[ˈσ” means “beginning of a stressed syllable,” thus “voiceless stops become
aspirated when they are preceded by the beginning of a stressed syllable.”
The final chapter of the book introduces syllables in more detail.

Alternations involving aspiration. The dependence of aspiration on the
location of stress leads to discovering further evidence for an aspiration
rule. Certain word-formation processes in English change the location of
stress, for example in atom the stress is on thefirst syllable of the root and in
the related adjective atomic the stress is on the second syllable. The pairs of
words in (6) further illustrate the property of stress shifting, where the
verbs on the left have stress on the second syllable of the root but the nouns
derived from these verbs on the right have no stress on the second syllable.

(6)

ˈhæpij happy ˈkhæmpɪŋ camping ˈhɛlpɪŋ helping
ˈlʌkij lucky ˈsʌkɹ̩ sucker ˈsaltij salty

[əˈphlaj] apply [ˌæpləˈkhejʃn̩] application
[səˈphowz] suppose [ˌsʌpəˈzɪʃn̩] supposition
[əˈkhwajɹ] acquire [ˌækwəˈzɪʃn̩] acquisition
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As predicted by our rule for aspiration, the phonetic presence or absence
of aspiration on the medial stop of the root may alternate within a given
root, according to where the stress appears in the root.
Another set of examples involves the word-formation process adding -ee

to a verb, to form a noun referring to the direct object of the action. That
suffix must be stressed, unlike the subject-nominalization suffix -er.

(7)

Again, as our rule predicts, when the stress shifts to the suffix vowel, the
pronunciation of the preceding consonant changes to become aspirated.

Pronunciation of novel utterances. Not only does the existence of this
aspiration rule explain why all voiceless stops are aspirated at the begin-
ning of a stressed syllable in English words, it also explains facts of
language behavior by English speakers outside the domain of pronoun-
cing ordinary English words. First, when English speakers are faced with a
new word which they have never heard before, for example one coming
from a foreign language, voiceless consonants will be aspirated or unas-
pirated according to the general rule for the distribution of aspiration.
The pronunciation of unfamiliar foreign place names provides one simple
demonstration. The place names Stord (Norway) and Palma (Mozambique)
will be pronounced by English speakers as [stɔɹd] and [phalmə], as predicted
by the aspiration rule. The name Stavanger (Norway) may be pronounced
many ways – [stəˈvæŋɹ̩], [ˈstævəndʒɹ̩], [stəˈvændʒɹ̩], [ˈstævəŋɹ̩], and so on, but
consistently throughout this variation, the /t/ will remain unaspirated
because of its position in the syllable. In the English pronunciation of
Rapallo (Italy), stress could either be on the first syllable in [ˈɹæpəlow],
with no aspiration because /p/ is at the beginning of an unstressed
syllable, or on the second syllable as in [ɹəˈphalow] – again the choice of
aspirated versus unaspirated consonant being determined by the rule of
aspiration.
Second, when English speakers attempt to learn a language which

does not have the same distribution of aspirated and unaspirated con-
sonants as in English, they encounter difficulties in pronunciation that
reflect the effect of the rule of aspiration. Hindi has both aspirated and
unaspirated voiceless stops at the beginning of syllables, as well as after
/s/. Words such as [phal] ‘fruit’ and [stan] ‘breast’ are not difficult for
English speakers to pronounce; accurate pronunciation of [pal] ‘want’
and [sthal] ‘place’ on the other hand are. This is due to the fact that
the rule of aspiration from English interferes in the pronunciation of
other languages.

Verb Subject noun Object noun
[ˈgɹænt] [ˈgɹæntɹ̩] [ˌgɹænˈthi] grant
[ˈʃɪft] [ˈʃɪftɹ̩] [ˌʃɪfˈthi] shift
[ˈhɛlp] [ˈhɛlpɹ̩] [ˌhɛlˈphi] help
[ˈtʃhowk] [ˈtʃhowkɹ̩] [ˌtʃhowˈkhi] choke
[ˈstɹajk] [ˈstɹajkɹ̩] [ˌstɹajˈkhi] strike
[əˈthæk] [əˈthækɹ̩] [əˌthæˈkhi] attack
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Finally, even in native English words, unaspirated stops can show the
effect of the aspiration rule in hyper-slow, syllable-by-syllable pronunci-
ation. Notice that in the normal pronunciation of happy [ˈhæpij], only the
first syllable is stressed and therefore [p] remains unaspirated. However, if
this word is pronounced very slowly, drawing out each vowel, then both
syllables become stressed, and as predicted the stop p is aspirated –

[ˈhæ::]. . .[ˌphi::j]. All of these facts are explained by one simple hypothesis,
that in English the occurrence of aspiration on stops derives from apply-
ing a rule.

2.1.2 Flapping
We now turn to another rule. A phonetic characteristic of many North
American dialects of English is “flapping,” where /t/ and /d/ become the
flap [ɾ] in certain contexts, for example in [ˈwaɾɹ̩] water. It is clear that there
is no contrast between the flap [ɾ] and any other consonant of English:
there are no minimal pairs such as hypothetical [hɪt] and *[hɪɾ], or *[bʌtɹ̩]
and [bʌɾɹ̩], whose existence would establish that the flap is a distinct
phoneme of English. Moreover, the contexts where the flap appears in
English are quite restricted. In our previous examples of nonaspiration in
the context ˈvCv in (4) and (6), no examples included [t] as an intervocalic
consonant. Now consider the following words:

(8) a.

b.

In (8a) orthographic <t> is phonetically realized as the flap [ɾ] in the
context ˈV_V, that is, when it is followed by a vowel or syllabic sonor-
ant – represented as V – and preceded by a stressed vowel or syllabic
sonorant. Maybe we have just uncovered an orthographic defect of
English, since we have no letter for a flap (just as no letter represents
/θ/ vs. /ð/) and some important distinctions in pronunciation are lost in
spelling. The second set of examples show even more clearly that under-
lying t becomes a flap in this context. We can convince ourselves that
the verbs [hɪt], [pʊt] and [sεt] end in [t], simply by looking at the
uninflected form of the verb, or the third-person-singular forms [hɪts],
[pʊts] and [sεts], where the consonant is pronounced as [t]. Then when we
consider the gerund, which combines the root with the suffix -ɪŋ, we see
that /t/ has become the flap [ɾ]. This provides direct evidence that there
must be a rule deriving flaps from plain /t/, since the pronunciation of
root morphemes may actually change, depending on whether or not the
rule for flapping applies (which depends on whether a vowel follows the
root).
There is analogous evidence for an underlying /t/ in the word [ˈæɾm̩ ]

atom, since, again, the alveolar consonant in this root may either appear as

Vowels and syllabic
sonorants often
function together in
phonology, and we
unify them with the
term syllabic.

The theory of
distinctive features
given in chapter 3
makes it easier to
distinguish
different notions of
vowel and glide.

ˈwaɾɹ̩ water ˈwejɾɹ̩ waiter; wader
ˈæɾm̩ atom; Adam ˈæɾəˌthuwd attitude

ˈhɪt hit ˈhɪɾɪŋ hitting
ˈpʊt put ˈpʊɾɪŋ putting
ˈsɛt set ˈsɛɾɪŋ setting
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[th] or [ɾ], depending on the phonetic context where the segment appears.
Flapping only takes place before an unstressed vowel, and thus in /ætm̩ /
the consonant /t/ is pronounced as [ɾ]; but in the related form [əˈthamɪk]
where stress has shifted to the second syllable of the root, we can see that
the underlying /t/ surfaces phonetically (as an aspirate, following the
previously discussed rule of aspiration).
We may state the rule of flapping as follows: “an alveolar stop becomes

a flap when it is followed by an unstressed syllabic and is preceded by a
vowel or glide.” You will see how vowels and glides are unified in the next
chapter: for the moment, we use the term vocoid to refer to the phonetic
class of vowels and glides. It is again important to note that the notion of
“vowel” used in this rule must include syllabic sonorants such as [ɹ̩] for the
preceding segment, and [ɹ̩] or [m̩ ] for the following segment. The rule is
formalized in (9).

(9) alveolar stop ! flap / vocoid ___ unstressed syllabic

Flapping is not limited to the voiceless alveolar stop /t/: underlying /d/ also
becomes [ɾ] in this same context.

(10)

2.1.3 Glottal stop
There is one context where flapping of /t/ does not occur when preceded by a
vowel and followed by an unstressed syllabic segment (vowel or syllabic
sonorant), and that is when /t/ is followed by a syllabic [n̩]. Consider, first,
examples such as [ˈbʌʔn̩] button and [ˈkaʔn̩] cotton. Instead of the flap that we
expect, basedonourunderstandingof the contextwhereflapping takesplace,
we find glottal stop before syllabic [n̩]. Consider the following pairs of words:

(11)

The bare roots on the left show the underlying /t/ which has not changed
to glottal stop, and on the right, we observe that the addition of the suffix
/n/ conditions the change of /t/ to [ʔ] in the context ˈV_n, i.e. when t is
preceded by a stressed vowel and followed by an alveolar nasal. Words
like [ˈæɾm̩ ] atom show that the glottal stop rule does not apply before all
nasals, just alveolar nasals.
Finally, notice that in casual speech, the gerundive suffix -ɪŋ may be

pronounced as [n̩]. When the verb root ends in /t/, that /t/ becomes [ʔ] just
in case the suffix becomes [n̩], and thus provides the crucial context
required for the glottal stop creation rule.

Base verbs ‘One who V-s’ ‘V-ing’
ˈbɪd ˈbɪɾɹ̩ ˈbɪɾɪŋ bid
ˈhajd ˈhajɾɹ̩ ˈhajɾɪŋ hide
ˈwejd ˈwejɾɹ̩ ˈwejɾɪŋ wade

[rat] rot [ˈraʔn̩] rotten
[hajt] height [ˈhajʔn̩] heighten
[lajt] light [ˈlajʔn̩] lighten
[fæt] fat [ˈfæʔn̩] fatten
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(12)

In the examples considered so far, the environment for appearanceof glottal
stop has been a following syllabic [n̩]. Is it crucial that the triggering nasal
segment be specifically a syllabic nasal? We also find glottal stop before non-
syllabic nasals in words such as Whitney [ʍɪʔnij] and fatness [fæʔnəs], which
shows that the t-glottalization rule does not care about the syllabicity of the
followingnasal.Thepresenceofglottal stop in theseexamplescanbeexplained
by the existence of a rule which turns /t/ into glottal stop before [n] or [n̩].

(13) alveolar stop! glottal stop / __ alveolar nasal

Notice that this rule applies before a set of segments, but not a random
set: it applies before alveolar nasals, without mention of syllabicity. As we
will repeatedly see, the conditioning context of phonological rules is
stated in terms of phonetic properties.

2.2 Allophony in other languages

Allophonic rules of pronunciation are found in most human languages, if
not indeed all languages. What constitutes a subtle contextual variation in
one language may constitute a wholesale radical difference in phonemes in
another. The difference between unaspirated and aspirated voiceless stops
in English is a completely predictable, allophonic one which speakers are
not aware of, but in Hindi the contrast between aspirated and unaspirated
voiceless consonants forms the basis of phonemic contrasts, e.g. [pal] ‘want’,
[phal] ‘fruit.’ Unlike the situation in English, aspiration in Hindi is an
important, distinctive property of stops which cannot be supplied by a rule.

l and d in Tswana. The consonants [l] and [d] are clearly separatephonemes
in English, givenwords such as lie and die ormill andmid. However, in Tswana
(Botswana), there is no contrast between [l] and [d]. Phonetic [l] and [d] are
contextually determined variants of a single phoneme: surface [l] appears
before nonhigh vowels, and [d] appears before high vowels (neither conson-
ant may come at the end of a word or before another consonant).

(14)

Some speakers have
[ʔ] only before
syllabic [n̩], so their
rule is different. Not
all American
dialects have this
rule – it is lacking
in certain Southern
dialects, and
instead the flapping
rule applies. Some
British dialects have
a rule which applies
in a rather different
context, e.g. [lεʔə]
letter.

Base verb Careful speech Casual speech
hɪs hɪsɪŋ hɪsn̩
ɹat ɹaɾɪŋ ɹaʔn̩
flowt flowɾɪŋ flowʔn̩

lefifi ‘darkness’ loleme ‘tongue’
selεpε ‘axe’ molɔmo ‘mouth’
xobala ‘to read’ mmadi ‘reader’
lerumɔ ‘spear’ xoŋala ‘to marry’
loxadima ‘lightning flash’ didʒɔ ‘food’
dumεla ‘greetings’ feedi ‘sweeper’
lokwalɔ ‘letter’ khudu ‘tortoise’
mosadi ‘woman’ podi ‘goat’
badisa ‘the herd’ hudi ‘wild duck’
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Tswana has a rule which can be stated as “/l/ becomes [d] before high
vowels.”

(15) l! d/ _ high vowel

An equally accurate and general statement of the distribution or [l] and [d]
would be “/d/ becomes [l] before nonhigh vowels.”

(16) d! l/ _ nonhigh vowel

There is no evidence to show whether the underlying segment is basically
/l/ or /d/ in Tswana, so we would be equally justified in assuming either
rule (15) or rule (16). Sometimes, a language does not provide enough
evidence to allow us to decide which of two (or more) analyses is correct.

Tohono O’odham affricates. In the language Tohono O’odham (for-
merly known as Papago: Arizona and Mexico), there is no contrast
between [d] and [dʒ], or between [t] and [tʃ]. The task is to inspect the
examples in (17) and discover what factor governs the choice between
plain alveolar [d, t] versus the alveopalatal affricates [dʒ, tʃ]. In these
examples, word-final sonorants are devoiced by a regular rule which we
disregard, explaining the devoiced m in examples like [wahtʃum̥]

(17)

We do not know, at the outset, what factor conditions the choice of [t, d]
versus [tʃ, dʒ] (indeed, in the world of actual analysis we do not know
in advance that there is any such relationship; but to make your
task easier, we will at least start with the knowledge that there
is a predictable relationship, and concentrate on discovering the rule
governing that choice). To begin solving the problem, we explore two
possibilities: the triggering context may be the segment which immedi-
ately precedes the consonant, or it may be the segment which immedi-
ately follows it.
Let us start with the hypothesis that it is the immediately preceding

segment which determines how the consonant is pronounced. In order to
organize the data so as to reveal what rule might be at work, we can

dʒihsk ‘aunt’ dɔʔaʔk ‘mountain’
tʃu:li̥ ‘corner’ tʃɯwaʔgi̥ ‘clouds’
wahtʃum̥ ‘drown’ taht ‘foot’
dʒɯwɯhkɔh ‘cut hair’ ʔahidaʔk ‘year’
tɔnɔm̥ ‘be thirsty’ hɯhtahpsptʃu̥ ‘make it 5’
hɯdʒɯli̥ ‘self’ tʃihkpan̥ ‘work’
stahtɔnɔm:ah ‘thirsty times’ ʔi:dḁ ‘this’
mɯɖɯdam̥ ‘runner’ tɔhntɔ̥ ‘degenerate’
tɔdsid ‘frighten’ tʃɯpɔsid ‘brand’
gahtwi̥ ‘to shoot’ tʃɯhtʃi̥ ‘name’
gɯʔɯdtḁ ‘get big’ dʒumali̥ ‘low’

tobidk ‘White Clay’ waʔdʒiwih ‘swim’

spadmahkam̥ ‘lazy one’ dʒu:ʔw̥ ‘rabbits’
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simply list the preceding environments where stops versus affricates
appear, so h_ means “when [h] precedes” – here, the symbol “#” represents
the beginning or end of a word. Looking at the examples in (17), and
taking note of what comes immediately before any [t, d] versus [tʃ, dʒ], we
arrive at the following list of contexts:

(18) [t, d]: #_, h_, ɯ_, i: _, s_, i_, n_, ɔ_
[tʃ, dʒ]: #_, h_, ɯ_, ʔ_, p_

Since both types of consonants appear at the beginning of the word,
or when preceded by [h] or [ɯ], it is obvious that the preceding
context cannot be the crucial determining factor. We therefore reject
the idea that the preceding element determines how the phoneme is
pronounced.
Focusing next on what follows the consonant, the list of contexts

correlated with plain stops versus affricates is much simpler.

(19) [t, d]: _ ɔ, _a, _ḁ, _#, _s, _t, _k, _ ɯ, _w
[tʃ, dʒ]: _i, _i̥, _u, _u̥, _ɯ

Only the vowels [i, u, ɯ] (and their devoiced counterparts) follow [tʃ] and
[dʒ], and the vowels [a, ɔ] follow [t] and [d]. Moreover, when no vowel
follows, i.e. at the end of the word or before another consonant, the plain
alveolar appears (taht, tɔdsid). The vowels [i, u, ɯ] have in common the
property that they are high vowels, which allows us to state the context
for this rule very simply: /t/ and /d/ become alveopalatal affricates before
high vowels, i.e.

(20) alveolar stop! alveopalatal affricate / _high vowel

The retroflex consonant [ɖ ] does not undergo this process, as seen in
[mɯɖɯdam̥].
This account of the distribution of alveolars versus alveopalatals assumes

that underlyingly the consonants are alveolars, and that just in case a high
vowel follows, the consonant becomes an alveopalatal affricate. It is import-
ant to also consider the competing hypothesis that underlyingly the conson-
ants are alveopalatals and that they become alveolars in a context which is
complementary to that stated in rule (20). The problemwith that hypothesis
is that there is no natural statement of that complementary context, which
includes nonhigh vowels, consonants, and the end of the word.

(21)

The brace notation is a device used to force a disjunction of unrelated
contexts into a single rule, so this rule states that alveopalatal affricates

alveopalatal affricate → alveolar stop/_ 

nonhigh V

C

#
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become alveolar stops when they are followed either by a nonhigh vowel,
a consonant, or are at the end of the word, i.e. there is no coherent
generalization. Since the alternative hypothesis that the consonants in
question are underlyingly alveopalatals leads to a much more complicated
and less enlightening statement of the distribution of the consonants, we
reject the alternative hypothesis and assume that the consonants are
underlyingly alveolar.

Obstruent voicing in Kipsigis. In the Kipsigis language of Kenya, there
is no phonemic contrast between voiced and voiceless obstruents as there
is in English. No words are distinguished by the selection of voiced versus
voiceless consonants: nevertheless, phonetic voiced obstruents do exist in
the language.

(22)

In these examples, we can see that the labial and velar consonants become
voiced when they are both preceded and followed by vowels, liquids,
nasals, and glides: these are all sounds which are voiced.

(23) voiceless peripheral consonant ! voiced / voiced _ voiced

In stating the context, we do not need to say “voiced vowel, liquid, nasal,
or glide,” since, by saying “voiced” alone, we refer to the entire class of
voiced segments. It is only when we need to specifically restrict the rule so
that it applies just between voiced consonants, for example, that we would
need to further specify the conditioning class of segments.
While you have been told that there is no contrast between [k] and [g]

or between [p] and [b] in this language, children learning the language
do not use explicit instructions, so an important question arises: how
can you arrive at the conclusion that the choice [k, p] versus [g, b] is
predictable? Two facts lead to this conclusion. First, analyzing the dis-
tribution of consonants in the language would lead to discovering the
regularities that no word begins or ends in [b, g] and no word has [b, g]
in combination with another consonant, except in combination with the

kuur ‘call!’ ke-guur ‘to call’
ŋok-ta ‘dog’ ŋog-iik ‘dogs’
kε-tεp ‘request’ i-teb-e ‘you are requesting’
ker ‘look at!’ ke-ger ‘to look at’
put ‘break up!’ ke-but ‘to break up’
poor ‘thresh maize!’ ke-boor ‘to thresh maize’
ŋeljep-ta ‘tongue’ ŋeljeb-wek ‘tongues’
kisiptʃi ‘to follow for’ iŋgurwet ‘pig’
kipkirui (name) ke-baakpaak ‘to strip repeatedly’
pʊnbʊn ‘soft’ tilɑkse ‘it is cuttable’
kirgit ‘bull’ kagjam ‘we ate’
taaptεεt ‘flower type’ kebritɑmεεt ‘to fall asleep’
kɪblaŋat (name) peetʃiŋge ‘they are going for

themselves’
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voiced sonorants. We would also discover that [p, k] do not appear
between vowels, or more generally between voiced segments. If there
were no rule governing the distribution of consonants in this language,
then the distribution is presumed to be random, which would mean
that we should find examples of [b, g] at the beginning or end of words,
or [p, k] between vowels.
Another very important clue in understanding the system is the fact

that the pronunciation of morphemes will actually change according
to the context that they appear in. Notice, for example, that the
imperative form [kuur] ‘call!’ has a voiceless stop, but the same root
is pronounced as [guur] in the infinitive [ke-guur] ‘to call.’ When
learning words in the language, the child must resolve the changes
in pronunciation of word parts in order to know exactly what must be
learned. Sometimes the root ‘call’ is [kuur], sometimes [guur] – when
are you supposed to use the pronunciation [guur]? Similarly, in trying
to figure out the root for the word ‘dog,’ a child will observe that
in the singular the root portion of the word is pronounced [ŋok], and
in the plural it is pronounced [ŋog]. From observing that there is an
alternation between [k] and [g], or [p] and [b], it is a relatively simple
matter to arrive at the hypothesis that there is a systematic relation
between these sounds, which leads to an investigation of when [k, p]
appear, versus [g, b].

Implosive and plain voiced stops in Matuumbi. The distinction
between implosive and plain voiced consonants in Matuumbi (Tanzania)
can be predicted by a rule.

(24)

Upon consideration of consonant distribution in these data, you will see
that implosives appear in word-initial position and after vowels, whereas
plain voiced consonants appear exclusively after nasals.
There is further clinching evidence that this generalization is valid.

In this language, the first-person-singular form of the verb has a
nasal consonant prefix (there is also a change in the final vowel,
where you get -a in the infinitive and -ε in the “should” form, the second
column below).

ɓεɓεεlu ‘male goat’ ɠundumuka ‘be scared’
ɓutuka ‘flow’ ɠaala ‘storage in roof’
kɔɓɔkwa ‘unfold’ ɓwʊʊmɪ ‘life’
kɔɔndwa ‘dig clay’ ŋgaambalε ‘fish (sp)’
ɓalaka ‘luck’ ɠʊlʊja ‘drive fast’
lisεεŋgεlε ‘dowry’ ɓila ‘without’
ɠɔlɔja ‘straighten’ ɠuna ‘murmur’
kiɓʊla ‘towards Mecca’ kitʊʊmbɪ ‘hill’
kjaaŋgi ‘sand’ ɓɔmwaana ‘destroy’
likʊʊŋgwa ‘storage structure’ ɓʊʊka ‘leave’
ɠɔɔmba ‘shoot a gun’ ɠʊlʊka ‘fly’
ɓalaaŋga ‘count’ aliɓika ‘be out of order’
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(25)

Thus the pronunciation of the root for the word for ‘fly’ alternates
between [ɠʊlʊk] and [gʊlʊk], depending on whether a nasal precedes.
Having determined that implosives and plain voiced stops are allo-

phonically related in the grammar of Matuumbi, it remains to decide
whether the language has basically only plain voiced consonants, with
implosives appearing in a special environment; or should we assume that
Matuumbi voiced stops are basically implosive, and plain voiced conson-
ants appear only in a complementary environment? The matter boils
down to the following question: is it easier to state the context where
imposives appear, or is it easier to state the context where plain voiced
consonants appear? We generally assume that the variant with the most
easily stated distributional context is the variant derived by applying a
rule. However, as we saw with the case of [l] and [d] in Tswana, a language
may not provide empirical evidence which is the correct solution.
Now let us compare the two possible rules for Matuumbi: “implosives

appear word initially and after a vowel”:

(26)

versus “plain consonants appear after a nasal”:

(27) C! nonimplosive / nasal _

It is simpler to state the context where plain consonants appear, since
their distribution requires a single context – after a nasal – whereas
describing the process as replacement of plain consonants by implosives
would require a more complex disjunction “either after a vowel, or in
word-initial position.” A concise description of contexts results if we
assume that voiced consonants in Matuumbi are basically implosive, and
that the nonimplosive variants which appear after nasals are derived by a
simple rule: implosives become plain voiced consonants after nasals.
It is worth noting that another statement of the implosive-to-plain process

is possible, since sequences of consonants are quite restricted in Matuumbi.
Only a nasal may precede another “true” consonant, i.e. a consonant other
than a glide. A different statement of the rule is that plain voiced consonants
appear only after other consonants – due to the rules of consonant

to V I should V
ɠʊlʊka ŋgʊlʊkε ‘fly’
ɠɔɔmba ŋgɔɔmbε ‘shoot a gun’
ɠɔlɔja ŋgɔlɔjε ‘straighten’
ɠuna ŋgunε ‘murmur’
ɓalaaŋga mbalaaŋgε ‘count’
ɓutuka mbutukε ‘flow’

ɓʊʊka mbʊʊkε ‘leave’
ɗuumu nduumu ‘continue’

C  implosive /  
V
#

→
⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭

-
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combination in the language, thefirst of two true consonants is necessarily a
nasal, so it is unnecessary to explicitly state that the preceding consonant in
the implosive-to-plain-C rule is a nasal. Phonological theory does not always
give a single solution for any given data set, so wemust accept that there are
at least two ways of describing this pattern. One of the goals of the theory,
towards which considerable research energy is being expended, is develop-
ing a principled basis for making a unique and correct choice in such cases
where the data themselves cannot show which solution is right.

Velar and uvular stops in Kenyang. In Kenyang (Cameroon), there is no
contrast between the velar consonant k and uvular q.

(28)

What determines the selection of k versus q is the nature of the vowel
which precedes the consonant. The uvular consonant q is always preceded
by one of the back nonhigh vowels o, ɔ, or ɑ, whereas velar k appears
anywhere else.

(29) voiceless velar ! uvular / back nonhigh vowel _

This relation between vowels and consonants is phonetically natural. The
vowels triggering the change have a common place of articulation: they
are produced at the lower back region of the pharynx, where q (as opposed
to k) is articulated.
An alternative is that the underlying segment is a uvular, and velar

consonants are derived by rule. But under that assumption, the rule
which derives velars is very complex. Velars would be preceded by front
or central vowels, by high back vowels, by a consonant (ŋ), or by a word
boundary. We would then end up with a disjunction of contexts in our
statement of the rule.

(30)

enɔq ‘tree’ enoq ‘drum’

eket ‘house’ ntʃiku ‘I am buying’
nek ‘rope’ ejwɑrek ‘sweet potato’
ŋgɑq ‘knife’ ekɑq ‘leg’
mək ‘dirt’ nɑq ‘brother in law’

ndek ‘European’ pɔbrik ‘work project’
betək ‘job’ bepək ‘to capsize’
tiku (name) ku ‘buy!’
ɑjuk (name) esikɔŋ ‘pipe’
kebwep ‘stammering’ ŋkɔq ‘chicken’
ŋkɑp ‘money’ kɔ ‘walk!’

front V
central V

high back V
C
#

q   k /→

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎪
⎭

-
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The considerably more complex rule deriving velars from uvulars leads us
to reject the hypothesis that these segments are underlyingly uvular.
Again, we are faced with one way of capturing the generalization exploit-
ing phonetically defined classes, and an alternative that involves a dis-
junctive list, where there is nothing that unifies the contexts: we select
the alternative which allows a rule to be stated that refers to a simple,
phonetically definable context. This decision reflects an important dis-
covery regarding the nature of phonogical rules which will be discussed in
greater detail in chapter 3, namely that phonological rules operate in
terms of phonetic classes of segments.

Arabela nasalization. Nasalization of vowels and glides is predictable in
Arabela (Peru).

(31)

Scanning the data in (31), we see nothing about the following phonetic
context that explains occurrence of nasalization: both oral and nasal
vowels precede glottal stop ([tæweʔ] ‘foreigner’ versus [nõõnũʔ] ‘be
pained’), [k] ([nĩ ĩkjææʔ] ‘is pouring out’ versus [ʃijokwaʔ] ‘grease’) or [n]
([mȷæ̃̃nũʔ] ‘swallow’ versus [posunãh ̃ãʔ] ‘short person’). A regularity
does emerge once we look at what precedes oral versus nasal vowels:
when a vowel or glide is preceded by a nasal segment – be it a nasal
consonant (including [h ̃] which is always nasal in this language), vowel,
or glide – then a vowel or glide becomes nasalized. The rule for nasal-
ization can be stated as “a vowel or glide becomes nasalized after any
nasal sound.”

(32) vocoid ! nasal / nasal_

The naturalness of this rule should be obvious – the essential property
that defines the conditioning class of segment, nasality, is the very prop-
erty that is added to the vowel: such a process, where a segment becomes
more like some neighboring segment, is known as an assimilation.
Predictable nasalization of vowels almost always derives from a nasal
consonant somewhere near the vowel.

Sundanese: a problem for the student to solve. Bearing this suggestion
in mind, where do nasalized vowels appear in Sundanese (Indonesia),
given these data?

nẽẽkjææʔ ‘lying on back’ mõnũʔ ‘kill’
tukuruʔ ‘palm leaf’ ʃijokwaʔ ‘grease’
nȷæ̃̃æ̃riʔ ‘he laid it down’ suroʔ ‘monkey’
nĩĩkjææʔ ‘is pouring out’ suwakaʔ ‘fish’
posunãh ̃ãʔ ‘short person’ kuwɔxoʔ ‘hole’
nõõnũʔ ‘be pained’ h̃ẽẽgiʔ ‘termites’
tæweʔ ‘foreigner’ h̃ȷũ̃ũʃʃænõʔ ‘where I fished’
nĩnȷũ̃ʔ ‘to come’ mȷæ̃̃nũʔ ‘swallow’

nũw̃ãʔ ‘partridge’ h̃ũw̃ãʔ ‘a yellow bird’
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(33)

Since the focus at the moment is on finding phonological regularities, and
not on manipulating a particular formalism (which we have not yet
presented completely), you should concentrate on expressing the general-
ization in clear English.
We can also predict the occurrence of long (double) consonants

in Sundanese, using the above data supplemented with the data
in (34).

(34)

What rule determines the length of consonants in this language?

Vowel length in Mohawk. The context for predicting some variant
of a phoneme may include more than one factor. There is no
contrast between long and short vowels in Mohawk (North America):
what is the generalization regarding where long versus short vowels
appear?

abot ‘heavy’ agɨŋ ‘big’
amĩs ‘sweet’ anõm ‘young’
handap ‘light’ luhur ‘high’
awon ‘bad’ basɨr ‘wet’
konẽŋ ‘yellow’ bɨrɨm ‘red’
eŋgal ‘new’ gədde ‘big’
mãhĩr ‘skillful’ mĩrɨ ‘uncertain’
mõhẽhẽd ‘poor’ bumĩ ‘house’
mə̃rri ‘duck’ mãhãsiswa ‘student’
mãũŋ ‘tiger’ mĩãsih ‘true love’
mĩliar ‘billion’ mĩɲãk ‘oil’
mũãra ‘confluence’ pamõhãlan ‘impossible’
mãẽn ‘play’ mãõt ‘die’
nãʔãs ‘get worse’ mĩʔĩs ‘leak’
mãʔãp ‘excuse me’ mãhĩ ‘enough’
nẽwak ‘catch’ tiʔis ‘cold’

abuabu ‘grey’ bəddil ‘gun’
gəttih ‘blood’ akar ‘root’
səddih ‘sad’ dʒənnə̃ŋŋãn ‘name’
bərrəkkah ‘useful’ bagoŋ ‘wild pig’
babi ‘pig’ kinã ‘quinine’
təbbih ‘far’ bapa ‘father’
bɨbɨr ‘belt’ ŋə̃ppel ‘sweep’
bənnə̃r ‘correct’ sɨkɨt ‘sharp’
panãs ‘hot’ mə̃ddəm ‘dark’
hukum ‘law’ sərrat ‘letter’
kamẽdʒa ‘shirt’ patʃul ‘shovel’
bənnãŋ ‘thread’ dada ‘torso’
pəttis ‘fish sauce’ dʒaŋkuŋ ‘tall’
asəm ‘tamarind’ wawəs ‘tooth’
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(35)

One property which holds true of all long vowels is that they appear in
stressed syllables: there are no unstressed long vowels. However, it would
be incorrect to state the rule as lengthening all stressed vowels, because
there are stressed short vowels as in [ˈwisk]. We must find a further
property which distinguishes those stressed vowels which become
lengthened from those which do not. Looking only at stressed vowels,
we can see that short vowels appear before two consonants and long
vowels appear before a consonant-plus-vowel sequence. It is the combin-
ation of two factors, being stressed and being before the sequence CV,
which conditions the appearance of long vowels: stressed vowels are
lengthened if they precede CV, and vowels remain short otherwise. We
hypothesize the following rule:

(36) stressed V! long /_CV

Since there is no lexical contrast between long and short vowels inMohawk,
we assume that all vowels have the same underlying length: all long and
shortened in one context, or all short and lengthened in the complemen-
tary context. One hypothesis about underlying forms in a given language
results in simpler grammars which capture generalizations about the lan-
guage more directly than do other hypotheses about underlying forms. If
all vowels in Mohawk are underlyingly long, you must devise a rule to
derive short vowels. No single generalization covers all contexts where
supposed vowel shortening takes place, so your analysis would require
two rules, one to shorten unstressed vowels, and another to shorten vowels
followed by two consonants. In comparison, the single rule that stressed
vowels lengthen before CV accounts for vowel length under the hypothesis
that vowels in Mohawk are underlyingly short. No other rule is needed:
short vowels appear everywhere that they are not lengthened.

Aspiration in Ossetic. Aspiration of voiceless stops can be predicted in
Ossetic (Caucasus).

(37)

ranaˈhe:zʌ̃s ‘he trusts her’ raˈge:das ‘he scrapes’
ˈi:geks ‘I eat it’ oˈda:we ‘flea’
gaˈda:dis ‘I talk’ ʌ̃khˈni:nũʔ ‘I will buy it’
ˈsdũ:ha ‘a little bit’ apˈlam ‘Abram’

ʌ̃ˈga:radeʔ ‘I lay myself down’ ˈdʌ̃:gehgweʔ ‘I’ll lift it’
raˈjʌ ̃thos ‘he plants’ ˈjegreks ‘I push it’
ˈwisk ‘five’ roˈjoʔdeʔ ‘he works’
awerˈjahsa ‘heart’ ˈjagwaks ‘they and I eat it’
ˈisgʌ̃s ‘you (sg) see her’ gatˈgahthos ‘I look at it’
joˈkekhaʔ ‘it’s burning’ ʌ̃ˈgidjeʔ ‘I will fly around’

thəχ ‘strength’ khɔttag ‘linen’
χɔstɔg ‘near’ ɔftən ‘be added’
fadath ‘possibility’ khastɔn ‘I looked’
tshɔst ‘eye’ kharkh ‘hen’
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Since aspirated and plain consonants appear at the end of the word ([tshɔst]
‘eye,’ [tshəth] ‘honor’), the following context alone cannot govern aspir-
ation. Focusing on what precedes the consonant, aspirates appear word-
initially, or when preceded by a vowel or [r] (i.e. a sonorant) at the end of
the word; unaspirated consonants appear when before or after an
obstruent. It is possible to start with unaspirated consonants (as we did
for English) and predict aspiration, but a simpler description emerges if
we start from the assumption that voiceless stops are basically aspirated
in Ossetic, and deaspirate a consonant next to an obstruent. The relative
simplicity of the resulting analysis should guide your decisions about
underlying forms, and not a priori decisions about the phonetic nature
of the underlying segments that your analysis results in.

Optional rules. Some rules of pronunciation are optional, often known
as “free variation.” In Makonde (Mozambique), the phoneme /ʃ/ can be
pronounced as either [s] or [ʃ] by speakers of the language: the same
speaker may use [s] one time and [ʃ] another time. The verb ‘read’ is thus
pronounced as ʃoomja or as soomja, and ‘sell’ is pronounced as ʃuluuʃa or
as suluusa. We will indicate such variation in pronunciation by giving
the examples as “ʃuluuʃa ~ suluusa,” meaning that the word is pronounce-
able either as ʃuluuʃa or as suluusa, as the speaker chooses. Such appar-
ently unconditioned fluctuations in pronunciation are the result of a rule
in Makonde which turns /ʃ/ into [s]: this rule is optional. The optional
nature of the rule is indicated simply by writing “optional” to the side of
the rule.

(38) ʃ ! s optional

Normally, any rule in the grammar always applies if its phonological
conditions are satisfied. An optional rule may either apply or not, so for
any optional rule at least two phonetic outcomes are possible: either the
rule applies, or it does not apply. Assuming the underlying form /ʃoomja/,
the pronunciation [ʃoomja] results if the rule is not applied, and [soomja]
results if the rule is applied.
Optional rules may have environmental conditions on them. In

Matuumbi, as we have seen in (24), voiced stops are implosive except after
a nasal. The voiced velar stop exhibits a further complication, that after a
vowel (but not initially) underlying /ɠ/ optionally becomes a fricative [γ]
(the symbol “~” indicates “may also be pronounced as”).

akkag ‘adequate’ dəkkag ‘second’
tshəppar ‘four’ tshəth ‘honor’
tshəχt ‘cheese’ khɔm ‘where’
fɔste ‘behind’ khom ‘mouth’
phirən ‘comb wool’ zaχta ‘he told’
χɔskard ‘scissors’ χɔston ‘military’
phɔrrɔst ‘fluttering’
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(39)

Hence the optional realization of /ɠ/ as [γ], but only after a vowel, can be
explained by the following rule.

(40) ɠ ! γ / V _ (optional)

The factors determining which variant is selected are individual and
sociological, reflecting age, ethnicity, gender, and geography, inter alia.
Phonology does not try to explain why people make the choices they do:
that lies in the domain of sociolinguistics. We are also only concerned
with systematic options. Some speakers of English vary between [æks] and
[æsk] as their pronunciation of ask. This is a quirk of a particular word: no
speaker says *[mæks] for mask, or *[fɪsk] for fix.
It would also be mistaken to think that there is one grammar for all

speakers of English (or German, or Kimatuumbi) and that dialect variation
is expressed via a number of optional rules. From the perspective of
grammars as objects describing the linguistic competence of individuals,
an optional rule is countenanced only if the speaker can actually pro-
nounce words in multiple ways. In the case of Makonde, some speakers
actually pronounce /ʃoomja/ in two different ways.

ɓaɠana ~ ɓaγana ‘divide’
ɓiliɠana ~ ɓiliγana ‘wrestle’
ɓulaɠa ~ ɓulaγa ‘kill’
ɠalaambuka ~ (*γalaambuka) ‘change’

Summary Contrastive aspects of pronunciation cannot be predicted by rule, but
allophonic details can be. Allophonic changes are a type of rule-governed
phonological behavior, and phonology is concerned with the study of
rules. The practical concern of this chapter is understanding the
method for discovering those rules. The linguist looks for regularities
in the distribution of one sound versus others, and attempts to reduce
multiple surface segments to one basic segment, a phoneme, where the
related segments derive by applying a rule to the underlying phoneme
in some context. Going beyond static distribution of sounds, you
should look for cases where the pronunciation of morphemes changes,
depending on the presence or absence of prefixes and suffixes.
Assuming that sounds are in complementary distribution, you need

to determine which variant is the “basic” underlying one, and which
derives by rule. The decision is made by comparing the consequences
of alternative hypotheses. Sometimes, selecting underlying /X/ results
in a very simple rule for deriving the surface variant [Y], whereas
selecting underlying /Y/ results in very complex rules for deriving [X]
from /Y/: in such a case, the choice of /X/ over /Y/ is well motivated.
Sometimes, no definitive decision can be made.
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Exercises
1 Kuria
Provide rules to explain the distribution of the consonants [β, r, γ] and [b, d, g] in
the following data. (Note that [r] is a fricative consonant in this language.)
Accents mark tone: acute is high tone and “hacek” [ˇ] is rising tone.

2 Modern Greek
Determine whether the two segments [k] and [kj] are contrastive or are
governed by rule; similarly, determine whether the difference between [x] and
[xj] is contrastive or predictable. If the distribution is rule-governed, what is the
rule and what do you assume to be the underlying consonants in these cases?

3 Farsi
Describe the distribution of the trills [r], [r̥] and the flap [ɾ].

aβaánto ‘people’ aβamúra ‘young men’
amahı́ı́ndi ‘corn cobs’ amakέέndɔ ‘date fruits’
eβă ‘forget!’ eeŋgwé ‘leopard’
eγă ‘learn!’ ekeβwέ ‘fox’
hoorá ‘thresh!’ iβiγúrúβe ‘small pigs’
iβirúúŋgúuri ‘soft porridges’ uγusı́ri ‘huge rope’
βáinu ‘you (pl)’ βorjó ‘on the right’
itʃiiŋgέna ‘grinding stones’ itʃiiŋgúrúβe ‘pig’
γaβă ‘share!’ itʃiiŋgúta ‘walls’
βεrεká ‘carry a child!’ iγitúúmbe ‘stool’
γúúká ‘ancestor’ remă ‘weed!’
rεεntá ‘bring!’ oβoγááká ‘male adulthood’
oβotééndééru ‘smoothness’ okoγéémbá ‘to cause rain’
okoómbára ‘to count me’ okoβára ‘to count’
okoóndɔ́γa ‘to bewitch me’ okorɔ ́γa ‘to bewitch’
romă ‘bite!’ teγetá ‘be late!’
ukuúmbuurjá ‘to ask me’ uruγúta ‘wall’

kano ‘do’ kori ‘daughter’
xano ‘lose’ xori ‘dances’
xjino ‘pour’ kjino ‘move’
krima ‘shame’ xrima ‘money’
xufta ‘handful’ kufeta ‘bonbons’
kali ‘charms’ xali ‘plight’
xjeli ‘eel’ kjeri ‘candle’
xjeri ‘hand’ oxji ‘no’

ærteʃ ‘army’ farsi ‘Persian’
qædri ‘a little bit’ rah ‘road’
rast ‘right’ riʃ ‘beard’
ahar̥ ‘starch’ axær̥ ‘last’
hærtowr̥ ‘however’ ʃir̥ ‘lion’
ahaɾi ‘starched’ bæɾadær̥ ‘brother’
tʃeɾa ‘why?’ daɾid ‘you have’
biɾæng ‘pale’ ʃiɾini ‘pastry’
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4 Osage
What rule governs the distribution of [d] versus [ð] in the following data?

5 Amharic
Is there a phonemic contrast between the vowels [ə] and [ε] in Amharic? If not,
say what rule governs the distribution of these vowels, and what the underlying
value of the vowel is.

6 Gen
Determine the rule which accounts for the distribution of [r] and [l] in the
following data.

7 Shambaa
Describe the distribution of voiced versus voiceless nasals (voiceless nasals are
written with a circle under the letter, as in m

˚
), and voiceless aspirated, voiceless

unaspirated and voiced stops in Shambaa.

ˈdabri ̃ ‘three’ ˈaðikhãʒã ‘he lay down’
datʃˈpe ‘to eat’ ˈtʃʔeðe ‘he killed it’
dakˈʔe ‘to dig’ ˈðeze ‘tongue’
ˈdali ̃ ‘good’ ˈðie ‘you’
daʃˈtu ‘to bite’ ˈðiʃki ‘to wash’

fərəs ‘horse’ tənəsa ‘stand up!’
jεlɨdʒlɨdʒ ‘grandchild’ majεt ‘see’
gənzəb ‘money’ dʒεgna ‘brave’
nəɲ ‘I am’ məwdəd ‘to like’
mənnəsat ‘get up’ məmkər ‘advise’
ʒεle ‘unarmed’ jεlləm ‘no’
mətʃ ‘when’ məst’ət ‘give’
fəlləgə ‘he wanted’ agəɲɲε ‘he found’
təmətʃtʃε ‘it got comfortable’ mokkərə ‘he tried’
k’aʒʒε ‘he talked in his sleep’ ʒεmmərə ‘he started’
latʃtʃ’ε ‘he shaved’ aʃʃε ‘he rubbed’
bəkk’ələ ‘it germinated’ ʃεməggələ ‘he became old’

agble ‘farm’ agoŋglo ‘lizard’
aŋɔli ‘ghost’ akplɔ ‘spear’
sabulε ‘onion’ sra ‘strain’
alɔ ‘hand’ atitrwε ‘red-billed wood dove’
avlɔ ‘bait’ blafogbe ‘pineapple’
drε ‘stretch arms’ edrɔ ‘dream’
exlɔ ‘friend’ exle ‘flea’
hlε ‘read’ ŋlɔ ‘write’
tʃrɔ ̃ ‘exterminate’ ɲrã ‘be ugly’
klɔ ‘wash’ tre ‘glue’
vlu ‘stretch a rope’ lɔ ‘like’
mla ‘pound a drum’ pleplelu ‘laughing dove’
wla ‘hide’ zro ‘fly’
esrɔ ‘spouse’ etro ‘scale’
eɲrɔ̃ ‘spitting cobra’ dʒro ‘hint’
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8 Thai
The obstruents of Thai are illustrated below. Determine what the obstruent
phonemes of Thai are ([p⌝, t⌝, and k⌝] are unreleased stops). Are [p⌝, t⌝, k⌝]
distinct phonemes, or can they be treated as positional variants of some other
phoneme? If so, which ones, and what evidence supports your decision? Note
that no words begin with [g].

9 Palauan
Analyze the distribution of ð, θ and d in the following data. Examples of the type
“X ~ Y” mean that the word can be pronounced either as X or as Y, in free
variation.

tagi ‘egg’ kitabu ‘book’ paalika ‘fly!’
ni ‘it is’ ŋombe ‘cow’ matagi ‘eggs’
dodoa ‘pick up’ goʃa ‘sleep!’ babu ‘skin’
ndimi ‘tongues’ ŋgoto ‘heart’ mbeu ‘seed’
n̥thumbii ‘monkey’ ŋ̥khuŋguni ‘bedbug’ m̥pheho ‘wind’

bil ‘Bill’ myy ‘hand’
rak⌝ ‘love’ baa ‘crazy’
loŋ ‘go down’ bryy ‘extremely fast’
haa ‘five’ plaa ‘fish’
dii ‘good’ tʃaan ‘dish’
thee ‘pour’ thruumεεn ‘Truman’
khεŋ ‘hard’ panjaa ‘brains’
ləəj ‘pass’ phjaa [title]
lyak⌝ ‘choose’ klaaŋ ‘middle’
tʃhat⌝ ‘clear’ traa ‘stamp’
riip⌝ ‘hurry’ ɔɔk⌝ ‘exit’
phrεε ‘silk cloth’ kiə ‘wooden shoes’
khwaa ‘right side’ kεε ‘old’
draj ‘drive (golf)’ dyŋ ‘pull’
kan ‘ward off’ tʃuək⌝ ‘pure white’
phleeŋ ‘song’ tʃhan ‘me’
staaŋ ‘money’ rap⌝ ‘take’
jiisip⌝ ‘twenty’ phaa ‘cloth’
khaa ‘kill’ dam ‘black’
raaj ‘case’ tit⌝ ‘get stuck’
sip⌝ ‘ten’ pen ‘alive’

kəðə ‘we (inclusive)’ bəðuk ‘my stone’
ðiak ~ diak ‘negative verb’ maθ ‘eye’
tŋoθ ‘tattoo needle’ ðe:l ~ de:l ‘nail’
ðiosəʔ ~ diosəʔ ‘place to bathe’ ðik ~ dik ‘wedge’
kuθ ‘louse’ ʔoðiŋəl ‘visit’
koaθ ‘visit’ eaŋəθ ‘sky’
ŋərarəðə ‘a village’ baθ ‘stone’
ieðl ‘mango’ ʔəðip ‘ant’
kəðeb ‘short’ məðəŋei ‘knew’
uðouθ ‘money’ olðak ‘put together’
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10 Quechua (Cuzco dialect)
Describe the distribution of the following four sets of segments: k, x, q, χ; ŋ, ɴ; i,
e; u, o. Some pairs of these segments are allophones (positional variants) of a
single segment. You should state which contrasts are phonemic (unpredictable)
and which could be predicted by a rule. For segments which you think are
positional variants of a single phoneme, state which phoneme you think is the
underlying variant, and explain why you think so; provide a rule which accounts
for all occurrences of the predictable variant. (Reminder: ɴ is a uvular nasal.)

11 Lhasa Tibetan
There is no underlying contrast in this language between velars and uvulars, nor
is there an underlying contrast between voiced and voiceless obstruent, nor
between stops or fricatives except /s/, which exists underlyingly. State what the
underlying segments are, and give rules which account for the surface
distribution of these consonant types. (Notational reminder: [ɢ] represents a
voiced uvular stop.)

qori ‘gold’ tʃoχlu ‘corn on the cob’
q’omir ‘green’ niŋri ‘ear’
moqo ‘runt’ hoq’ara ‘deaf’
phulju ‘blanket’ jujaŋ ‘he recalls’
tulju ‘bone’ api ‘take’
suti ‘name’ oɴqoj ‘be sick!’
tʃilwi ‘baby chick’ tʃhitʃiŋ ‘he whispers’
tʃhaɴqaj ‘granulate’ aɴqosaj ‘toast’
qetʃuŋ ‘he disputes’ p’isqo ‘bird’
musoχ ‘new’ tʃuŋka ‘ten’
jaɴqaŋ ‘for free’ tʃulju ‘ice’
qhelja ‘lazy’ q’eɴqo ‘zigzagged’
tʃeqaŋ ‘straight’ qaŋ ‘you’
noqa ‘I’ tʃaxra ‘field’
tʃeχniŋ ‘he hates’ soχta ‘six’
aχna ‘thus’ ljixlja ‘small shawl’
qosa ‘husband’ qara ‘skin’
alqo ‘dog’ seɴqa ‘nose’
karu ‘far’ atoχ ‘fox’
qaŋkuna ‘you (pl)’ pusaχ ‘eight’
t’eχwaj ‘pluck’ tʃ’aki ‘dry’
wateχ ‘again’ aŋka ‘eagle’
waχtaj ‘hit!’ haku ‘let’s go’
waqaj ‘tears’ kaŋka ‘roasted’
waxtʃa ‘poor’ waleχ ‘poor’
thakaj ‘drop’ reχsisqa ‘known’

aŋgu ‘pigeon’ aŋʈãã ‘a number’ aŋba ‘duck’
apsoo ‘shaggy dog’ amtʃɔɔ ‘ear’ tukʈyy ‘poison snake’
amto ‘a province’ ɨγu ‘uncle’ ɨmtʃi ‘doctor’
uʈɨ ‘hair’ uβɪɪ ‘forehead’ eʁa ‘bells’
embo ‘deserted’ ʊʊtsi ‘oh-oh’ qa ‘saddle’
qaʁa ‘alphabet’ qaŋba ‘foot’ qamba ‘pliers’
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12 Kirzan Armenian
In this language, certain surface vowels can be predictably derived from other
underlying vowels. Discover what vowels in this language are purely predictable,
and give the rule which derives the predictable vowels.

...................................................................................................................................
Further reading
Cohn 1993; Halle 1959; Harris 1994; Kahn 1976; Sapir 1925.

qam ‘to dry’ qamtoo ‘overland’ sarβo ‘steep’
kɨkʈi ‘belch’ kɨβu ‘crawl’ kɨɨŋguu ‘trip’
kik ‘rubber’ kiʈuu ‘student’ kɪɪcuu ‘translator’
kɪɪrii ‘roll over’ kiiγuu ‘window’ ku ‘nine’
kuptʃɨ ‘900’ kuptʃaa ‘chair’ kεntʃa ‘contract’
kεmbo ‘headman’ keγøø ‘head monk’ kerβa ‘aristocrat’
qo ‘head’ qomba ‘monastery’ qɔr ‘coat’
qɔɔʁɔɔ ‘round’ tʃheʁa ‘half’ tʃhuγum ‘cheese’
topcaa ‘stairs’ thoʁõõ ‘tonight’ ʈaaʁãã ‘post office’
ʈuγɨ ‘harbor’ ʈuɴɢo ‘China’ nεɴɢaa ‘important’
paɴɢɔɔ ‘chest’ pεεβãã ‘frog’ simɢãã ‘build a house’

tʃiv ‘baby chicken’ dzøʁi ‘bar’
mets ‘big’ biʃt ‘bladder’
tsits ‘breast’ jeχtshi ‘church’
kov ‘cow’ dzækh ‘cub’
dʒøk ‘distinction’ dzy ‘egg’
əsking ‘fingernail’ kɑnɑntʃh ‘green’
zijɑn ‘harm’ gjynd ‘heap’
tsɑk ‘hole’ tɑkh ‘hot’
tun ‘house’ thɑkhɑveɾ ‘king’
deʁin ‘yellow’ dænɑg ‘knife’
thəthev ‘light (adj)’ ber ‘load’
mis ‘meat’ χeχtʃ ‘miserable’
poɾt ‘navel’ thi ‘oar’
pɑrɑv ‘old woman’ dys ‘outside’
tseɾ ‘peak (n)’ bøχk ‘radish’
gjet ‘river’ toɾon’ ‘Rubiaceae plant’
tsov ‘sea’ tʃoɾt ‘servant boy’
gjæɾ ‘sheep’ byɾd ‘snowstorm’
bæh ‘spade’ gjøʁ ‘thief’
puk ‘throat’ χiʒ ‘tree gum’
døʁdøʁɑl ‘tremble’ dʒyɾ ‘water’
len ‘wide’ gjil ‘wolf’
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CHAPTER

3 Feature theory

PREVIEW

This chapter explores the theory for representing language

sounds as symbolic units. You will:

u see that sounds are defined in terms of a fixed set of

universal features

u learn the phonetic definitions of features, and how to

assign feature values to segments based on phonetic

properties

u understand how phonological rules are formalized in

terms of these features

u see how these features make predictions about possible

sounds and rules in human language

KEY TERMS
observation

predictions

features

natural classes



We have been casual about what sounds as cognitive units are made of,
and just treated them as letters labeled by traditional articulatory descrip-
tions. It is time now to raise a fundamental question: are segments further
analyzed into “parts” that define them, or are they truly atomic – units
which are not further divisible or analyzable?

3.1 Scientific questions about speech sounds

One of the scientific questions that need to be asked about language is:
what is a possible speech sound? Humans can physically produce many
more kinds of sounds than are used in language. No language employs
hand-clapping, finger-snapping, or vibrations of air between the hand
and cheek caused by release of air from the mouth when obstructed by
the palm of the hand (though such a sound can easily communicate an
attitude). A goal of a scientific theory of language is to systematize such
facts and explain them; thus we have discovered one limitation on
language sound and its modality – language sounds are produced exclu-
sively within the mouth and nasal passages, in the area between the lips
and larynx.
Even staying within the vocal tract, languages also do not, for

example, use whistles or inhalation to form speech sounds, nor is a
labiolingual trill (a.k.a. “the raspberry”) a speech sound in any lan-
guage. It is important to understand that even though these various
odd sounds are not language sounds, they may still be used in commu-
nication. The “raspberry” in American culture communicates a con-
temptuous attitude; in parts of coastal East Africa and Scandinavia,
inhaling with the tongue in the position for schwa expresses agree-
ment. Such noises lie outside of language, and we never find plurality
indicated with these sounds, nor are they surrounded by other sounds
to form the word dog. General communication has no systematic limi-
tations short of anatomical ones, but in language, only a restricted
range of sounds are used.
The issue of possible speech sounds is complicated by manual lan-

guages such as American Sign Language. ASL is technically not a coun-
terexample to a claim about modality framed in terms of “speech
sounds.” But it is arbitrary to declare manual language to be outside
the theory of language, and facts from such languages are relevant in
principle. Unfortunately, knowledge of the signed languages of the
world is very restricted, especially in phonology. Signed languages
clearly have syntax: what isn’t clear is what they have by way of
phonologies. Researchers have only just begun to scratch the surface
of sign language phonologies, so unfortunately we can say nothing
more about them here.
The central question is: what is the basis for defining possible speech

sounds? Do we use our “speech anatomy” in every imaginable way, or
only in certain well-defined ways?
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3.1.1 Possible differences in sounds
One way to approach the question is to collect samples of the sounds of all
of the languages in the world. This search (which has never been con-
ducted) would reveal massive repetition, and would probably reveal that
the segment [m] in English is exactly the same as the segment [m] in
French, German, Tübatülabal, Arabic, Swahili, Chinese, and innumerable
other languages. It would also reveal differences, some of them perhaps a
bit surprising. Given the richness of our transcriptional resources for
notating phonetic differences between segments, you might expect that
if a collection of languages had the same vowels transcribed as [i] and [ɪ],
then these vowels should sound the same. This is not so.

Varieties of phonetic [i] vs. [ɪ]. Many languages have this pair of vowels;
for example, Matuumbi has [i] and [ɪ]. But the actual pronunciation of [i]
vs. [ɪ] differs between English and Matuumbi. Matuumbi [i] is higher than
in English, and Matuumbi [ɪ] is a bit lower than English [ɪ] – to some people
it almost sounds like [e] (but is clearly different from [e], even the “pure”
[e] found in Spanish). This might force us to introduce new symbols, so
that we can accurately represent these distinctions. (This is done in
publications on Matuumbi, where the difference is notated as “extreme”
i̧, u̧ versus “regular” i, u.) Before we embark on a program of adding new
symbols, we should be sure that we know how many symbols to add. It
turns out that the pronunciation of [i] and [ɪ] differs in many languages:
these vowels exist in English, Kamba, Lomwe, Matuumbi, Bari, Kipsigis,
Didinga, and Sotho, and their actual pronunciation differs in each
language.
You do not have to go very far into exotic languages to find this phonetic

difference, for the difference between English [i] and German [i] is also
very noticeable, and is something that a language learner must master to
develop a good German or English accent. Although the differencesmay be
difficult for the untrained ear to perceive at first, they are consistent,
physically measurable, and reproducible by speakers. If written symbols
are to represent phonetic differences between languages, a totally accurate
transcription should represent these differences. To represent just this
range of vowel differences involving [i] and [ɪ], over a dozen new symbols
would need to be introduced. Yet we do not introduce large numbers of
new symbols to express these differences in pronunciations, because
phonological symbols do not represent the precise phonetic properties of
the sounds in a language, they only represent the essential contrast
between sounds.

Other variants of sounds. Similar variation exists with other phonetic
categories. The retroflex consonants of Telugu, Hindi, and Koti are all
pronounced differently. Hindi has what might be called “mild” retroflex-
ion, where the tip of the tongue is placed just behind the alveolar ridge,
while in Telugu, the tip of the tongue is further back and contact is made
between the palate and the underside of the tongue (sublaminal); in Koti,
the tongue is placed further forward, but is also sublaminal. Finnish,
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Norwegian, and English contrast the vowels [a] and [æ], but in each of
these languages the vowels are pronounced in a slightly different way. The
voiced velar fricative [γ] found in Arabic, Spanish, and the Kurdish lan-
guage Hawrami are all phonetically different in subtle but audible ways.

The important details of speech. Although languages can differ sub-
stantially in the details of how their sounds are pronounced, there are
limits on the types of sound differences which can be exploited contras-
tively, i.e. can form the basis for making differences in meaning.
Language can contrast tense [i] and lax [ɪ], but cannot further contrast a
hyper-tense high vowel (like that found in Matuumbi), which we might
write as [i+], with plain tense [i] as in English, or hyper-lax [ɪ-] as in
Matuumbi with plain lax [ɪ] as found in English. Within a language, you
find at most [i] vs. [ɪ]. Languages can have one series of retroflex conson-
ants, and cannot contrast Hindi-style [ʈ] with a Telugu-style phoneme
which we might notate as [ʈ+]. The phonology simply has “retroflex,”
and it is up to the phonetic component of a language to say exactly how
a retroflex consonant is pronounced.
It is important to emphasize that such phonetic details are not too subtle

to hear. The difference between various types of retroflex consonants is
quite audible – otherwise, people could not learn the typical pronunciation
of retroflex consonants in their language – and the difference between
English and German [i] is appreciable. Children learning German can hear
and reproduce German [i] accurately. Speakers can also tell when someone
mispronounces a German [i] as an English [i], and bilingual German–
English speakers can easily switch between the two phonetic vowels.
One thing that phonological theory wants to know is: what is a possible

phoneme? How might we answer this? We could look at all languages and
publish a list. A monumental difficulty with that is that there are nearly
7,000 languages, but useful information on around only 10 percent of
these languages. Worse, this could only say what phonemic contrasts
happen to exist at the present. A scientific account of language does not
just ask what has been actually observed, it asks about the fundamental
nature of language, including potential sounds which may have existed in a
language spoken 1,000 years ago, or some future language which will be
spoken 1,000 years hence. We are not just interested in observation, we are
interested in prediction.
In this connection, consider whether a “bilabial click” is a possible

phoneme. We symbolize it as [ʘ] – it is like a kiss, but with the lips flat
as for [m], not protruded as for [w]. Virtually all languages have bilabial
consonants, and we know of dozens of languages with click consonants
(Dahalo, Sotho, Zulu, Xhosa, Khoekhoe), so the question is whether the
combination of concepts “bilabial” and “click” can define a phoneme. As it
happens, we know that such a sound does exist, but only in two closely
related languages, !Xoo and Eastern 6¼Hoan, members of the Khoisan
language family. These languages have under 5,000 speakers combined,
and given socioeconomic factors where these languages are spoken
(Namibia and Botswana), it is likely that the languages will no longer be
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spoken in 200 years. We are fortunate in this case that we have infor-
mation on these languages which allows us to say that this is a phoneme,
but things could have turned out differently. The languages could easily
have died out without having been recorded, and then we would wrongly
conclude that a bilabial click is not a possible phoneme because it has not
been observed. We need a principled, theoretical basis for saying what we
think might be observed.

Predictions versus observations. A list of facts is scientifically uninter-
esting. A basic goal of science is to have knowledge that goes beyond what
has been observed, because we believe that the universe obeys general
laws. A list might be helpful in building a theory, but we would not want
to stop with a list, because it would give us no explanation why that
particular list, as opposed to some other arbitrary list, should constitute
the possible phonemes of language. The question “what is a possible
phoneme?” should thus be answered by reference to a general theory of
what speech sounds are made of, just as a theory of “possible atoms” is
based on a general theory of what makes up atoms and rules for putting
those bits together. Science is not simply the accumulation and sorting of
facts, but rather the attempt to discover laws that regulate the universe.
Such laws make predictions about things that we have yet to observe:
certain things should be found, other things should never be found.
The Law of Gravity predicts that a rock will fall to earth, which says

what it will do and by implication what it will not do: it also won’t go up
or sideways. Physicists have observed that subatomic particles decay into
other particles. Particles have an electrical charge – positive, negative or
neutral – and there is a physical law that the charge of a particle is
preserved when it decays (adding up the charges of the decay products).
The particle known as a “kaon” (K) can be positive (K+), negative (K-) or
neutral (K0); a kaon can decay into other particles known as “pions” (π)
which also can be positive (π+), negative (π-) or neutral (π0). Thus a neutral
kaon may become a positive pion and a negative pion (K0 ! π+ + π-) or it
may become one positive, one negative, and one neutral pion (K0 ! π+ +
π- + π0), because in both cases the positives and negatives cancel out and
the sum of charges is neutral (0). The Law of Conservation of Charge
allows these patterns of decay, and prohibits a neutral kaon from becom-
ing two positive pions (K0! π+ + π+). In the myriad cases of particle decay
which have been observed experimentally, none violates this law which
predicts what can happen and what cannot.
Analogously, phonological theory seeks to discover the laws for build-

ing phonemes, which predict what phonemes can be found in languages.
We will see that theory, after considering a related question which defines
phonology.

3.1.2 Possible rules
Previous chapters have focused on rules, but we haven’t paid much
attention to how they should be formulated. English has rules defining
allowed clusters of two consonants at the beginning of the word. The first
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set of consonant sequences in (1) is allowed, whereas the second set of
sequences is disallowed.

(1) pr pl br bl tr dr kr kl gr gl
*rp *lp *rb *lb *rt *rd *rk *lk *rg *lg

This restriction is very natural and exists in many languages – but it is not
inevitable, and does not reflect any insurmountable problems of physi-
ology or perception. Russian allows many of these clusters, for example
[rtutj] ‘mercury’ exemplifies the sequence [rt] which is impossible in
English.
We could list the allowed and disallowed sequences of phonemes and

leave it at that, but this does not explainwhy these particular sequences are
allowed. Why don’t we find a language which is like English, except that
the specific sequence [lb] is allowed and the sequence [bl] is disallowed? An
interesting generalization regarding sequencing has emerged after com-
paring such rules across languages. Some languages (e.g. Hawaiian) do not
allow any clusters of consonants and some (Bella Coola, a Salishan language
of British Columbia) allow any combination of two consonants, but no
language allows initial [lb] without also allowing [bl]. This is a more inter-
esting and suggestive observation, since it indicates that there is something
about such sequences that is not accidental in English; but it is still just a
random fact from a list of accumulated facts if we have no basis for
characterizing classes of sounds, and view the restrictions as restrictions
on letters, as sounds with no structure.
There is a rule in English which requires that all vowels be nasalized

when they appear before a nasal consonant, and thus we have a rule
something like (2).

(2)

If rules just replace one arbitrary list of sounds by another list when they
stand in front of a third arbitrary list, we have to ask why these particular
sets of symbols operate together. Could we replace the symbol [n] with the
symbol [tʃ], or the symbol [õ] with the symbol [ø], and still have a rule in
some language? It is not likely to be an accident that these particular
symbols are found in the rule: a rule similar to this can be found in quite a
number of languages, and we would not expect this particular collection
of letters to assemble themselves into a rule in many languages, if these
were just random collections of letters.
Were phonological rules stated in terms of randomly assembled sym-

bols, there would be no reason to expect (3a) to have a different status
from (3b).

(3) a. {p, t, tʃ, k} ! {m, n, ɲ, ŋ}/ _ {m, n, ɲ, ŋ}
b. {b, p, d, q}! {d, q, b, p}/ _ {s, x, o, ɪ}

ε e ɪ i ɛ ̃ e ̃ ɪ ̃ ĩ
a ɔ o ʊ ! ã ɔ̃ õ ʊ ̃/ _ m, n, ŋ
u ə æ ũ ə̃ æ̃

This is not the only
rule governing
consonant
sequences at the
beginning of the
word in English, so
for example the
voiceless alveolar
fricative [s] can be
followed by any
nonfricative.
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Rule (3a) – nasalization of stops before nasals – is quite common, but (3b) is
never found in human language. This is not an accident, but rather reflects
the fact that the latter process cannot be characterized in terms of a unified
phonetic operation applying to a phonetically defined context. The insight
which we have implicitly assumed, and make explicit here, is that rules
operate not in terms of specific symbols, but in terms of definable classes.
The basis for defining those classes is a set of phonetic properties.
As a final illustration of this point, rule (4a) is common in the world’s

languages but (4b) is completely unattested.

(4) a. k, g ! tʃ, dʒ / _ i, e
b. p, r ! i, b / _ o, n

The first rule refers to phonetically definable classes of segments (velar
stops, alveopalatal affricates, front vowels), and the nature of the change
is definable in terms of a phonetic difference (velars change place of
articulation and become alveopalatals). The second rule cannot be charac-
terized by phonetic properties: the sets {p, r}, {i, b}, and {o, n} are not
defined by some phonetic property, and the change of [p] to [i] and [r] to [b]
has no coherent phonetic characterization.
The lack of rules like (4b) is not just an isolated limitation of knowledge –

it’s not simply that we haven’t found the specific rules (4b) but we have
found (4a) – but rather these kinds of rules represent large, systematic
classes. (3b) and (4b) represent a general kind of rule, where classes of
segments are defined arbitrarily. Consider the constraint on clusters of
two consonants in English. In terms of phonetic classes, this reduces to the
simple rule that the first consonant must be a stop and the second conson-
ant must be a liquid. The second rule changes vowels into nasalized vowels
before nasal consonants. The basis for defining these classes will be con-
sidered now.

3.2 Distinctive feature theory

Just saying that rules are defined in terms of phonetic properties is too broad
a claim, since it says nothing about the phonetic properties that are relevant.
Consider a hypothetical rule, stated in terms of phonetic properties:

all vowels change place of articulation so that the original difference in
formant frequency between F1 and F3 is reduced to half what it originally
was, when the vowel appears before a consonant whose duration ranges
from 100 to 135 ms.

What renders this rule implausible (no language has one vaguely resem-
bling it) is that it refers to specific numerical durations, and to the
difference in frequency between the first and third formant.
An acoustic description considers just physical sound, but a perceptual

description factors in the question of how the ear and brain process
sound. The difference between 100 Hz and 125 Hz is acoustically the same
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as that between 5,100 Hz and 5,125 Hz. The two sets are perceptually very
different, the former being perceived as “more separate” and the latter as
virtually indistinguishable.
The phonetic properties which are the basis of phonological systems are

general and somewhat abstract, such as voicing or rounding, and are
largely the categories which we have informally been using already: they
are not the same, as we will see. The hypothesis of distinctive feature
theory is that there is a small set, around two dozen, of phonetically based
properties which phonological analysis uses. These properties, the
distinctive features, not only define the possible phonemes of human
languages, but also define phonological rules.
The classical statement of features derives from Chomsky and Halle

(1968). We will use an adapted set of these features, which takes into
consideration refinements. Each feature can have one of two values, plus
and minus, so for each speech sound, the segment either has the property
(is [+Fi]) or lacks the property (is [-Fi]). In this section, we follow Chomsky
and Halle (1968) and present the generally accepted articulatory correlates
of the features, that is, what aspects of production the feature relates to.
There are also acoustic and perceptual correlates of features, pertaining to
what the segment sounds like, which are discussed by Jakobson, Fant, and
Halle (1952) using a somewhat different system of features.

3.2.1 Phonetic preliminaries
By way of phonetic background to understanding certain features, two
phonetic points need to be clarified. First, some features are characterized
in terms of the “neutral position,” which is a configuration that the vocal
tract is assumed to have immediately prior to speaking. The neutral
position, approximately that of the vowel [ε], defines relative movement
of the tongue.
Second, you need to know a bit about how the vocal folds vibrate, since

some feature definitions relate to the effect on vocal fold vibration
(important because it provides most of the sound energy of speech).
The vocal folds vibrate when there is enough air pressure below the
glottis (the opening between the vocal folds) to force the vocal folds
apart. This opening reduces subglottal pressure, which allows the folds
to close, and this allows air pressure to rebuild to the critical level where
the vocal folds are blown apart again. The critical factor that causes the
folds to open is that the pressure below the vocal folds is higher than the
pressure above.
Air flows from the lungs at a roughly constant rate. Whether there is

enough drop in pressure for air to force the vocal folds open is thus
determined by the positioning and tension of the vocal folds (how hard
it is to force them apart), and the pressure above the glottis. The pressure
above the glottis depends on how effectively pressure buildup can be
relieved, and this is determined by the degree of constriction in the vocal
tract. In short, the configuration of the vocal folds, and the degree and
location of constriction above the glottis almost exclusively determine
whether there will be voicing.
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If the pressure above and below the glottis is nearly equal, air stops
flowing and voicing is blocked. So if the vocal tract is completely
obstructed (as for the production of a voiceless stop like [k]), air flowing
through the glottis rapidly equalizes the pressure below and above the
glottis, which stops voicing. On the other hand, if the obstruction in the
vocal tract is negligible (as it is in the vowel [a]), the pressure differential
needed for voicing is easily maintained, since air passing through the
glottis is quickly vented from the vocal tract.
A voiced stop such as [g] is possible, even though it involves a total

obstruction of the vocal tract analogous to that found in [k], because it
takes time for pressure to build up in the oral cavity to the point that
voicing ceases. Production of [g] involves ancillary actions to maintain
voicing. The pharynx may be widened, which gives the air more room to
escape, delaying the buildup of pressure. The larynx may be lowered,
which also increases the volume of the oral cavity; the closure for the
stop may be weakened slightly, allowing tiny amounts of air to flow
through; the velum may be raised somewhat to increase the size of the
air cavity, or it may be lowered somewhat to allow small (usually imper-
ceptible) amounts of air to pass through the nose. The duration of the
consonant can be reduced – generally, voiced stops are phonetically
shorter than corresponding voiceless stops.
Certain sounds such as vowels lack a radical constriction in the vocal

tract, so it is quite easy to maintain voicing during such sounds, whereas
with other sounds, specifically obstruents, voicing is difficult to maintain.
Some accounts of this distinction, especially that of Chomsky and Halle
(1968), refer to “spontaneous voicing,” which is grounded on the assump-
tion that voicing occurs automatically simply by positioning the vocal
folds in what we might call the “default” position. For sounds that involve
a significant obstruction of the vocal tract, special actions are required for
voicing. The features [sonorant] and [consonantal] directly relate to the
obstruction in the vocal tract, which determines whether the vocal folds
vibrate spontaneously.

3.2.2 Major class features
One of the most intuitive distinctions which feature theory needs to
capture is that between consonants and vowels. There are three features,
the so-called major class features, which provide a rough first grouping of
sounds into functional types that includes the consonant/vowel
distinction.

syllabic (syl): forms a syllable peak (and thus can be stressed).
sonorant (son): sounds produced with a vocal tract configuration in which
spontaneous voicing is possible.

consonantal (cons): sounds produced with a major obstruction in the oral
cavity.

The feature [syllabic] is, unfortunately, simultaneously one of the
most important features and one of the hardest to define physically.
It corresponds intuitively to the notion “consonant” (where [h], [ j], [m],
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[s], [t] are “consonants”) versus “vowel” (such as [a], [i]): indeed the only
difference between the vowels [i, u] and the corresponding glides [ j, w] is
that [i, u] are [+syllabic] and [ j, w] are [-syllabic]. The feature [syllabic]
goes beyond the intuitive vowel/consonant split. English has syllabic
sonorants, such as [r̩], [l̩], [n̩]. The main distinction between the English
words (American English pronunciation) ear [ɪr] and your [ jr̩] resides in
which segments are [+syllabic] versus [-syllabic]. In ear, the vowel [ɪ] is
[+syllabic] and [r] is [-syllabic], whereas in your, [ j] is [-syllabic] and [r̩]
is [+syllabic]. The words eel [il] and the reduced form of you’ll [ jl̩] for many
speakers of American English similarly differ in that [i] is the peak of the
syllable (is [+syllabic]) in eel, but [l̩] is the syllable peak in you’ll.

Other languages have syllabic sonorants which phonemically contrast
with nonsyllabic sonorants, such as Serbo-Croatian which contrasts
syllabic [r̩] with nonsyllabic [r] (cf. groze ‘fear (gen)’ versus gr̩oce ‘little
throat’). Swahili distinguishes [mbuni] ‘ostrich’ and [m̩buni] ‘coffee plant’
in the fact that [m̩buni] is a three-syllable word and [m̩] is the peak
(the only segment) of that first syllable, but [mbuni] is a two-syllable
word, whose first syllable peak is [u]. Although such segments may be
thought of as “consonants” in one intuitive sense of the concept, they
have the feature value [+syllabic]. This is a reminder that there is a
difference between popular concepts about language and technical terms.
“Consonant” is not strictly speaking a technical concept of phonological
theory, even though it is a term quite frequently used by phonologists –
almost always with the meaning “nonpeak” in the syllable, i.e. a
[-syllabic] segment.
The definition of [sonorant] could be changed so that glottal configur-

ation is also included, then the laryngeals would be [–sonorant]. There is
little compelling evidence to show whether this would be correct; later,
we discuss how to go about finding such evidence for revising feature
definitions.
The feature [sonorant] captures the distinction between segments

such as vowels and liquids where the constriction in the vocal tract is
small enough that no special effort is required to maintain voicing, as
opposed to sounds such as stops and fricatives which have enough
constriction that effort is needed to maintain voicing. In an oral stop,
air cannot flow through the vocal tract at all, so oral stops are
[–sonorant]. In a fricative, even though there is some airflow, there is
so much constriction that pressure builds up, with the result that
spontaneous voicing is not possible, thus fricatives are [–sonorant]. In
a vowel or glide, the vocal tract is only minimally constricted so air can
flow without impedance: vowels and glides are therefore [+sonorant].
A nasal consonant like [n] has a complete obstruction of airflow
through the oral cavity, but nevertheless the nasal passages are open
which allows free flow of air. Air pressure does not build up during the
production of nasals, so nasals are [+sonorant]. In the liquid [l], there is
a complete obstruction formed by the tip of the tongue with the
alveolar ridge, but nevertheless air flows freely over the sides of the
tongue so [l] is [+sonorant].
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The question whether r is [+sonorant] or [-sonorant] has no simple
answer, since many phonetically different segments are transcribed as r;
some are [-sonorant] and some are [+sonorant], depending on their
phonetic properties. The so-called fricative r of Czech (spelled ř) has a
considerable constriction, so it is [-sonorant], but the English type [ɹ] is
a sonorant since there is very little constriction. In other languages there
may be more constriction, but it is so brief that it does not allow signifi-
cant buildup of air pressure (this would be the case with “tapped” r’s).
Even though spontaneous voicing is impossible for the laryngeal conson-
ants [h, ʔ] because they are formed by positioning the vocal folds so that
voicing is precluded, they are [+sonorant] since they have no constriction
above the glottis, which is the essential property defining [+sonorant].
The feature [consonantal] is very similar to the feature [sonorant], but

specifically addresses the question of whether there is any major constric-
tion in the oral cavity. This feature groups together obstruents, liquids and
nasals which are [+consonantal], versus vowels, glides, and laryngeals
([h, ʔ]) which are [-consonantal]. Vowels and glides have a minor obstruc-
tion in the vocal tract, compared to that formed by a fricative or a stop.
Glottal stop is formed with an obstruction at the glottis, but none in the
vocal tract, hence it is [-consonantal]. In nasals and liquids, there is an
obstruction in the oral cavity, even though the overall constriction of the
whole vocal tract is not high enough to prevent spontaneous voicing.
Recent research indicates that this feature may not be necessary, since its
function is usually covered as well or better by other features.
The most important phonological use of features is that they identify

classes of segments in rules. All speech sounds can be analyzed in terms of
their values for the set of distinctive features, and the set of segments that
have a particular value for some feature (or set of feature values) is a natural
class. Thus the segments [a i r̩ m̩] are members of the [+syllabic] class, and
[ j h ʔ r m s p] are members of the [-syllabic] class; [a r̩ j ʔ r m] are in the
[+sonorant] class and [s z p b] are in the [-sonorant] class; [a i w h ʔ] are in the
[-consonantal] class and [r̩ m̩ r m s p] are in the [+consonantal] class. Natural
classes can be defined in terms of conjunctions of features, such as
[+consonantal, -syllabic], which refers to the set of segments which are
simultaneously [+consonantal] and [-syllabic].
When referring to segments defined by a combination of features, the

features are written in a single set of brackets – [+cons, -syl] refers to
a single segment which is both +consonantal and -syllabic, while [+cons]
[–syl] refers to a sequence of segments, the first being +consonantal and the
second being -syllabic.
Accordingly, the three major class features combine to define five

maximally differentiated classes, exemplified by the following segment
groups.

(5) a, i, u r̩, l̩, m̩ j, w, h, ʔ r, l, m s, z, p, b
syllabic + + - - -
sonorant + + + + -
consonantal - + - + +
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Further classes are definable by omitting specifications of one or more of
these features: for example, the class [-syllabic, +sonorant] includes { j, w,
h, ʔ, r, l, m}.
One thing to note is that all [+syllabic] segments, i.e. all syllable peaks,

are also [+sonorant]. It is unclear whether there are syllabic obstruents,
i.e. [s̩], [k̩]. It has been claimed that such things exist in certain dialects of
Berber, but their interpretation remains controversial, since the prin-
ciples for detection of syllables are controversial. Another gap is the
combination [-sonorant, -consonantal], which would be a physical
impossibility. A [-sonorant] segment would require a major obstruction
in the vocal tract, but the specification [-consonantal] entails that the
obstruction could not be in the oral cavity. The only other possibility
would be constriction of the nasal passages, and nostrils are not suffi-
ciently constrictable.

3.2.3 Place of articulation
Features to define place of articulation are our next functional set. We
begin with the features typically used by vowels, specifically the
[+syllabic, -consonantal, +sonorant] segments, and then proceed to con-
sonant features, ending with a discussion of the intersection of these
features.

Vowel place features. The features which define place of articulation
for vowels are the following.

high: the body of the tongue is raised from the neutral position.
low: the body of the tongue is lowered from the neutral position.
back: the body of the tongue is retracted from the neutral position.
round: the lips are protruded.
tense: sounds requiring deliberate, accurate, maximally distinct gestures
that involve considerable muscular effort.

advanced tongue root: produced by drawing the root of the tongue
forward.

The main features are [high], [low], [back], and [round]. Phonologists
primarily distinguish just front and back vowels, governed by [back]: front
vowels are [-back] since they do not involve retraction of the tongue body,
and back vowels are [+back]. Phonetic central vowels are usually treated
as phonological back vowels, since typically central vowels are unrounded
and back vowels are rounded. Distinctions such as those between [ɨ] and
[ɯ], [ɜ] and [ʌ], [y] and [ʉ], [ʚ] and [œ], or [a] and [ɑ] are usually considered to
be phonologically unimportant over-differentiations of language-specific
phonetic values of phonologically back unrounded vowels. The phonolo-
gically relevant question about a vowel pronounced as [ʉ] is not whether
the tongue position is intermediate between that of [i] and [u], but
whether it patterns with {i, e, y, ø} or with {u, ɯ, o, ʌ} – or does it pattern
apart from either set? In lieu of clear examples of a contrast between
central and back rounded vowels, or central and back unrounded vowels,
we will not at the moment postulate any other feature for the front–back
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dimension: though section 3.6 considers possible evidence for the phono-
logical relevance of the concept “central vowel.” Given the phonologically
questionable status of distinctive central vowels, no significance should be
attributed to the use of the symbol [ɨ] versus [ɯ], and typographic conveni-
ence may determine that a [+back, -round] high vowel is typically tran-
scribed as [ɨ].
Two main features are employed to represent vowel height. High

vowels are [+high] and [-low], low vowels are [+low] and [-high]. No
vowel can be simultaneously [+high] and [+low] since the tongue cannot
be raised and lowered simultaneously; mid vowels are [-high, -low]. In
addition, any vowel can be produced with lip rounding, using the feature
[round]. These features allow us to characterize the following vowel
contrasts.

(6)

Note that [ɑ] is a back low unrounded vowel, in contrast to the symbol [ɒ]
for a back low rounded vowel.
Vowels with a laxer, “less deliberate,” and lower articulation, such as [ɪ]

in English sit or [ε] in English set, would be specified as [-tense].

(7)

Korean has a set of so-called “tense” consonants but these are phonetically
“glottal” consonants.
One question which has not been resolved is the status of low vowels in

terms of this feature. Unlike high and mid vowels, there do not seem to be
analogous contrasts in low vowels between tense and lax [æ]. Another
important point about this feature is that while [back], [round], [high], and
[low] will also play a role in defining consonants, [tense] plays no role in
consonantal contrasts.
The difference between i and ɪ, or e and εhas also been considered to be one

of vowel height (proposed in alternative models where vowel height is
governed by a single scalar vowel height feature, rather than by the binary
features [high] and [low]). This vowel contrast has also been described in
terms of the feature “Advanced Tongue Root” (ATR), especially in the vowel
systems of languages of Africa and Siberia. There has been debate over the
phonetic difference between [ATR] and [tense]. Typically, [+tense] front
vowels are fronter than their lax counterparts, and [+tense] back vowels

i y ɨ u e ø ə o æ œ ɑ ɒ
high + + + + - - - - - - - -
low - - - - - - - - + + + +
back - - + + - - + + - - + +
round - + - + - + - + - + - +

ɪ ʏ ᵻ ʊ ε œ ʌ ɔ
high + + + + - - - -
low - - - - - - - -
back - - + + - - + +
round - + - + - + - +
tense - - - - - - - -
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are backer than their lax counterparts. In comparison, [+ATR] vowels are
supposed to be generally fronter than corresponding [-ATR] vowels, so that
[+ATR] back vowels are phonetically fronter than their [-ATR] counterparts.
However, some articulatory studies have shown that the physical basis for
the tense/lax distinction in English is no different from that which ATR is
based on.Unfortunately, the clearest examples of the feature [ATR] are found
in languages of Africa, where very little phonetic research has been done.
Since no language contrasts both [ATR] and [tense] vowels, it is usually
supposed that there is a single feature, whose precise phonetic realization
varies somewhat from language to language.

Consonant place features. The main features used for defining conson-
antal place of articulation are the following.

coronal: produced with the blade or tip of the tongue raised from the
neutral position.

anterior: produced with a major constriction located at or in front of the
alveolar ridge.

strident: produced with greater noisiness.
distributed: produced with a constriction that extends for a considerable
distance along the direction of airflow.

Place of articulation in consonants is primarily described with the fea-
tures [coronal] and [anterior]. Labials, labiodentals, dentals, and alveolars
are [+anterior] since their primary constriction is at or in front of the
alveolar ridge (either at the lips, the teeth, or just back of the teeth)
whereas other consonants (including laryngeals) are [-anterior], since
they lack this front constriction. The best way to understand this feature
is to remember that it is the defining difference between [s] and [ ʃ ], where
[s] is [+anterior] and [ ʃ ] is [-anterior]. Anything produced where [s] is
produced, or in front of that position, is [+anterior]; anything produced
where [ ʃ ] is, or behind [ ʃ ], is [-anterior].

(8)

Remember that the two IPA letters <tʃ> represent a single [-anterior]
segment, not a combination of [+anterior] [t] and [-anterior] [ ʃ ].
Consonants which involve the blade or tip of the tongue are [+coronal],

and this covers the dentals, alveolars, alveopalatals, and retroflex conson-
ants. Consonants at other places of articulation – labial, velar, uvular, and
laryngeal – are [-coronal]. Note that this feature does not encompass the
body (back) of the tongue, so while velars and uvulars use the tongue, they
use the body of the tongue rather than the blade or tip, and therefore are
[-coronal]. The division of consonants into classes as defined by [coronal]
is illustrated below.

(9)

[+anterior] [-anterior]
f φ p θ s t̪ t ʃ tʃ ʂ ʈ ç x k q ʕ h ʔ

[+coronal] [-coronal]
t̪ θ t s ʃ n l r ɲ ʈ p φ f k q ʕ
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Two other features are important in characterizing the traditional places
of articulation. The feature [distributed] is used in coronal sounds to
distinguish dental [t̪] from English alveolar [t], or alveopalatal [ ʃ ] from
retroflex [ʂ]: the segments [t̪, ʃ] are [+distributed] and [t, ʈ, ʂ] are
[-distributed]. The feature [distributed], as applied to coronal consonants,
approximately corresponds to the traditional phonetic notion “apical”
([-distributed]) versus “laminal” ([+distributed]). This feature is not rele-
vant for velar and labial sounds and we will not specify any value of
[distributed] for noncoronal segments.
The feature [strident] distinguishes strident [f, s] from nonstrident [φ, θ]:

otherwise, the consonants [f, φ] would have the same feature specifica-
tions. Note that the feature [strident] is defined in terms of the aerody-
namic property of greater turbulence (which has the acoustic correlate of
greater noise), not in terms of the movement of a particular articulator –
this defining characteristic is accomplished by different articulatory con-
figurations. In terms of contrastive usage, the feature [strident] only
serves to distinguish bilabial and labiodentals, or interdentals and alveo-
lars. A sound is [+strident] only if it has greater noisiness, and “greater”
implies a comparison. In the case of [φ] vs. [f], [β] vs. [v], [θ] vs. [s], or [ð] vs.
[z] the second sound in the pair is noisier. No specific degree of noisiness
has been proposed which would allow you to determine in isolation
whether a given sound meets the definition of strident or not. Thus it is
impossible to determine whether [ ʃ ] is [+strident], since there is no
contrast between strident and nonstrident alveopalatal sounds. The
phoneme [ ʃ ] is certainly relatively noisy – noisier than [θ] – but then [θ]
is noisier than [φ] is.
[Strident] is not strictly necessary for making a distinction between [s]

and [θ], since [distributed] also distinguishes these phonemes. Since [stri-
dent] is therefore only crucial for distinguishing bilabial and labial frica-
tives, it seems questionable to postulate a feature with such broad
implications solely to account for the contrast between labiodental and
bilabial fricatives. Nonetheless, we need a way of representing this con-
trast. The main problem is that there are very few languages (such as Ewe,
Venda, and Shona) which have both [f] and [φ], or [v] and [β], and the
phonological rules of these languages do not give us evidence as to how
this distinction should bemade in terms of features.Wewill therefore only
invoke the feature [strident] in connection with the [φ, β] vs. [f, v] contrast.
Using these three features, consonantal places of articulation can be

partially distinguished as follows.

(10)

Vowel features on consonants. The features [high], [low], [back], and
[round] are not reserved exclusively for vowels, and these typical vowel
features can play a role in defining consonants as well. As we see in (10),

p t̪ t tʃ ʈ c, k, q, ʕ, ʔ
anterior + + + - - -
coronal - + + + + -
distributed + - + - -
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velar, uvular, pharyngeal, and glottal places of articulation are not yet
distinguished; this is where the features [high], [low], and [back] become
important. Velar, uvular, and pharyngeal consonants are [+back] since
they are produced with a retracted tongue body. The difference between
velar and uvular consonants is that with velar consonants the tongue body
is raised, whereas with uvular consonants it is not, and thus velars are
[+high] where uvulars are [-high]. Pharyngeal consonants are distin-
guished from uvulars in that pharyngeals are [+low] and uvulars are
[-low], indicating that the constriction for pharyngeals is even lower than
that for uvulars.
One traditional phonetic place of articulation for consonants is that of

“palatal” consonants. The term “palatal” is used in many ways, for example
the postalveolar or alveopalatal (palatoalveolar) consonants [ ʃ ] and [tʃ] might
be referred to as palatals. This is strictly speaking a misnomer, and the term
“palatal” is best used only for the “true palatals,” transcribed as [c ç ɟ]. Such
consonants are found in Hungarian, and also in German in words like [iç] ‘I’
or inNorwegian [çø:per] ‘buys.’ These consonants are producedwith the body
of the tongue raised and fronted, and therefore they have the feature values
[+high, -back]. The classical feature system presented here provides no
way to distinguish such palatals from palatalized velars ([kj]) either phonet-
ically or phonologically. Palatalized (fronted) velars exist as allophonic vari-
ants of velars before front vowels in English, e.g. [kjip] ‘keep’; they are
articulatorily and acoustically extremely similar to the palatals of Hungar-
ian. Very little phonological evidence is available regarding the treatment of
“palatals” versus “palatalized velars”: it is quite possible that [c] and [kj], or [ç]
and [xj], are simply different symbols, chosen on the basis of phonological
patterning rather than systematic phonetic differences.
With the addition of these features, the traditional places of articula-

tion for consonants can now be fully distinguished.

(11)

The typical vowel features have an additional function as applied to
consonants, namely that they define secondary articulations such as pal-
atalization and rounding. Palatalization involves superimposing the
raised and fronted tongue position of the glide [ j] onto the canonical
articulation of a consonant, thus the features [+high, -back] are added
to the primary features that characterize a consonant (those being the
features that typify [i, j]). So, for example, the essential feature character-
istics of a bilabial are [+anterior, -coronal] and they are only incidentally
[-high, -back]. A palatalized bilabial would be [+anterior, -coronal,
+high, -back]. Velarized consonants have the features [+high, +back]

p t̪ t tʃ ʈ c, kj k q ʕ ʔ
anterior + + + - - - - - - -
coronal - + + + + - - - - -
distributed + - + -
high - - - - - + + - - -
back - - - - - - + + + -
low - - - - - - - - + -
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analogous to the features of velar consonants; pharyngealized consonants
have the features [+back, +low]. Consonants may also bear the feature
[round]. Applying various possible secondary articulations to labial con-
sonants results in the following specifications.

(12)

Labialized (pw), palatalized (pj), velarized (pγ) and pharyngealized (pʕ)
variants are the most common categories of secondary articulation.
Uvularized consonants, i.e. pq, are rare: uvularized clicks are attested in
Ju/’hoansi. It is unknown if there is a contrast between rounded conson-
ants differing in secondary height, symbolized above as pw vs. po or pɥ vs.
pø. Feature theory allows such a contrast, so eventually we ought to
find examples. If, as seems likely after some decades of research,
such contrasts do not exist where predicted, there should be a revision
of the theory, so that the predictions of the theory better match
observations.
This treatment of secondary articulations makes other predictions. One

is that there cannot be palatalized uvulars or pharyngeals. This follows
from the fact that the features for palatalization ([+high, -back]) conflict
with the features for uvulars ([-high, +back]) and pharyngeals ([-high,
+back, +low]). Since such segments do not appear to exist, this supports
the theory: otherwise we expect – in lieu of a principle that prohibits
them – that they will be found in some language. Second, in this theory
a “pure” palatal consonant (such as Hungarian [ ɟ]) is equivalent to a
palatalized (i.e. fronted) velar. Again, since no language makes a contrast
between a palatal and a palatalized velar, this is a good prediction of
the theory (unless such a contrast is uncovered, in which case it becomes
a bad prediction of the theory).

3.2.4 Manner of articulation
Other features relate to the manner in which a segment is produced, apart
from the location of the segment’s constriction. The manner features are:

continuant (cont): the primary constriction is not narrowed so much that
airflow through the oral cavity is blocked.

delayed release (del.rel): release of a total constriction is slowed so that a
fricative is formed after the stop portion.

nasal (nas): the velum is lowered which allows air to escape through the
nose.

lateral (lat): the mid section of the tongue is lowered at the side.

The feature [continuant] groups together vowels, glides, fricatives, and [h]
as [+continuant]. Note that [continuant] is a broader group than the trad-
itional notion “fricative” which refers to segments such as [s], [ ʃ ], or [θ].

p pj pγ pw pɥ pʕ pq po pø

high - + + + + - - - -
back - - + + - + + + -
low - - - - - + - - -
round - - - + + - - + +
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The term “fricative” generally refers to nonsonorant continuants, i.e. the
class defined by the conjunction of features [+continuant, -sonorant].
Since continuants are defined as sounds where air can flow continuously
through the oral cavity, nasals like [m n ŋ] are [-continuant], even though
they allow continuous airflow (through the nose).
Affricates such as [tʃ, pf] are characterized with the feature [+delayed

release]. Necessarily, all affricates are [-continuant], since they involve
complete constriction followed by a period of partial fricative-like con-
striction, and therefore they behave essentially as a kind of stop. This
feature is in question, since [pf tʃ kx] do not act as a unified phonological
class; nevertheless, some feature is needed to characterize stops versus
affricates. Various alternatives have been proposed, for example that [kx]
might just be the pronunciation of aspirated [kh] since velar [kx] and [kh]
never seem to contrast; perhaps the feature [strident] defines [ts] vs. [t]. The
proper representation of affricates is a currently unresolved issue in
phonology.
The feature [+nasal] is assigned to sounds where air flows through the

nasal passages, for example [n] as well as nasalized vowels like [ã]. Liquids
and fricatives can be nasalized as well, but the latter especially are quite
rare. L-like sounds are characterized with the feature [lateral]. Almost all
[+lateral] sounds are coronal, though there are a few reports of velar
laterals. Detailed information on the phonetics and phonology of these
segments is not available.
Examples of the major manners of articulation are illustrated below, for

coronal place of articulation.

(13)

3.2.5 Laryngeal features
Three features characterize the state of the glottis:

spread glottis (s.g.): the vocal folds are spread far apart.
constricted glottis (c.g.): the vocal folds are tightly constricted.
voice (voi): the vocal folds vibrate.

Voiced sounds are [+voice]. The feature [spread glottis] describes aspirated
obstruents ([ph], [bh]) and breathy sonorants ([m̤], [a̤]); [constricted glottis]
describes implosives ([ɓ]), ejective obstruents ([p’]), and laryngealized
sonorants ([m̰], [a̰]).
How to distinguish implosives from ejectives is not entirely obvious, but

the standard answer is that ejectives are [-voice] and implosives are
[+voice]. There are two problems with this. One is that implosives do
not generally pattern with other [+voiced] consonants in phonological

t n ts s l l ̃ tl

delayed release - - + - - - +
continuant - - - + + + +
lateral - - - - + + +
nasal - + - - - + -
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systems, especially in how consonants affect tone (voiced consonants, but
typically not implosives, may lower following tones). The second is that
Ngiti and Lendu have both voiced and voiceless implosives. The languages
lack ejectives, which raises the possibility that voiceless implosives are
phonologically [-voice, +c.g.], which is exactly the specification given to
ejective consonants. You may wonder how [-voice, +c.g.] can be realized as
an ejective in languages like Navajo, Tigre or Lushootseed, and as a
voiceless implosive in Ngiti or Lendu. This is possible because feature
values give approximate phonetic descriptions, not exact ones. The Korean
“fortis” consonants, found in [k’ata] ‘peel (noun),’ [ak’i] ‘musical instru-
ment,’ or [alt’a] ‘be ill,’ are often described as glottalized, and phonetic
studies have shown that they are produced with glottal constrictions: thus
they would be described as [-voice, +c.g.]. Nevertheless, they are not
ejectives. Similarly, Khoekhoe (Nama) has a contrast between plain clicks
([!àḿ] ‘deep’) and glottalized ones ([!’ám̋] ‘kill’), but the glottalized clicks
realize the feature [+c.g.] as a simple constriction of the glottis, not
involving an ejective release.
The usual explanation for the difference between ejectives in Navajo

and glottalized nonejective consonants in Korean or Khoekhoe is that they
have the same phonological specifications, [-voice, +c.g.], but realize the
features differently due to language-specific differences in principles of
phonetic implementation. This is an area of feature theory where more
research is required.
The representations of laryngeal contrasts in consonants are given

below.

(14)

3.2.6 Prosodic features
Finally, in order to account for the existence of length distinctions, and to
represent stressed versus unstressed vowels, two other features were
proposed:

long: has greater duration.
stress: has greater emphasis, higher amplitude and pitch, longer
duration.

These are obvious: long segments are [+long] and stressed vowels are
[+stress].
A major lacuna in the Chomsky and Halle (1968) account of features is a

lack of features for tone. This is remedied in chapter 9 when we introduce
nonlinear representations. For the moment, we can at least assume that
tones are governed by a binary feature [�high tone] – this allows only two
levels of tone, but we will not be concerned with languages having more
than two tone levels until chapter 9.

p b ɓ p’ ph bɦ

voice - + + - - +
c.g. - - + + - -
s.g. - - - - + +
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3.2.7 Summary of feature values
Features combine quite freely, so we cannot give a complete list. By
learning some specific feature values and applying your knowledge of
the meaning of features, it should be possible to arrive at the feature
values of other segments. This is, of course, possible only if you know
relevant phonetic details of the sound that you are considering. In order to
know the feature values of [ɭ], you need to know that this is the symbol for
a retroflex lateral approximant, thus it has the features appropriate for [l],
and it also has the features that characterize retroflex consonants, which
are [-ant, -distr]. If you do not know the phonetic characteristics of the
segment symbolized as [ʕ], it is necessary to first understand its phonetic
properties – it is a voiced pharyngeal continuant – before trying to deduce
its feature values. In reading descriptions of languages, it is also important
to understand that a symbol used in published data on a language is not
always used according to a particular standard of phonetic transcription
practices at the moment, so read the phonetic descriptions of letters in the
grammar carefully!
The standard feature values for the consonants of (American)

English are given in (15), to help you understand how the entire set of
features is applied to the sound inventory of a language which you are
familiar with.

(15) p t tʃ k b d dʒ g f v θ ð
syl - - - - - - - - - - - -
son - - - - - - - - - - - -
cons + + + + + + + + + + + +
cont - - - - - - - - + + + +
del.rel - - + - - - + - - - - -
lat - - - - - - - - - - - -
nas - - - - - - - - - - - -
voi - - - - + + + + - + - +
c.g. - - - - - - - - - - - -
s.g. (- - - -) - - - - - - - -
ant + + - - + + - - + + + +
cor - + + - - + + - - - + +
distr - + - + + +
high - - - + - - - + - - - -
lo - - - - - - - - - - - -
back - - - + - - - + - - - -
round - - - - - - - - - - - -

s z ʃ ʒ h ʔ m n ŋ ɹ l j w
syl - - - - - - - - - - - - -
son - - - - + + + + + + + + +
cons + + + + - - + + + - + - -
cont + + + + + - - - - + + + +
del.rel - - - - - - - - - - - - -
lat - - - - - - - - - - + - -
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The assignment of [spread glottis] – aspiration – in English stops varies
according to context, so the value [-s.g.] is in parenthesis in the chart
because both values of this feature are found on the surface, depending on
context. The value [-s.g.] represents the underlying value.

Vowel feature summary. Certain feature values are uniform for all
vowels: [+syl, -cons, +son, +cont, -del.rel, -ant, -lat, -distr]. Typically,
vowels are also [+voice, -s.g., -c.g.]. There are languages such as Maza-
teco and !Xoo where breathy voicing and glottalization are used contras-
tively, so in these languages [+s.g.] and [+c.g.] are possible specifications.
A number of languages have phonetic voiceless vowels, but the phono-
logical status of voiceless vowels is not so clear, thus it may be that there
are no phonologically [-voice] vowels. Values of the main features used to
distinguish vowels are given in (16). (Recall that we are not certain
whether [tense] applies to low vowels.)

(16)

Nasality, length, breathiness and creaky voice are properties freely
available to vowels, so any of these vowels can have �nasal, �long, �s.g.
or �c.g. counterparts.

Consonant feature summary. Primary place of articulation for conson-
ants is summarized in (17), using continuant consonants (voiceless in the
first row, voiced in the second: numbers in the third row are keyed to

nas - - - - - - + + + - - - -
voi - + - + - - + + + + + + +
c.g. - - - - - + - - - - - - -
s.g. - - - - + - - - - - - - -
ant + + - - - - + + - - + - -
cor + + + + - - - + - + + - -
distr - - + + - - -
high - - - - - - - - + + - + +
lo - - - - - - - - - - - - -
back - - - - - - - - + + - - +
round - - - - - - - - - + - - +

i y ɨ u e ø ə o æ œ ɑ ɒ
high + + + + - - - - - - - -
low - - - - - - - - + + + +
back - - + + - - + + - - + +
round - + - + - + - + - + - +
tense + + + + + + + +

ɪ ʏ ᵻ ʊ ε œ ʌ ɔ
high + + + + - - - -
low - - - - - - - -
back - - + + - - + +
round - + - + - + - +
tense - - - - - - - -
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traditional place of articulation terms). Continuant consonants are used
here because they exhibit the maximum number of distinctions, for
example there are bilabial and labiodental fricatives, but only bilabial
stops. All of these consonants are [-syl, +cont, -del.rel, -nas, -lat,
-c.g., -tense, -round].

(17)

Secondary place of articulation is illustrated in (18), here restricted to
secondary articulations on [p t]. All of these consonants are [-syl, -son,
+cons, -cont, -del.rel, -lat, -nas, -voice, -s.g., -c.g., -tense].

(18)

Round consonants might simply have the specification [+round]. Tongue
raising and backing is not necessary in order to achieve rounding, whereas
tongue raising and backing is by definition necessary in order to have a
velarized consonant.
A final important point must be made. The twenty-one features dis-

cussed here – syllabic, sonorant, consonantal, high, low, back, round,
tense (advanced tongue root), coronal, anterior, strident, distributed, con-
tinuant, delayed release, nasal, lateral, spread glottis, constricted glottis,
voice, long, stress – are specific empirical hypotheses. This means that
they are subject to change in the face of evidence that a change is
required, so they are not immutable. On the other hand, as scientific
hypotheses, they must be taken seriously until good evidence is presented

1: bilabial 2: labiodental
3: (inter-)dental 4: alveolar
5: alveopalatal 6: retroflex
7: palatal 8: velar
9: uvular 10: pharyngeal

11: glottal/laryngeal

φ f θ s ʃ ʂ ç x χ ħ h
β v ð z ʒ ʐ ʝ γ ʁ ʕ ɦ
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

ant + + + + - - - - - - -
cor - - + + + + - - - - -
distr + - + -
high - - - - - - + + - - -
lo - - - - - - - - - + -
back - - - - - - - + + + -

p pw pγ pj pʕ pɥ t tw tγ tj tʕ tɥ

ant + + + + + + + + + + + +
cor - - - - - - + + + + + +
distr - - - - - - - - - - - -
high - (+) + + - + - (+) + + - +
lo - - - - + - - - - - + -
back - + + - + - - + + - + -
round - + - - - + - + - - - +
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that another system of features is better (see section 3.6 and chapter 9 for
discussion of such changes). Features should not be invented willy-nilly:
using distinctive features is not the same as placing a plus sign in front of
a traditional articulatory description, and thus describing sounds as
[+mid], [+alveolar] or [+vowel] misconstrues the theoretical claim of
distinctive features.

3.3 Features and classes of segments

Besides defining phonemes, features play a role in formalizing rules, since
rules are stated in terms of features. Every specification, such as [+nasal]
or [-voice], defines a class of segments. The generality of a class is
inversely related to how many features are required to specify the class,
as illustrated in (19).

(19)

The most general class, defined by a single feature, is [+syllabic]
which refers to all vowels. The size of that class is determined by the
segments in the language: [+syllabic] in Spanish refers to [i e a o u], but in
English refers to [i ɪ e ε æ a ɔ o ʊ u ə ʌ r̩ l̩]. As you add features to a
description, you narrow down the class, making the class less general.
The usual principle adopted in phonology is that simpler rules, which use
fewer features, are preferable to rules using more features.
One challenge in formalizing rules with features is recognizing the

features which characterize classes. Discovering the features which
define a class boils down to seeing which values are the same for all
segments in the set, then checking that no other segment in the
inventory also has that combination of values. The main obstacle is
that you have to think of segments in terms of their feature proper-
ties, which takes practice to become second nature. As an exercise
towards understanding the relation between classes of segments and
feature descriptions, we will assume a language with the following
segments:

(20) p t k b d g f s x v γ w j l m n a e i o u y

To assist in solving the problems which we will consider, feature matrices
of these segments are given below in (21).

+syl½ � +syl
-nas

� �
+syl
+rd

� �
+syl
+high
-nas

2
4

3
5 +syl

-high
-lo
-nas
-tense

2
66664

3
77775

ε e ɪ i ε̃ ẽ ɪ ̃ i ̃ ε e ɪ i ɔ o ʊ ɔ̃ ɪ i ʌ ε ɔ
a ɔ o ʊ ã ɔ ̃ õ ʊ ̃ a ɔ o ʊ õ ʊ ̃ u ũ ʊ u
u ə æ ũ ə̃ æ ̃ u ə æ
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(21)

Each of the following sets of segments can be defined in terms of some set
of distinctive features.

(22) i. p t k f s x
ii. p t b d f s v l m n
iii. w j l m n a e i o u y
iv. p k b g f x v γ
v. j l m n a e i
vi. v γ w j a e i o u y

In the first set, each segment is a voiceless obstruent, and, equally import-
antly, every voiceless obstruent of the language is included in this first set.
This set could be specified as [-sonorant, -voice] or as [-voice], since all
voiceless segments in the language are [-sonorant]. Given that both
specifications refer to exactly the same segments, there is no question of
one solution being wrong in the technical sense (assuming the language
has the segments of (20): if the language had [h], these two feature
specifications would not describe the segments). However, unless there
is a compelling reason to do otherwise, the simplest definition of the set of
segments should be given, using only those features which are absolutely
necessary. The features which are used to exactly define a set of segments
depends very much on what the entire set of segments in the language is.
If we were dealing with a language which had, in addition, the segments

cons son syl voi cont nas lat ant cor high bk low rd
p + - - - - - - + - - - - -
t + - - - - - - + + - - - -
k + - - - - - - - - + + - -
b + - - + - - - + - - - - -
d + - - + - - - + + - - - -
g + - - + - - - - - + + - -
f + - - - + - - + - - - - -
s + - - - + - - + + - - - -
x + - - - + - - - - + + - -
v + - - + + - - + - - - - -
γ + - - + + - - - - + + - -
w - + - + + - - - - + + - +
j - + - + + - - - - + - - -
l + + - + + - + + + - - - -
m + + - + - + - + - - - - -
n + + - + - + - + + - - - -
a - + + + + - - - - - + + -
e - + + + + - - - - - - - -
i - + + + + - - - - + - - -
o - + + + + - - - - - + - +
u - + + + + - - - - + + - +
y - + + + + - - - - + - - +
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[ph th kh], then in specifying the set [p t k f s x], you would have to also
mention [-s.g.] in order to achieve a definition of the set which excludes
[ph th kh].

The set (22ii) contains only consonants (i.e. [-syllabic] segments), but it
does not contain all of the [-syllabic] segments of the language. Compare
the segments making up (22ii) with the full set of consonants:

(23)

This set does not include glides: [consonantal] is the essential propertywhich
distinguishes glides (including h and ʔ, which are lacking here) from regular
consonants. Thus, the segments in (ii) are [+consonantal]. But not all
[+consonantal] segments are included in set (ii): the velars are not included,
so we need a further restriction. The features typically used to specify velars
are [+high, +back] so we can use one of those features. Thus, you can pick
out the segments in (ii) as the class of [+consonantal, -high] segments, or the
[+consonantal, -back] segments. Rather than refer to [consonantal], you
could try to take advantage of the fact that all glides are [+high] and refer
to (ii) as the set of [-high] segments, without mentioning [consonantal]. It is
true that all segments in the set are [-high], but [-high] itself cannot be the
entire description of this set since not all [-high] segments of the language
are in the set: the vowels {aeo} are not in set (ii). We conclude that
[+consonantal, -high] is the correct one for this class of segments.
Set (iii) contains a mixture of vowels and consonants: it includes all

vowels, plus the nasals, the lateral [l], and the glides. This class is defined
by [+sonorant]. Another feature which is constant in this group is
[+voice], so you could define the class as [+sonorant, +voice]. But addition
of [+voice] contributes nothing, so there is no point in mentioning that
feature as well. Set (iv) on the other hand contains only obstruents, but not
all obstruents. Of the whole set of obstruents, what is missing from (iv) is
the group {tds}, which are [+coronal]. Therefore, we can refer to set (iv) by
the combination [-sonorant, -coronal].
The fifth set, {j l m n a e i}, includes a mixture of vowels and conson-

ants. Some properties that members of this set have in common are that
they are voiced, and they are sonorants. Given the phoneme inventory, all
sonorants are voiced, but not all voiced segments are sonorants. Since the
voiced obstruents {b d g v γ} are not included in this set, it would be less
efficient to concentrate on the feature [+voice], thus we focus on the
generalization that the segments are sonorants. Now compare this set to
the total set of sonorants.

(24) j l m n a e i
w j l m n a e i o u y

We can see that this set of segments is composed of a subset of sonorants,
namely the sonorants excluding {w, o, u, y}. But that set is the set of [+round]
segments; therefore, the set is the set of [+sonorant, -round] segments.

p t b d f s v l m n  Selected class of segments
p t k b d g f s x v γ w j l m n  Entire set of consonants

This set can also be
identified by
reference to a single
feature: what one
feature makes this
distinction?
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The last set also contains a mixture of consonants and vowels: it
includes all of the vowel and glides, plus the voiced obstruents {v, γ}.
Therefore, the feature [sonorant] cannot be used to pick out this class of
segments, since members of the class can have both values for that
feature. However, all of the members of this class are voiced. Now com-
pare set (vi) against the set of all voiced segments.

(25)

The fundamental difference between [b] and [v], or between [g] and [γ], is
that {b, g} are stops while {v, γ} are continuants. This suggests using
[+continuant] as one of the defining features for this class. Vowels and
glides are all [+continuant], so we have passed the first test, namely that
all segments in set (vi) are [+continuant, +voice]. We must also be sure
that this is a sufficient specification for the class: are there any
[+continuant, +voice] segments in the language which are not included
in set (vi)? The segments to worry about in this case would be {l, m, n},
which are [+voice]. We exclude the nasals via [+continuant] and add
[-lateral] to exclude l.
As a further exercise in understanding how sets of segments are

grouped by the features, assume a language with the following segmental
inventory.

(26) p pf t ts tʃ c k b bv v β dz dʒ ɟ g m n ŋ f θ s ʃ d ð z ʒ i y e ø ə o u a w j

For each group, determine what feature(s) define the particular set of
segments.

(27) i. tʃ c k dʒ ɟ g ŋ ʃ ʒ i y e ø ə o u a w j
ii. s i ʃ e f z v β a ʒ o u j ø θ y ə w ð
iii. k j g c w i u y ɟ ŋ
iv. k g a ə ŋ

3.4 Possible phonemes and rules – an answer

We now return to the theoretical questions raised at the beginning of this
chapter: what is a possible phoneme and what is a possible phonological
rule?

3.4.1 Possible phonemes
The theory of features answers the question of possible phonemes, saying
that the segments which can be constructed using these features are all
and the only possible phonemes. This gives a mathematical upper limit of
2n segments, given n binary features, so if there are twenty features
(a reasonable number), there are 1,048,576 logically possible feature

v γ w j a e i o u y
b d g v γ w j l m n a e i o u y
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specifications, and this is quite a lot of segments. It also has to be physic-
ally possible to realize a segment, so the number of possible segments is
smaller than this. Many segments can be imagined which are phonetically
uninterpretable, such as one which is [+high, +low]. Such a segment is
physically impossible since the tongue cannot be contradictorily raised
and lowered at the same time, so the nonexistence of a large class of such
segments is independently explained. Similarly, no segment can be
[+cons, -high, -back, -ant, -cor]. A segment which is [+cons] is not a
vowel or glide. The feature [-back] tells us that the segment would have
a place of articulation in front of the velar position. [-ant] tells us that it
must have a place of articulation behind the alveolar ridge, and [-high]
tells us that it cannot be a palatal. Everything about this description
suggests the vowel [e], except that it is [+consonantal], whereas vowels
are [-consonantal]. No major constriction can be formed with the tongue
in the position of [e]: hence this combination of features happens to be
physically impossible. To be attested in a language, a segment must be
both combinatorially possible, i.e. it must use just the features given by the
theory, and physically possible.
Although the set of attested phonemes in human languages is

quite large, there are significant limitations on what phonemes are pos-
sible. Retroflex consonants have the features [-anterior, +coronal,
-distributed]. Recall the question whether a language could contrast
two kinds of retroflex consonants, such as apical and sublaminal retroflex
as found in Hindi versus Telugu. According to this theory of features, such
a contrast is impossible, since no feature is available to describe such a
difference within a language. Phonetic differences across languages are
possible because phonetic interpretation is not subject to the limitations
of phonological feature theory. Were we to discover such a contrast, the
theory of features would be challenged, because it has no mechanism for
expressing such a distinction. Similarly, the differences attested in the
phonetics of [u] and [ʊ] across languages are never found within a lan-
guage. In a single language, the maximal contrast is between two such
vowels, governed by the feature tense (or ATR). The fact that such differ-
ences exist at the phonetic level between languages, but are never
exploited within a single language as a way to distinguish words, is an
example of the difference between phonetic and phonological properties.
Thus one of the main goals of distinctive feature theory is providing a

predictive framework for saying what contrasts will and will not be found
in the phoneme systems of human languages.

3.4.2 Rule formulation and features
The most important function of features is to form the basis for writing
rules, which is crucial in understanding what defines a possible phono-
logical rule. A typical rule of vowel nasalization, which nasalizes all
vowels before a nasal, can be formulated very simply if stated in features:

(28) [+syllabic] ! [+nasal]/ __ [+nasal]
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Such a rule is common in the languages of the world. Very uncommon, if
it exists at all, is one nasalizing only the lax vowel [ɪ], and only before [m].
Formulated with features, that rule looks as follows:

(29)

__ / nasal][
+nasal
+ant
-cor

+→
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡ +syl
-ATR
+high
-rd

This rule requires significantly more features than (28), since [ɪ], which
undergoes the rule, must be distinguished in features from other high
vowels, such as [i] or [ʊ], which (in this hypothetical case) do not undergo
the rule, and [m], which triggers the rule, must be distinguished from [n]
or [ŋ], which do not.

Simplicity in rule writing. This relation between generality and simpli-
city on the one hand, and desirability or commonness on the other, has
played a very important role in phonology: all things being equal, simpler
rules are preferred, both for the intrinsic elegance of simple rules and
because they correlate with more general classes of segments. Maximum
generality is an essential desideratum of science.
The idea that rules are stated in terms of the simplest, most general

classes of phonetically defined segments has an implication for rule for-
mulation. Suppose we encounter a rule where high vowels (but not mid
and low vowels) nasalize before nasal stops (n, m, ŋ), thus in! ĩn, uŋ! ũŋ,
and so on. We would formulate such a rule as follows:

(30) [ ] / _
+syl
+high

→ +nasal
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+nasal
-cont

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

However, we could equally well formalize the rule as:

(31)

/→
+syl
+high
-low

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

+syl
+high
-low
+nasal

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

_
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

+nasal
-cont
-low

We could freely add [-low] to the specification of the input segment (since
no vowel can be +high, +low½ �, thus high vowels automatically would
pass that condition), and since the same class of vowels is referenced,
inclusion of [-low] is empirically harmless. Saying that the vowel
becomes [+syl, +high, -low] is harmless, since the vowel that undergoes
the change already has these specifications. At the same time, the addi-
tional features in (31) are useless complications, so on the theoretical
grounds of simplicity, we formalize the rule as (30). In writing phono-
logical rules, we specify only features which are mandatory.
A formulation like

(32)
+nasal
-cont

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

[ ] [ ] / _+syl → +nasal
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would mention fewer features, but it would be wrong given the facts
which the rule is supposed to account for, since the rule should state that
only high vowels nasalize, but this rule nasalizes all vowels.
Likewise, we could complicate the rule by adding the retriction that

only non-nasal vowels are subject to (30): in (30), we allow the rule to
vacuously apply to high vowels that are already nasal. There is (and
could be) no direct evidence which tells us whether /ĩn/ undergoes (30)
and surfaces as [ĩn], or /ĩn/ is immune to (30) and surfaces as [ĩn]; and
there is no conceptual advantage to complicating the rule to prevent it
from applying in a context where we do not have definitive proof
that the rule applies. The standard approach to rule formalization is,
therefore, to write the rule in the simplest possible way, consistent
with the facts.

Formalizability. The claim that rules are stated in terms of phonetic-
ally defined classes is essentially an axiom of phonological theory. What
are the consequences of such a restriction? Suppose you encounter a
language with a phonological rule of the type {p, r} ! {i, b}/ _ {o, n}.
Since the segments being changed (p and r) or conditioning the change (o
and n) cannot be defined in terms of any combination of features, nor
can the changes be expressed via any features, the foundation of phono-
logical theory would be seriously disrupted. Such a rule would refute a
fundamental claim of the theory that processes must be describable in
terms of these (or similar) features. This is what it means to say that
the theory makes a prediction: if that prediction is wrong, the theory
itself is wrong.
Much more remains to be said about the notion of “possible rule” in

phonology; nevertheless, we can see that distinctive feature theory plays
a vital role in delimiting possible rules, especially in terms of character-
izing the classes of segments that can function together for a rule. We
now turn to a discussion of rule formalism, in the light of distinctive
feature theory.

3.5 The formulation of phonological rules

Many aspects of rule theory were introduced in our informal approach
to rule writing in chapter 2, and they carry over in obvious ways to
the formal theory that uses features. The general form of a phono-
logical rule is:

(33) αFi
βFj
..
.

2
64

3
75!

γFk
δFl
..
.

2
64

3
75 = . . .

εFm
ζFn
..
.

2
64

3
75

ηFo
θFp
..
.

2
64

3
75 . . .

Focus Structural
change

Trigger
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where Fi, Fj, Fk . . . are features and α, β, γ . . . are plus or minus values. The
arrow means “becomes,” slash means “when it is in the context,” and
the dash refers to the position of the focus in that context. The matrix to
the left of the arrow is the segment changed by the rule; that segment is
referred to as the focus or target of the rule. The matrix immediately to
the right of the arrow is the structural change, and describes the way in
which the target segment is changed. The remainder of the rule consti-
tutes the trigger (also known as the determinant or environment),
stating the conditions outside the target segment which are necessary
for application of the rule. Instead of the slash, a rule can be formulated
with the mirror-image symbol “%,” which means “before or after,” thus
“X ! Y% __Z” means “X becomes Y before or after Z.”
Each element is given as a matrix, which expresses a conjunction of

features. The matrices of the target and trigger mean “all segments of the
language which have the features [αFi] as well as [βFj]. . .” The matrix of
the structural change means that when a target segment undergoes a
rule, it receives whatever feature values are specified in that matrix.
There are a few special symbols which enter into rule formulation. One

which we have encountered is the word boundary, symbolized as “#.”
A rule which lengthens a vowel before a word-final sonorant would be
written as follows:

(34) [+syl] ! [+long] / _ [+son] #

A rule which devoices a word-initial consonant would be written as:

(35) [-son] ! [-voice] / # _

A word boundary can come between the target and the trigger segments,
in which case it means “when the trigger segment is in the next word.”
Such processes are relatively infrequent, but, for example, there is a
rule in Sanskrit which voices a consonant at the end of a word when
it is followed by a sonorant in the next word, so /tat#aham/ becomes
[tad#aham] ‘that I’; voicing does not take place strictly within the word,
and thus /pata:mi/ ‘I fly’ does not undergo voicing. This rule is formulated
as in (36).

(36) [-son] ! [+voice] / _ # [+son]

Another symbol is the null, Ø, used in the focus or structural change of a
rule. As the focus, it means that the segment described to the right of the
arrow is inserted in the stated context; and as the structural change, it
means that the specified segment is deleted. Thus a rule that deletes a
word-final short high vowel which is preceded by a sonorant would be
written as follows:

(37) +syl
-high
-long

[ ]Ø / _ #+son→
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦
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There are occasions where it is necessary to restrict a rule to apply only
when a sequence occurs in different morphemes, but not within
a morpheme. Suppose you find a rule that deletes a consonant after a
consonant, but only when the consonants are in separate morphemes:
thus the bimorphemic word /tap-ta/ with /p/ at the end of one mor-
pheme and /t/ at the beginning of another becomes [tapa], but the
monomorphemic word /tapta/ does not undergo deletion. Analogous
to the word boundary, there is also a morpheme boundary symbolized
by “+,” which can be used in writing rules. Thus the rule deleting the
second of two consonants just in case the consonants are in different
morphemes (hence a morpheme boundary comes between the conson-
ants) is stated as:

(38) [-syl] ! Ø/ [-syl] +_

You may encounter other conventions of formalism. One such notation is
the brace notation. Whereas the standard matrix [. . .] refers to a conjunc-
tion of properties – segments which are A and B and C all at once – braces
{. . .} express disjunctions, that is, segments which are A or B or C. One of
the most frequent uses of braces is exemplified by a rule found in a
number of languages which shortens a long vowel if it is followed by
either two consonants or else one consonant plus a word boundary, i.e.
followed by a consonant that is followed by a consonant or #. Such a rule
can be written as (39).

(39) [ ]_/][ ]+syl → [ -long -syl
⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭

-syl
#

Most such rules use the notation to encode syllable-related properties, so
in this case the generalization can be restated as “shorten a long vowel
followed by a syllable-final consonant.” Using [.] as the symbol for a
syllable boundary, this rule could then be reformulated as:

(40) [+syl] ! [-long] / _ [-syl]·

Although the brace notation has been a part of phonological theory, it has
been viewed with considerable skepticism, partly because it is not well
motivated for more than a handful of phenomena that may have better
explanations (e.g. the syllable), and partly because it is a powerful device
that undermines the central claim that rules operate in terms of natural
classes (conjunctions of properties).
Some rules need to refer to a variably sized sequence of elements.

A typical example is vowel harmony, where one vowel assimilates a
feature from another vowel, and ignores any consonants that come
between. Suppose we have a rule where a vowel becomes round after a
round vowel, ignoring any consonants. We could not just write the rule as
(41), since that incorrectly states that only vowels strictly next to round
vowels harmonize.
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(41)
[+syl] → [+rd] / ⎥⎦

⎤ ⎢⎣
⎡+syl
+rd

We can use the subscript-zero notation, and formalize the rule as in (42).

(42) +syl[ ]  +rd[ ] __-syl[ ]
0

/ ⎥
⎤
⎦⎢⎣

⎡ +syl
+rd

→

The expression “[-syl]0” means “any number of [-syl] segments,” from
none to an infinite sequence of them.
A related notation is the parenthesis, which surrounds elements that

may be present, but are not required. A rule of the form X! Y / _ (WZ)Q
means that X becomes Y before Q or before WZQ, that is, before
Q ignoring WZ. The parenthesis notation essentially serves to group
elements together. This notation is used most often for certain kinds of
stress-assignment rules, and advancements in the theory of stress have
rendered parenthesis unnecessary in many cases.
One other very useful bit of notation is the feature variable notation. So

far, it has actually been impossible to formalize one of the most common
phonological rules in languages, the rulewhich assimilates a nasal inplace of
articulation to the following consonant, where /mk/! [ŋk], /np/! [mp] and
so on.While we can write a rule whichmakes any nasal become [+ant, +cor]
before a [+ant, +cor] consonant – any nasal becomes [n] before /t/ – and we
can write a rule to make any nasal [+ant, -cor] before a [+ant, -cor]
consonant – nasals become [m] before [p] – we cannot express both changes
in one rule.

(43) [ ] / _+nas
+ant
+cor

é
ê
ë

ù
ú
û

é
ê
ë

 
ù
ú
û

+ant
+cor

→a.

[ ] / _+nas
+ant
-cor

é
ê
ë

ù
ú
û

é
ê
ë

 
ù
ú
û

+ant
-cor

→b.

The structural change cannot be “![+cor]” because when a nasal becomes
[m] it becomes [-cor]. For the same reason the change cannot be “ !
[-cor]” since making a nasal become [n] makes it become [+cor]. One
solution is the introduction of feature variables, notated with Greek
letters α, β, γ, etc. whose meaning is “the same value.” Thus a rule which
makes a nasal take on whatever values the following consonant has for
place of articulation would be written as follows:

(44)    / __ →
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

[+nasal ] αant
βcor

αant
βcor

Thus when the following consonant has the value [+cor] the nasal
becomes [+cor] and when the following consonant has the value [-cor]
the nasal becomes [-cor]. We will return to issues surrounding this
notation in chapter 9.
There are a couple of commonly used informal shorthand practices

which you need to recognize. Many rules refer to “consonants” versus
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“vowels,” meaning [-syllabic] and [+syllabic] segments, and the short-
hand “C” and “V” are often used in place of [-syllabic] and [+syllabic].
Also, related to the feature variable notation, it is sometimes necessary to
write rules which refer to the entire set of features. A typical example
would be in a rule “insert a vowel which is a copy of the preceding vowel
into a word-final cluster.” Rather than explicitly listing every feature with
an associated variable, such a rule might be written as:

(45) Ø! Vi / Vi C_C#

meaning “insert a copy of the preceding vowel.”

3.6 Changing the theory

The theory of features is an empirical hypothesis, and is subject to revi-
sion in the face of appropriate data. It is not handed down by a higher
authority, nor is it arbitrarily picked at the whim of the analyst. It is
important to give critical thought to how the set of distinctive features
can be tested empirically, and revised. One prediction of the theory which
we have discussed in section 3.1 is that the two kinds of phonetic retroflex
consonants found in Hindi and Telugu cannot contrast within a language.
What would happen if a language were discovered which distinguished
two degrees of retroflexion? Would we discard features altogether?
This situation has already arisen: the theory presented here evolved

from earlier, similar theories. In an earlier theory proposed by Jakobson
and Halle, retroflex consonants were described with the feature [flat]. This
feature was also used to describe rounding, pharyngealization, and uvu-
larization. While it may seem strange to describe so many different
articulatory characteristics with a single feature, the decision was justi-
fied by the fact that these articulations share an acoustic consequence, a
downward shift or weakening of higher frequencies. The assumption at
that point was that no language could minimally contrast retroflexion,
rounding, and pharyngealization. If a language has both [ʈ ] and [kw], the
surface differences in the realization of [flat], as retroflexion versus
rounding, would be due to language-specific spell-out rules.
The theory would be falsified if you could show that rounding and

pharyngealization are independent, and counterexamples were found.
Arabic has the vowels [i a u] as well as pharyngealized vowels [iʕ aʕ uʕ],
which derive by assimilation from a pharyngealized consonant. If
rounding and pharyngealization are both described by the feature [flat],
it is impossible to phonologically distinguish [u] and [uʕ]. But this is not at
all inappropriate, since the goal is to represent phonological contrasts, not
phonetic differences, because the difference between [u] and [uʕ] is a low-
level phonetic one. The relevance of Arabic – whether it falsifies the
feature [flat] – depends on what you consider to be the purpose of features.
Badaga’s three-way vowel contrast challenges the standard theory as

well. Little is known about this language: the contrast was originally
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reported by Emeneau (1961), and Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) report
that few speakers have a three-way contrast. The problem posed by this
contrast has been acknowledged, but so far no studies have explored its
nature.
Another prediction is that since uvular and round consonants are both

[+flat], there should be no contrast between round and nonround uvulars,
or between round velars and nonround uvulars, within a language. But a
number of languages of the Pacific Northwest, including Lushootseed,
have the contrast [k kw q qw]: this is a fact which is undeniably in the
domain of phonology. The Dravidian language Badaga is reported to
contrast plain and retroflex vowels, where any of the vowels [i e a o u]
can be plain, half-retroflex, or fully retroflex. If [flat] indicates both retro-
flexion and rounding, it would be impossible to contrast [u] and [u˞]. Such
languages forced the abandonment of the feature [flat] in favor of the
system now used.
The specific feature [flat] was wrong, not the theory of features itself.

Particular features may be incorrect, which will cause us to revise or
replace them, but revisions should be undertaken only when strong
evidence is presented which forces a revision. Features form the founda-
tion of phonology, and revision of those features may lead to considerable
changes in the predictions of the theory. Such changes should be under-
taken with caution, taking note of unexpected consequences. If the theory
changes frequently, with new features constantly being added, this would
rightly be taken as evidence that the underlying theory is wrong.
Suppose we find a language with a contrast between regular and sub-

lingual retroflex consonants. We could accommodate this hypothetical
language into the theory by adding a new feature [sublingual], defined as
forming an obstruction with the underside of the tongue. This theory
makes a new set of predictions: it predicts other contrasts distinguished
by sublinguality. We can presumably restrict the feature to the [+coronal]
segments on physical grounds. The features which distinguish coronal
subclasses are [anterior] and [distributed], which alone can combine to
describe four varieties of coronal – which actually exist in a number
of Australian languages. With a new feature [sublingual], eight coronal
classes can be distinguished: regular and sublingual alveolars, regular and
sublingual dentals, regular and sublingual alveopalatals, and regular
and sublingual retroflex consonants. Yet no such segments have been
found. Such predictions need to be considered, when contemplating a
change to the theory.
Similarly, recall the problem of “hyper-tense,” “plain tense,” “plain lax,”

and “hyper-lax” high vowels across languages: we noted that no more
than two such vowels exist in a language, governed by the feature [tense].
If a language were discovered with three or four such high vowels, we
could add a feature “hyper.” But this makes the prediction that there
could also be four-way contrasts among mid and low vowels. If these
implications are not correct, the modification to the theory is not likely
to be the correct solution to the problem. In general, addition of new
features should be undertaken only when there is compelling evidence for
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doing so. The limited number of features actually in use is an indication of
the caution with which features are added to the theory.

The case for labial. A classical case in point of a feature which was
added in response to significant problems with the existing feature system
is the feature [labial]. It is now accepted that feature theory should include
this feature:

[labial]: sound produced with the lips

This feature was not part of the set of features proposed in Chomsky
and Halle (1968). However, problems were noticed in the theory without
[labial].
The argument for adding [labial] is that it makes rules better formaliz-

able. It was noticed that the following types of rules, inter alia, are
frequently attested (see Campbell 1974, Anderson 1974).

(46) a. b ! w / _ C
b. w ! b / [+nasal] _
c. w ! v
d. i! u / {p, b, m, w, u, o} _

In the first three rules, the change from bilabial obstruent to rounded
glide or rounded glide to labiodental obstruent is a seemingly arbitrary
change, when written according to the then-prevailing system of features.
There is so little in common between [b] and [w], given these features, that
a change of [b] to [r] would be simpler to formulate as in (47b), and yet the
change [b] ! [r] is unattested.

(47)

/_→ →⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

-ant
-cons
+high
+bk
+rd

+ant
-cor
+voi

+ant
-cor
-high
-rd

b.a. C
-cons
+high
+rd

In the last rule of (46), no expression covers the class {p, b, m, w, u, o}:
rather they correspond to the disjunction [+ant, -cor] or [+round].
These rules can be expressed quite simply with the feature [labial].

(48) [ ] / __→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+labial
+voi

–cons Ca.

[ ] / __→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+labial
-cons

+cons [ ]+nasalb.

→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+labial
+rd

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+cons
-rd

c.

/ __→ [ ]+labial [ ]+labialid.
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Feature redefinition. Even modifying definitions of existing features
must be done with caution, and should be based on substantial
evidence that existing definitions fail to allow classes or changes to be
expressed adequately. One feature which might be redefined is [con-
tinuant]. The standard definition states that a segment is [+continuant]
if it is produced with air continuously flowing through the oral cavity.
An alternative definition is that a segment is [+continuant] if air
flows continuously through the vocal tract. How do we decide which
definition is correct? The difference is that under the first definition,
nasals are [-continuant] and under the second definition, nasals are
[+continuant].
If the first definition is correct, we expect to find a language where {p, t, tʃ,

k, m, n, ŋ, b, d, dʒ, g} undergo or trigger a rule, and {f, s, θ, x, v, z, ð, γ} do not:
under the “oral cavity” definition, [-continuant] refers to the class of seg-
ments {p, t, tʃ, k, m, n, ŋ, b, d, dʒ, g}. On the other hand, if the second hypothesis
is correct, we shouldfind a languagewhere {n,m, n, f, s, x, v, x, γ} undergo or
trigger a rule, and the remaining consonants {p, t, tʃ, k, b, d, dʒ, g} donot: under
the “vocal tract” definition of [continuant], the feature specification
[+continuant] would refer to the set {n, m, n, f, s, x, v, x, γ}.
Just as important as knowing what sets of segments can be referred to

by one theory or another, you need to consider what groupings of seg-
ments cannot be expressed in a theory. Under either definition of [continu-
ant], finding a process which refers to {p, t, k, b, d, g} proves nothing, since
either theory can refer to this class, either as [-continuant] in the “oral
cavity” theory or as [-continuant, -nasal] in the “vocal tract” theory. The
additional feature needed in the “vocal tract” theory does complicate the
rule, but that does not in itself disprove the theory. If you find a process
referring to {n, m, n, f, s, x, v, x, γ}, excluding {p, t, k, b, d, g}, this would
definitively argue for the “oral cavity” theory. Such a class can be referred
to with the specification [+continuant] in the “oral cavity” theory, but
there is no way to refer to that set under the “vocal tract” theory. As it
stands, we have not found such clear cases: but at least we can identify the
type of evidence needed to definitively choose between the theories. The
implicit claim of feature theory is that it would be impossible for both
kinds of rules to exist in human languages. There can only be one defin-
ition of any feature, if the theory is to be coherent.

Central vowels. We will consider another case where the features face a
problem with expressing a natural class, relating to the treatment of
central versus back vowels. In chapter 2 we saw that Kenyang [k] and [q]
are in complementary distribution, with [q] appearing word-finally after
the vowels [o], [ɔ], and [ɑ], and [k] appearing elsewhere. Representative
examples are reproduced here.

(49) enɔq ‘tree’ enoq ‘drum’

ŋgɑq ‘knife’ ekɑq ‘leg’
mək ‘dirt’ ndek ‘European’
pɔbrik ‘work project’ ɑjuk (person’s name)
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Phonetic descriptions of vowels are not usually based on physiological
data such as x-ray studies. Tongue positions are often deduced by match-
ing sound quality with that of a standardly defined vowel: we assume that
Kenyang schwa is central because it sounds like schwa, which is phonet-
ically defined as being central.
Schwa does not cause lowering of k to q. In the standard account of

vowels, [ə] differs from [ɔ] only in rounding, though phonetic tradition
claims that these vowels also differ in being back ([ɔ]) versus central ([ə]).
As previously discussed, this difference is attributed to a low-level, phono-
logically insignificant phonetic factor.
The problem which Kenyang poses is that it is impossible to formulate

the rule of k-lowering if schwa is phonologically a mid back unrounded
vowel. A simple attempt at formalizing the rule would be:

(50) [ ] / __→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+high
+back

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+back
+high

-high

If schwa is [+back, -high, -round] it would satisfy the requirements of
the rule so should cause lowering of /k/, but it does not: therefore this
formulation cannot be correct. Since schwa differs from [ɔ] in being
[-round], we might try to exclude [ə] by requiring the trigger vowel to
be [+round].

(51)
[ ] /→

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+high
+back

-high
+back
-high
+round

⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

But this formulation is not correct either, since it would prevent the
nonround low vowel [ɑ] from triggering uvularization, which in fact it
does do.
These data are a problem for the theory that there is only a two-way

distinction between front and back vowels, not a three-way distinction
between front, central, and back vowels. The uvularization rule of Kenyang
can be formulated if we assume an additional feature, [�front], which
characterizes front vowels. Under that theory, back vowels would be
[+back, -front], front vowels would be [+front, -back], and central vowels
would be [-back, -front]. Since we must account for this fact about
Kenyang, the theory must be changed. But before adding anything to the
theory, it is important to consider all of the consequences of the proposal.
A positive consequence is that it allows us to account for Kenyang.

Another possible example of the relevance of central vowels to phonology
comes from Norwegian (and Swedish). There are three high, round vowels
in Norwegian, whereas the standard feature theory countenances the
existence of only two high rounded vowels, one front and one back.
Examples in Norwegian spelling are do ‘outhouse,’ du ‘you sg,’ and dy
‘forbear!’. The vowel o is phonetically [u], and u and y are distinct nonback
round vowels. In many transcriptions of Norwegian, these are transcribed
as [dʉ] ‘you sg’ and [dy] ‘forbear!’, implying a contrast between front,
central, and back round vowels. This is exactly what the standard view
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of central vowels has claimed should not happen, and it would appear that
Norwegian falsifies the theory.
The matter is not so simple. The vowels spelled u versus y also differ

in lip configuration. The vowel u is “in-rounded,” with an inward
narrowing of the lips, whereas y is “out-rounded,” with an outward-
flanging protrusion of the lips. This lip difference is hidden by the selec-
tion of the IPA symbols [ʉ] versus [y]. While it is clear that the standard
theory does not handle the contrast, we cannot tell what the correct basis
for maintaining the contrast is. We could treat the difference as a front ~
central ~ back distinction and disregard the difference in lip configuration
(leaving that to phonetic implementation); or, we could treat the labial
distinction as primary and leave the presumed tongue position to phon-
etic implementation.
Given that the theory of features has also accepted the feature [labial], it

is possible that the distinction lies in [labial] versus [round], where the out-
rounded vowel <y> is [+round, +labial] and in-rounded <u> is [-round,
+labial] – or vice versa. Unfortunately, nothing in the phonological behav-
ior of these vowels gives any clue as to the natural class groupings of the
vowels, so the problem of representing these differences in Norwegian
remains unresolved. Thus the case for positing a distinct phonological
category of central vowel does not receive very strong support from the
vowel contrasts of Norwegian.
A negative consequence of adding [front], which would allow the phono-

logical definition of a class of central vowels, is that it defines unattested
classes and segments outside the realm of vowels. The classical features
could distinguish just [k] and [kj], using [�back]. With the addition of
[front], we would have a three-way distinction between k-like consonants
which are [+front, -back], [-front, -back], and [-front, +back]. But no
evidence at all has emerged for such a contrast in any language. Finally,
the addition of the feature [front] defines a natural class [-back] contain-
ing front and central vowels, but not back vowels: such a class is not
possible in the classical theory, and also seems to be unattested in phono-
logical rules. This may indicate that the feature [front] is the wrong
feature – at any rate it indicates that further research is necessary, in
order to understand all of the ramifications of various possible changes to
the theory.
Thus the evidence for a change to feature theory, made to handle

the problematic status of [ə] in Kenyang phonology, would not be
sufficiently strong to warrant complete acceptance of the new feature.
We will suspend further discussion of this proposal until later, when
nonlinear theories of representation are introduced and answers to
some of the problems such as the unattested three-way contrast in
velars can be considered. The central point is that changes in the
theory are not made at will: they are made only after considerable
argumentation and evidence that the existing theory is fundamentally
inadequate.
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Exercises
1. Assume a segmental inventory composed of: [ʕ k t d s z n p f b i u e o a w h].

Indicate what feature or features characterize the following classes of sounds.
i. ʕ k u o a w
ii. f p k h
iii. f p b t s d z n
iv. ʕ u o w a b d z n i e

2. Given the segments [w j h ʔ i ε a o ɔ u m̩ l r m ŋ p t kj k q b ð d dj g γ], describe
the following segment classes, being as economical as you can with your use
of features.
i. m̩ l r m ŋ p t kj k q b ð d dj g γ
ii. w j i ε a o ɔ u m̩ l r m ŋ
iii. w a o ɔ u ŋ k q g γ
iv. w j h i ε a o ɔ u l r ð γ
v. j i kj dj

vi. i ε a o ɔ u m̩

3. Assume the following segmental inventory:
p t tʃ q b ɖ g s ʂ β ʒ γ n ŋ l j i ɨ e o ɛ ɔ æ

Give the minimal feature description which identifies exactly the following
subsets of the inventory:
i. p t b s β n l
ii. t tʃ ɖ s ʂ ʒ n l
iii. p t tʃ q b ɖ s ʂ β ʒ n l e o ɛ ɔ æ
iv. q g γ ŋ ɨ o ɔ
v. tʃ ɖ ʂ ʒ j i e ɛ æ

4. State all of the features which are changed in each of the following rules:
i. p ! f
ii. t ! ŋ
iii. o ! w
iv. k ! s
v. s ! t
vi. a ! i

Summary Language sounds can be defined in terms of a small set of universal
phonetically based features, which not only define the basic atoms of
phonological representations, but also play a central role in the formal
expression of rules. An important theme of this chapter is the nature
of scientific theories, such as the theory of features, which make
predictions both about what can happen and what cannot happen. The
fundamental role of feature theory is to make specific predictions
about the kinds of segments and rules that we should find in human
languages. One of the main concerns of phonological theory is finding
the correct set of features that define the sounds and rule systems of all
human languages.
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5. Formalize the following rules using distinctive features (segmental
inventories to be assumed for each language are given after the rule in
brackets). In each case, if the inventory includes segments [w x y z] and the
rule is stated as changing [w] and [x], assume that /y, z/ can appear in the
specified context and appear as [y, z] after the rule applies.

6. Mixtec (San Miguel el Grande)

The causative form of the verb in Mixtec has a prefix, underlying /s/, which
changes before certain consonants. Formalize a rule which accounts for these
changes.

7. Review previous solutions to exercises which you have done in the preceding
chapter, and state the rules according to the features given here: discuss any
problems which you may encounter in reformalizing these rules.

...................................................................................................................................
Further reading
Campbell 1974; Chomsky and Halle 1968; Jakobson and Halle 1956; Jakobson, Fant, and Halle 1952;

Trubetzkoy 1939.

s-kaka ‘make walk’ s-haa ‘make sprout’
ʃ-dɨbɨ ‘make enter’ s-taka ‘gather’
s-tʃaku ‘make live’ ʃ-lili ‘tighten’
s-kunu ‘make run’ ʃ-ndata ‘crack’
ʃ-dʒaʔa ‘overthrow’

i. b, d, g ! β, ð, γ / V _ [p t k b d g β ð γ m n ŋ r i u a ə]
ii. Ø! j / i, e _ o, u, a [p t k b d n j w i y e æ o u a]
iii. t! s / _i [p t k h v d s r l m n j i y e ø a o u]
iv. s! r / V_V [p t k b d g s r l m n h w j e i o u a]
v. p, t! [tʃ]/ __ i, e, a, o, u, k, tʃ, ŋ [p t tʃ k n ŋ i e a o u]
vi. p, t̪ , t, k!φ, θ, r̥, x / i e a o w j

h ___ i e a o r̩ l̩
[p t̪ t k b d g φ θ r̥ x r l w j h r̩ l̩ i e a o]

vii. p, tʃ, k, q ! t / __ p, b, m, t, d, n [p t tʃ k q b d g ð l r m n i u a ɛ]
viii. k, g, ŋ ! kj, gj, ŋj / p pj m b t tj n

d tʃ dʒ ɲ kj gj ŋj f s ʃ xj j ___
[p pj m b t tj n d tʃ dʒ ɲ kj gj ŋj k g ŋ

q f s ʃ xj j w i u e o a æ]
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CHAPTER

4 Underlying
representations

PREVIEW

This chapter looks deeper into the nature of underlying

forms by

u introducing contrast-neutralizing rules

u seeing how unpredictable information must be part of

the underlying form

u learning what factors are most important in establishing

an underlying representation

u understanding how underlying forms are different from

actually pronounced words
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alternation
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A fundamental characteristic of the rules discussed up to this point is
that they have described totally predictable allophonic processes, such as
aspiration in English or vowel nasalization in Sundanese. For such rules,
the question of the exact underlying form of a word has not been so
crucial, and in some cases a clear decision could not be made. We saw
that in Sundanese every vowel becomes nasalized after a nasal sound,
and every phonetic nasal vowel appears after a nasal. Nasality of vowels
can always be predicted by a rule in this language: all nasal vowels
appear in one predictable context, and all vowels are predictably nasal
in that context. It was therefore not crucial to indicate whether a given
vowel is underlyingly nasal or underlyingly oral. If you assume that
vowels are underlyingly oral you can write a rule to derive all of the
nasal vowels, and if you contrarily assume that vowels are all under-
lyingly nasal you could write a rule to derive all of the oral vowels. The
choice of underlying sound may make a considerable difference in terms
of simplicity and elegance of the solution, and this is an important
consideration in evaluating a phonological analysis, but it is possible to
come up with rules which will grind out the correct forms no matter
what one assumes about underlying representations in these cases. This
is not always the case.

4.1 The importance of correct underlying forms

Neutralizing rules, on the other hand, are ones where two or more
underlyingly distinct segments have the same phonetic realization in
some context because a rule changes one phoneme into another – thus
the distinction of sounds is neutralized. This means that if you look at a
word in this neutralized context, you cannot tell what the underlying
segment is. Such processes force you to pay close attention to maintaining
appropriate distinctions in underlying forms.
Consider the following examples of nominative and genitive forms of

nouns in Russian, focusing on the final consonant found in the
nominative.

(1) Nominative singular Genitive singular
vagon vagona ‘wagon’
avtomobilj avtomobilja ‘car’
vetʃer vetʃera ‘evening’
muʃ muʒa ‘husband’
karandaʃ karandaʃa ‘pencil’
glas glaza ‘eye’
golos golosa ‘voice’
ras raza ‘time’
les lesa ‘forest’
porok poroga ‘threshold’
vrak vraga ‘enemy’
urok uroka ‘lesson’
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To give an explanation for the phonological processes at work in these
data, you must give a preliminary description of the morphology. While
morphological analysis is not part of phonology per se, it is inescapable
that a phonologist must do a morphological analysis of a language, to
discover the underlying form.
In each of the examples above, the genitive form is nearly the

same as the nominative, except that the genitive also has the vowel
[a] which is the genitive singular suffix. We will therefore assume as
our initial hypothesis that the bare root of the noun is used to form
the nominative case, and the combination of a root plus the suffix
-a forms the genitive. Nothing more needs to be said about examples
such as vagon ~ vagona, avtomobilj ~ avtomobilja, or vetʃer ~ vetʃera,
where, as it happens, the root ends with a sonorant consonant.
The underlying forms of these noun stems are presumably /vagon/,
/avtomobilj/, and /vetʃer/: no facts in the data suggest anything else.
These underlying forms are thus identical to the nominative form.
With the addition of the genitive suffix -a this will also give the
correct form of the genitive.
There are stems where the part of the word corresponding to the root

is the same in all forms of the word: karandaʃ ~ karandaʃa, golos ~ golosa,
les ~ lesa, urok ~ uroka, porok ~ poroka, tsvet ~ tsveta, soldat ~ soldata, and
trup ~ trupa. However, in some stems, there are differences in the final
consonant of the root, depending on whether we are considering the
nominative or the genitive. Thus, we find the differences muʃ ~ muʒa,
~ glas ~ glaza, porok ~ poroga, vrak ~ vraga, prut ~ pruda, and xlep ~ xleba.
Such variation in the phonetic content of a morpheme (such as a root) is
known as alternation. We can easily recognize the phonetic relation
between the consonant found in the nominative and the consonant
found in the genitive as involving voicing: the consonant found in the
nominative is the voiceless counterpart of the consonant found in the
genitive. Not all noun stems have such an alternation, as we can see by
pairs such as karandaʃ ~ karandaʃa, les ~ lesa, urok ~ uroka, soldat ~ soldata,
and trup ~ trupa. We have now identified a phonological problem to be
solved: why does the final consonant of some stems alternate in voicing?
And why do we find this alternation with some stems, but not others?
The next two steps in the analysis are intimately connected; we must

devise a rule to explain the alternations in voicing, and we must set up

porok poroka ‘vice’
tsvet tsveta ‘color’
prut pruda ‘pond’
soldat soldata ‘soldier’
zavot zavoda ‘factory’
xlep xleba ‘bread’
grip griba ‘mushroom’

trup trupa ‘corpse’
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appropriate underlying representations for these nouns. In order to deter-
mine the correct underlying forms, we will consider two competing
hypotheses regarding the underlying form, and in comparing the predic-
tions of those two hypotheses, we will see that one of those hypotheses is
clearly wrong.
Suppose, first, that we decide that the form of the noun stem which we

see in the nominative is also the underlying form. Such an assumption is
reasonable (it is, also, not automatically correct), since the nominative is
grammatically speaking a more “basic” form of a noun. In that case, we
would assume the underlying stems /glas/ ‘eye,’ /golos/ ‘voice,’ /ras/ ‘time,’
and /les/ ‘forest.’ The problem with this hypothesis is that we would have
no way to explain the genitive forms glaza, golosa, raza, and lesa: the
combination of the assumed underlying roots plus the genitive suffix -a
would give us *glasa, golosa, *rasa, and lesa, so we would be right only about
half the time. The important step here is that we test the hypothesis by
combining the supposed root and the affix in a very literal-minded way,
whereupon we discover that the predicted forms and the actual forms are
different.
We could hypothesize that there is also a rule voicing consonants

between vowels (a rule like one which we have previously seen in Kipsigis,
chapter 2):

(2) C! [+voice] / V_ V

While applying this rule to the assumed underlying forms /glas-a/,
/golos-a/, /ras-a/, and /les-a/ would give the correct forms glaza and raza, it
would also give incorrect surface forms such as *goloza and *leza. Thus, not
only is our first hypothesis about underlying forms wrong, it also cannot
be fixed by positing a rule of consonant voicing.
You may be tempted to posit a rule that applies only in certain words,

such as eye, time, and so on, but not voice, forest, etc. This misconstrues the
nature of phonological rules, which are general principles that apply to all
words of a particular class – most generally, these classes are defined in
terms of phonological properties, such as “obstruent,” “in word-final
position.” Rules which are stated as “only applying in the following
words” are almost always wrong.
The “nominative is underlying” hypothesis is fundamentally wrong:

our failure to come up with an analysis is not because we cannot discern
an obscure rule, but lies in the faulty assumption that we start with the
nominative. That form has a consistent phonetic property, that any root-
final obstruent (which is therefore word-final) is always voiceless, whereas
in the genitive form there is no such consistency. If you look at the
genitive column, the last consonant of the root portion of the word may
be either voiced or voiceless.
We now consider a second hypothesis, where we set up underlying

representations for roots which distinguish stems which have a final
voiced obstruent in the genitive versus those with a final voiceless obstru-
ent. We may instead assume the following underlying roots.
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(3)

Under this hypothesis, the genitive form can be derived easily. The geni-
tive form is the stem hypothesized in (3) followed by the suffix -a. No rule
is required to derive voiced versus voiceless consonants in the genitive.
That issue has been resolved by our choice of underlying representations
where some stems end in voiced consonants and others end in voiceless
consonants. By our hypothesis, the nominative form is simply the under-
lying form of the noun stem, with no suffix.
However, a phonological rule must apply to the nominative form, in

order to derive the correct phonetic output.We have noted that no word in
Russian ends phonetically with a voiced obstruent. This regular fact allows
us to posit the following rule, which devoices any word-final obstruent.

(4) Final devoicing
[-son]! [-voice] /_ #

By this rule, an obstruent is devoiced at the end of the word. As this
example has shown, an important first step in doing a phonological
analysis for phenomena such as word-final devoicing in Russian is to
establish the correct underlying representations, which encode unpredict-
able information.
Whether a consonant is voiced cannot be predicted in English ([dεd]

dead, [tεd] Ted, [dεt] debt), and must be part of the underlying form.
Similarly, in Russian since you cannot predict whether a given root ends
in a voiced or a voiceless consonant in the genitive, that information must
be part of the underlying form of the root. That is information about the
root, which cannot always be determined by looking at the surface form
of the word itself: it must be discovered by looking at the genitive form of
the noun, where the distinction between voiced and voiceless final con-
sonants is not eliminated.

4.2 Refining the concept of underlying form

It is important to understand what underlying forms are, and what they
are not. The nature of underlying forms can be best appreciated in the
context of the overall organization of a grammar, and how a given word is

Final voiced obstruent Final voiceless obstruent
/muʒ/ ‘husband’ /karandaʃ/ ‘pencil’
/glaz/ ‘eye’ /golos/ ‘voice’
/raz/ ‘time’ /les/ ‘forest’
/porog/ ‘threshold’ /porok/ ‘vice’
/vrag/ ‘enemy’ /urok/ ‘lesson’
/prud/ ‘pond’ /tsvet/ ‘color’
/zavod/ ‘factory’ /soldat/ ‘soldier’
/grib/ ‘mushroom’ /trup/ ‘corpse’
/xleb/ ‘bread’
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generated in a sentence. The structure of a grammar can be represented in
terms of the standard block model.

(5)

This model implies that the output of one grammatical component forms
the input to the next component, so the phonological component starts
with whatever the morphological component gives it, and applies its own
rules to give the surface representation (which are then subject to prin-
ciples of physical interpretation within the phonetic component). The
output of the morphological component, which is the input to the phon-
ology, is by definition the underlying form, so we need to know a little bit
about what the morphological component does to understand what is
presented to the phonology.
The function of the morphological component is to assemble words, in

the sense of stating how roots and affixes combine to form a particular
word. Thus the morphological component is responsible for combining a
noun root [dag] and a plural affix [z] in English to give the word dog-s
(i.e. /dag-z/), or in Russian the morphology combines a noun root [vagon]
with an inflectional ending [a] according to rules of inflection for Russian,
to give the genitive word vagon-a. Each morpheme is assumed to have a
single constant phonetically defined shape coming out of the morphology
(there are a few exceptions such as the fact that the third-person-singular
form of the verb be in English is [ɪz] and the first-person-singular form of
that verb is [æm]). The phonetic realization of any morpheme is subject to
rules of phonology, so while the morphology provides the plural mor-
pheme z (spelled <s>), the application of phonological rules will make
that morpheme be pronounced as [s] as in cats or [ɨz] as in bushes.
It is very important to understand that the grammar does not formally

derive one word from another. (Some languages seem to have special
morphological processes, which we will not be discussing here, that derive
one word from another – clipping such as Sally ! Sal would be an
example.) Rather, oneword derives from a given abstract root plus whatever
affixes are relevant, and a related word derives by adding a different set of
affixes to the same abstract root. Accordingly, the plural of a noun in English
does not derive from the singular; rather, both the singular and the plural
forms derive from a common root: no suffix is added to the root in the
singular, and the suffix /z/ is added to the root in the plural. The Russian
genitive [vagona] also does not derive from the nominative, nor does the
nominative derive from the genitive. Rather, both derive from the root
/vagon/, where the nominative adds no affix and the genitive adds the affix -a.
The underlying form of a word is whatever comes out of the morph-

ology and is fed into the phonology, before any phonological rules have
applied. The underlying form of the word [kæts] is /kæt-z/, since that is
what results in the morphology by applying the rule that combines a noun

Syntax → Morphology → Phonology → Phonetics

Underlying 

representation

Surface 

representation

Physical 

output
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root such as cat with the plural suffix. The underlying form of the plural
word [kæts] is not /kæt/, because the plural word has to have the plural
morpheme. However, /kæt/ is the underlying form of the singular word
[kæt]. There is no phonological rule which inserts z or s in order to form a
plural. The principles for combining roots and affixes are not part of the
phonology, and thus there is no need to include rules such as “insert [z] in
the plural.” Be explicit about what you assume about morphology in
a language, i.e. that there is a plural suffix -z in English or a genitive
suffix -a in Russian. As for the mechanics of phonological analysis, you
should assume, for example, that the plural suffix is already present in
the underlying form, and therefore do not write a rule to insert the plural
suffix since that rule is part of morphology. A phonological analysis states
the underlying forms of morphemes, and describes changes in the phono-
logical shape of the root or suffix.
We have concluded that the underlying form of the Russian word [prut]

‘pond’ is /prud/. In arriving at that conclusion, we saw how important it is
to distinguish the phonological concept of an underlying form from the
morphological concept “basic form,” where the singular form, or an
uninflected nominative form, would be the morphological “basic form.”
An underlying form is a strictly phonological concept and is not necessar-
ily equivalent to an actually pronounced word (even disregarding the
fundamental fact that underlying forms are discrete symbolic representa-
tions whereas actually pronounced words are acoustic waveforms). It is a
representation that is the foundation for explaining the variety of actual
pronounciations found in the morpheme, as determined by phonological
context.
The morphologically basic form of the Russian word for pond is the

unmarked nominative, [prut], composed of just the root with no inflec-
tional ending. In contrast, the phonological underlying form is /prud/, for
as we have seen, if we assume the underlying form to be */prut/, we cannot
predict the genitive [pruda]. The word *[prud], with a voiced consonant at
the end of the word, does not appear as such in the language, and thus the
supposition that the underlying form is /prud/ is an abstraction, given that
[prud] by itself is never found in the language – it must be inferred, in
order to explain the actual data. The basis for that inference is the genitive
form [pruda], which actually contains the hypothesized underlying form
as a subpart. It is important to understand, however, that the underlying
form of a root may not actually be directly attested in this way in any
single word, and we will discuss this point in section 4.6.

4.3 Finding the underlying form

A similar problem arises in explaining the partitive and nominative forms
of nouns in Finnish. The first step in understanding the phonological
alternation seen here is to do a standard preliminary morphological
analysis of the data, which involves identifying which parts of a word
correlate with each aspect of word structure (such as root meaning or
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grammatical case). The following examples illustrate that the nominative
singular suffix is Ø (i.e. there is no overt suffix in the nominative singular)
and the partitive singular suffix is -æ, which alternates with -a if there is a
back vowel somewhere before it in the word (we will not be concerned
with that vowel alternation in the partitive suffix).

(6)
a.

b.

We might assume that the underlying form of the root is the same as the
nominative (which has no suffix). The problem which these data pose is
that in some nouns, the partitive appears to be simply the nominative plus
the suffix -æ ~ -a (for example muuri ~ muuria), but for other nouns the
final vowel alternates, with [i] in the nominative and [e] in the partitive
(e.g. joki ~ jokea). It is obvious that the nature of the following vowel does
not explain this alternation, since the same surface-quality suffix vowel
can appear after either e or i – compare jokea, nimeæ where [e] appears

Nominative sg Partitive sg
aamu aamua ‘morning’
hopea hopeaa ‘silver’
katto kattoa ‘roof’
kello kelloa ‘clock’
kirja kirjaa ‘book’
kylmæ kylææ ‘cold’
koulu koulua ‘school’
lintu lintua ‘bird’
hylly hyllyæ ‘shelf’
kømpelø kømpeløæ ‘clumsy’
nækø nækøæ ‘appearance’

joki jokea ‘river’
kivi kiveæ ‘stone’
muuri muuria ‘wall’
naapuri naapuria ‘neighbor’
nimi nimeæ ‘name’
kaappi kaappia ‘chest of drawers’
kaikki kaikkea ‘all’
kiirehti kiirehtiæ ‘hurry’
lehti lehteæ ‘leaf’
mæki mækeæ ‘hill’
ovi ovea ‘door’
posti postia ‘mail’
tukki tukkia ‘log’
æiti æitiæ ‘mother’
englanti englantia ‘England’
jærvi jærveæ ‘lake’
koski koskea ‘waterfall’
reki rekeæ ‘sledge’
væki vækeæ ‘people’
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before both [a] and [æ], versus muuria, kiirehtiæ where [i] appears before
these same vowels. Nor can the preceding consonant be called upon to
predict what vowel will appear in the partitive, as shown by pairs such as
tukkia, kaikkea versus lehteæ, æitiæ.
This is an area where there is (potentially) a difference between

language-learning pedagogy and a formal linguistic analysis. Faced with
the problem of learning the inflectional distinction muuri ~ muuria versus
joki ~ jokea, a second-language class on Finnish might simply have the
student memorize a list of words like joki ~ jokea where the vowel changes
in the inflectional paradigm. From the point of view of linguistic analysis
this is the wrong way to look at the question, since it implies that this is
not a rule-governed property of the language. However, second-language
learning is not the same as linguistic analysis: a class in foreign-language
instruction has a different goal from a class in analysis, and some students
in a language class may receive greater practical benefit from just mem-
orizing a list of words. Thus it is important to distinguish the teaching
method where one learns arbitrary lists, and a theoretically based analy-
sis. One simply cannot predict what vowel will appear in the partitive
form if one only considers the pronunciation of the nominative. This
means: nominative forms are not the same as underlying forms (some-
thing that we also know given the previous Russian example). The under-
lying representation must in some way contain that information which
determines whether there will be a vowel alternation in a given word.
In looking for the phonological basis for this vowel alternation, it is

important to realize that the alternation in stem-final vowels is not
chaotic, for we find precisely two possibilities, either i in the nominative
paired with i in the partitive, or i in the nominative paired with e in the
partitive – never, for example, i paired with u or i paired with o. Moreover,
only the vowel i enters into such a vowel alternation in Finnish, so there
are no nouns with o in the nominative which is replaced by u in the
partitive, nor is u in the nominative ever replaced by o or any other vowel
in the partitive. One final fact about the data in (6) suggests exactly how
the right underlying representations can explain this alternation: of the
eight vowels of Finnish [i, y, e, ø, æ, u, o, a], all of them appear at the end of
the word except the vowel e. Now, since the stem of the word for ‘name,’
which appears as nimi in the nominative, actually appears on the surface
as nime- in the partitive, it is not at all unreasonable to assume that the
underlying form of the stem is in fact /nime/. It would be a bit bizarre to
assume an underlying form such as /nima/, since the vowel [a] never
appears in that position in any form of this word: the most natural
assumption to make is that the underlying form of a morpheme is actu-
ally composed of segments found in some surface manifestation of the
morpheme. On the other hand, the stem of the word for ‘wall’ is pro-
nounced muuri in both the nominative and the partitive, and therefore
there is no reason to assume that it is underlyingly anything other
than /muuri/.
We will then assume that the underlying vowel at the end of the stem is

actually reflected by the partitive form, and thus we would assume

This is a natural
assumption but not
an absolute rule, as
we see in chapter 8.
Underlying forms
can contain
segments not found
in any form of the
word. Only when
there is strong
evidence for
departing from this
assumption are you
justified in setting
up underlying
forms with such
abstract elements.
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underlying representations such as /joke/, /nime/, /kive/, /lehte/, /ove/, and
so on, as well as /muuri/, /naapuri/, /kaappi/, /tukki/, and so on. The
underlying form of partitive [joke-a] would thus be /joke-a/, that is, no
rule at all is required to explain the partitive. Instead, a rule is needed
to explain the surface form of the nominative [joki], which derives from
/joke/. A very simple neutralizing rule can explain the surface form of the
nominative: underlying word-final e is raised to i.

(7) Final vowel raising

This rule is neutralizing since the distinction between /i/ and /e/
is neutralized by applying this rule: an underlying /e/ becomes
phonetic [i].
Apart from illustrating how important correct underlying forms are,

these two examples have also shown that it is dangerous, and incorrect in
these two cases, to assume that the “most basic” form of a word according
to morphological criteria is also the underlying form of the word. To
reiterate: the underlying form of a morpheme is a hypothesis set forth
by the analyst, a claim that by assuming such-and-such an underlying
form, plus some simple set of rules (which need to be discovered by the
analyst), the observed variation in the shape of morphemes can be
explained.

Kerewe. To better understand the reasoning that leads to correct under-
lying forms, we investigate other examples. Consider the following data
from Kerewe (Tanzania).

(8) Infinitive 1sg habitual 3sg habitual Imperative
kupaamba mpaamba apaamba paamba ‘adorn’
kupaaŋga mpaaŋga apaaŋga paaŋga ‘line up’
kupima mpima apima pima ‘measure’
kupuupa mpuupa apuupa puupa ‘be light’
kupeketʃa mpeketʃa apeketʃa peketʃa ‘make fire

with stick’
kupiinda mpiinda apiinda piinda ‘be bent’
kuhiiga mpiiga ahiiga hiiga ‘hunt’
kuheeka mpeeka aheeka heeka ‘carry’
kuhaaŋga mpaaŋga ahaaŋga haaŋga ‘create’
kuheeba mpeeba aheeba heeba ‘guide’
kuhiima mpiima ahiima hiima ‘gasp’
kuhuuha mpuuha ahuuha huuha ‘breathe into’

/_ #[ ]+high

+syl
–rd
−back
–lo

→
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We notice that every infinitive begins with ku-, which we surmise is the
prefix for the infinitive; the third-singular habitual form has the prefix a-,
and the first-singular habitual has the prefix m-; the imperative involves
no prefix. In addition to segmental prefixes, there is a change in the first
consonant of the stem in some verbs, in some contexts. The initial con-
sonant of the verb meaning ‘guide’ alternates between [h] and [p], with [p]
appearing in the first-singular habitual after [m] and [h] appearing else-
where. Since this stem appears in two surface variants, [heeba] and
[peeba], two plausible hypotheses are immediately possible: the stem is
underlyingly /peeba/, or the stem is underlyingly /heeba/. If we assume
that the stem is underlyingly /heeba/, we require a rule to explain the
divergence between the predicted form of the first-singular habitual
form – we would expect *[mheeba], *[mhiima], etc. – and the actual form
of the verb, [mpeeba], [mpiima], and so on. Since in fact we do not see the
sequence /mh/ anywhere in the data, we might assume the following
neutralizing rule.

(9) Postnasal hardening

If, on the other hand, we assume that the root is underlyingly /peeba/,
we would need a rule which changes /p/ into [h] when not preceded by a
nasal – in other words, when preceded by a vowel or by nothing. There is
no single property which groups together word-initial position and
vowels. Thus, the supposed rule changing /p/ to [h] would have to be a
disjunction of two separate environments.

(10)

This suggests that rule (10) is wrong.
More important than the greater complexity of the rule entailed by

assuming that the word for ‘guide’ is underlyingly /peeba/, it is empirically
wrong: rule (10) implicitly claims that /p/ should always become [h] word-
initially or after a vowel, but this is falsified by forms such as kupaamba,
apaamba, paamba ‘adorn’ and kupaaŋga, apaaŋga, paaŋga ‘line up.’ If we
assume the stems uniformly begin with /p/, then we cannot predict
whether the imperative or infinitive has [h] (kuhaaŋga) or [p] (kupaaŋga).
On the other hand, if we assume an underlying contrast between initial /h/
and initial /p/ – i.e. haaŋga ‘create,’ paaŋga ‘arrange’ – then we can cor-
rectly distinguish those stems which begin with /h/ from those which
begin with /p/ when no nasal precedes, as well as correctly neutralizing
that distinction just in case the stem is preceded by a nasal (mpaaŋga
‘I create’; ‘I arrange’).

In this example
we only have direct
evidence for the
change after m, so
it would be possible
to restrict our rule
to the more specific
context “after m.”
But this would run
counter to basic
assumptions of
science, that we seek
the most general
explanations
possible, not the
most restricted
ones.
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The rule formalization in (9) exploits a widely used notion about how
rules apply, known as structure preservation. Notice that the structural
change specified mentions only that /h/ becomes [–cont, +ant], which are
two features that characterize the difference between /h/ and [p]. There are
two other actual changes in feature which are not explicitly mentioned,
namely that the segment becomes [+cons, –son]. These values can be
automatically predicted from the fact that in this language, there is
only one voiceless [+ant, –cor] stop, namely [p]. The idea underlying
structure preservation is that each language defines an inventory of
segments, and the structural change of a rule changes from one sound
within the inventory to another sound. Specifying that change as
-cont; + ant; + cons; - son½ � fully specifies what the result of the rule
is, but -cont; + ant½ � identifies the same unique segment of the language,
more economically.

English plurals. A further illustration of how to determine the correct
underlying representation comes from English. As the following examples
illustrate, the surface form of the plural suffix varies between [s] and [z] (as
well as [ɨz], to be discussed later).

(11)

The generalization regarding distribution is straightforward: [s] appears
after a voiceless segment, and [z] appears after a voiced one (be it an
obstruent, a liquid, nasal or a vowel).
This same alternation can be found in the suffix marking the third-

singular present-tense form of verbs.

(12)

If we suppose that the underlying form of the affixes for noun plural and
third-singular present verbs is /z/, then we would assume the following
rule to derive the phonetic variant [s].

(13) [-son] ! [-voice] / [-voice] __

kæps caps kæbz cabs klæmz clams
kæts cats kædz cads kænz cans
kaks cocks kagz cogs kaɹz cars
pɹuwfs proofs hʊvz hooves gəlz gulls

flijz fleas
plæwz plows
pjɹ̩ez purees

slæps slaps stæbz stabs slæmz slams
hɪts hits hajdz hides kænz cans
powks pokes dɪgz digs hæŋz hangs
læfs laughs θrajvz thrives hijlz heals
pɪθs piths bejðz bathes hɪɹz hears

flajz flies vijtowz vetoes
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On the other hand, if we were to assume that these suffixes are under-
lyingly /s/, we would assume the following rule.

(14) [-son] ! [+voice] / [+voice] __

In terms of the simplicity and generality of these two rules, the analyses
are comparable. Both formulations require the same number of phon-
etic specifications to state the rule, and both formulations apply to
general and phonetically natural classes. However, the two analyses
differ quite significantly in terms of their overall predictions for
English. The implicit prediction of the first rule (13) is that there should
be no voiced obstruents after voiceless segments in English, since that
rule would devoice all such obstruents. This generalization seems to be
correct: there are no words like *[jəkd], *[pɪfz], *[sdap]. The implicit pre-
diction of the second rule (14) is different: that rule implies that there
should be no voiceless segments after any voiced segments. This is
manifestly incorrect, as shown by the existence of words such as [hɪs]
hiss, [pæθ] path, [dæns] dance, [fals] false. We prefer a hypothesis which
makes the correct prediction about the phonetic structure of the lan-
guage as a whole, and thus we select the underlying form /z/ and a rule
devoicing obstruents after voiceless segments. Looking for such asym-
metries plays an important role in determining which of two hypotheses
is the correct one.
The alternation z ~ s is not limited to the two affixes -z ‘plural’ and -z

‘3sg present tense.’ The rule of devoicing can also be seen applying to the
possessive suffix -z.

(15)

Moreover, certain auxiliary verbs such as has [hæz] and is [ɪs] undergo a
reduction in casual speech, so that they appear simply as [s] or [z], the
choice between these two being determined by the devoicing rule which
we have motivated.

(16)

The devoicing rule (13) automatically explains the alternation in the
surface shape of the consonant here as well.

Noun Noun + poss.
kæt kæts cat
sləg sləgz slug
klæm klæmz clam
snow snowz snow

Noun + has Reduced Noun + is Reduced
dʒæk hæz ijʔn̩̩ dʒæks ijʔn̩ dʒæk ɪz ijɾɪŋ dʒæks ijɾɪŋ Jack
pæt hæz ijʔn̩ pæts ijʔn̩ pæt ɪz ijɾɪŋ pæts ijɾɪŋ Pat
dʒεn hæz ijʔn̩ dʒεnz ijʔn̩ dʒεn ɪz ijɾɪŋ dʒεnz ijɾɪŋ Jen
bab hæz ijʔn̩ babz ijʔn̩ bab ɪz ijɾɪŋ babz ijɾɪŋ Bob
dʒow hæz ijʔn̩ dʒowz ijʔn̩ dʒow ɪz ijɾɪŋ dʒowz ijɾɪŋ Joe
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Jita tone. It is important to look for correlations which may lead to
causal explanations, in analyzing data. Consider the following data from
Jita (Tanzania), concentrating on the tones of morphemes (H or high tone
is marked with acute accent, L or low-toned syllables are unmarked).

(17) a.

b.

We can conclude that there is a prefix oku- perhaps marking the infini-
tive, a suffix -a appearing at the end of every verb, and two suffixes -ir-
‘for’ and -an- ‘each other.’ There are also root morphemes: -βum- ‘hit,’
-siβ- ‘block,’ as well as -lúm- ‘bite’ and -kúβ- ‘fold.’ We decide that ‘bite’
and ‘fold’ underlyingly have H tones in part based on the fact that
there actually is an H tone on the vowels of these roots in the simplest
verb forms.
In addition, we observe that the suffixes -ir- and -an- have H tone when

they come immediately after these verb roots. The suffixes do not have
H tone after the first set of roots: appearance of H on the suffix is
correlated with which morpheme immediately precedes the suffix. Since
this unpredictable property is correlated with the preceding root mor-
pheme, it must therefore be an aspect of the underlying form of the
preceding morpheme.
We thus explain the H tone on these suffix morphemes by positing that

[oku-lum-án-a] derives from underlying /oku-lúm-an-a/, by applying a rule
of tone shift which shifts an H tone rightward to the following syllable, as
long as the syllable is not word-final. Because of the restriction that H does
not shift to a final syllable, the underlying H surfaces unchanged in
[okulúma].
Now consider the following data.

(18)

When the L-toned roots of (17a) stand after the object prefixes -mu- ‘him/
her’ and -t ʃi- ‘it,’ they have an H tone at the beginning of the root. Again,
since the presence of the H is correlated unpredictably with the prefixes
-mu- and -t ʃi-, we hypothesize that the tones are part of the underlying

okuβuma ‘to hit’ okusiβa ‘to block’
okuβumira ‘to hit for’ okusiβira ‘to block for’
okuβumana ‘to hit e.o.’ okusiβana ‘to block e.o.’
okuβumirana ‘to hit for e.o.’ okusiβirana ‘to block for e.o.’

okulúma ‘to bite’ okukúβa ‘to fold’
okulumíra ‘to bite for’ okukuβíra ‘to fold for’
okulumána ‘to bite e.o.’ okukuβána ‘to fold e.o’
okulumírana ‘to bite for e.o.’ okukuβírana ‘to fold for e.o’

okumuβúma ‘to hit him/her’ okumusíβa ‘to block
him/her’

okumuβúmira ‘to hit for him/her’ okumusíβira ‘to block for
him/her’

okutʃiβúma ‘to hit it’ okutʃisíβa ‘to block it’
okutʃiβúmira ‘to hit for it’ okutʃisíβira ‘to block for it’
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representation of the prefixes – the prefixes are /mú/ and /t ʃí/, and theH tone
shifts to the right by the tone shift rule which we have already posited.

4.4 Practice at problem solving

You should now be able to apply this reasoning to data which pose
analogous problems; a series of examples are given in this section for
practice.

Chamorro vowel alternations. There are alternations in the quality of
vowels in initial syllables in some contexts seen in the following data from
Chamorro (Mariana Islands).

(19)

What underlying representations, and what rule or rules, are required to
account for these data? When you answer this question, you should
consider two hypotheses which differ in terms of what form is taken to
be underlying – what are the two most obvious ways of treating these
alternations? One of these hypotheses is clearly wrong; the other is the
correct hypothesis.

Korean. Now consider the following data from Korean. The first column
in (20), the imperative, seems to involve a vowel suffix. One reason to
think that there is an imperative suffix is that every imperative ends
either in the vowel a or in ə (the choice between a versus ə is based on
the vowel which precedes that suffix, /a/ or /o/ versus other vowels, and
can be ignored here). A second reason comes from comparing the

gwíhən ‘fish’ i gwíhən ‘the fish’
gúməʔ ‘house’ i gíməʔ ‘the house’
kátta ‘letter’ joʔ kátta ‘a letter (object)’

i kǽtta ‘the letter’
tsúpa ‘cigarettes’ i tsípa ‘the cigarettes’
fínoʔ ‘talk’ mi fínoʔ ‘lots of talk’
túnuʔ ‘to know’ en tínuʔ ‘you know’

tsúgoʔ ‘juice’ mi tsígoʔ ‘lots of juice’
sóŋsuŋ ‘village’ i séŋsuŋ ‘the village’
húluʔ ‘up’ sæn híluʔ ‘upward’
pétsu ‘chest’ i pétsu ‘the chest’
tómtu ‘knee’ i tému ‘the knee’
ótdut ‘ant’ mi étdut ‘lots of ants’
óksuʔ ‘hill’ gi éksuʔ ‘at the hill’
dáŋkulu ‘big one’ i dǽŋkulu ‘the big one’
láhi ‘male’ i lǽhi ‘the male’
lágu ‘north’ sæn lǽgu ‘toward north’
pulónnun ‘trigger fish’ i pulónnun ‘the trigger fish’
mundóŋgu ‘cow’s stomach’ i mundóŋgu ‘the cow’s stomach’
putamonéda ‘wallet’ i putamonéda ‘the wallet’

In formalizing the
rule, take note of
the vowel inventory
observed in the
language and see
how the notion of a
structure-
preserving effect
can simplify the
statement of your
rule.
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imperative and the plain present forms. Comparing ana and annɨnta, or kama
and kamnɨnta, we can see that for each verb, the portions common to both
the imperative and the plain present are respectively an- and kam-. From this
we deduce that there must be a suffix, either -a or -ə, which marks the
imperative, and another suffix -ninta which marks the plain present.

(20)

What is the underlying form of these verb stems, and what phonological
rule or rules are required to account for the variations that are seen in the
surface shape of the various stems?

Koasati. What is the underlying formof thefirst-singular possessive prefix
inKoasati (Louisiana), andwhat phonological rule applies in these examples?

(21)

Imperative Plain present
ana annɨnta ‘hug’
kama kamnɨnta ‘wind’
sinə sinnɨnta ‘wear shoes’
t’atɨmə t’atɨmnɨnta ‘trim’

nəmə nəmnɨnta ‘overflow’

nama namnɨnta ‘remain’
tʃhama tʃhamnɨnta ‘endure’
ipə imnɨnta ‘put on’
kupə kumnɨnta ‘bend’
tʃəpə tʃəmnɨnta ‘fold’
tata tannɨnta ‘close’
puthə punnɨnta ‘adhere’
tʃotʃha tʃonnɨnta ‘follow’

məkə məŋnɨnta ‘eat’
sək’ə səŋnɨnta ‘mix’
tak’a taŋnɨnta ‘polish’
tʃukə tʃuŋnɨnta ‘die’
ikə iŋnɨnta ‘ripen’

Noun My N
apahtʃá amapahtʃá ‘shadow’

asiktʃí amasiktʃí ‘muscle’
ilkanó amilkanó ‘right side’
ifá amifá ‘dog’
a:pó ama:pó ‘grandmother’
iskí amiskí ‘mother’
patʃokkó:ka ampatʃokkó:ka ‘chair’
towá antowá ‘onion’
kastó aŋkastó ‘flea’
bajá:na ambajá:na ‘stomach’
tá:ta antá:ta ‘father’
tʃofkoní aɲtʃofkoní ‘bone’
kitiɫká aŋkitiɫká ‘hair bangs’
toní antoní ‘hip’
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Matuumbi. What phonological rules pertaining to consonants operate
in the following examples from Matuumbi? What are the underlying
forms of the stems of the words for ‘rope,’ ‘palm,’ ‘tongue,’ ‘piece of
wood,’ ‘pole,’ and ‘covered’? Ignore tonal changes.

(22)

A certain degree of uncertainty regarding the exact underlying form of
the plural prefix is expected. However, the underlying form of the stem
should be clear, and should be the focus of your analysis. You should be
able to explain these alternations with two rules. In formalizing the rules,
pay attention to the concept of structure preservation in rules.

4.5 Underlying forms and sentence-level
phonology

In the examples which we have considered so far, we have been compar-
ing morphologically related words, such as a nominative and a genitive,
and we have seen that an underlying distinction may be preserved in one
word in a particular inflected form (because in that inflected form the
conditions for applying the phonological rule are not satisfied), but
the difference is neutralized in a related word where the conditions for
the rule are present. We now consider two additional cases where under-
lying distinctions are neutralized depending on context, and the neutral-
ization takes place within one and the same word, depending on where
the word appears in a sentence. What this shows is that phonology is not
just about variations in pronunciation between words, but also includes
variations in the pronunciation of a word in different sentential contexts.

Singular Plural
lugói ŋgói ‘rope’
lugolóká ŋgolóká ‘straight’
lubáu mbáu ‘rib’
lubágalo mbagálo ‘lath’
ludʒiíŋgjá ɲdʒiíŋgjá ‘entered’
lulaála ndaála ‘pepper’
lulɪ́mí ndɪ́mi ‘tongue’
lulɪndɪ́ɪlá ndɪndɪ́ɪlá ‘guarded’
lupaláaí mbaláaí ‘bald head’
lupaálá mbaálá ‘wanted’
lutéelá ndeelá ‘piece of wood’
lukíligo ŋgilígo ‘place for initiates’
lukíli ŋgíli ‘palm’

lujɪ́má ɲdʒíma ‘pole’
lujóka ɲdʒóka ‘stomach worm’

lujúsí ɲdʒúsi ‘bee’
lujúwé ɲdʒúwe ‘pumpkin plant’
luwɪkɪ́ljá ŋgwɪkɪ́ljá ‘covered’
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4.5.1 Korean final Cs
The first case is a rule of Korean that nasalizes stops before nasal consonants
(a rule that we have seen operating within words in the preceding section).
Thefirst set of examples shows theword for ‘rice’when said alone, orwhen it
is followedby variouswordswhich beginwith oral consonants and vowels. In
thesedata, the last consonant of theword for ‘rice’ is pronounced as [p]. In the
second set of examples, thewordwhich follows ‘rice’ beginswith a nasal, and
in that case the final consonant of the word for ‘rice’ is pronounced as [m].

(23) a.

b.

Compare those examples with the following examples with the word for
‘chestnut.’

(24) a.

b.

pap ‘rice’
pap anməkət’a ‘didn’t eat rice’
rice didn’t-eat
pap winmoke tuət’a ‘put rice on the

upper floor’
rice on-upper-floor put
pap saməkət’a ‘ate rice at a store’
rice ate-at-store
pap totuki humtʃhəkat’a ‘a thief stole rice’
rice thief-(subj) stole

pam mani məkəla ‘eat rice a lot’
rice lot eat
pam mək-imjən ‘if eats rice’
rice eat-if
pam nəmu masik’e məkət’a ‘I enjoyed rice quite

a lot’
rice very deliciously ate
pam nəkho ‘add rice’
rice add

pam ‘chestnut’
pam anməkət’a ‘didn’t eat chestnut’
chestnut didn’t-eat
pam winmoke tuət’a ‘put chestnut on the

upper floor’
chestnut on-upper-floor put
pam saməkət’a ‘ate chestnut at a store’
chestnut ate-at-store
pam totuki humtʃhəkat’a ‘a thief stole chestnut’
chestnut thief-(subj) stole

pam mani məkəla ‘eat chestnut a lot’
chestnut lot eat
pam mək-imjən ‘if eats chestnut’
chestnut eat-if
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In fact the (b) phrases above are actually ambiguous as to whether the
word being pronounced means ‘chestnut’ or ‘rice.’
The last consonant of the word for ‘chestnut’ is always [m], so we would

presume that the underlying form of that word is /pam/. Since the word for
‘rice’ varies between [pap] and [pam], and since we know that the under-
lying form cannot be /pam/ (this is the underlying form of ‘chestnut,’ and
‘chestnut’ cannot have the same underlying form as ‘rice’ since they do not
behave the same), we conclude that the underlying form of the word for
‘rice’ is /pap/, and that a nasalization rule changes /p/ (in fact, all stops) to
nasals before a nasal.Whether aword undergoes that rule depends onwhat
follows the final consonant. One and the same word can be pronounced
differently depending on the properties of the phrase in which it appears.

4.5.2 Matuumbi tone
In the Korean case which we just considered, it happens that the under-
lying form of the word is the same as the way the word is pronounced
when it is said alone. This situation does not hold in Matuumbi, where one
has to know how a word is pronounced when it is not at the end of an
utterance, in order to determine the underlying form of the word. The
words in (25) have an H tone (marked with an acute accent) on the second
vowel from the beginning of the word when said alone. When another
word follows, they seem to lose that H tone.

(25)

In contrast, the words of (26), which also have an H tone on the second
vowel from the beginning of the word when the word is said alone, keep
their H tone when another word follows.

(26)

pam nəmu masik’e məkət’a ‘I enjoyed chestnut
quite a lot’

chestnut very deliciously ate
pam nəkho ‘add chestnut’
chestnut add

kiwɪ́kɪljo ‘cover’ ŋga kiwɪkɪljo lí ‘it isn’t a cover’
lubágalo ‘lath’ ŋga lubagalo lí ‘it isn’t a lath’
mikóta ‘sugar canes’ ŋga mikota lí ‘it isn’t sugar canes’
ŋguúŋguni ‘bedbug’ ŋga ŋguuŋguni lí ‘it isn’t a bedbug’
lukólogo ‘brewery’ ŋga lukologo lí ‘it isn’t a brewery’
mabáando ‘thighs’ ŋga mabaando lí ‘it isn’t thighs’
kikóloombe ‘shell’ ŋga kikoloombe lí ‘it isn’t a shell’
lipɪ́tanʊʊŋgʊ ‘rainbow’ ŋga lipɪtanʊʊŋgʊ lí ‘it isn’t a rainbow’

lukóŋgobe ‘wood’ ŋga lukóŋgobe lí ‘it’s not wood’
kitʊ́kʊtʊkʊ ‘quelea bird’ ŋga kitʊ́kʊtʊkʊ lí ‘it’s not a quelea’
diíwai ‘wine’ ŋga diíwai lí ‘it’s not wine’
lukóoŋgono ‘chicken leg’ ŋga lukóoŋgono lí ‘it’s not a leg’
lukóoŋgowe ‘marble’ ŋga lukóoŋgowe lí ‘it’s not marble’
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There are no words in Matuumbi which are toneless when said by
themselves, thus *kitekeljo said by itself is an unattested kind of word.
There is a clear contrast in tonal behavior between the words in (25),
where the presence of an H tone on the second vowel depends on
whether the word is said alone or is followed by another word, and
those in (26), where the second vowel always has an H tone. The solution
to this puzzle is that the words in (26) have an underlying H tone on
their second vowel, and thus nothing happens to that tone; but the
words in (25) have no underlying H, and instead get an H at the end of
an utterance by a rule that assigns an H tone to the second vowel of a
toneless word which comes at the end of an utterance. Thus in the case
of Matuumbi tone, the contrast between underlyingly toneless words and
words with underlying H is best revealed by looking at the word when it
appears not by itself: it is the citation form of the word that undergoes
the neutralization rule, which is the opposite of the situation we just
encountered in Korean.

4.6 Underlying forms and multiple columns
in the paradigm

The following data from Samoan illustrate the very important point that
it is wrong to think of deriving underlying forms by chopping off affixes
from some single column of data. In the first set of examples, our initial
task is to deduce the underlying form of each of the verb roots and the
affix for the perfective form.

(27)

matógolo ‘waterbucks’ ŋga matógolo lí ‘it’s not waterbucks’
mivíriiŋgo ‘circles’ ŋga mivíriiŋgo lí ‘it’s not circles’
kijógojo ‘bird (sp)’ ŋga kijógojo lí ‘it’s not a bird’
kikálaaŋgo ‘pan’ ŋga kikálaaŋgo lí ‘it’s not a pan’

Simple Perfective
olo oloia ‘rub’
lafo lafoia ‘cast’
aŋa aŋaia ‘face’
usu usuia ‘get up and go early’
tau tauia ‘reach a destination’
taui tauia ‘repay’
sa:ʔili sa:ʔilia ‘look for’
vaŋai vaŋaia ‘face each other’
paʔi paʔia ‘touch’
naumati naumatia ‘be waterless’
sa:uni sa:unia ‘prepare’
seŋi seŋia ‘be shy’
lele lelea ‘fly’
suʔe suʔea ‘uncover’
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Examples such as oloia, aŋaia, and usuia suggest that the perfective
suffix is -ia, and the simple form of the verb reflects the underlying
form of the root. Examples such as seŋi ~ seŋia or lele ~ lele suggest
a phonological rule, since the combination of the presumed stems
seŋi and lele with the perfective affix -ia would result in the incorrect
forms *seŋiia, *leleia. However, this problem can be corrected by
positing a phonological rule which deletes a front vowel when it is
preceded by a front vowel. In the formalization of the rule, we say
that the second front vowel is replaced by zero, which means that it is
deleted.

(28) Vowel-cluster reduction

An alternative hypothesis would be that [i] is inserted between a back
vowel and the vowel [a], if we were to presume that the perfective suffix is
underlyingly /a/.

(29)

This latter rule is more complicated than (28). Additional data will
show that, in addition, this would just be plain wrong. We abandon
the idea of inserting the vowel i and conclude that the underlying form
of the perfective suffix must be -ia, hence there must be a rule deleting
a front vowel after a front vowel. We would then conclude that the
underlying representation of roots is best revealed in the simple verb,
rather than the perfective, since the simple form of the verb shows
whether the stem ends with /i/, a vowel which may be deleted in the
perfective.
A rather different conclusion about arriving at underlying forms would

have to be drawn from the following additional Samoan examples.

(30)

taʔe taʔea ‘smash’
tafe tafea ‘flow’

ta:upule ta:upulea ‘confer’
palepale palepalea ‘hold firm’

__→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+syl
-back

+syl
-back

Ø /

→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+syl
+back

Ø /⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+syl
+high
-back

[ ]+low

Simple Perfective Simple Perfective
tu: tu:lia ‘stand’ au aulia ‘flow on’
tau taulia ‘cost’ ma:tau ma:taulia ‘observe’
ʔalo ʔalofia ‘avoid’ ili ilifia ‘blow’

oso osofia ‘jump’ ulu ulufia ‘enter’
sao saofia ‘collect’ taŋo taŋofia ‘take hold’
asu asuŋia ‘smoke’ soa soaŋia ‘have a friend’
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Here, we see that the perfective form of the verb contains a consonant
which is not present in the simple form. That consonant can be any one of
l, f ŋ, s, t, m or ʔ, given these data. An attempt to predict the nature of that
consonant by an insertion rule proves fruitless. We could attempt to
insert an appropriate consonant on the basis of the preceding vowel: but
while l appears after u, so do f ([ulufia]), ŋ ([tofuŋia]), and s ([valusia]); and
while f appears after o, so do ŋ ([ifoŋia]), m ([ŋalomia]), and s ([milosia]). In
short, it is simply impossible to predict from anything in the environment
what the consonant of the perfective is going to be, if we start with the
simple form as the underlying form: that consonant must be part of the
underlying representation of the root. Thus the underlying forms of this
second set of roots would be as follows.

(31)

pole poleŋia ‘be anxious’ fesili fesiliŋia ‘question’
ifo ifoŋia ‘bow down’ ʔote ʔoteŋia ‘scold’
ula ulaŋia ‘mock’ tofu tofuŋia ‘dive’
milo milosia ‘twist’ laʔa laʔasia ‘step’
valu valusia ‘scrape’ taŋi taŋisia ‘cry’
vela velasia ‘be cooked’ motu motusia ‘break’
api apitia ‘be lodged’ mataʔu mataʔutia ‘fear’
eʔe eʔetia ‘be raised’ sau sautia ‘fall’
lava: lava:tia ‘be able’ oʔo oʔotia ‘arrive’
u: u:tia ‘grip’ ufi ufitia ‘cover’
puni punitia ‘be blocked’ tanu tanumia ‘cover up’
siʔo siʔomia ‘be enclosed’ moʔo moʔomia ‘admire’
ŋalo ŋalomia ‘forget’ tao taomia ‘cover’
sopo sopoʔia ‘go across’ fana fanaʔia ‘shoot’

tu:l ‘stand’ aul ‘flow on’
taul ‘cost’ ma:taul ‘observe’
ʔalof ‘avoid’ ilif ‘blow’

osof ‘jump’ uluf ‘enter’
saof ‘collect’ taŋof ‘take hold’
asuŋ ‘smoke’ soaŋ ‘have a friend’
poleŋ ‘be anxious’ fesiliŋ ‘question’
ifoŋ ‘bow down’ ʔoteŋ ‘scold’
ulaŋ ‘mock’ tofuŋ ‘dive’
milos ‘twist’ laʔas ‘step’
valus ‘scrape’ taŋis ‘cry’
velas ‘be cooked’ motus ‘break’
apit ‘be lodged’ mataʔut ‘fear’
eʔet ‘be raised’ saut ‘fall’
lava:t ‘be able’ oʔot ‘arrive’
u:t ‘grip’ ufit ‘cover’
punit ‘be blocked’ tanum ‘cover up’
siʔom ‘be enclosed’ moʔom ‘admire’
ŋalom ‘forget’ taom ‘cover’
sopoʔ ‘go across’ fanaʔ ‘shoot’
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The postulation of underlying consonants at the end of these roots entails
the addition of a phonological rule, in order to account for the surface
form of the simple verb where there is no final consonant. Noting that no
word ends in a consonant phonetically in these examples, we can postu-
late the following rule of final consonant deletion.

(32) Final consonant deletion

C! Ø / _ #

The underlying forms of these verbs can be heuristically derived by
eliminating the perfective affix -ia from the perfective form. However,
notice that we made a different heuristic assumption for the first group of
roots, which underlyingly ended in a vowel. The point is that an under-
lying representation is whatever is required to correctly predict all of the
surface variants of a given morpheme: it does not necessarily derive from
any one column in a paradigm.
It is also important to understand the difference between saying that

the underlying form is the simple form, or is the perfective form, and
saying that we may best learn what the underlying form is by looking at
the perfective, or simple form, or some other form. The underlying form
of the word for ‘stand’ is /tu:l/. We learn that this is the underlying form
by comparing the simple form [tu:] and the perfective [tu:lia] and under-
standing that the perfective form preserves important information about
the underlying form that is lost in the simple form. But the perfective
form itself is [tu:lia] – this is not the underlying form.

Palauan. The language Palauan provides a second clear illustration of
the point that one cannot always arrive at the correct underlying repre-
sentation by looking at any single column in the paradigm. In this lan-
guage, the underlying form of the word does not actually surface as such
in any form of a word. Consider the following examples:

(33)

The prefix for the present middle is apparently /mə/, the future suffix
(found in the future conservative and the future innovative) is -l, and the
innovative suffix is -al. The position of stress can be predicted by a simple
rule: the final syllable is stressed if it ends in two consonants, otherwise
the second to last (penultimate) syllable is stressed.
The fundamental problem of Palauan is how to predict vowel quality in

the root. Notice that the root meaning of the word for ‘cover’ has three
surface realizations: dáŋəb, dáŋəb, and dəŋób. Looking at all of the data, we

Present middle Future innovative Future conservative
mədáŋəb dəŋəbáll dəŋóbl ‘cover’
mətéʔəb təʔəbáll təʔíbl ‘pull out’
məŋétəm ŋətəmáll ŋətóml ‘lick’
mətábək təbəkáll təbákl ‘patch’
məʔárəm ʔərəmáll ʔəróml ‘taste’
məsésəb səsəbáll səsóbl ‘burn’
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notice that the only full vowel in the word is the stressed vowel, which
suggests that unstressed vowels are neutralized to schwa.

(34) Unstressed vowel reduction

Note that this rule has no context: it does not matter what precedes or
follows the unstressed vowel.
In order to predict that the stressed first vowel in the word for ‘cover’

is [a], that choice of vowel must be part of the underlying representa-
tion, giving the partial solution /daŋVb/. In contrast, the first vowel of
the word for ‘pull out’ must be specified as [e], since that is the vowel
which appears in this word when the first vowel is stressed, giving
/teʔVb/. By the same reasoning, the second vowel of the word for ‘cover’
must be [o], since that is the realization which the vowel has when it is
stressed, and the second vowel of the word for ‘pull out’ must be [i].
Thus, the underlying forms of the stems given above would be the
following.

(35)

The underlying form of a verb in Palauan is a rather abstract object,
something which is never revealed in any single surface form. Rather,
it must be deduced by looking at information which is manifested in
a number of different morphologically related words derived from a
single stem.

English. A similar example can be found in English, as the following
examples show. We will ignore other alternations and focus only on vowel
alternations. Thus, for example, alternations such as the one between k
and s can be ignored. There are many idiolectal differences in the pronun-
ciation of certain words such as economy, where some people pronounce
the word as [ijˈkanəmij] and others pronounce it as [əˈkanəmij]: only attempt
to account for the pronunciations given here.

(36)

-high
-lo
+back
-rd

+syl
-stress

é
ê
ë

ù
ú
û

→

daŋob ‘cover’ teʔib ‘pull out’
ŋetom ‘lick’ tabak ‘patch’
ʔarom ‘taste’ sesob ‘burn’

ˈmanətown ‘monotone’ məˈnatənij ‘monotony’
ˈtɛləgræf ‘telegraph’ təˈlɛgrəfij ‘telegraphy’
ˈɛpəgræf ‘epigraph’ əˈpɪgrəfij ‘epigraphy’
ˈrɛlətɪv ‘relative’ rəˈlejʃən ‘relation’
əˈkanəmij ‘economy’ ˌɛkəˈnamɪk ‘economic’
ˈdijfεkt ‘defect (noun)’ dəˈfɛktɪv ‘defective’
ˈdɛməkræt ‘democrat’ dəˈmakrəsij ‘democracy’
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As in Palauan, there is an alternation between stressed full vowel and
unstressed schwa. We assume underlying stems with multiple full
vowels, e.g. /manatown/, /tεlεgræf/, /εpɪgræf/, /dεmakræt/, /fownaladʒ/, etc.
But not every unstressed vowel is reduced: cf., for example, ˈrɛlətɪv, ˈdijfεkt,
ˈmanətown where the unstressed vowel is in a closed syllable (followed by
one or more consonants within that syllable).

Tonkawa: reaching the analysis step-by-step. The following examples
will illustrate the logic that leads to seeing the correct underlying forms,
in explaining variations found in the verb root in Tonkawa (Texas). You
must first give a morphological analysis of the data, identifying the
morphemes for progressive, present, first-singular object, and third-plural
object; you must also set forth initial hypotheses about the underlying
forms of roots. The data to be accounted for are as follows.

(37)

Every word in this set ends with oʔ, and the verb forms have a third-
person subject, suggesting that -oʔmarks third-person subject. Comparing
the habitual present and present progressive form, we see that the present

ˈɪtəlij ‘Italy’ əˈtæljən ‘Italian’
ˈhamənɪm ‘homonym’ həˈmanəmij ‘homonymy’
fəˈnɛtɪks ‘phonetics’ ˌfownəˈtɪʃən ‘phonetician’
stəˈtɪstɪks ‘statistics’ ˌstætəˈstɪʃən ‘statistician’
rəˈsɪprəkl̩ ‘reciprocal’ ˌrɛsəˈprasətij ‘reciprocity’
fəˈnalədʒij ‘phonology’ ˌfownəˈladʒəkl̩ ‘phonological’
ˈladʒɪk ‘logic’ ləˈdʒɪʃn̩ ‘logician’
ˈsɪnənɪm ‘synonym’ səˈnanəmij ‘synonymy’
əˈrɪstəkræt ‘aristocrat’ ˌɛrəˈstakrəsij ‘aristocracy’

picnoʔ ‘he cuts’ picnanoʔ ‘he is cutting’
wepcenoʔ ‘he cuts them’ wepcenanoʔ ‘he is cutting them’

kepcenoʔ ‘he cuts me’ kepcenanoʔ ‘he is cutting me’
notxoʔ ‘he hoes’ notxonoʔ ‘he is hoeing’
wentoxoʔ ‘he hoes them’ wentoxonoʔ ‘he is hoeing them’

kentoxoʔ ‘he hoes me’ kentoxonoʔ ‘he is hoeing me’
netloʔ ‘he licks’ netlenoʔ ‘he is licking’
wentaloʔ ‘he licks them’ wentalenoʔ ‘he is licking them’

kentaloʔ ‘he licks me’ kentalenoʔ ‘he is licking me’
naxcoʔ ‘he makes fire’ naxcenoʔ ‘he is making fire’
wenxacoʔ ‘he makes them

fire’
wenxacenoʔ ‘he is making them fire’

kenxacoʔ ‘he makes me fire’ kenxacenoʔ ‘he is making me fire’
jamxoʔ ‘he paints a face’ jamxanoʔ ‘he is painting a face’
wejmaxoʔ ‘he paints their

face’
wejmaxanoʔ ‘he is painting their face’

kejmaxoʔ ‘he paints my face’ kejmaxanoʔ ‘he is painting my face’
nawloʔ ‘he spreads’ nawlenoʔ ‘he is spreading’
wenweloʔ ‘he spreads them’ wenwelenoʔ ‘he is spreading them’

kenweloʔ ‘he spreads me’ kenwelenoʔ ‘he is spreading me’
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progressive is marked by a suffix, -n- or -Vn- before the suffix -oʔ. An object
is marked by a prefix, we- for third-plural object and ke- for first-singular
object. What remains is the verb root.
We have two unresolved questions: whether the suffix for the progres-

sive is -n-, or is there a vowel in the suffix? and what is the underlying
form of the verb root? To resolve the first question, we look at verbs with
no object:

(38)

We might think that the vowel before -n- is part of the progressive suffix,
but if it were part of that suffix, it should have a constant underlying form
and all surface variants of that vowel should be derived by some simple
rule. Clearly, the vowel before n ranges over a, o, and e, and there is no
reasonable way to predict which vowel is present. Since that information
is governed by which root appears before the suffix, the vowel is part of
the underlying form of the verb root. Thus we arrive at the following
partial answer to the question about the underlying forms of the verb
roots:

(39)

The progressive form of the verb can be derived straightforwardly by
adding the two affixes -n- and -oʔ. The habitual present involves the
application of a further phonological process. Based on our hypotheses
regarding the underlying forms of the verb roots, we predict the following
underlying forms for the habitual forms.

(40)

The underlying form is whatever is given by the morphological compon-
ent, so in this case it would be the root plus progressive suffix, followed by

picnoʔ picnanoʔ
notxoʔ notxonoʔ
netloʔ netlenoʔ
naxcoʔ naxcenoʔ
jamxoʔ jamxanoʔ
nawloʔ nawlenoʔ

/picna/ ‘cut’
/notxo/ ‘hoe’
/netle/ ‘lick’
/naxce/ ‘make a fire’
/jamxa/ ‘paint a face’
/nawle/ ‘spread’

Predicted form Actual surface form
picnaoʔ picnoʔ ‘cut’
notxooʔ notxoʔ ‘hoe’
netleoʔ netloʔ ‘lick’
naxceoʔ naxcoʔ ‘make a fire’
jamxaoʔ jamxoʔ ‘paint a face’
nawleoʔ nawloʔ ‘spread’
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the suffix -oʔ. Our initial hypothesis is that the underlying form should be
identical to the surface form until we have evidence that phonological
rules change the underlying forms in predictable ways. The difference
between the predicted form and the actual surface realization of the verb
is that the underlying form has a cluster of vowels which is not found in
the surface form. The data do not provide any examples of surface vowel
clusters, and this fact allows us to state a very simple rule accounting for
the surface form: the first of two consecutive vowels is deleted.

(41) Vowel cluster reduction

V! Ø / _ V

Now we turn to the alternations in the shape of the stem that arise
between the plain forms of the verb and the verb with an object prefix.
Verbs with the prefix ke- behave exactly like verbs with the prefix we-.
Disregarding the suffixes -n- and -oʔ, we arrive at the following surface
variations in the shape of the stem.

(42)

In forms without a prefix, there is a vowel between the first two conson-
ants and none between the second and third consonants; in forms with a
CV prefix, there is no vowel between the first two consonants but there is
a vowel between the second and third consonants. One alternative is that
this vowel is epenthetic (inserted); the other is that the vowel is part of the
underlying vowel of the stem and is deleted in some phonological context.
Just as there is no way to predict what vowel will appear between the first
and second consonants, it is also impossible to predict what vowel will
appear between the second and third consonants, and therefore the vowel
cannot be epenthetic. In short, the underlying representation must con-
tain unpredictable vowels after each consonant.

(43)

The underlying forms of prefixed and unprefixed forms would thus be as
follows (illustrating with the progressive form of the verb):

Stem without prefix Stem with CV prefix
picna pcena ‘cut’
notxo ntoxo ‘hoe’
netle ntale ‘lick’
naxce nxace ‘make a fire’
jamxa jmaxa ‘paint a face’
nawle nwele ‘spread’

picena ‘cut’
notoxo ‘hoe’
netale ‘lick’
naxace ‘make a fire’
jamaxa ‘paint a face’
nawele ‘spread’
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(44)

Compare this with the surface form of the verbs:

(45)

The relation between the underlying forms in (44) and surface forms in
(45) is simple. Each is subject to a rule deleting the second vowel of the
word.

(46) V! Ø / # CVC _

Whether the first or second stem vowel is deleted depends on whether a
prefix is present.
Apart from illustrating the point that underlying forms of words may

not correspond to any single column in a word’s paradigm, this discussion
of Tonkawa illustrates two important characteristics of a phonological
analysis. The first is that one analyzes data by advancing an initial hypoth-
esis, and then refining the hypothesis when it becomes clear that the
initial hypothesis doesn’t work perfectly. Thus we began with the hypoth-
esis that the underlying forms were /picna/, /notxo/, /netle/, and so on, and
were able to account for a certain amount of data based on that hypoth-
esis, but later modified our hypothesis about underlying forms to be
/picena/, /notoxo/, /netale/, and so on. In other words, although our first
hypothesis turned out to be wrong, it was close to right, and we were able
to identify the source of the problem in our hypothesis and correct it.
The second characteristic of our analyis is that we always seek ways to

test the predictions of our hypotheses. The hypothesis that the stems are
underlying /picna/, /notxo/, /netle/, etc. makes a prediction that if a vowel
were ever to appear between the second and third consonants (for
example due to a rule of vowel insertion), it would always be a single
consistent and predictable vowel (since we are saying that it is not in the
underlying form). The fact that a different vowel appears in wepcenoʔ,
wentoxoʔ, wentaloʔ and wenxacoʔ shows that the prediction of this hypoth-
esis is wrong, and this forced us to consider the alternative hypothesis
that the underlying form contains a vowel between the second and third

Unprefixed Prefixed
/picenanoʔ/ /kepicenanoʔ/ ‘cut’
/notoxonoʔ/ /kenotoxonoʔ/ ‘hoe’
/netalenoʔ/ /kenetalenoʔ/ ‘lick’
/naxacenoʔ/ /kenaxacenoʔ/ ‘make a fire’
/jamaxanoʔ/ /kejamaxanoʔ/ ‘paint a face’
/nawelenoʔ/ /kenawelenoʔ/ ‘spread’

Unprefixed Prefixed
picnanoʔ kepcenanoʔ ‘cut’
notxonoʔ kentoxonoʔ ‘hoe’
netlenoʔ kentalenoʔ ‘lick’
naxcenoʔ kenxacenoʔ ‘make a fire’
jamxanoʔ kejmaxanoʔ ‘paint a face’
nawlenoʔ kenwelenoʔ ‘spread’
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consonants: this hypothesis proved to be correct. The most basic form of
hypothesis testing that is done in phonology is combining presumed
forms of roots and affixes, and mechanically applying the rules which
we assume in the analysis. If the wrong form is produced by this test,
something is wrong with the hypothesis – either the underlying forms are
wrong, or the rules are stated incorrectly (or the rules are being applied in
the wrong order, a point we get to in the next chapter).

Exercises
1 Axininca Campa
Provide underlying representations and a phonological rule which will account
for the following alternations:

2 Xavante
What is the underlying form of the prefix meaning ‘your’? Formalize the rule
which accounts for the change in that prefix.

Summary Establishing the correct underlying representation for a morpheme is
the most important first step in giving a phonological analysis of data.
A correct underlying representation unifies surface variants of a mor-
pheme, giving recognition of the basic “sameness” of a morpheme,
regardless of variations in pronunciation which arise because phono-
logical rules have applied. The underlying form and the system of rules
are thus connected: by making the right choice of underlying form,
and given the right system of rules, the rules will correctly operate on
just those segments which participate in the alternation. The key to
making the right decision about underlying forms is to carefully con-
sider different hypotheses: if a segment in a morpheme has two or
more surface realizations, it is often necessary to consider two or more
possibilities for what is underlying – is variant [a], [b], or [c] the right
choice? The main issue relevant to answering this question is knowing
which variant preserves important distinctions and which neutralizes
distinctions. The underlying form may not even be seen directly in any
one pronunciation of a morpheme: it may be a form inferred from
considering a number of specific instantiations of the morpheme.

toniro ‘palm’ notoniroti ‘my palm’
jaarato ‘black bee’ nojaaratoti ‘my black bee’
kanari ‘wild turkey’ nojanariti ‘my wild turkey’
kosiri ‘white monkey’ nojosiriti ‘my white monkey’
pisiro ‘small toucan’ nowisiroti ‘my small toucan’
porita ‘small hen’ noworitati ‘my small hen’
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3 Kuria I
What are the underlying forms of the prefixes marking the infinitive and the
objects ‘you,’ ‘it (cl. 3)’ (which refers to one of the noun classes in the
language)? Give a rule that explains the non-underlying pronunciation of the
prefix. Tone can be ignored.

4 Korean
Give the underlying representations of each of the verb stems found below;
state what phonological rule applies to these data. (There is a vowel harmony
rule explaining the variation between final a and ə in the imperative, which you
do not need to be concerned with.)

N your N
du ʔaddu ‘stomach’
ʔra ʔajʔra ‘child’
hiʔra ̃ti ʔajhiʔrãti ‘knee’
tɔ ʔattɔ ‘eye’
ʔwa ʔajʔwa ‘tooth’
brɔ ̃ ʔajbrɔ ̃ ‘wife’
ʃɛ:rɛ ʔaʃʃɛ:rɛ ‘hair’
pa:ra ʔajpa:ra ‘foot’
ba ̃:bã ʔajbã:ba ̃ ‘father’

‘to V’ ‘to V you’ ‘to V it (cl. 3)’
okorééndá ogokóreendá okogóreendá ‘guard’
ogosóóká okogósooká okogósooká ‘respect’
ogoséékérá okogóseekéra okogóseekéra ‘close for’
ogotááŋgátá okogótaaŋgáta okogótaaŋgáta ‘lead’
ogotátʃórǎ okogótátʃorá okogótátʃorá ‘tear’
okohéétóká ogokóheetóka okogóheetóka ‘remember’
ogokáraangéra okogókáraángéra okogókáraángéra ‘fry for’
okobéémérá ogokóbeeméra okogóbeeméra ‘measure for’
okogɔ́ɔ́tá ogokógɔɔtá okogógɔɔtá ‘hold’
okomáɲa ogokómáɲǎ okogómáɲǎ ‘know’

Imperative Conjunctive
ipə ipk’o ‘wear’
kupə kupk’o ‘bend’
kapha kapk’o ‘pay back’
tʃiphə tʃipk’o ‘feel the pulse’
tata tatk’o ‘close’
puthə putk’o ‘adhere’
məkə məkk’o ‘eat’
tʃukə tʃukk’o ‘die’
ikə ikk’o ‘ripen’
tak’a takk’o ‘polish’
k’ak’a k’akk’o ‘reduce expenses’
sək’ə səkk’o ‘mix’
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5 Zoque
Provide the necessary phonological rules to describe the alternations found in
the following data. Give the underlying representation for each noun stem and
state what the underlying form of the morpheme meaning ‘my’ is.

6 Hungarian
Explain what phonological process affects consonants in the following
data (a vowel harmony rule makes suffix vowels back after back vowels and
front after front vowels, which you do not need to account for). State what the
underlying forms are for all morphemes.

7 Kuria II
Provide appropriate underlying representations and phonological rules which
will account for the following data:

N my N N my N
waka nwaka ‘basket’ huki nhuki ‘cigarette’
disko ndisko ‘record’ jomo njomo ‘woman’
buru mburu ‘burro’ gaju ŋgaju ‘rooster’
pama mbama ‘clothes’ plato mblato ‘plate’
kaju ŋgaju ‘horse’ tʃoʔŋgoja ɲdʒoʔŋgoja ‘rabbit’
tatah ndatah ‘father’ tsima ndzima ‘calabash’
faha faha ‘belt’ sək sək ‘beans’
ʃapun ʃapun ‘soap’ lawus lawus ‘nail’

Noun In N From N To N
kalap kalabban kalapto:l kalapnak ‘hat’
ku:t ku:dban ku:tto:l ku:tnak ‘well’
ʒa:k ʒa:gban ʒa:kto:l ʒa:knak ‘sack’
re:s re:zben re:stø:l re:snek ‘part’
ʃro:f ʃro:vban ʃro:fto:l ʃro:fnak ‘screw’
laka:ʃ laka:ʒban laka:ʃto:l laka:ʃnak ‘apartment’
ketrets ketredzben ketretstø:l ketretsnek ‘cage’
test tezdben testtø:l testnek ‘body’
rab rabban rapto:l rabnak ‘prisoner’
ka:d ka:dban ka:tto:l ka:dnak ‘tub’
meleg melegben melektø:l melegnek ‘warm’
vi:z vi:zben vi:stø:l vi:znek ‘water’
vara:ʒ vara:ʒban vara:ʃto:l vara:ʒnak ‘magic’
a:gj a:gjban a:kjto:l a:gjnak ‘bed’
sem semben semtø:l semnek ‘eye’
byn bynben byntø:l bynnek ‘crime’
toroɲ toroɲban toroɲto:l toroɲnak ‘tower’
fal falban falto:l falnak ‘wall’
ø:r ø:rben ø:rtø:l ø:rnek ‘guard’
sa:j sa:jban sa:jto:l sa:jnak ‘mouth’

Verb Verb for
suraaŋga suraaŋgera ‘praise’
taaŋgata taaŋgatera ‘lead’
baamba baambera ‘fit a drum head’
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8 Isthmus Zapotec
Provide an analysis of the following alternations, formalizing your rules using
features and listing the underlying forms of all morphemes.

9 Lezgian
Give underlying forms of all morphemes and formalize the rules which
account for the following data:

reenda reendera ‘guard’
rema remera ‘cultivate’
hoora hoorera ‘thresh’
roma romera ‘bite’
sooka sookera ‘respect’
tatʃora tatʃorera ‘tear’
siika seekera ‘close’
tiga tegera ‘leave behind’
ruga rogera ‘cook’
suka sokera ‘plait’
huuta hootera ‘blow’
riiŋga reeŋgera ‘fold’
siinda seendera ‘win’

N his N
pan ʃpanbe ‘bread’
taburete ʃtaburetebe ‘chair’
tanguju ʃtangujube ‘clay doll’
kuba ʃkubabe ‘corn dough’
luunaʔ hluunabe ‘bed’
neza hnezabe ‘road’
maniʔ hmanibe ‘horse’
diidʒaʔ ʃtiidʒabe ‘word’
daa ʃtaabe ‘mat’
doo ʃtoobe ‘rope’
geta ʃketabe ‘tortilla’
giɲa ʃkiɲabe ‘trunk’
gamiʒaʔ ʃkamiʒabe ‘shirt’
bere ʃperebe ‘chicken’
biuuzaʔ ʃpiuuʒabe ‘guest’
baʔduʔ ʃpaʔdube ‘child’

sg pl sg pl
tar tarar ‘tree’ pel peler ‘forehead’
q’el q’eler ‘salt’ qaw qawar ‘roof’
ʁyl ʁyler ‘husband’ luw luwar ‘wind’
lif lifer ‘pigeon’ thur thurar ‘sword’
qyl qyler ‘wheat’ buluth buluthar ‘cloud’
k’watʃh k’watʃhar ‘foot’ tarkwh tarkwhar ‘pestle’
markwh markwhar ‘stack’ raŋg raŋgar ‘color’
fend fender ‘trick’ k’alub k’alubar ‘form’
k’arab k’arabar ‘bone’ pheleŋg pheleŋgar ‘tiger’
qejd qejder ‘remark’ rab rapar ‘needle’
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10 Estonian
Give the underlying representations of the following nouns, and formalize the
phonological rule which applies in the following data:

rib riper ‘awl’ tʃeb tʃeper ‘clay’
mug mukar ‘nest’ tsegw tsekwer ‘ant’
meg meker ‘hair’ jad jatar ‘water’
qwed qweter ‘partridge’ kard kartar ‘falcon’
nekh nek’er ‘milk’ wirth wirt’er ‘honey’
meth met’er ‘knee’ neth net’er ‘louse’
wikh wik’er ‘yoke’ wakh wak’ar ‘pig’
haqh haq’ar ‘truth’ reqh req’er ‘way’

nom sg gen pl
kubu kubude ‘bundle’
tiba tibade ‘drop’
sadu sadude ‘falling’
ləbu ləbude ‘fun’
abi abide ‘help’
soga sogade ‘mud’
nibu nibude ‘point’
kivi kivide ‘stone’
lugu lugude ‘story’
saba sabade ‘tail’
sula sulade ‘thawed’
təde tədede ‘truth’
kude kudede ‘web’
viht vihtade ‘bath’
vakk vakkade ‘birch bark box’
arg argade ‘cowardly’
vəlg vəlgade ‘debt’
søøt søøtade ‘fodder’
mets metsade ‘forest’
laisk laiskade ‘lazy’
hoob hoobade ‘lever’
haav haavade ‘wound’
lill lillede ‘flower’
kərb kərbede ‘forest’
laht lahtede ‘gulf’
neem neemede ‘headland’
leep leepede ‘sloping’
luik luikede ‘swan’
jæljg jæljgede ‘trace’
kaart kaartide ‘card’
kərjb kərjbide ‘copperish red’
paar paaride ‘pair’
kook kookide ‘pothook’
kepp keppide ‘stick’
pyks pykside ‘trousers’
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11 Tibetan
Numbers between 11 and 19 are formed by placing the appropriate digit after
the number 10, and multiples of 10 are formed by placing the appropriate
multiplier before the number 10. What are the underlying forms of the basic
numerals, and what phonological rule is involved in accounting for these data?

12 North Saami
Posit appropriate underlying forms and any rules needed to explain the
following alternations. The emphasis here should be on correctly identifying the
underlying form: the exact nature of the changes seen here is a more advanced
problem.

lind lindude ‘bird’
koon koonude ‘chin’
kark karkude ‘crutch’
hull hullude ‘lunatic’
arv arvude ‘numeral’
orb orbude ‘orphan’
roog roogude ‘reed’

dʒu ‘10’ dʒig ‘1’ dʒugdʒig ‘11’
ʃi ‘4’ dʒubʃi ‘14’ ʃibdʒu ‘40’
gu ‘9’ dʒurgu ‘19’ gubdʒu ‘90’
ŋa ‘5’ dʒuŋa ‘15’ ŋabdʒu ‘50’

Nominative sg Essive
varit varihin ‘2-year-old reindeer buck’
oahpis oahpisin ‘acquaintance’
tʃoarvvuʃ tʃoarvvuʃin ‘antlers and skullcap’
lottæ:ʃ lottæ:dʒin ‘small bird’
tʃuojvvat tʃuojvvagin ‘yellow-brown reindeer’
ahhkut ahhkubin ‘grandchild of woman’
suohkat suohkaðin ‘thick’
heedʒoʃ heedʒodʒin ‘poor guy’
æ:ddʒut æ:ddʒubin ‘grandchild of man’
bissobeahtset bissobeahtsehin ‘butt of gun’
tʃeahtsit tʃeahtsibin ‘children of elder brother of man’
jæ:ʔmin jæ:ʔmimin ‘death’
læ:geʃ læ:gedʒin ‘mountain birch’
gahpir gahpirin ‘cap’
gæ:whtsis gæ:whtsisin ‘8 people’
æ:slat æ:slagin [man’s name]
baðooʃgæ:ttset baðooʃgæ:ttsebin ‘tailed tit’
ahhkit ahhkiðin ‘boring’
bahæ:næ:lat bahæ:næ:lagin ‘badly behaved’
beʃʃtor beʃʃtorin ‘bird type’
heevemĕahhtun heevemĕahhtunin ‘inappropriate’
bejoot bejoohin ‘white reindeer’
bissomeahtun bissomeahtumin ‘unstable’
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Further reading
Inkelas 1989; Kaisse and Shaw 1985; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977; Stanley 1967.

laðæ:s laðæ:sin ‘something jointed’
heaijusmielat heaijusmielagin ‘unhappy’
heaŋkkan heaŋkkanin ‘hanger’
jamæ:n jamæ:nin ‘something that

makes noise’
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CHAPTER

5 Interacting
processes

PREVIEW

In this chapter, you will broaden your understanding of how

phonological systems work by

u looking at more complex patterns of phonological

alternation

u seeing how complex surface patterns of alternations

result from the interaction of different but related

phonological rules

u understanding the effect of different rule orderings

on how an underlying form is changed into a

surface form

KEY TERMS
interaction

ordering



Phonological systems are not made up of isolated and unrelated phono-
logical rules: there are usually significant interactions between phonological
processes. This chapter concentrates on two related topics. First, a seemingly
complex set of alternations can be given a simple explanation if you separate
the effect of different rules which may happen to apply in the same form.
Second, applying rules in different orders can have a significant effect on the
way that a given underlying form is mapped onto a surface form.

5.1 Separating the effects of different rules

Very often, when you analyze phonological alternations, insights into the
nature of these alternations are revealed once you realize that a word may
be subject to more than one rule, each of which can affect the same
segment. You should not think of a phonology as being just a collection
of direct statements of the relation between underlying segments and
their surface realization. Such a description is likely to be confusing and
complex, and will miss a number of important generalizations. Look for
ways to decompose a problem into separate, smaller, and independent
parts, stated in terms of simple and general rules. The different effects
which these rules can have on a segment may accumulate, to give a
seemingly complex pattern of phonetic change.

5.1.1 Votic: palatalization and raising/fronting
The following example from Votic (Russia) illustrates one way in which
the account of phonological alternations can be made tractable by analyz-
ing the alternations in terms of the interaction between independent
phonological processes. In these examples, [ɫ] represents a velarized l.

(1) a. Nominative Partitive
vərkko vərkkoa ‘net’
tʃako tʃakoa ‘cuckoo’
lintu lintua ‘bird’
saatu saatua ‘garden’
jaɫka jaɫkaa ‘foot’
botʃka botʃkaa ‘barrel’
einæ einææ ‘hay’
vævy vævyæ ‘son-in-law’

b. siili siiliæ ‘hedgehog’
ɫusti ɫustia ‘pretty’

c. jarvi jarvəa ‘lake’
mætʃi mætʃeæ ‘hill’
tʃivi tʃiveæ ‘stone’

d. kurtʃi kurkəa ‘stork’
əɫtʃi əɫkəa ‘straw’

kahtʃi kahkəa ‘birch’
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The first group of examples (1a) shows that the nominative has no suffix,
and the partitive has the suffix [-a] or [-æ] (the choice depends on the
preceding vowels, determined by a vowel harmony rule according to
which a suffix vowel is front if the preceding vowel is front – the
rule skips over the vowel [i], but if there are no vowels other than [i]
preceding, the harmony rule turns the suffix vowel into a front vowel).
The second group of examples (1b) illustrates roots which have /i/ as the
underlying final vowel of the root. The nouns in the third group (1c)
illustrate a phenomenon of final vowel raising and fronting (which
we have previously seen in closely related Finnish), whereby e and ǝ
become [i] word-finally.

(2) Final Fronting/Raising

The essential difference between the examples of (1b) and (1c) is that the
forms in (1b) underlyingly end in the vowel /i/, and those in (1c) end in /e/
or /ǝ/. In the last set of examples (1d), the noun root underlyingly ends in
the sequence /kǝ/, which can be seen directly in kurkǝ-a. However, the final
CV of the root appears as [t ʃi] in the nominative kurt ʃi.

It would be unrevealing to posit a rule changing word-final /kǝ#/ into
[tʃi#] in one step. A problem with such a rule is that the change of a velar to
a palatal conditioned by following word-final schwa is not a process found
in other languages, and depends on a very specific conjunction of facts,
that is, not just schwa, but word-final schwa. You may not know at this
point that such a rule is not found in other languages – part of learning
about phonology is learning what processes do exist in languages, some-
thing you will have a better basis for judging by the end of this book.
What you can see right now is that such a rule treats it as a coincidence
that the underlying final schwa actually becomes [i] on the surface by an
independently necessary rule, so that much of the supposed rule applying
to /kǝ#/ is not actually specific to /kǝ#/.

This alternation makes more sense once it is decomposed into the two
constituent rules which govern it, namely final raising (independently
motivated by the data in (c)). Applying this rule alone to final /kǝ/ would
result in the sequence [ki]. However, [ki] is not an allowed CV sequence in
this language, and a process of palatalization takes place, in accordance
with the following rule:

(3) Palatalization

We can thus account for the change of underlying /kurkǝ/ and /ǝɫkǝ/ to
[kurt ʃi] and [ǝɫt ʃi] by applying these two rules in a specific order, where the

+syl
-rd
-lo

→ __
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+high
-back

/ #⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

__→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+cons
+back

+syl
-back

/[ ]+cor
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rule of vowel raising applies before palatalization, so that vowel raising is
allowed to create occurrences of the vowel [i], and those derived cases of [i]
condition the application of palatalization.

(4)

You should take note of two points regarding how the palatalization rule
is formalized. First, by strictly making a velar consonant become [+cor],
the result would be a velarized retroflex stop [ʈγ]: such sounds simply do
not exist in the language, in fact the [-ant] coronal sounds of the language
are all alveopalatal, and the alveopalatal stops in Votic are all affricates.
Observed [t ʃ] is the closest segment of the language to [ʈγ].
Second, we do not have direct evidence that all front vowels trigger the

change of velars, in fact we only have direct evidence that word-final [i]
triggers the change. At the same time, we do not have any direct evidence
that it matters whether the triggering vowel is word-final or not, nor do
we have any evidence that the other front vowels [y ø e æ] fail to trigger
the change. Because there is no evidence for adding restrictions to the
rule, we follow the general scientific principle of stating the rule as simply
as possible, consistent with the data.

5.1.2 Kamba: palatalization and glide formation
There is a phonological process in Kamba (Kenya) whereby the combin-
ation of a velar consonant plus the glide j fuses into an alveopalatal
affricate. This can be seen in (5), which involves the plain and causative
forms of verbs. In the examples on the left, the verb is composed of the
infinitive prefix /ko-/ (which undergoes a process of glide formation before
another vowel, becoming [w]) followed by the verb root (e.g. -kam- ‘milk’),
plus an inflectional suffix -a. In the righthand column we can see the
causative of the same verb, which is formed by suffixing -j- after the verb
root before the inflectional marker -a.

(5) to V to cause to V
a. koka̋ma̋ koka̋mja̋ ‘milk’

kokonà kokonjà ‘hit’
kolaa̋àmbà kola̋àmbjà ‘lap’
kota̋la̋ kota̋lja̋ ‘count’
kwaambatà kwaambatjà ‘go up’
kwaàðà kwaàðjà ‘govern’
kwe̋e̋ta̋ kwe̋e̋tja̋ ‘answer’
kwı̋ı̋mba̋ kwı̋ı̋mbja̋ ‘swell’

b. koβikà koβitʃà ‘arrive’
koβálokà koβálotʃà ‘fall’
kolikà kolitʃà ‘enter’
kolε̋ὲŋgà kolε̋ὲɲdʒà ‘aim’

/kurkǝ/ underlying
kurki vowel raising
kurtʃi palatalization
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The examples in (a) illustrate the causative affix following various non-
velar consonants of the language. In (b), we see the causative of various
roots which end in k or g, where by analogy to the data in (a) we predict
the causatives /koβikjà/, /koβálokjà/, /kolε̋ὲŋgjà/, and so on. Instead of
the expected consonant sequences kj, gj, we find instead that the velar
consonant has been replaced by an alveopalatal affricate, due to the
following rule:

(6) Palatalization

Examples of glide formation are also seen in (5), where the vowel /o/ in the
infinitive prefix becomes [w] before another vowel. This process of glide
formation is further illustrated in (7) and (8). In (7), you can see across all
of the columns that the prefix for the infinitive is /ko/, and appears
phonetically as such when it stands before another consonant. The last
three data columns show that the prefixes marking different classes of
objects are /mó/ for class 3, /mé/ for class 4, and /ké/ for class 7 (Kamba
nouns have a dozen grammatical agreement classes, analogous to gender
in some European languages).

(7)

When the verb root begins with a vowel, we would predict a sequence of
vowels such as *koasja for ‘to lose,’ in lieu of a rule modifying vowel
sequences. Vowel sequences are avoided in Kamba by the application of
the rule of glide formation, according to which any nonlow vowel
becomes a glide before another vowel.

(8)

to V to V it (cl 3) to V them (cl 4) to V it (cl 7)
koðukà komóðukà koméðukà kokéðukà ‘churn’
kokaàðà komókaàðà komékaàðà kokékaàðà ‘praise’
koliìndà komóliìndà koméliìndà kokéliìndà ‘cover’
komε̋na̋ komómε̋na̋ komémε̋na̋ kokémε̋na̋ ‘hate’
koɲuβà komóɲuβà koméɲuβà kokéɲuβà ‘choose’

kwε̋ε̋ŋga̋ kwε̋ε̋ɲdʒa̋ ‘clear a field’
kwaanekà kwaanetʃà ‘dry’
kwɔ̋ɔ̋ka̋ kwɔ̋ɔ̋tʃa̋ ‘gather coals’

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+cons
+back ⎢

⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+syl
-cons
-back

[ ]+cor→ Ø

Sometimes rules
affect two segments
simultaneously: this
is an example of
how such rules are
formalized, stating
that the first
segment becomes
[+cor] and the
second is deleted.

The stem-initial
vowel in these
examples becomes
long, as a side effect
of the preceding
vowel becoming a
glide: this is known
as compensatory
lengthening

to V to V it (cl 3) to V them (cl 4) to V it (cl 7)
kwa̋a̋sja̋ komwa̋a̋sja̋ komja̋a̋sja̋ kotʃa̋a̋sja̋ ‘lose’
kwa̋a̋ka̋ komwa̋a̋ka̋ komja̋a̋ka̋ kotʃa̋a̋ka̋ ‘build’
kwaàsà komwa̋àsà komja̋àsà kotʃa̋àsà ‘carve’
kőőmba̋ komőőmba̋ komjőőmba̋ kotʃőőmba̋ ‘mold’
kookeljà komóokeljà komjóokeljà kotʃóokeljà ‘lift’
kűűna̋ koműűna̋ komjűűna̋ kotʃűűna̋ ‘fetch’
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The Glide Formation rule can be formalized as (9).

(9) Glide Formation

While this rule does not explicitly state that the resulting glide is [+high],
that value is predictable via structure preservation, given the fact that the
language does not have glides that are [-high].

This rule would be expected to apply to underlying forms such as
/kouna/ ‘to fetch’ and /ko-omba/ ‘to mold,’ since those forms have an
underlying sequence of a vowel /o/ followed by another vowel. Applying
that rule would result in *[kwűűna̋] and *[kwőőmba̋], but these are not the
correct forms. We can resolve this problem once we observe that the glide
[w] never appears before the tense round vowels [u, o] (but it can appear
before the vowel [ɔ], as seen in [kwɔ̋ɔ̋na̋] ‘to see’ from /ko-ɔna/).
It does not help to restrict rule (9) so that it does not apply before /o, u/,

since the vowel /e/ does actually undergo glide formation before these
vowels (/ko-me-okelya/ becomes [komjóokeljà] ‘to lift them’ and /ko-méűna̋/
becomes [komjűűna̋] ‘to fetch them’). What seems to be a restriction on
glide formation is highly specific: the tense round vowel fails to surface as
a glide only if the following vowel is o or u. Furthermore, the round vowel
does not merely fail to become a glide, it actually deletes, therefore we
can’t just rewrite (9) so that it doesn’t apply before [u, o], since that would
give *[koűna̋] and *[koőmba̋]). Two rules are required to account for these
vowel-plus-vowel combinations. A very simple solution to this problem is
to allow the most general form of the Glide Formation rule to apply,
imposing no restrictions on which vowels trigger the rule, and derive
the intermediate forms kwűűna̋ and kwőőmba̋. Since we have observed that
the surface sequences [wo] and [wu] are lacking in the language, we may
posit the following rule of glide deletion, which explains both why such
sequences are lacking and what happened to the expected glide in the
intermediate forms.

(10) Glide Deletion

Glide Formation first creates a glide, and some of the glides so created are
then deleted by (10).

kuumbekà komúumbekà komjúumbekà kotʃúumbekà ‘bury’
kwε̋ε̋nza̋ komwε̋ε̋nza̋ komjε̋ε̋nza̋ kotʃε̋ε̋nza̋ ‘shave’
kwεὲndà komwε̋ὲndà komjε̋ὲndà kotʃε̋ὲndà ‘like’
kwɔ̋ɔ̋na̋ komwɔ̋ɔ̋na̋ komjɔ̋ɔ̋na̋ kotʃɔ̋ɔ̋na̋ ‘see’
kwɔ̋ɔ̋sa̋ komwɔ̋ɔ̋sa̋ komjɔ̋ɔ̋sa̋ kotʃɔ̋ɔ̋sa̋ ‘take’
kwɔ̋ɔ̋βa̋ komwɔ̋ɔ̋βa̋ komjɔ̋ɔ̋βa̋ kotʃɔ̋ɔ̋βa̋ ‘tie’

[ ]+syl [ ]-syl __→ / V

__→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

-syl
+round

+round
+tense

Ø/
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Another crucial rule interaction which we observe in (8) is between
Glide Formation and Palatalization. As we have seen, Palatalization spe-
cifically applies to kj and gj, and Glide Formation creates glides from
vowels, which can trigger application of Palatalization. This is shown in
the derivation of [kotʃa̋a̋sja̋] from /ko-ké-a̋a̋sja̋/

(11)

Thus Glide Formation creates phonological structures which are crucially
referenced by other phonological rules.

5.1.3 Bukusu: nasal+consonant combinations
The theme which we have been developing in this chapter is that phono-
logical grammars are composed of simple rule elements that interact inways
that make the data patterns appear complicated, and factoring out of the
fundamental processes is an essential part of phonological analysis. In the
examples which we have considered above, such as vowel raising/fronting
and velar palatalization in Votic, or glide formation and palatalization in
Kamba, the phonological processes have been sufficiently different that no
one would have problems seeing that these are different rules. A language
may have phonological changes which seem similar in nature, or which
apply in similar environments, and the question arises whether the alterna-
tions in question reflect a single phonological rule. Or, do the alternations
reflect the operation of more than one independent rule, with only acciden-
tal partial similarity? Such a situation arises in Bukusu (Kenya), where a
number of changes affect sequences of nasal plus consonant.

Nasal Place Assimilation and Post-Nasal Voicing. In the first set of
examples in (12), a voicing rule makes all underlyingly voiceless consonants
voiced when preceded by a nasal, in this case after the prefix for the first-
singular present-tense subject which is /n/. The underlying consonant at the
beginning of the root is revealed directly when the root is preceded by the
third-plural prefix βa-, or when there is no prefix as in the imperative.

(12)

We can state this voicing rule as follows.

/ko-ké-a̋a̋sja̋/ underlying
kokja̋a̋sja̋ Glide Formation
kotʃa̋a̋sja̋ Palatalization

Imperative 3pl pres 1sg pres
tʃa βatʃa ɲdʒa ‘go’
tʃexa βatʃexa ɲdʒexa ‘laugh’
tʃutʃuuŋga βatʃutʃuuŋga ɲdʒutʃuuŋga ‘sieve’
talaanda βatalaanda ndalaanda ‘go around’
teexa βateexa ndeexa ‘cook’
tiira βatiira ndiira ‘get ahold of’
piima βapiima mbiima ‘weigh’
pakala βapakala mbakala ‘writhe in pain’
ketulula βaketulula ŋgetulula ‘pour out’
kona βakona ŋgona ‘pass the night’
kula βakula ŋgula ‘buy’
kwa βakwa ŋgwa ‘fall’
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(13) Post-Nasal Voicing

You will also note that a nasal consonant always agrees in place of
articulation with the following consonant, due to the following rule.

(14) Nasal Place Assimilation

The data considered so far have not given clear evidence as to what the
underlying place of articulation of the first-singular subject prefix is, since
that nasal always assimilates to the following consonant. To determine that
the prefix is indeed /n/, we turn to the form of stems which underlyingly
begin with a vowel, where there is no assimilation. In the imperative,
where no prefix precedes the stem, the glide [ j] is inserted before the initial
vowel. (The data in (17) include examples of underlying initial /j/, which is
generally retained, showing that there cannot be a rule of j-deletion.)When
the third-plural prefix /βa/ precedes the stem, the resulting vowel sequence
is simplified to a single nonhigh vowel. No rules apply to the first-singular
prefix, which we can see surfaces as [n] before all vowels.

(15)

One question that we ought to consider is the ordering of the rules of
voicing and place assimilation. In this case, the ordering of the rules does
not matter: whether you apply voicing first and assimilation second, or
assimilation first and voicing second, the result is the same.

(16)

The reason why ordering does not matter is that the voicing rule does
not refer to the place of articulation of the nasal, and the assimilation
rule does not refer to the voicing of the following consonant. Thus infor-
mation provided by one rule cannot change whether the other rule applies.

Post-Nasal Hardening. Another process of consonant hardening turns
voiced continuants into stops after a nasal: l and r become d, β becomes b,
and j becomes dʒ.

[ ] /-voice [ ]+nasal[ ]+voice→

→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

αant
βcor / ⎢

⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+syl
αant
βcor

[ ]+nas

Imperative 3pl pres 1sg pres
jiixala βeexala niixala ‘sit’
jaasama βaasama naasama ‘gape’
joola βoola noola ‘arrive’
jeekesja βeekesja neekesja ‘show’

/n-kwa/ /n-kwa/
voicing ngwa assimilation ŋkwa
assimilation ŋgwa voicing ŋgwa
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(17)

These data can be accounted for by the following rule:

(18) Post-Nasal Hardening

This formalization exploits the concept of structure preservation to
account for the changes to /r, l, j/. By becoming [-cont], a change to [-son]
is necessitated since there are no oral sonorant stops in Bukusu. Likewise
the lack of lateral stops in the language means that /l/ becomes [-lat] when
it becomes [-cont]. Since there is no segment [ ɟ] in Bukusu, making /j/
become a stop entails a change in place of articulation from palatal to
alveopalatal, and from plain stop to affricate.
The generalizations expressed in rules (13) and (18) can be unified into

one even simpler rule, which states that consonants after nasals become
voiced stops.

(19) Post-Nasal Voicing-Hardening

l-deletion. A third process affecting sequences of nasal plus consonant
can be seen in the following data.

(20)

Imperative 3pl pres 1sg pres
lola βalola ndola ‘look’
lasa βalasa ndasa ‘shoot at’
leβa βaleβa ndeβa ‘push’
lwaala βalwaala ndwaala ‘be sick’
ra βara nda ‘put’
rara βarara ndara ‘be stung’
roβa βaroβa ndoβa ‘ripen’
rusja βarusja ndusja ‘vomit’
rja βarja ndja ‘fear’
βakala βaβakala mbakala ‘spread’
βala βaβala mbala ‘count’
βasa βaβasa mbasa ‘forge’
βoola βaβoola mboola ‘tell’
jama βajama ɲdʒama ‘scout’
jaaja βajaaja ɲdʒaaja ‘scramble with’
joola βajoola ɲdʒoola ‘scoop’
juula βajuula ɲdʒuula ‘snatch’

→ cont / +nasal[ ]+voice ][ ][-

/ +nasC
+voice
-cont ][→

__

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

Imperative 3pl pres 1sg pres
a. tima βatima ndima ‘run’

taaɲa βataaɲa ndaaɲa ‘hack’
tiiŋa βatiiŋa ndiiŋa ‘filter’
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The examples in (a) show the effect of rules of voicing and consonant
hardening, applying as expected to /t/ and /r/. However, the examples in
(b) show the deletion of underlying /l/ after a nasal. These examples contrast
with the first set of examples in (17), where the root also begins with
underlying /l/: the difference between the two sets of verbs is that in the
second set, where /l/ deletes, the following consonant is a nasal, whereas in
the first set where /l/ does not delete, the next consonant is not a nasal.
The significance of the examples in (20a) is that although underlying /t/,

/l/, and /r/ all become [d] after a nasal, the deletion of an underlying
consonant in the environment N_VN only affects underlying /l/. Since
the voicing-hardening rule (19) neutralizes the distinction between
the three consonants after a nasal but in fact /l/ acts differently from /t/
and /r/ in the context N_VN, we can conclude that there is a prior rule
deleting /l/ – but not /t/ or /r/ – in this context.

(21) l-deletion
[+lat] ! Ø / [+nasal] _ V0 [+nasal]

This rule clearly must apply before the hardening rule changes /l/ into [d]
after a nasal, since otherwise there would be no way to restrict this rule to
applying only to underlying /l/. When (19) applies, underlying /n-liinda/
would become n-diinda, but /n-riina/ would also become n-diina. Once that
has happened, there would be no way to predict the actual pronunciations
[niinda] versus [ndiina].
On the other hand, if you were to apply the l-deletion rule first, the rule

could apply in the case of /n-liinda/ to give [niinda], but would not apply to
/n-riina/ because that form does not have an l: thus by ordering the rules so
that l-deletion comes first, the distinction between /l/, which deletes, and
/r/, which does not delete, is preserved.

Nasal Cluster Simplification. Another phonological process applies to con-
sonants after nasal consonants.When the root beginswith a nasal consonant,
the expected sequence of nasal consonants simplifies to a single consonant.

(22)

rema βarema ndema ‘chop’
riina βariina ndiina ‘run away’
ruma βaruma nduma ‘send’

b. laanda βalaanda naanda ‘go around’
laaŋgwa βalaaŋgwa naaŋgwa ‘be named’
liinda βaliinda niinda ‘wait’
loma βaloma noma ‘say’
loondelela βaloondelela noondelela ‘follow’

luma βaluma numa ‘bite’

Imperative 3pl pres 1sg pres
mala βamala mala ‘finish’
maɲa βamaɲa maɲa ‘know’

meela βameela meela ‘get drunk’
ŋoola βaŋoola ŋoola ‘see into the spirit world’
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In the case of mala ‘I finish,’ the underlying form would be /n-mala/ which
would undergo the place assimilation rule (14), resulting in *mmala.
According to the data available to us, there are no sequences of nasals in
the language, so it is reasonable to posit the following rule.

(23) Nasal Cluster Simplification
[+nas]! Ø / __ [+nas]

Nasal Deletion. The final process which applies to sequences of nasal
plus consonant is one deleting a nasal before a voiceless fricative.

(24)

The underlying form of fuma ‘I spread’ is /n-fuma/ since the prefix for 1sg
is /n-/ and the root is /fuma/, and this contains a sequence nasal plus
voiceless fricative. Our data indicate that this sequence does not appear
anywhere in the language, so we may presume that such sequences are
eliminated by a rule of nasal deletion. The formulation in (25) accounts for
the deletion facts of (24).

(25) Nasal Deletion

There can be an important connection between how rules are formulated
and how they are ordered. In the analysis presented here, we posited the
rules Nasal Deletion (25) and Post-Nasal Voicing-Hardening (19), repeated
here, where Nasal Deletion applies first.

(19) Post-Nasal Voicing-Hardening

ɲa βaɲa ɲa ‘defecate’
ɲaaɲa βaɲaaɲa ɲaaɲa ‘chew’

ɲwa βaɲwa ɲwa ‘drink’

Imperative 3pl pres 1sg pres
fuma βafuma fuma ‘spread’
fuundixa βafuundixa fuundixa ‘knot’
fwa βafwa fwa ‘die’
xala βaxala xala ‘cut’
xalaaŋga βaxalaaŋga xalaaŋga ‘fry’
xweesa βaxweesa xweesa ‘pull’
seesa βaseesa seesa ‘winnow’

siimbwa βasiimbwa siimbwa ‘have indigestion’
somja βasomja somja ‘teach’
sukuwa βasukuwa sukuwa ‘rub legs’
sja βasja sja ‘grind’

/+nasal Ø
+cont
-voice][ → __

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

/ +nasC
+voice
-cont ][→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦
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Since, according to (25), only voiceless continuants trigger deletion of a
following nasal, we do not expect /n-βala/ ‘I count’ to lose its nasal. How-
ever, there is the possibility that (19) could apply to /n-fwa/ ‘I die,’ since
(19) does not put any conditions on the kind of consonant that becomes a
voiced stop – but clearly, /f/ does not become a voiced stop in the surface
form [fwa]. This is because Nasal Deletion first eliminates the nasal in /n-
fwa/, before (19) has a chance to apply, and once the nasal is deleted, (19)
can no longer apply.
You might consider eliminating the specification [-voice] from the

formalization of (25) on the grounds that voiced continuants become stops
by (19), so perhaps by applying (19) first, we could simplify (25). Such a
reordering would fail, though, since (19) would not only correctly change
/n-βala/ to [mbala], but would incorrectly change /n-fwa/ to *[mbwa]. The
only way to eliminate the specification [-voice] in (25) would be to split
(19) into two rules specifically applying to voiced continuants and voice-
less stops – a considerable complication that negates the advantage of
simplifying (25) by one feature specification.

Summary. We have found in Bukusu that there are a number of phono-
logical processes which affect N+C clusters, by voicing, hardening, or
deleting the second consonant, or deleting the nasal before a nasal or a
voiceless fricative.

(25) Nasal Deletion

(14) Nasal Place Assimilation

(21) l-Deletion

(19) Post-Nasal Voicing-Hardening

(23) Nasal Cluster Simplification

Despite some similarity in these processes, which involve a common
environment of nasal-plus-consonant, there is no reasonable way to state
these processes as one rule.

__→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ cont
- voice

Ø/[ ]+nasal

→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

αant
βcor

/ ⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+syl
αant
βcor

[ ]+nas

v0[ ] /+ lat [ ]+nasal[ ]+nasal→ Ø

/ +nasC
+voice
-cont ][→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

→ Ø/[ ]+nas [ ]+nas
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In addition to showing how a complex system of phonological alterna-
tions decomposes into simpler, independent, and partially intersecting
rules, the preceding analyses reveal an important component of phono-
logical analysis, which is observing regularities in data, such as the fact
that Bukusu lacks any consonant sequences composed of a nasal plus a
fricative on the surface.

5.1.4 Matuumbi
The following data from Matuumbi illustrate the different surface real-
izations of the noun-class prefixes (nouns are assigned lexically or syntac-
tically to different classes, conventionally numbered between 1 and 21).
You should be able to discern and formalize the rule that applies in
these data, and order those rules correctly. What rule applies in the
following data?

(26)

The examples in (27) illustrate three rules. First, there is an optional rule
applying in both subsets of (27) which deletes u after m, hence in these
words, the prefix /mu/ can be pronounced in two ways, one with u and one
without u. You should formalize the optional vowel deletion rule illus-
trated by these data.
An independent rule assimilates a nasal to the place of articulation of

the following consonant (we saw this rule in previous Matuumbi data in
chapters 2 and 4). This rule applies in both subsets of examples, and is the
only other rule besides deletion of u involved in the first subset. The third
rule applies in the second subset of examples, and explains the change in
the initial consonant of the stem. This rule only applies to a glide preceded
by a nasal which is separated by a morpheme boundary, notated in
rules as “+.”

(27)

Class C-initial noun V-initial noun
4 mi-kaáte ‘loaves’ mj-oótó ‘fires’
5 li-kuŋuúnda ‘filtered beer’ lj-oowá ‘beehive’
7 ki-kálaaŋgo ‘frying pan’ kj-uúlá ‘frog’
8 i-kálaaŋgo ‘frying pans’ j-uúlá ‘frogs’
14 u-tópe ‘mud’ w-ɪɪḿbɪ ‘beer’
11 lu-toóndwa ‘star’ lw-aaté ‘banana hand’
13 tu-tóopé ‘little handles’ tw-aána ‘little children’
15 ku-suúle ‘to school’ kw-iisíwá ‘to the islands’
16 mu-kikú ‘in the navel’ mw-iikú ‘in the navels’

Unreduced form Reduced form
a. mu-tola. . . n-tola . . . ‘you (pl) take’

mu-kálaaŋgite ŋ-kálaaŋgite ‘you (pl) fried’
mu-pɪmé m-pɪmé ‘you (pl) should measure’

b. mu-wesa . . . ŋ-ŋwesa . . . ‘you (pl) can’
mu-jɪḱɪtiile ɲ-ɲɪḱɪtiile ‘you (pl) agreed’
mu-wuúngo ŋ-ŋwuúngo ‘in the civet’
mu-jɪɪǵa ɲ-ɲɪɪǵa ‘in the body’

When a rule is
optional, that fact
is indicated by
writing “(optional)”
to the right of the
rule – see chapter 2.
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(An alternative transcription of these second set of forms would be ŋŋwesa
and so on: the point of writing this as [ŋŋwesa] is to make clear that there is
a change in the nature of the initial segment, and not the addition of
another segment.)
The examples in (28) illustrate the point that nouns in class 7 in the

singular (marked with the prefix ki-) have their plural in class 8 (with the
prefix i-). The plural locative form gives further illustration of a phono-
logical rule of the language which we already know.

(28)

How do you explain the following examples of nouns, which also have
singulars in class 7 and plurals in class 8, given that the class prefixes in
these examples are underlyingly /ki-/ and /i-/?

(29)

The data in (29) demonstrate a specific conclusion about the ordering of
two of the rules motivated here: what is that conclusion?

5.2 Different effects of rule ordering

Besides showing how greater generality can often be achieved by splitting
a process into smaller pieces, the preceding examples have illustrated that
the application of one rule can bring into existence new environments
where the second rule can apply, an environment which did not exist in
the underlying form.What we observed happening in these cases was that
both of the rules applied. Not all interactions between phonological pro-
cesses have this characteristic – sometimes applying one rule prevents a
second rule from applying – and in this section we consider some of the
effects of different rule orderings.

5.2.1 Lamba: harmony and palatalization
The following data illustrate the interaction between a rule of vowel
harmony and a palatalization rule in the language Lamba (Zambia):

(30)

Singular (cl 7) Plural (cl 8) Plural locative
ki-báo i-báo mwii-báo ‘stool’
ki-bɪgá i-bɪgá mwii-bɪgá ‘pot’
ki-bíliítu i-bíliítu mwii-bíliítu ‘box of matches’
ki-bógojó i-bógojó mwii-bógojó ‘toothless person’

Singular (cl 7) Plural (cl 8) Plural locative
kjáaí jáaí mujáaí ~ ɲɲáaí ‘soup pot’
kjaáka jaáka mujaáka ~ ɲɲaáka ‘bush’
kjɪɪkɪ ́ jɪɪkɪ ́ mujɪɪkɪ ́ ~ ɲɲɪɪkɪ ́ ‘stump’
kjuúbá juúbá mujuúbá ~ ɲɲuúbá ‘chest’

Plain Passive Neuter Applied Reciprocal
tʃita tʃitwa tʃitika tʃitila tʃitana ‘do’
tula tulwa tulika tulila tulana ‘dig’
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In order to see what these data show, we must first understand the mor-
phological structure of thesewords, a stepwhich leads us to realize that the
pronunciation of certainmorphemes changes, depending on their phonetic
context. Verbs in Lamba are composed of a root of the form CV(C)C, an
optional derivational affix marking passive, neuter, applied or reciprocal,
and a word-final suffix -a which marks the form as being a verb. The
underlying forms of the passive and reciprocal suffixes are clearly -w- and
-an-, since they exhibit no phonetic variations. The neuter and applied suf-
fixes appear phonetically as -ik- and -ek-, -il- and -el-. The choice of vowel in the
suffix is determined by the vowel which precedes the suffix: if the verb root
contains the vowel i, u, or a the suffix has the vowel i, and if the root contains
the vowel e or o the suffix has the vowel e. The group of vowels i, u, a is not
a natural phonetic class, so it is implausible that the suffixes areunderlyingly
-el- and -ek- with -il- and -ik- being derived by a rule. The class of vowels e, o is
the phonetic class of mid vowels; it is thus evident that this language has a
vowel harmony rule which assimilates underlying high vowels (in the
suffixes /il/ and /ik/) to mid vowels when they are preceded by mid vowels.

(31) Height harmony

There is an alternation in the realization of certain root-final consonants.
As shown in examples such as kaka ~ kat ʃika and lasa ~ laʃika, the velar
consonants and the alveolar continuant s become alveopalatals when they
are followed by the vowel i, by processes of palatalization. It is difficult to
express a change of /k/ and /s/ to alveopalatal by one rule without including
/t/ –which does not change, see [patika] – so two separate rules are needed.

(32) a. Stop Palatalization

tʃeta tʃetwa tʃeteka tʃetela tʃetana ‘spy’
soŋka soŋkwa soŋkeka soŋkela soŋkana ‘pay tax’
pata patwa patika patila patana ‘scold’
fisa fiswa fiʃika fiʃila fisana ‘hide’
tʃesa tʃeswa tʃeseka tʃesela tʃesana ‘cut’
kosa koswa koseka kosela kosana ‘be strong’
lasa laswa laʃika laʃila lasana ‘wound’
masa maswa maʃika maʃila masana ‘plaster’
ʃika ʃikwa ʃitʃika ʃitʃila ʃikana ‘bury’
seka sekwa sekeka sekela sekana ‘laugh at’
poka pokwa pokeka pokela pokana ‘receive’
kaka kakwa katʃika katʃila kakana ‘tie’
fuka fukwa futʃika futʃila fukana ‘creep’

→ ⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥
[ ]+syl [ ]-high C0

+syl
-high
-low

/

→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+high
- syl

/ ⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+syl
+high
-back

[ ]+cor
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b. Fricative Palatalization

The interaction between these processes is seen in words which could in
principle undergo both of these processes: roots with the vowel e or o, and
the final consonant k or s. The example sekeka ‘laugh at’ from /sek-ik-a/
shows how these processes interact. Suppose, first, that palatalization
were to apply before vowel harmony. Since the underlying representation
has the sequence /ki/ which is required by palatalization, that rule would
apply. Subsequently, vowel harmony would assimilate /i/ to [e] after /e/,
giving the wrong surface result. This is illustrated below in a derivation
which spells out the results of applying first palatalization, then height
harmony.

(33)

Thus, applying the rules in this order gives the wrong results: this order
cannot be correct.
On the other hand, if we apply the processes in the other order, with

height harmony applying before palatalization, then the correct form is
generated.

(34)

5.2.2 Voicing and epenthesis
Lithuanian. Another example which illustrates how an earlier rule can
change a form in such a way that a later rule can no longer apply is found
in Lithuanian. There is a process of voicing assimilation in Lithuanian
whereby obstruents agree in voicing with an immediately following
obstruent. This rule applies in the following examples to the verbal
prefixes /at/ and /ap/.

(35) a.

→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+cont
+cor

/ ⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+syl
+high
-back

[ ]- ant

/sek-ik-a/ underlying
sekeka height harmony
(not applicable) palatalization

/at/ at-eiti ‘to arrive’
at-imti ‘to take away’
at-neʃti ‘to bring’
at-leisti ‘to forgive’
at-likti ‘to complete’
at-ko:pti ‘to rise’
at-praʃi:ti ‘to ask’
at-kurti ‘to reestablish’

/ap/ ap-eiti ‘to circumvent’

/sek-ik-a/ underlying
setʃika palatalization
*setʃeka height harmony
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b.

We would assume that the underlying forms of the prefixes are /at/ and
/ap/, and that there is a rule which voices obstruents before voiced
obstruents.

(36) Voicing assimilation

The alternative hypothesis would be that the prefixes are underlyingly /ad/
and /ab/. However, there is no natural context for describing the process of
devoicing. Although devoicing of voiced obstruents before voiceless
obstruents is quite natural, assuming that the prefixes have underlying
voiced obstruents would also require the consonant to be devoiced before
vowels and sonorant consonants, in order to account for the supposed
derivations /ad-eiti/ ! [ateiti], /ab-eiti/ ! [apeiti], /ad-neʃti/ ! [atneʃti], and
/ab-mo:ki:ti/! [apmo:ki:ti]. But there is clearly no rule prohibiting voiced
obstruents before vowels and sonorants in this language (in fact, no
language has ever been attested with a rule of consonant devoicing where
the conditioning environment is a following vowel). On the basis of this
reasoning, we conclude that the prefixes have underlying voiceless
consonants.
When the initial consonant of the root is an alveolar stop, the vowel [i]

appears after the prefix /at/, and similarly when the initial consonant is a
bilabial stop, [i] is inserted after the consonant of /ap/.

(37)

[ ] /-son [ ]+voice→
-son
+voice

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

ap-ieʃko:ti ‘to search everywhere’
ap-akti ‘to become blind’
ap-mo:ki:ti ‘to train’
ap-temdi:ti ‘to obscure’
ap-ʃaukti ‘to proclaim’

/at/ ad-bekti ‘to run up’
ad-gauti ‘to get back’
ad-bukti ‘to become blunt’
ad-gimti ‘to be born again’

/ap/ ab-gauti ‘to deceive’
ab-ʒjureti ‘to have a look at’
ab-ʒelti ‘to become overgrown’
ab-dauʒi:ti ‘to damage’
ab-draski:ti ‘to tear’

ati-duoti ‘to give back’
ati-dari:ti ‘to open’
ati-deti ‘to delay’
ati-teisti ‘to adjudicate’
api-berti ‘to strew all over’
api-begti ‘to run around’
api-puti ‘to grow rotten’
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Given just the voicing assimilation rule, you would expect forms such as
*[adduoti], *[abberti] by analogy to [adbekti] and [abdauʒi:ti]. Lithuanian
does not allow sequences of identical consonants, so to prevent such a
result, an epenthetic vowel is inserted between homorganic obstruent
stops (ones having the same values for the place of articulation features).

(38) Epenthesis

The ordering of these rules is important: epenthesis (38) must apply before
voicing assimilation, since otherwise the prefix consonant would assimi-
late the voicing of the root-initial consonant and would then be separated
from that consonant by the epenthetic vowel. The result of applying the
voicing assimilation rule first would be to create [adduoti], [abberti], and
then this would undergo vowel epenthesis to give incorrect *[adiduoti],
*[abiberti]. If, on the other hand, epenthesis is the first rule applied, then
underlying /at-duoti/ becomes [atiduoti] and /ap-berti/ becomes [apiberti].
Epenthesis eliminates the underlying cluster of obstruents, preventing
the voicing rule from applying.

Armenian. Interestingly, a similar pair of rules exists in the New Julfa
(Iran) dialect of Armenian, but they apply in the opposite order. If rules
apply in a particular order, you would expect to find languages with
essentially the same rules A and B where A precedes B in one language
and B precedes A in another: this is what we find in comparing Armenian
and Lithuanian.
The first-singular future prefix is underlyingly k-, as shown in (39a),

where the prefix is added to a vowel-initial stem. That /k/ assimilates
voicing and aspiration from an obstruent which immediately follows it
underlyingly (but not across a vowel). In addition, initial consonant clus-
ters are broken up by an epenthetic schwa. As the data in (39b) show, the
prefix consonant first assimilates to the initial consonant of the root, and
then is separated from that consonant by schwa.

(39) a.

b.

→Ø
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

-cont
-son
αant
βcor

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

-cont
-son
αant
βcor

/⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+syl
+high
-back

k-ertham ‘I will go’
k-asiem ‘I will say’
k-aniem ‘I will do’
k-akaniem ‘I will watch’
k-oxniem ‘I will bless’
k-uriem ‘I will swell’

kə-tam ‘I will give’
kə-kienam ‘I will exist’
gə-bəzzam ‘I will buzz’
gə-lam ‘I will cry’
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The difference between this dialect of Armenian and Lithuanian is that
vowel epenthesis applies before consonant assimilation in Lithuanian
but after that rule in Armenian, so that in Armenian both epenthesis
and assimilation can apply to a given word, whereas in Lithuanian
applying epenthesis to a word means that assimilation can no
longer apply.

5.2.3 Mongo: B-deletion and resolution of vowel hiatus
Sometimes, what needs to be remarked about the interaction between
processes is the failure of one rule to apply to the output of another rule.
This is illustrated in (40), (41), and (46) with examples from Mongo
(Congo). The first four examples demonstrate the shape of the various
subject prefixes when they stand before a consonant

(40)

The underlying forms of the subject prefixes are /N/ (which stands for a
nasal consonant, whose exact place of articulation cannot be determined),
/o/, /a/, /to/, /lo/, and /ba/. There is a vowel harmony process assimilating the
closed vowel /o/ to the open vowel [ɔ] when the following syllable contains
either of the open vowels [ε] or [ɔ], and the prefix for first-singular subject
assimilates in place of articulation to the following consonant.
The examples in (41) show how the subject prefixes are realized if the

verb root begins with a vowel.

(41)

When the first-singular subject prefix stands before the root, it has the
shape [ndʒ], which we will treat as being the result of insertion of [dʒ]
between the prefix and a vowel-initial root. (We might also assume the

gə-zəram ‘I will bray’
khə-thuojniem ‘I will allow’

khə-tʃhaphiem ‘I will measure’
ghə-bhieɹiem ‘I will carry’
ghə-ghuom ‘I will come’
ghə-dzhieviem ‘I will form’

Imp 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl
saŋga nsaŋga osaŋga asaŋga tosaŋga losaŋga basaŋga ‘say’
kamba ŋkamba okamba akamba tokamba lokamba bakamba ‘work’
kɔta ŋkɔta ɔkɔta akɔta tɔkɔta lɔkɔta bakɔta ‘cut’
tɛŋga ntɛŋga ɔtɛŋga atɛŋga tɔtɛŋga lɔtɛŋga batɛŋga ‘straighten’
mεla mmεla ɔmεla amεla tɔmεla lɔmεla bamεla ‘drink’
dʒila ndʒila odʒila adʒila todʒila lodʒila badʒila ‘wait’

Imp 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl
εna ndʒεna wεna εna tswεna dʒwεna bεna ‘see’
isa ndʒisa wisa isa tswisa dʒwisa bisa ‘hide’
imedʒa ndʒimedʒa wimedʒa imedʒa tswimedʒa dʒwimedʒa bimedʒa ‘consent’
usa ndʒusa wusa usa tswusa dʒwusa busa ‘throw’

ina ndʒina wina ina tswina dʒwina bina ‘hate’
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prefix /ndʒ/, which simplifies before a consonant, since such three-
consonant sequences, viz. /ndʒ-saŋga/, do not exist in the language.)

(42) Consonant epenthesis

The vowel /a/ deletes before another vowel, as shown by the third-singular
and third-plural forms /a-εna/ ! [εna] and /ba-εna/ ! [bεna].

(43) Vowel truncation
[+low] ! Ø / _ V

The prefixes /o/, /to/, and /lo/ undergo a process of glide formation where /o/
becomes [w] before a vowel.

(44) Glide formation
[+round] ! [–syl] / _ V

In the case of /to/ and /lo/ a further process affricates these consonants
before a glide.

(45) Affrication

This affrication process must apply after glide formation, since it applies
to a sequence of consonant plus glide that is created by the application of
glide formation from an underlying consonant-plus-vowel sequence.
The final set of examples illustrates verb roots which underlyingly

begin with the consonant /b/. As these data show, when underlying /b/ is
preceded by a vowel, it is deleted.

(46)

Thus, surface [oina] derives from /obina/ and [baina] derives from /babina/,
via the following rule.

(47) Labial elision

In this case, even though deletion of /b/ creates new sequences of o+V
and a+V which could in principle undergo the rules of a-deletion and

→ /⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

-syl
-cons
-back

[ ]+nas VØ +

Turning /l/ into an
affricate seems
strange from a
functional
perspective, but is
explained by the
fact that l was
originally /d/, so
this rule comes
historically from the
more natural
change /t, d/!
[ts, dz]/ _ i.

/+cor
-syl
+high][ ]+del.rel[→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

Imp 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl
bina mbina oina aina toina loina baina ‘dance’
bota mbota oota aota toota loota baota ‘beget’

→ Ø/ V__V⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+voice
+ant
-cor
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glide formation, those rules do not in fact apply. In other words, in this
case the grammar must contain some kind of explicit statement
regarding the interaction of these processes, such as an explicit
ordering of the rules, which guarantees that the output of b-deletion
does not undergo glide formation or a-deletion. By ordering the
b-deletion rule so that it applies after the glide formation and vowel
truncation rules, we explain why those two rules fail to apply, just
in case the consonant b is deleted intervocalically. The ordering where
b-deletion precedes vowel truncation and glide formation, illustrated in
(48b), results in ungrammatical forms, which shows that that ordering
of the rules is incorrect. (“NA” means that the rule cannot apply,
because the conditions called for in the rule are not satisfied in
the string.)

(48) a.

b.

Mongo thus provides an example of the failure of rules – especially
vowel truncation and glide formation – to apply to the output of a specific
rule – b-deletion – which we explain by ordering b-deletion after the vowel
rules.

5.2.4 Examples for discussion
Karok. These data from Karok (California) illustrate three interacting
phonological processes. Comment on the underlying forms of the
following words, state what phonological rules are motivated, and discuss
the order in which these processes apply.

(49)

/o-bina/ /a-bina/ underlying
NA NA glide formation
NA NA vowel truncation
oina aina b-deletion

/o-bina/ /a-bina/ underlying
oina aina b-deletion
wina NA glide formation
NA ina vowel truncation
*[wina] *[ina]

Imperative 1sg 3sg
pasip nipasip ʔupasip ‘shoot’
si:tva niʃi:tva ʔusi:tva ‘steal’
kifnuk nikifnuk ʔukifnuk ‘stoop’
suprih niʃuprih ʔusuprih ‘measure’
ʔifik niʔifik ʔuʔifik ‘pick up’
ʔi:ftih niʔi:ftih ʔuʔi:ftih ‘growing’
ʔaktuv niʔaktuv ʔuʔaktuv ‘pluck at’
ʔakrap niʔakrap ʔuʔakrap ‘slap’
ʔarip niʔarip ʔuʔarip ‘cut a strip’
ʔaxjar nixjar ʔuxjar ‘fill’
ʔiʃkak niʃkak ʔuskak ‘jump’
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Shona. Often, a seemingly complex problem can be significantly simpli-
fied by breaking the problem up into a few interacting processes. If you
look at the phonetic realizations of the passive suffix in Shona (Zim-
babwe), you see that there are seven different manifestations of this
suffix. However, this considerable range of variation can be explained in
terms of a much smaller set of very general phonological rules, whose
interaction results in many surface realizations of the suffix.

(50)

The precise rules which you postulate will depend on what you assume to
be the underlying form of the passive suffix, since there are two plausible
underlying forms for the suffix, based on the data above. The phonological
alternations seen in the following examples are relevant to deciding what
the underlying form of the passive suffix is (and therefore exactly how

Active Passive Active Passive
ɓika ɓikwa ‘cook’ diba dibγa ‘dip’
pfugama pfugamŋa ‘kneel’ pepa pepxa ‘nurse’
ɓuɗa ɓuɗγwa ‘go out’ ruma rumŋa ‘bite’
rova rovγa ‘stay away’ m̤aɲa m̤aɲŋwa ‘run’
suŋga suŋgwa ‘tie’ kwaʃa kwaʃxwa ‘hunt’
teŋga teŋgwa ‘buy’ fuŋga fuŋgwa ‘think’
tamba tambγa ‘play’ bvunza bvunzγwa ‘ask’
imba imbγa ‘sing’ gara garγwa ‘stay’
setsa setsxwa ‘amuse’ reɖʐa reɖʐγwa ‘lengthen’
tapa tapxa ‘capture’ βeza βezγwa ‘carve’
rega regwa ‘leave’ ibva ibvγa ‘ripen’
ʃuʒa ʃuʒγwa ‘store

grain’
taʂa taʂxwa ‘ride’

peta petxwa ‘fold’ dana danŋwa ‘call’
ona onŋwa ‘see’ ita itxwa ‘do’
doka dokwa ‘set’ seka sekwa ‘laugh’
fesa fesxwa ‘prick’ rasa rasxwa ‘throw

away’
ran̤a ran̤ŋwa ‘kick’ pem̤a pem̤ŋa ‘beg food’
gotʃa gotʃxwa ‘roast’ ʂika ʂikwa ‘arrive’
dzidza dzidzγwa ‘learn’ fuka fukwa ‘cover’
famba fambγa ‘walk’ nandza nandzγwa ‘lick’
gada gadγwa ‘mount’ ɓata ɓatxwa ‘hold’
tuma tumŋa ‘send’ tora torγwa ‘take’
oŋa oŋwa ‘growl’ rima rimŋa ‘plow’

sefa sefxa ‘sieve’ kweʐa kweʐγwa ‘attract’
dʒudʒa dʒudʒγwa ‘leak’ guruva guruvγa ‘deceive’
maŋga maŋgwa ‘arrest’ miɲa miɲŋwa ‘swallow’

ʔimniʃ nimniʃ ʔumniʃ ‘cook’
ʔikʃah nikʃah ʔuksah ‘laugh’
ʔiʃriv niʃriv ʔusriv ‘shoot at a target’
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these phonological alternations are to be analyzed). These inflected forms
involve a prefix marking the subject, followed by one of various tense
markers such as -t ʃa-, -no-, and -a-, or no marker, finally followed by the
verb stem.

(51)

A further fact which is relevant to deciding on the correct analysis is that
[γ], [x] do not appear after vowels or at the beginning of a word.

Klamath. The data in (52)–(56) from Klamath (Oregon) illustrate two
processes. The first deaspirates and deglottalizes consonants before
obstruents, before glottalized and voiceless resonants, as well as in
word-final positions. The examples in (52) illustrate plain voiceless obstru-
ents, which do not undergo any phonetic alternations. The data below
involve a range of inflectionally and derivationally related word forms:
the common root is underlined (the last form in this set also illustrates an
alternation between i and j’, which is not crucial).

(52)

The data in (53) provide examples of underlyingly glottalized obstruents,
which become plain voiceless consonants unless they are followed by a
vowel or plain sonorant

(53)

Subjunctive Future
urime ‘that you (sg) plow’ utʃarima ‘you (sg) will plow’

murime ‘that you (pl) plow’ mutʃarima ‘you (pl) will plow’

turime ‘that they (tiny)
plow’

tutʃarima ‘they (tiny) will
plow’

kunatse ‘that there
be nice’

kutʃanatsa ‘there will be nice’

Habitual Recent past
unorima ‘you (sg) plow’ warima ‘you (sg) plowed’
munorima ‘you (pl) plow’ mŋarima ‘you (pl) plowed’
tunorima ‘they (tiny) plow’ txwarima ‘they (tiny) plowed’
kunonatsa ‘there is nice’ kwanatsa ‘there was nice’

la:p-a ‘two (obj.)’ la:p ‘two’
skhot-a ‘puts on a

blanket’
skhot-pli ‘puts on a blanket

again’
q’la:tʃ-aksi ‘Blueberry Place’ q’la:tʃ ‘blueberry (sp)’
poq-a ‘bakes camas’ poq-s ‘camas root’
laqi ‘is rich’ laqj’-a:ka ‘little chief’

p’ak’-a ‘smashes’ p’ak-ska ‘chips off (intr)’
ʔe:t’-a ‘distributes’ se-ʔe:t-s ‘Saturday’
poq-poq’-a ‘becomes dusty’ po:q-tki ‘becomes dusty’
tʃha:k’-a ‘melts (intr)’ tʃha:k-tki ‘melts (as butter)’
ʔi-tʃhi:tʃ’-a ‘makes shavings’ k-tʃhitʃ-ta ‘scrapes one’s foot on’
tʃhlo:q’-a ‘is smooth’ tʃhlo:q-tki ‘becomes slick’
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Data in (53) show that aspirated consonants deaspirate in this same
context.

(54)

The second process, syncope, deletes a short vowel from the first syllable
of a stem when preceded by a CV prefix and followed by CV.

(55)

What do these examples show about the interaction of these two
processes?

(56)

litʃh-litʃ-l’i ‘strong’ li:tʃ-tki ‘becomes
strong’

ponw-o:th-a ‘while drinking’ ponw-o:t-s ‘something to
drink with’

so:tʃh-a ‘kindles a fire’ so:tʃ-ti:la ‘lights a fire
under’

si:jo:th-a ‘trades (pl obj) with
each other’

si:jo:t-pli ‘trade back
(pl obj)’

n’iqh-o:wa ‘keeps putting a
hand in water’

n’iq-tpa ‘reaches and
touches’

qit’-lqa ‘pours down’ qit-qha ‘pours out’
-lo:p’-a ‘eats soup’ -lo:p-s ‘soup’

laqi:ta ‘suspects s.o.’ sa-lqita ‘suspects e.o.’
matʃha:t-ka ‘listens’ sna-mtʃha:t-i:la ‘causes to hear’
metʃa ‘moves camp’ me-mtʃ’a ‘moves

(distributive)’
saqo:tka ‘ask for s.t.’ sa-sqo:tqa ‘ask for s.t.

(distributive)’
sitʃaqhwa ‘wash hands’ hi-stʃaq-tha ‘are angry with e.o’
som ‘mouth’ so-sm’-a:k ‘little mouths

(distributive)’

q’otʃ’a ‘bends’ jo-qtʃ’a ‘bends with the feet’
qhew’a ‘breaks’ tʃhe-qw’a ‘sit on and break’
thew’a ‘surface cracks’ je-tw’a ‘steps on and cracks

surface’
s-tʃ’iq’a ‘squash with a

pointed
instrument’

ji-tʃq’a ‘squash by pressure
with the feet’

w-k’al’a ‘cuts with a long
instrument’

kin-kl’a ‘makes a mark with
pointer’

w-p’eq’a ‘hits in the face
with a long
instrument’

hom-pq’a ‘flies in the face’
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Exercises
1 Kerewe
What two tone rules are motivated by the following data? Explain what order the
rules apply in. Vowels have no accent with L tone: treat H tones as [+H] and
L tones as [−H].

2 Mbunga
Account for the phonological alternations in the following data. Note that there
are two roots for ‘beat,’ ‘cut,’ ‘rub,’ also there are derivational relations indicated
with suffixes (-el-, -il-, -is-, -es-, etc.) which you need not account for: except for
the difference between final -a and final -i which mark different tenses, you do
not need to be concerned with possible suffixes and alternations caused by
suffixes.

Summary Systems of phonological alternations in most languages involve a
number of rules. This interaction means that you must discern the
effects of individual rules, rather than subsume all alternations under
one complex do-everything rule. A rule changes a given set of segments
in a uniform manner, in a specified environment. So even when a
language like Bukusu has a number of rules pertaining to sequences of
nasal plus consonant – rules which have in common a single context
NC – there may be quite a number of specific rules that apply in that
context. Besides identifying what rules exist in a language, you must
also determine what the proper ordering of those rules is. The correct
order of a pair of rules can be determined by applying the rules very
literal-mindedly in both of the logically possible orders.

to V to V e.o to V for to V for e.o.
kubala kubalana kubalila kubalilana ‘count’
kugaja kugajana kugajila kugajilana ‘despise’
kugula kugulana kugulila kugulilana ‘buy’
kubála kubálána kubálı́la kubálı́lana ‘kick’
kulúma kulúmána kulúmı́la kulúmı́lana ‘bite’
kusúna kusúnána kusúnı́la kusúnı́lana ‘pinch’
kulába kulábána kulábı́la kulábı́lana ‘pass’

to V us to V it to V for us to V it for us
kutúbála kukı́bála kutúbálila kukı́túbalila ‘count’
kutúgája kukı́gája kutúgájila kukı́túgajila ‘despise’
kutúgúla kukı́gúla kutúgúlila kukı́túgulila ‘buy’
kutúbála kukı́bála kutúbálila kukı́túbalila ‘kick’
kutúlúma kukı́lúma kutúlúmila kukı́túlumila ‘bite’
kutúsúna kukı́súna kutúsúnila kukı́túsunila ‘pinch’
kutúlába kukı́lába kutúlábila kukı́túlabila ‘pass’
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3 Polish
What phonological rules are motivated by the following examples, and what
order do those rules apply in?

‘he V-ed me’ ‘he V-ed us’
kamvutila katufutila ‘rub for’
kamvuwila katufuwila ‘wash for’
kanzeka katuseka ‘laugh at’
kanzukumula katusukumula ‘push’
kadʒimisila katudʒimisila ‘extinguish for’
kabota katubota ‘beat’
kababanisa katubabanisa ‘squeeze’
kadaŋgila katudaŋgila ‘throw for’
kadetela katudetela ‘say to’
kaguvila katuguvila ‘fall on’
kandova katutova ‘beat’
kaɲdʒubula katutʃubula ‘scratch’
kaŋgamula katukamula ‘grab’
kambutukila katuputukila ‘rub for’
kanduvila katutuvila ‘run for’
kaŋgetulila katuketulila ‘cut for’
kandelekela katutelekela ‘cook for’

‘I will V’ ‘they will V’
dadumuli davadumuli ‘cut’
dadʒimisi davadʒimisi ‘extinguish’
daguvi davaguvi ‘fall’
dadeti davadeti ‘say’
dababanisi davababanisi ‘squeeze’
dadaŋgi davadaŋgi ‘throw’
danzeki davaseki ‘laugh’
damvuti davafuti ‘rub’
dandovi davatovi ‘beat’
dandeleki davateleki ‘cook’
daŋgetuli davaketuli ‘cut’
daŋgamuli davakamuli ‘grab’
danduvi davatuvi ‘run’
dambutuki davaputuki ‘rub’
daɲdʒubuli davatʃubuli ‘scratch’

Singular Plural Singular Plural
klup klubi ‘club’ trup trupi ‘corpse’
dom domi ‘house’ snop snopi ‘sheaf’
ʒwup ʒwobi ‘crib’ trut trudi ‘labor’
dzvon dzvoni ‘bell’ kot koti ‘cat’
lut lodi ‘ice’ grus gruzi ‘rubble’
nos nosi ‘nose’ vus vozi ‘cart’
wuk wugi ‘lye’ wuk wuki ‘bow’
sok soki ‘juice’ ruk rogi ‘horn’
bur bori ‘forest’ vuw vowi ‘ox’
sul soli ‘salt’ buj boji ‘fight’
ʃum ʃumi ‘noise’ ʒur ʒuri ‘soup’
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4 Logoori
Account for the vowel alternations in the following data. Tone may be ignored.

The following nouns illustrate a productive pattern for making nouns ‘tool for
V-ing with’:

‘they just V’d’ ‘they just V’d for’ ‘they will V

(rem. fut)’

‘they will V for

(rem. fut)’

váakátáanga váakátáángɪra varakátáangɛ varakátáángɪrɪ ‘start’

váakávʊ́njaanja váakávʊ́njaanjɪra varakávʊ́njaanjɛ varakávʊ́njaanjɪrɪ ‘break’

váakázáázama váakázáázamɪra varakázáázamɛ varakázáázamɪrɪ ‘taste’

váakavʊrʊganja váakavʊrʊganjɪra varakavʊrʊganjɛ varakavʊrʊganjɪrɪ ‘stir’

váakaganaganja váakaganaganjɪra varakaganaganjɛ varakaganaganjɪrɪ ‘think’

váakarʊʊnga váakarʊʊngɪra varakarʊʊngɪ varakarʊʊngɪrɪ ‘season’

váakarɪɪnda váakarɪɪndɪra varakarɪɪndɪ varakarɪɪndɪrɪ ‘guard’

váakátʊ́ma váakátʊ́mɪra varakátʊ́mɪ varakátʊ́mɪrɪ ‘send’

váakásúunga váakásúúngɪra varakásúungɪ varakásúúngɪrɪ ‘hang up’

váakatuuma váakatuumɪra varakatuumɪ varakatuumɪrɪ ‘jump’

váakávɪńa váakávɪńɪra varakávɪńɪ varakávɪńɪrɪ ‘dance’

váakavisa váakavisɪra varakavisɪ varakavisɪrɪ ‘hide’

váakávɪt́a váakávɪt́ɪra varakávɪt́ɪ varakávɪt́ɪrɪ ‘pass’

váakágámʊra váakágámʊrɪra varakágámʊrɪ varakágámʊrɪrɪ ‘catch’

váakahɪɪrɪɪta váakahɪɪrɪɪtɪra varakahɪɪrɪɪtɪ varakahɪɪrɪɪtɪrɪ ‘snore’

váakadiginja váakadiginjɪra varakadiginjɪ varakadiginjɪrɪ ‘tickle’

váakáhákiza váakáhákizɪra varakáhákizɪ varakáhákizɪrɪ ‘scorch’

váakavariza váakavarizɪra varakavarizɪ varakavarizɪrɪ ‘count’

váakáfʊ́njɪɪriza váakáfʊ́njɪɪrizɪra varakáfʊ́njɪɪrizɪ varakáfʊ́njɪɪrizɪrɪ ‘smell’

váakamɪnɪɪka váakamɪnɪɪkɪra varakamɪnɪɪkɪ varakamɪnɪɪkɪrɪ ‘be ill’

váakagarʊkiza váakagarʊkizɪra varakagarʊkizɪ varakagarʊkizɪrɪ ‘reverse’

váakarʊʊngikiza váakarʊʊngikizɪra varakarʊʊngikizɪ varakarʊʊngikizɪrɪ ‘straighten’

váakátʊ́ŋaminja váakátʊ́ŋaminjɪra varakátʊ́ŋaminjɪ varakátʊ́ŋaminjɪrɪ ‘invert’

váakasjɛɛna váakasjɛɛnɛra varakasjɛɛnɛ varakasjɛɛnɛrɛ ‘step’

váakárɛ́ɛmba váakárɛ́ɛ́mbɛra varakárɛ́ɛmbɛ varakárɛ́ɛ́mbɛrɛ ‘scold’

váakárɔ́ɔta váakárɔ́ɔ́tɛra varakárɔ́ɔtɛ varakárɔ́ɔ́tɛrɛ ‘dream’

váakasɛka váakasɛkɛra varakasɛkɛ varakasɛkɛrɛ ‘laugh’

váakatɛɛva váakatɛɛvɛra varakatɛɛvɛ varakatɛɛvɛrɛ ‘ask’

váakáhɛ́ɛnza váakáhɛ́ɛ́nzɛra varakáhɛ́ɛnzɛ varakáhɛ́ɛ́nzɛrɛ ‘seek’

váakarɔɔnda váakarɔɔndɛra varakarɔɔndɛ varakarɔɔndɛrɛ ‘follow’

váakárɛ́ɛta váakárɛ́ɛ́tɛra varakárɛ́ɛtɛ varakárɛ́ɛ́tɛrɛ ‘bring’

váakádɛ́ɛka váakádɛ́ɛ́kɛra varakádɛ́ɛkɛ varakádɛ́ɛ́kɛrɛ ‘cook’

váakámɛ́ɲa váakámɛ́ɲɛra varakámɛ́ɲɛ varakámɛ́ɲɛrɛ ‘live’

váakasɔɔma váakasɔɔmɛra varakasɔɔmɛ varakasɔɔmɛrɛ ‘read’

váakávɛ́ga váakávɛ́gɛra varakávɛ́gɛ varakávɛ́gɛrɛ ‘shave’

váakamɔrɔma váakamɔrɔmɛra varakamɔrɔmɛ varakamɔrɔmɛrɛ ‘speak’

váakarɛka váakarɛkɛra varakarɛkɛ varakarɛkɛrɛ ‘stop’

ividujɪrʊ ‘pound’ ivivɛ́gɛrɔ ‘shave’ ivikáragɪrʊ ‘cut’
ivisɔɔmɛrɔ ‘read’ ivivɪńɪrʊ ‘dance’ ivinágɪllʊ ‘catch’
ivisɛɛmbɛllɔ ‘cultivate’ ivirʊʊngɪrʊ ‘season’
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5 Shona
Acute accent indicates H tone and unaccented vowels have L tone. Given the
two sets of data immediately below, what tone rule do the following data
motivate? There are alternations in the form of adjectives, e.g. kurefú, karefú,
marefú all meaning ‘long.’ Adjectives have an agreement prefix, hence ku-refú
marks the form of the adjective in one grammatical class, and so on. In some
cases, the agreement is realized purely as a change in the initial consonant of
the adjective, i.e. gúrú ~ kúrú ~ húrú, which need not be explained.

These data provide further illustration of the operation of this tone rule, which
will help you to state the conditions on the rule correctly.

In the examples below, a second tone rule applies.

bveni ‘baboon’ bveni pfúpi ‘short baboon’
táfura ‘table’ táfura húrú ‘big table’
ʃoko ‘word’ ʃoko bvúpi ‘short word’
ɓadzá ‘hoe’ ɓadzá gúrú ‘big hoe’
zigómaná ‘boy

(augmentative)’
zigómaná gúrú ‘big boy

(augmentative)’
imbá ‘house’ imbá tʃéna ‘clean house’
m̤ará ‘gazelle’ m̤ará tʃéna ‘clean gazelle’
marı́ ‘money’ marı́ tʃéna ‘clean money’
ɓáŋgá ‘knife’ ɓáŋga gúrú ‘big knife’
ɗémó ‘axe’ ɗémo bvúpi ‘short axe’
n̤úmé ‘messenger’ n̤úme pfúpi ‘short messenger’
dʒı́rá ‘cloth’ dʒı́ra dʒéna ‘clean cloth’
hárı́ ‘pot’ hári húrú ‘big pot’
mbúndúdzı́ ‘worms’ mbúndúdzi húrú ‘big worms’
fúma ‘wealth’ fúma tʃéna ‘clean wealth’
ɲı́ka ‘country’ ɲı́ka húrú ‘big country’
hákáta ‘bones’ hákáta pfúpi ‘short bones’
dʒékéra ‘pumpkin’ dʒékéra gúrú ‘big pumpkin’

guɗo ‘baboon’ guɗo rákafá ‘the baboon died’
ɓaɗzá ‘hoe’ ɓadzá rákawá ‘the hoe fell’
nuŋgú ‘porcupine’ nuŋgú jákafá ‘the porcupine

died’
ɓáŋgá ‘knife’ ɓáŋga rákawá ‘the knife fell’
n̤úmé ‘messenger’ n̤úme jákafá ‘the messenger died’
búku ‘book’ búku rákawá ‘the book fell’
mapfeni ‘baboons’ mapfeni makúrú ‘big baboons’
mapadzá ‘hoes’ mapadzá makúrú ‘big hoes’
mapáŋgá ‘knives’ mapáŋgá makúrú ‘big knives’
n̤úmé ‘messenger’ n̤úmé ndefú ‘tall messenger’
matémó ‘axes’ matémó mapfúpi ‘short axes’
mabúku ‘books’ mabúku maʒı́ndʒı́ ‘many books’
tʃitóro ‘store’ tʃitóro tʃikúrú ‘big store’
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What do the following examples show about these tone rules?

6 Guerze
Account for the phonological alternations in the following data from Guerze. Be
sure that you state the order of the rules which you propose, and justify your
conclusion about ordering.

guɗo ‘baboon’ guɗo refú ‘tall baboon’
búku ‘book’ búku refú ‘long book’
ɓadzá ‘hoe’ ɓadzá refú ‘long hoe’
nuŋgú ‘porcupine’ nuŋgú ndefú ‘long porcupine’
maʃoko ‘words’ maʃoko marefú ‘long words’
kuɲı́ka ‘to the land’ kuɲı́ka kurefú ‘to the long land’
mapadzá ‘hoes’ mapadzá márefú ‘long hoes’
kam̤ará ‘gazelle (dim)’ kam̤ará kárefú ‘long gazelle (dim)’
tunuŋgú ‘porcupines (dim)’ tunuŋgú túrefú ‘long porcupines

(dim)’
guɗo ‘baboon’ guɗo gobvú ‘thick baboon’
búku ‘book’ búku gobvú ‘thick book’
ɓadzá ‘hoe’ ɓadzá gobvú ‘thick hoe’
makuɗo ‘baboons’ makuɗo makobvú ‘thick baboons’
mapadzá ‘hoes’ mapadzá mákobvú ‘thick hoes’
tsamba ‘letter’ tsamba n̤ete ‘thin letter’
búku ‘book’ búku ɗete ‘thin book’
ɓadzá ‘hoe’ ɓadzá ɗéte ‘thin hoe’
imbá ‘house’ imbá n̤éte ‘thin house’

ɓáŋgá ‘knife’ ɓáŋgá ɗéte ‘thin knife’
ɗémó ‘axe’ ɗémó ɗéte ‘thin axe’
murúmé ‘person’ murúmé mútete ‘thin person’
kahúnı́ ‘firewood (dim)’ kahúnı́ kárefú ‘long firewood’
matʃı́rá ‘clothes’ matʃı́rá márefú ‘long clothes’
hárı́ ‘pot’ hárı́ n̤éte ‘thin pot’

bamaŋ ‘harp-drum’ bama bo ‘10 harp-drums’
bama dɔnɔ ‘1 harp-drum’ bama nɔɔlu ‘5 harp-drums’
bama ŋudono ‘100 harp-drums’ bama ŋujaa ‘heavy harp-drum’
bʌlʌ ‘yam’ bʌlʌ kujaa ‘long yam’
bʌlʌ lɔɔlu ‘5 yams’ bʌlʌ ɲɔŋɔ ‘bad yam’
bʌlʌ tɛγʌja ‘black yam’ bʌlʌ joγo ‘wet yam’
gbɔŋ ‘wood’ gbɔ naa ‘4 wood pieces’
gbɔ ɲoγo ‘wet wood’ gbɔ nʌnʌ ‘new wood’
hiiŋ ‘design’ hii dɔnɔ ‘1 design’
hii gujaa ‘long design’ hii gʌnʌ ‘big design’
hii naa ‘4 designs’ hii ɲɔŋɔ ‘bad design’
hii nokolo ‘small design’ hʌŋ ‘thing’
hʌ dɛγʌja ‘black thing’ hʌ gʌnʌ ‘big thing’
hʌ ɲoγo ‘wet thing’ hʌ ŋudono ‘100 things’
hʌ ŋujaa ‘heavy thing’ kɨhɨ ‘suitcase’
kɨhɨ kujaa ‘long suitcase’ kɨhɨ lokolo ‘small suitcase’
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7 Catalan
Give phonological rules which account for the following data, and indicate what
ordering is necessary between these rules. For each adjective stem, state what
the underlying form of the root is. Pay attention to the difference between
surface [b, d, g] and [β, ð, γ], in terms of predictability.

kɨhɨ naa ‘4 suitcases’ kɨhɨ tɔnɔ ‘1 suitcase’
kɨhɨ wujaa ‘heavy suitcase’ lii ‘heart’
lii kʌnʌ ‘big heart’ lii ɲɔŋɔ ‘bad heart’
lii ŋudono ‘100 hearts’ ɲɨŋ ‘tooth’
ɲɨ bo ‘10 teeth’ ɲɨ dɛγʌja ‘black tooth’
ɲɨ gujaa ‘long tooth’ ɲɨ nɔɔlu ‘5 teeth’
ɲɨ ɲɔŋɔ ‘bad tooth’ ɲɨ nʌnʌ ‘new tooth’
ɲɨ ŋujaa ‘heavy tooth’ tɛɛ ‘chicken’
tɛɛ kujaa ‘long chicken’ tɛɛ lɔɔlu ‘5 chickens’
tɛɛ lokolo ‘small chicken’ tɛɛ nʌnʌ ‘new chicken’
tɛɛ ŋudono ‘100 chickens’ tɛɛ po ‘10 chickens’
tɛɛ tɛγʌja ‘black chicken’ tɛɛ joγo ‘wet chicken’
jaba ‘onion’ jaba kʌnʌ ‘big onion’
jaba naa ‘4 onions’ jaba nʌnʌ ‘new onion’
jaba po ‘10 onions’ jaba tɔnɔ ‘1 onion’
jaba wujaa ‘heavy onion’

Masc sg Fem sg Masc sg Fem sg
əkelj əkeljə ‘that’ mal malə ‘bad’
siβil siβilə ‘civil’ əskerp əskerpə ‘shy’
ʃop ʃopə ‘drenched’ sεk sεkə ‘dry’
əspεs əspεsə ‘thick’ gros grosə ‘large’
baʃ baʃə ‘short’ koʃ koʃə ‘lame’
tot totə ‘all’ brut brutə ‘dirty’
pɔk pɔkə ‘little’ prəsis prəsizə ‘precise’
frənses frənsezə ‘French’ gris grizə ‘grey’
kəzat kəzaðə ‘married’ bwit bwiðə ‘empty’
rɔtʃ rɔʒə ‘red’ botʃ boʒə ‘crazy’
orp orβə ‘blind’ ljark ljarγə ‘long’
sek seγə ‘blind’ fəʃuk fəʃuγə ‘heavy’
grok groγə ‘yellow’ puruk puruγə ‘fearful’
kandit kandiðə ‘candid’ frεt frεðə ‘cold’
səγu səγurə ‘sure’ du durə ‘hard’
səγəðo səγəðorə ‘reaper’ kla klarə ‘clear’
nu nuə ‘nude’ kru kruə ‘raw’
flɔɲdʒu flɔɲdʒə ‘soft’ dropu dropə ‘lazy’
əgzaktə əgzaktə ‘exact’ əlβi əlβinə ‘albino’
sa sanə ‘healthy’ pla planə ‘level’
bo bonə ‘good’ sərε sərεnə ‘calm’
suβlim suβlimə ‘sublime’ al altə ‘tall’
fɔr fɔrtə ‘strong’ kur kurtə ‘short’
sor sorðə ‘deaf’ bεr bεrðə ‘green’
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8 Finnish
Propose rules which will account for the following alternations. It would be best
not to write a lot of rules which go directly from underlying forms to surface
forms in one step; instead, propose a sequence of rules whose combined effect
brings about the change in the underlying form. Pay attention to what
consonants actually exist in the language.

Genitive sg Nom sg Nom pl Ablative sg Essive sg
kanadan kanada kanadat kanadalta kanadana ‘Canada’
kirjan kirja kirjat kirjalta kirjana ‘book’
aamun aamu aamut aamulta aamuna ‘morning’
talon talo talot talolta talona ‘house’
koiran koira koirat koiralta koirana ‘dog’
hyvæn hyvæ hyvæt hyvæltæ hyvænæ ‘good’
kuvan kuva kuvat kuvalta kuvana ‘picture’
lain laki lait lailta lakina ‘roof’
nælæn nælkæ nælæt nælæltæ nælkænæ ‘hunger’
jalan jalka jalat jalalta jalkana ‘leg’
leuan leuka leuat leualta leukana ‘chin’
paran parka parat paralta parkana ‘poor’
reiæn reikæ reiæt reiæltæ reikænæ ‘hole’
nahan nahka nahat nahalta nahkana ‘hide’
vihon vihko vihot viholta vihkona ‘notebook’
laihan laiha laihat laihalta laihana ‘lean’
avun apu avut avulta apuna ‘help’
halvan halpa halvat halvalta halpana ‘cheap’
orvon orpo orvot orvolta orpona ‘orphan’
leivæn leipæ leivæt leivæltæ leipænæ ‘bread’
pæivæn pæivæ pæivæt pæivæltæ pæivænæ ‘day’
kilvan kilpa kilvat kilvalta kilpana ‘competition’
kylvyn kylpy kylvyt kylvyltæ kylpynæ ‘bath’
tavan tapa tavat tavalta tapana ‘manner’
korvan korva korvat korvalta korvana ‘ear’
æidin æiti æidit æidiltæ æitinæ ‘mother’
kodin koti kodit kodilta kotina ‘home’
muodon muoto muodot muodolta muotona ‘form’
tædin tæti tædit tædiltæ tætinæ ‘aunt’
kadun katu kadut kadulta katuna ‘street’
maidon maito maidot maidolta maitona ‘milk’
pøydæn pøytæ pøydæt pøydæltæ pøytænæ ‘table’
tehdyn tehty tehdyt tehdyltæ tehtynæ ‘made’
læmmøn læmpø læmmøt læmmøltæ læmpønæ ‘warmth’
laŋŋan laŋka laŋŋat laŋŋalta laŋkana ‘thread’
sæŋŋyn sæŋky sæŋŋyt sæŋŋyltæ sæŋkynæ ‘bed’

san santə ‘saint’ kəlεn kəlεntə ‘hot’
prufun prufundə ‘deep’ fəkun fəkundə ‘fertile’
dəsen dəsentə ‘decent’ dulen dulentə ‘bad’
əstuðian əstuðiantə ‘student’ blaŋ blaŋkə ‘white’
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Further reading
Anderson 1974; Chomsky 1967; Goldsmith 1990b; Kiparsky 1968a; Koutsoudas, Sanders, and Noll 1974.

hinnan hinta hinnat hinnalta hintana ‘price’
linnun lintu linnut linnulta lintuna ‘bird’
opinnon opinto opinnot opinnolta opintona ‘study’
rannan ranta rannat rannalta rantana ‘shore’
luonnon luonto luonnot luonnolta luontona ‘nature’
punnan punta punnat punnalta puntana ‘pound’
tunnin tunti tunnit tunnilta tuntina ‘hour’
kunnon kunto kunnot kunnolta kuntona ‘condition’
kannun kannu kannut kannulta kannuna ‘can’
linnan linna linnat linnalta linnana ‘castle’
tumman tumma tummat tummalta tummana ‘dark’
auriŋŋon auriŋko auriŋŋot auriŋŋolta auriŋkona ‘sun’
reŋŋin reŋki reŋŋit reŋŋiltæ reŋkinæ ‘farm hand’
vaŋŋin vaŋki vaŋŋit vaŋŋilta vaŋkina ‘prisoner’
kellon kello kellot kellolta kellona ‘watch’
kellan kelta kellat kellalta keltana ‘yellow’
sillan silta sillat sillalta siltana ‘bridge’
kullan kulta kullat kullalta kultana ‘gold’
virran virta virrat virralta virtana ‘stream’
parran parta parrat parralta partana ‘beard’
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CHAPTER

6 Doing an
analysis

PREVIEW

This chapter explores a subset of the phonologies of

a number of languages. The purpose of this chapter is

to make explicit the reasoning typically applied to the task

of solving a phonology problem. By studying models of

problem solving, you not only better understand the logic

of problem solving, you will also gain experience with

rules and issues regarding underlying representations

encountered in the languages of the world.

KEY TERMS
hypothesis
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Analyzing a system of phonological alternations is not trivial: it requires
practice, where you gain experience by solving phonological problems of
increasing complexity, experience which facilitates subsequent problem
solving. The wider your experience is with actual phonological processes
and problem solving, the better able you will be to appreciate what
processes are common in the languages of the world, and to understand
the dynamics of hypothesis formation, testing, and revision. The first
analyses given here will be more explicit about the reasoning that goes
into solving data sets of this nature, in some cases deliberately going
down the wrong analytical path, so that you have the opportunity to
recognize the wrong path, and see how to get back on the right path. In
practice, many of the calculations that are involved here are done without
explicitly thinking about it – once you have suitable experience with
problem solving.

6.1 Yawelmani

Our first problem involves alternations in the verb paradigm in the
Yawelmani dialect of Yokuts (California).

6.1.1 The data
Three phonological rules will be motivated by the following examples:
vowel epenthesis, vowel shortening, and vowel harmony. It is not obvious
what the underlying representation of verb roots is, so besides finding the
rules we must make decisions about underlying forms.

(1) Nonfuture Imperative Dubitative Passive aorist
xathin xatk’a xatal xatit ‘eat’
dubhun dubk’a dubal dubut ‘lead by hand’
xilhin xilk’a xilal xilit ‘tangle’
k’oʔhin k’oʔk’o k’oʔol k’oʔit ‘throw’

doshin dosk’o do:sol do:sit ‘report’
ʂaphin ʂapk’a ʂa:pal ʂa:pit ‘burn’
lanhin lank’a la:nal la:nit ‘hear’
mek’hin mek’k’a me:k’al me:k’it ‘swallow’

wonhin wonk’o wo:nol wo:nit ‘hide’
p’axathin p’axatk’a p’axa:tal p’axa:tit ‘mourn’
hiwethin hiwetk’a hiwe:tal hiwe:tit ‘walk’
ʔopothin ʔopotk’o ʔopo:tol ʔopo:tit ‘arise from bed’
jawalhin jawalk’a jawa:lal jawa:lit ‘follow’

paʔiʈhin paʔiʈk’a paʔʈal paʔʈit ‘fight’
ʔilikhin ʔilikk’a ʔilkal ʔilkit ‘sing’
logiwhin logiwk’a logwol logwit ‘pulverize’
ʔugunhun ʔugunk’a ʔugnal ʔugnut ‘drink’
lihimhin lihimk’a lihmal lihmit ‘run’
ʔajijhin ʔajijk’a ʔajjal ʔajjit ‘pole a boat’
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6.1.2 The first step: morphology
First we need a morphological analysis of the data. In a simple case, this
involves looking at columns and rows of data, and figuring out which sub-
parts of words are consistently present with one meaning, and which
other subparts are consistently present with other meanings. This task
is more complicated when the surface shape of roots and affixes changes
due to phonological rules. We cannot provide a definitive morphological
analysis of these data without knowing what the phonological system is,
and certainty as to the phonological rules is impossible without knowing
the morphological analysis. We break out of this seeming circle by
adopting – and constantly revising in the face of new evidence – a prelim-
inary and less precise analysis of the phonology and morphology.
Improvement in the underlying representations should result in better
rules, and as we refine the system of rules, the nature of the underlying
distinctions becomes clearer.
In this case, four suffixes are added to roots, -hin ~ -hun ‘nonfuture,’ -k’a

~ -k’o ‘imperative,’ -al ~ -ol ‘dubitative’, and -it ~ -ut ‘passive aorist.’ The
notation -hin ~ -hun indicates that the suffix is pronounced either as -hin or
as -hun. We need to discover when one form versus the other is used, and
express that relation in terms of an underlying form and a rule changing
the underlying form.

Stem variants. Some stems have only one surface shape: xat- ‘eat,’ dub-
‘lead by hand,’ xil- ‘tangle,’ and k’oʔ- ‘throw,’ so the most natural assump-
tion would be that these are the underlying forms for these particular
stems (this assumption may turn out to be wrong, but it is a good starting
assumption). Most stems in the data set have two surface manifestations.
An important first step in understanding the rules of the language is to
identify the alternations in the data, and one way to make the alternations
explicit is to list the phonetic variants of each stem.

(2) dos ~ do:s ‘report’ ʂap ~ ʂa:p ‘burn’
lan ~ la:n ‘hear’ mek’ ~ me:k’ ‘swallow’

won ~ wo:n ‘hide’ p’axat ~ p’axa:t ‘mourn’
hiwet ~ hiwe:t ‘walk’ ʔopot ~ ʔopo:t ‘arise from bed’
jawal ~ jawa:l ‘follow’ paʔiʈ ~ paʔʈ ‘fight’
ʔilik ~ ʔilk ‘sing’ logiw ~ logw ‘pulverize’
ʔugun ~ ʔugn ‘drink’ lihim ~ lihm ‘run’
ʔajij ~ ʔajj ‘pole a boat’ t’ojix ~ t’ojx ‘give medicine’

t’ojixhin t’ojixk’a t’ojxol t’ojxit ‘give medicine’
luk’ulhun luk’ulk’a luk’lal luk’lut ‘bury’
so:nilhin so:nilk’a sonlol sonlit ‘put on back’
ʔa:milhin ʔa:milk’a ʔamlal ʔamlit ‘help’
mo:jinhin mo:jink’a mojnol mojnit ‘become tired’
ʂa:lik’hin ʂa:lik’k’a ʂalk’al ʂalk’it ‘wake up’
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In these cases, decisions must be made regarding the underlying forms.

Suffix variants. We must decide what the underlying form of each
suffix is, and they all have two surface variants in terms of their vowel:
either a nonrounded vowel or a rounded vowel. For each suffix, we group
the verbs in terms of which variant of the suffix is used with them.

(3)

6.1.3 Identifying phonological regularities
Vowel harmony. Having grouped the examples in this fashion, a phono-
logical regularity can be detected. For the suffix hin ~ hun, the vowel u
appears when the preceding vowel is u, and i appears in the suffix after
any other vowel. The suffix it ~ ut obeys this same rule. The suffixes k’a ~
k’o and al ~ ol have the vowel o after o. This can be explained by positing a
rule of vowel harmony between the suffix vowel and whatever vowel
precedes it, where /a/ assimilates to /o/ and /i/ assimilates to /u/.

(4)

The variable notation – αhigh. . . αhigh. . . – expresses the condition that the
vowels must have the same value of [high], i.e. the harmonizing vowel
must be [+high] after a [+high] round vowel, and [-high] after a [-high]
round vowel, in order for the harmony rule to apply.

-hin xat, xil, k’oʔ, dos, ʂap, lan, mek’, won, p’axat, hiwet, ʔopot,
jawal, paʔiʈ, ʔilik, logiw, lihim, ʔajij, t’ojix, so:nil, ʔa:mil,
mo:jin, ʂa:lik’

-hun dub, ʔugun, luk’ul
-k’a xat, dub, xil, ʂap, lan, mek’, p’axat, hiwet, jawal, paʔiʈ,

ʔilik, logiw, ʔugun, lihim, ʔajij, t’ojix, luk’ul, so:nil, ʔa:mil,
mo:jin, ʂa:lik’

-k’o k’oʔ, dos, won, ʔopot
-al xat, dub, xil, ʂa:p, la:n, me:k’, p’axa:t, hiwe:t, jawa:l, paʔʈ,

ʔilk, ʔugn, lihm, ʔajj, luk’l, ʔaml, ʂalk’
-ol k’oʔ, do:s, wo:n, ʔopo:t, logw, t’ojx, sonl, mojn
-it xat, xil, k’oʔ, do:s, ʂa:p, la:n, me:k’, wo:n, p’axa:t, hiwe:t,

ʔopo:t, jawa:l, paʔʈ, ʔilk, logw, lihm, ʔajj, t’ojx, sonl, ʔaml,
mojn, ʂalk’

-ut dub, ʔugn, luk’l

luk’ul ~ luk’l ‘bury’ so:nil ~ sonl ‘put on back’
ʔa:mil ~ ʔaml ‘help’ mo:jin ~ mojn ‘become tired’
ʂa:lik’ ~ ʂalk’ ‘wake up’

—C
O

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

V
αhigh ⎢

⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥
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+round

[ ]+ round→ /
V
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Vowel shortening. The next problem to tackle is the variation in the
shape of the stem. A useful next step in trying to analyze that variation is
to see whether the variants can be arranged into a small number of
groups, organized according to the nature of the difference between the
two stem shapes. In looking for such an organization, notice that some
stems alternate in terms of having long versus short vowels, and in terms
of having versus lacking a second vowel. Accordingly, we organize the
data into the following classes of stem alternations (including the class of
stems which have no alternation).

(5)

The initial hypothesis is that the invariant CVC stems have the underlying
shape CVC. If there is no reason to make the underlying form be different
from the surface form, the two forms should be assumed to be identical.
Building on that decision, we will now set forth a hypothesis for stems
which vary in shape between CVC and CV:C. It is highly unlikely that
these stems also have the underlying shape CVC, since that would make it
hard to account for stems such as /xat/ which are invariant CVC. We could
not predict whether a stem vowel is supposed to have a length alternation
or not, and the reasoning that leads to hypothesizing an underlying
distinction /xat/ vs. /do:s/ which is contextually neutralized is exactly the
same as that which leads to hypothesizing that in Russian (discussed in
chapter 4) the word for ‘time’ is underlyingly /raz/ and for ‘forest’ it is /les/.
Given the conclusion that stems like do:s ~ dos have an underlying CV:C

form, under what circumstance is the underlyingly long vowel of the stem
shortened? Taking /do:s/ as a representative, and mechanically combining
the assumed underlying stemwithwhat we take to be the underlying form
of the suffix, we arrive at the following underlying and surface relations.

(6)

The change of /a/ to [o] is due to vowel harmony. There is also a change in
vowel length before k’a and hin, and not before -al and -it. These suffixes
are distinguished by whether they begin with a consonant or a vowel, thus
whether combining the stem and suffix would result in the sequence
V:CC. Scanning the entire data set reveals an important generalization,
that a long vowel is always followed by CV, that is, a long vowel only

underlying do:s-hin do:s-k’a do:s-al do:s-it
surface doshin dosk’o do:sol do:sit

CVC - xat, dub, xil, k’oʔ
CVC ~ CV:C – dos ~ do:s, ʂap ~ ʂa:p, lan ~ la:n, mek’ ~ me:k’,

won ~ wo:n
CVCVC ~ CVCV:C – p’axat ~ p’axa:t, hiwet ~ hiwe:t, ʔopot ~ ʔopo:t,

jawal ~ jawa:l
CVCVC ~ CVCC – paʔiʈ ~ paʔʈ, ʔilik ~ ʔilk, logiw ~ logw, ʔugun

~ ʔugn, lihim ~ lihm, ʔajij ~ ʔajj, t’ojix ~ t’ojx,
luk’ul ~ luk’l

CV:CVC ~ CVCC – so:nil ~ sonl, ʔa:mil ~ ʔaml, mo:jin ~ mojn,
ʂa:lik’ ~ ʂalk’
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occurs in an open syllable. The discovery of this generalization allows us
to posit the following vowel shortening rule.

(7) V! [-long]/ __ CC

This rule is all that is needed to explain both the invariant CVC stems and
the alternating CV:C ~ CVC stems. Underlyingly /do:s-hin/ undergoes (7)
and gives the surface form [doshin] – all other forms preserve the under-
lying length of the vowel. The existence of this rule also explains why we
do not find the surface sequence V:CC – a long vowel before a cluster of
two consonants – anywhere in the data, as such sequences undergo vowel
shortening.
We turn next to the stems with the shape CVCVC ~ CVCV:C such as p’axat

~ p’axa:t. Since we have already encountered a rule which accounts for
alternations in vowel length, we should immediately suspect that this
length alternation is the same as the one just accounted for in CV:C ~ CVC
stems. When we inspect the contexts where the long-vowel variant occurs,
we see that there are long vowels when a vowel-initial suffix is added, and
short vowels when a consonant-initial suffix is added. In other words, these
stems are virtually the same as /CV:C/ stems, except that they have the
underlying shape /CVCV:C/. We initially hypothesized that there was a rule
of vowel shortening based on /CV:C/ stems, and that rule nicely handled
those data. The way we formulated that rule was quite general, since it only
said “shorten a long vowel before two consonants.” Such a statement
predicts that, if there are other stem shapes such as /CVCV:C/, they too will
undergo that rule.We have now discovered that such stems do undergo the
shortening rule, providing independent support for that rule.

Epenthesis. This reduces the unsolved part of the problem to two
remaining classes of stems. In one of those, there is an alternation between
presence versus absence of a vowel, and in the second group there is an
alternation in vowel length as well as an alternation in the presence versus
lack of a vowel in the second syllable; this should make us suspect that the
vowel shortening rule applies to the second of these sets. Concentrating on
the contexts where the stem has the shape CV(:)CVC as opposed to the
shape CVCC, we notice that CV(:)CVC appears before consonant-initial
suffixes and CVCC appears before vowel-initial suffixes. We do not know
at this point whether the second vowel is underlyingly part of the stem and
is deleted in one context, or whether the vowel is inserted in a different
context. Therefore, we will consider both possibilities: consideration of
alternative hypotheses is an essential part of problem solving.
First suppose that the vowel is not part of the underlying representation

of the stem. In that case, we assume the following representations

(8) underlying ʔilk-hin ʔilk-k’a ʔilk-al ʔilk-it
surface ʔilik-hin ʔilik-k’a ʔilk-al ʔilk-it

underlying ʂa:lk’-hin ʂa:lk’-k’a ʂa:lk’-al ʂa:lk’-it
surface ʂa:lik’-hin ʂa:lik’-k’a ʂalk’-al ʂalk’-it
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Focusing on the hypothesized underlying representations where a vowel
might be inserted, we notice that a vowel appears only where the under-
lying representation has a sequence of three consonants. Looking at all of
the data, we notice that there are no surface sequences of three or more
consonants, making such an epenthesis approach plausible.
In order for an epenthesis solution to work, the actual quality of the

inserted vowel must be completely predictable. If we were to discover that
the quality of the second vowel is unpredictable, then it would necessarily
be part of the underlying representation since unpredictble information
must be in the underlying form. The vowel in the second syllable is always
high, and is round when the preceding vowel is high and round. In other
words, the vowel in question is a high vowel whose backness and round-
ness is predictable, given the rule of vowel harmony, and thus the vowel is
fully predictable. Given the harmony rule, we can assume that the second
vowel is i. It is then possible to account for these examples by applying the
following rule of epenthesis.

(9)

Given (9), the underlying form of the CVCiC ~ CVCC stems would be
/CVCC/ and the underlying form of the CV:CiC ~ CVCC stems would
be /CV:CC/. For stems like /ʔilk/, epenthesis applies to underlying
/CVCC+CV(C)/ to give surface [CVCiC+CV(C)]: /ʔilk-hin/ ! [ʔilikhin]. The
alternant CVCC before VC suffixes ~ [ʔilkal] ~ directly reflects the under-
lying form.
For /CV:CC/ stems like /ʂa:lk’/, epenthesis will also apply to underlying

/CV:CC+CV(C)/, giving the surface form [CV:CiC+CV(C)]: /ʂa:lk-hin/ ! [ʂa:
likhin]. When a VC suffix is added to such stems, there is no epenthesis,
but we do find shortening of the underlyingly long vowel which
stands before a consonant cluster: (/ʂa:lkal/ ! [ʂalkal]). The rules of vowel
harmony, epenthesis, and vowel shortening, combined with our analy-
ses of underlying representations, account for all aspects of the data
in (1). We conclude that epenthesis is a possible account of these
alternations.
The preceding analysis has assumed a rule of epenthesis based on

underlying representations of the form /CVCC/ and /CV:CC/, but we should
explore the competing hypothesis that the vowel found in these stems is
not inserted, and is part of the underlying representation. Under that
hypothesis, underlying representations of the relevant stems would be
the following.

(10) paʔit, ʔilik, logiw, ʔugun, lihim, ʔajij, t’ojix, luk’ul so:nil, ʔa:mil, mo:
jin, ʂa:lik’

Presuming that these are the underlying stems, a rule of vowel deletion is
required to explain the discrepancy between surface and underlying
forms, which can be seen in (11).

+high[ ]
→Ø __V / C CC
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(11)

In forms which involve an alternation between a vowel and∅, the context
for vowel deletion would initially appear to be in an open syllable. This
statement would produce too general a rule, since there are many vowels
in open syllables, viz. xatal, k’oʔit, do:sit, p’axathin, and p’axa:tal among
others. In some of these, deletion of a vowel would lead to a word-initial
consonant cluster, i.e. we would predict *xtal, *k’ʔit, *dsit, *p’xathin, and
*p’xa:tal, and we see no word-initial clusters of consonants. If we are to
have vowel deletion, the rule must be restricted from creating such
clusters, so one way to enforce that requirement is to require the target
of deletion to be preceded by the sequence VC. Thus, we might hypothe-
size the following syncope rule, one found in many languages.

(12) V ! Ø / VC _ CV

This rule still makes incorrect predictions, since in fact there are vowels in
the context VC_CV, as shown by forms such as p’axa:tal, ʔopo:tit, which
according to (12) should be deleted. Since all such examples involve long
vowels, it is a simple matter to restrict the assumed deletion rule to short
vowels.

(13)

With this rule of vowel syncope, the problem of vowel ~ Ø alternations
can also be accounted for. The remaining details of the analysis are exactly
the same as they are under the assumption that there is a rule of vowel
insertion.

6.1.4 Evaluating alternatives
In terms of simply generating the data, both the syncope and epenthesis
analyses work. The question then becomes, is there a reason to choose one
of these hypotheses over the other? It is entirely possible that we will not
be able to come up with any compelling reasons for selecting one analysis
over the other, in which case we must simply accept the fact that there are
two equally plausible ways to account for the facts. As far as the simpli-
city, naturalness, and generality of the two analyses is concerned, neither
theory is superior to the other. Processes inserting vowels to break up CCC
clusters are very common, as are rules of syncope which delete short
vowels in the context VC_CV.
We should also consider the factual predictions of the two analyses. The

epenthesis analysis predicts that there should be no CCC sequences in the
language, and this appears to be correct. On the other hand, the syncope

underlying so:nil-hin so:nil-k’a so:nil-ol so:nil-it
surface so:nil-hin so:nil-k’a sonl-ol sonl-it

underlying luk’ul-hun luk’ul-k’a luk’ul-al luk’ul-ut
surface luk’ul-hun luk’ul-k’a luk’l-al luk’l-ut

− long[ ]
→ __Ø / VCV CV
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analysis predicts that there should be no short vowels in the context
VC_CV, which also appears to be correct. Interestingly, neither account
actuallymakes the prediction of the competing analysis – so, the epenthesis
analysis does not preclude the existence of short vowels in the VC_CV
context, and the syncope analysis does not preclude the existence of CCC
sequences. If it turns out that there are CCC sequences in the language, the
epenthesis solution will probably have to be rejected; whereas if there are
VCVCV sequences in the language, the syncope analysis will probably have
to be rejected. This would motivate further research into the language, to
determine if one of these analyses makes a bad prediction.
A related issue to consider is the question of “coincidence,” in terms of

assumed underlying representations. In lieu of a specific rule which
restricts the occurrence of phonemes in some environment, we expect
phonemes to combinewithout any constraints. Clearly theremust be some
constraints on underlying representations in Yawelmani, since, for
example, we do not find underlying representations such as /ioate/ with
sequences of vowels. In this case, there is nomotivation from phonological
alternations to suspect that theremight be underlying forms such as /ioate/.
As far as logical possibilities in underlying forms are concerned for the
issue at hand – epenthesis versus deletion – both analyses result in system-
atic gaps in the logically possible underlying forms. Under the epenthesis
analysis, there are apparently no stems of the underlying form /CVCVC/,
although there are stems of the form /CVCV:C/. Under the syncope analysis,
we notice that all short second-syllable vowels in disyllabic stems are in fact
/i/ (surface [u] in some cases, in accordance with vowel harmony).
At this point, it is impossible to give strong arguments in favor of one

analysis over another, so we accept this indeterminacy for now. The
fundamental point is that each analysis implies a set of predictions about
possible and impossible forms in the language, and these predictions need
to be tested against the available data. In this case, we have not been able
to determine that one theory is clearly superior to the other. The main
research problem which we face is that the corpus of data from Yawel-
mani available to us at this point is restricted, so we cannot know whether
generalizations which we extract about the language based on this par-
ticular corpus are representative of the language as a whole. Even if we
had access to a reference grammar for the language, there is some chance
that our empirical generalizations based on the data from that grammar
would not hold for the whole language, if the author of the grammar were
not aware of all relevant types of examples.

6.2 Hehe

The following data illustrate phonological processes of Hehe (Tanzania).
Each noun is in one of fifteen numbered noun classes, like genders in
French or German. The class of a noun is marked by a prefix. The goal is to
determine the underlying form of stems and prefixes, and explain the
processes at work in these data.
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6.2.1 The data
Here are the relevant data from nouns.

(14) Class 1
mutesi ‘trapper’ mulagusi ‘sorcerer’
mutelesi ‘cook’ muɲwi ‘drinker’
mwiimbi ‘singer’ mweendi ‘one who likes people’
mwaasi ‘builder’ moogofi ‘one who is afraid’
moofusi ‘one who washes’ muutsi ‘one who comes’

Class 2
vatesi ‘trappers’ valagusi ‘sorcerers’
vatelesi ‘cooks’ vaɲwi ‘drinkers’
viimbi ‘singers’ veendi ‘ones who like people’
vaasi ‘builders’ woogofi ‘ones who are afraid’
woofusi ‘ones who wash’ wuutsi ‘ones who come’

Class 3
muhoomi ‘cow hump’ muhogo ‘cassava’
mufuniko ‘cover’ muvili ‘body’
mwiina ‘hole’ mwiigiigi ‘shadow’

mweenda ‘cloth’ mooto ‘fire’
muuɲi ‘salt’

Class 4
mihoomi ‘cow humps’ mihogo ‘cassavas’
mifuniko ‘covers’ mivili ‘bodies’
miina ‘holes’ miigiigi ‘shadows’
mjeenda ‘cloths’ mjooto ‘fires’
mjuuɲi ‘salts’

Class 6
mavafi ‘hairy caterpillars’ masaasi ‘bullets’
maboga ‘pumpkins’ majaji ‘legs’
miino ‘teeth’ miiho ‘eyes’

Class 7
kigidi ‘waist’ kingaamba ‘sweet potato’
kisogo ‘back of head’ tʃuula ‘frog’
tʃuunga ‘wet lowland’ tʃaanga ‘grave’
kifuniko ‘tiny cover’ kivili ‘tiny body’
kihoomi ‘tiny cow hump’ kivafi ‘tiny hairy caterpillar’
tʃooto ‘tiny fire’ tʃeenda ‘tiny cloth’
tʃuuɲu ‘tiny salt’ kiiho ‘tiny eye’
kiina ‘tiny hole’ kiigiigi ‘tiny shadow’

Class 8
figidi ‘waists’ fingaamba ‘sweet potatoes’
fisogo ‘backs of head’ fjuula ‘frogs’
fjuunga ‘wet lowlands’ fjaanga ‘graves’
fifuniko ‘tiny covers’ fivili ‘tiny bodies’
fihoomi ‘tiny cow humps’ fivafi ‘tiny hairy caterpillars’
fjooto ‘tiny fires’ fjeenda ‘tiny cloths’
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6.2.2 Morphological analysis
As always, a preliminary morphological analysis is the first step in solving
this phonology problem. Each noun has some prefix that marks noun
class, followed by a stem. We also see, comparing nouns in various classes,
that the same stems can appear in different classes, so for example class 3
mu-hoomi ‘cow hump’ is clearly related to class 4 mu-hoomi ‘cow humps’ –
singulars and plurals are marked by changes in class; class 11 lu-teefu ‘reed
mat’ is clearly related to ka-teefu ‘small mat’ and tu-teefu ‘small mats.’ The
class prefixes have a number of phonetic manifestations, so we find mu-,
mw-, and m- for classes 1 and 3, va, v-, and w- for class 2, mi-, mj-, and m- for
class 4, ma- and m- for class 6, ki- and tʃ- for class 7, fi- and fj- for class 8, lu-
and lw- for class 11, ka- and k- for class 12, tu- and tw- for class 13, and wu-,
w- for class 14.

6.2.3 Phonological alternations
Noun stems fall in two groups in terms of phonological processes: those
which begin with a consonant, and those beginning with a vowel.
Examples of stems which begin with a consonant are -tesi (cf. mu-tesi,

fjuuɲu ‘tiny salts’ fiiho ‘tiny eyes’
fiina ‘tiny holes’ fiigiigi ‘tiny shadows’

Class 11
luteefu ‘reed mat’ lupava ‘stirring stick’
lutego ‘trap’ ludali ‘power
luhaanga ‘sand’ lwiimbo ‘song’
lweendo ‘loving’ lwaaniko ‘dry stuff
lwiifwi ‘chameleon’

Class 12
kateefu ‘small mat’ kakoongo ‘small wound’
kafuniko ‘small cover’ kangaamba ‘small sweet potato’
kaasi ‘small builder’ kiimbi ‘small singer’
kaanga ‘small grave’ kooto ‘small file’
kuula ‘small frog’ kuunga ‘small wet lowland’

Class 13
tuteefu ‘small mats’ tukoongo ‘small wounds’
tufuniko ‘small covers’ tungaamba ‘small sweet potatoes’
twaasi ‘small builders’ twiimbi ‘small singers’
twaanga ‘small graves’ tooto ‘small files’
tuula ‘small frogs’ tuunga ‘small wet lowlands’

Class 14
wuvaso ‘sleeping place’ wulime ‘cultivating’
wugali ‘porridge’ wutiitu ‘blackness’
weelu ‘whiteness’ wuumi ‘life’
woogofu ‘fear’ wiijooga ‘mushroom’

waangufu ‘speed’
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va-tesi) and -lagusi (cf. mu-lagusi, va-lagusi); examples of stems which begin
with vowels are -iimbi (cf. mw-iimbi, v-iimbi) and -eendi (mw-eendi, v-eendi).
The best phonological information about the nature of the prefix is
available from its form before a consonant, so our working hypothesis is
that the underlying form of the noun prefix is that found before a
consonant it preserves more information.
As we try to understand the phonological changes found with vowel-

initial stems, it is helpful to look for a general unity behind these changes.
One important generalization about the language, judging from the data,
is that there are no vowel sequences (what may seem to be sequences such
as ii, ee are not sequences, but are the orthographic representation of
single long-vowel segments). Given the assumption that the prefixes for
classes 1 and 2 are respectively /mu/ and /va/, the expected underlying
forms of the words for ‘singer’ and ‘singers’ would be /muiimbi/ and /va-
iimbi/. These differ from the surface forms [mw-iimbi] and [v-iimbi]: in the
case of /mu-iimbi/, underlying /u/ has become [w], and in the case of
underlying /va-iimbi/, underlying [a] has been deleted. In both cases, the
end result is that an underlying cluster of vowels has been eliminated.

Glide formation versus vowel deletion. Now we should ask, why is a
vowel deleted in one case but turned into a glide in another case? The
answer lies in the nature of the prefix vowel. The vowel /u/ becomes the
glide [w], and the only difference between u and w is that the former is
syllabic (a vowel) where the latter is nonsyllabic. The low vowel /a/, on the
other hand, does not have a corresponding glide in this language (or in
any language). In other words, a rule of glide formation simply could not
apply to /a/ and result in a segment of the language.
To make progress in solving the problem, we need to advance hypoth-

eses and test them against the data. We therefore assume the following
rules of glide formation and vowel deletion.

(15)

(16) V! ∅/_V a-deletion

By ordering (16) after (15), we can make (16) very general, since (15) will
have already eliminated other vowel sequences. At this point, we can
simply go through the data from top to bottom, seeing whether we are
able to account for the examples with no further rules – or, we may find
that other rules become necessary.
For nouns in class 1, the examples mw-iimbi, mw-eendi, and mw-aasi are

straightforward, deriving from /mu-iimbi/, /mu-eendi/, and /mu-aasi/. The
forms m-oogofi, m-oofusi, and m-uuci presumably derive from /mu-oogofi/
and /mu-oofusi/ and /mu-uuci/. The vowel /u/ has been deleted, which
seems to run counter to our hypothesis that high vowels become glides

glide formation[ ]+high

v v[ ]/-syl→
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before vowels. It is possible that there is another rule that deletes /u/
before a round vowel.

(17)

We could also consider letting the glide formation rule apply and then
explain the difference /mu-aasi/ ! mw-aasi vs. /mu-oofusi/ ! m-oofusi by
subjecting derived mw-oofusi to a rule deleting w before a round vowel.

(18) w! ∅/_[+round] w-deletion

Thus we must keep in mind two hypotheses regarding /u+o/ and /u+u/
sequences.

v-rounding. Now consider class 2. In stems beginning with a vowel, we
easily explain v-iimbi, v-eendi, and v-aasi from va-iimbi, va-eendi, and va-aasi,
where a-deletion applies. Something else seems to be happening in
w-oogofi, w-oofusi, and w-uuci from va-oogofi, va-oofusi, and va-uutsi. Applica-
tion of a-deletion would yield v-oogofi, v-oofusi, and v-uutsi, which differ
from the surface forms only in the replacement of v by w. Since this
process takes place before a round vowel, we conjecture that there may
be an assimilation rule such as the following.

(19)

If there is such a rule in the language, it would eliminate any sequences
vu, vo: and the data contain no such sequences. There is still a problem to
address, that w-deletion (18) should apply to woogofi but it does not – the
surface form is not *[oogofi]. Two explanations are available. One is that v-
rounding is ordered after w-deletion, so at the stage where w-deletion
would apply, this word has the shape voogofi and not woogofi (so w-deletion
cannot apply). The other is that (18) needs to be revised, so that it only
deletes a postconsonantal w before a round vowel.

(20)

Our decision-making criteria are not stringent enough that we can defini-
tively choose between these solutions, so we will leave this question open
for the time being.

Moving to other classes, the nouns in class 3 present no problems. Glide
formation applies to this prefix, so /mu-iina/ ! [mw-iina], and before a

[ ]+ round
__→ Ø/ Vu

u-deletion

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡+ labial
+ cont
+ voice

→ [  cons] / __ [+round] v-rounding

C+round
-syl

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

[ ]+round/→Ø
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round vowel derived w deletes, so /mu-ooto/ ! mw-ooto which then
becomes [m-ooto].

Front vowels and glides. The nouns in class 4 generally conform to the
predictions of our analysis. Note in particular that underlying /mi-uuɲu/
and /mi-ooto/ undergo glide formation before a round vowel. Such
examples show that it was correct to state the glide formation rule in a
more general way, so that all high vowels (and not just /u/) become glides
before any vowel (not just nonround vowels).
We cannot yet fully explain what happens with noun stems beginning

with the vowel i, as in m-iina, m-iigiigi. Given /mi-iina/, /mi-iigiigi/, we
predict surface *mj-iina, *mj-iigiigi. This is reminiscent of the problem of
/mu-oogofi/ and /mu-uuci/ and we might want to generalize the rule
deleting a glide, to include deleting a front glide before a front vowel
(analogous to deleting a round glide before a round vowel). What prevents
us from doing this is that while w deletes before both u and o, y only
deletes before i and not e, as we can see from mj-eenda. It might be more
elegant or symmetrical for round glides to delete before round vowels of
any height and front glides to delete before front vowels of any height, but
the facts say otherwise: a front glide only deletes before a front high vowel.

(21)

Checking other classes: discovering a palatalization rule. The class 6
prefix ma- presents no surprises at all: it appears as ma- before a conson-
ant, and its vowel deletes before another vowel, as in m-iino from ma-iino.
The class 7 prefix, on the other hand, is more complex. Before a consonant
it appears as ki-, and it also appears as k(i)- before i. Before other vowels, it
appears as t ʃ, as in t ʃ-uula, t ʃ-aanga, t ʃ-ooto, and t ʃ-eenda. Again, we continue
the procedure of comparing the underlying and predicted surface forms
(predicted by mechanically applying the rules which we have already
postulated to the underlying forms we have committed ourselves to), to
see exactly what governs this discrepancy. From underlying ki-uula, ki-
aanga, ki-ooto, and ki-eenda we would expect kj-uula, kj-aanga, kj-ooto, and kj-
eenda, given glide formation. The discrepancy lies in the fact that the
predicted sequence kj has been fused into t ʃ, a process of palatalization
found in many languages. Since kj is nowhere found in the data, we can
confidently posit the following rule.

(22)

Since /ki/ surfaces as [tʃ] when attached to a vowel-initial noun stem, the
question arises as to what has happened in k-iiho, k-iina, and k-iigiigi. The
glide formation rule should apply to /ki-iiho/, /ki-iina/, and /ki-iigiigi/

__→ Ø / j-deletion
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡+ high
- back
- syl

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ high
- back

→ Ø[ ]+cor⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+ cons
+ back
- voice

⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

- syl
- cons
- back
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giving kj-iiho, kj-iina, and kj-iigiigi, which we would expect to undergo (22).
But there is a rule deleting j before i. If j is deleted by that rule, it could not
condition the change of k to tʃ, so all that is required is the ordering
statement that j-deletion precedes palatalization (22). Thus /ki-iina/
becomes kj-iina by glide formation, and before the palatalization rule can
apply, the j-deletion rule (21) deletes the glide that is crucial for (22).

Deciding on the form of w-deletion; degemination. At this point, we
can quickly check the examples in classes 8, 11, 12, and 13 and verify that
our analysis explains all of these forms as well. The final set of examples
are those in class 14, which has the prefix /wu/. This prefix raises a
question in terms of our analysis: why do we have the sequence [wu],
which is eliminated by a rule elsewhere? One explanation is the statement
of the rule itself: if (20) is the correct rule, then this w could not delete
because it is not preceded by a consonant. The other possibility is that [wu]
actually comes from /vu/ by applying v-rounding (19), which we assumed
applies after w-deletion. While both explanations work, the analysis
where [wu] is underlying /vu/ has the disadvantage of being rather
abstract, in positing an underlying segment in the prefix which never
appears as such. This issue was presaged in chapter 3 and is discussed in
more detail in chapter 8: for the moment we will simply say that given a
choice between a concrete analysis where the underlying form of a mor-
pheme is composed only of segments which actually appear as such in
some surface manifestation of the morpheme, and an abstract form with
a segment that never appears on the surface, the concrete analysis is
preferable to the abstract one, all other things being comparable. On that
basis, we decide that the underlying form of the class 14 prefix is /wu/,
which means that the proper explanation for failure of w-deletion lies in
the statement of w-deletion itself, as (20).
Still analyzing this class of nouns, we now focus on examples where the

prefix precedes a vowel-initial stem, e.g. w-eelu, w-uumi, w-oogofu, w-iijooga,
and w-aangufu from underlying /wu-eelu/, /wu-uumi/, /wu-oogofu/, /wu-
iijooga/, and /wu-aangufu/. Applying glide formation would give the sur-
face forms *ww-eelu, *ww-uumi, *ww-oogofu, *ww-iijooga, and *ww-aangufu,
which differ from the surface form in a simple way, that they have two
w’s where the actual form has only a single w, which allows us to posit the
following degemination rule.

(23)

6.2.4 Extending the data
Verbs are subject to these same rules, as some additional data will show,
and an analysis of verbs will provide additional support for aspects of this
analysis. Hehe is a tone language, and while we have not been concerned
with accounting for tone (and have not marked tones), in the following

Glide Degemination__→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

- syl
+ rd

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

- syl
- rd

/Ø
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data, tones are marked, and can be predicted by rule. In analyzing these
data, we want to account for the placement of the high tone (H), which is
marked with an acute accent.

(24)

The morphology. These data indicate that all verbs begin with kú or
something derivable from /kú/ by the rules already motivated, thus we
assume that kú- is an inflectional prefix. In addition, all verbs end with
the vowel a, which is probably a morpheme since it is unlikely that
every root would end in exactly the same vowel. The stem of the word
for ‘milk’ is probably -kam-. Various grammatical relations are expressed
by suffixes standing between the stem and the suffix -a, such as -il- ‘for,’
-an- ‘each other,’ -j- ‘make,’ -w- ‘passive’: the objects ‘us’ and ‘them’ are
marked by the prefixes -tu- and -va- between the prefix kú and the verb
stem.

Phonological rules. Looking at the last three roots, which are vowel-
initial, the prefixes kú-, tu-, and va- are subject to the rules motivated on
the basis of nouns, where /u/ becomes [w] before a vowel, but deletes after
a consonant and before a round vowel (so, /ku-oogopa/ ! kwoogopa !
[ko ́ogópa]); the sequence vo becomes wo (/ku-va-oogopa/ ! kuvoogopa !
[kúwoogo ́pa]). The change of /v/ to w is also seen in examples such as
kútowá and kúlawá, coming (apparently) from /ku-tov-w-a/ and /ku-lav-w-a/.

V V for V for each make V
kúkama kúkamíla kúkamilána kúkamjá
kúsana kúsaníla kúsanilána kúsanjá
kútova kútovéla kútovelána kútovjá
kúlava kúlavíla kúlavilána kúlavjá
kúfwiíma kúfwiimíla kúfwiimilána kúfwiimjá
kúkalaánga kúkalaangíla kúkalaangilána kúkalaangjá
kúkaláva kúkalavíla kúkalavilána kúkalavjá
kwéenda kwéendéla kwéendelána kwéendjá
kwíimba kwíimbíla kwíimbilána kwíimbjá
kóogópa kóogopéla kóogopelána kóogopjá

be V’d V us V them
kúkamwá kútukáma kúvakáma ‘milk’
kúsanwá kútusána kúvasána ‘comb’
kútowá kútutóva kúvatóva ‘beat’
kúlawá kútuláva kúvaláva ‘look at’
kúfwiimwá kútufwiíma kúvafwiíma ‘hunt’
kúkalaangwá kútukalaánga kúvakalaánga ‘fry’
kúkalawá — — ‘take bath’
kwéendwá kútweénda kúveénda ‘love’
kwíimbwá kútwiímba kúviímba ‘sing’
kóogopwá kútoogópa kúwoogópa ‘fear’
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The rule of v-rounding would derive kútowwá and kúlawwá, and the actual
phonetic forms can be accounted for based on that intermediate form by
Glide Degemination.
One additional segmental process of vowel harmony is motivated by the

above examples. The benefactive suffix retains its underlying high vowel
in forms such as kúkam-íl-a, kúsan-íl-a, and kúfwiim-íl-a, but that vowel
assimilates in height to a preceding mid vowel in examples such as
kútov-él-a, kwéend-él-a, and kóogop-él-a. This motivates the following vowel
harmony rule:

(25)

Regarding tone, most examples have an H tone on the second-to-last vowel
of the word (this may be the second part of a long vowel in the penulti-
mate syllable, or the only vowel of a short penultimate syllable), which
can be accounted for by the following rule.

(26) V! [+H]/_C0 V# tone assignment

In some verbs, this H is missing – see kúkama, kúsana, kútova. Applying this
tone assignment rule to these forms would result in outputs such as
*kúkáma, *kúsána, *kútóva, with H tones on adjacent vowels. Since our
examples contain no cases of consecutive H-toned vowels, we may assume
a rule along the following lines.

(27)

What about the columns with the suffixes -j- ‘make’ and -w- ‘passive,’
which have word-final H, not penult H? We expect *kúkalaángwa. But if
these two suffixes are underlyingly i and u, then the underlying form of
kúkalaangwá would be /kúkalaang-u-a/. H tone would be assigned to the
penultimate vowel under that assumption, giving kúkalaangúa. However,
we already know that there is a rule of glide formation which would turn
u and i into w and y before vowels, a rule which has obviously applied in
these forms. Since only syllabic elements can bear tones, the tone on the
penultimate vowel apparently shifts to the final syllable, where it can be
pronounced.

6.3 Fore

The next problem comes from Fore, spoken in Papua New Guinea.

Vowel Harmony

[ ]-high→ / V C0__V

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

-high
-low

[ ]+ H
[ ]-H→ / V C0__V

Such tone shift,
where the tone of a
vowel shifts to
another vowel when
the original vowel
deletes or
desyllabifies, is
common in tone
languages and is
discussed in
chapter 9.
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6.3.1 The data
The following data motivate a set of phonological rules that apply in
combinations of noun plus personal possessive affix. Your final goal is to
identify the underlying forms of all roots and affixes, to discover the
operative phonological rules, and order those rules.

(28)

6.3.2 Morphological analysis
Separating roots from suffixes in this language is difficult, since it is not
obvious whether certain segments are part of the root and delete in one
context, or are part of the suffix and delete in another context – or, are they
epenthetic? Thus the root for ‘axe’might be /tun/ or it might be /tu/ – if the
former, some rule must delete /n/ in [tuka] ‘your sg axe’, if the latter, we
would conclude that the 1sg and 3sg suffixes are /-nte, -nkwa/. If we assume
the suffixes /-nte, -nkwa/, thenwewould need to explain why they appear as
[-ne, -wa] after ‘clothes’ and ‘one.’ It almost seems that in order to get the
answer to one question, you have to know the answer to all other questions.
The first step to solving this problem is to determine howmany significant

behavioral categories there are. By comparing the forms of ‘clothes’ and ‘eye,’
we can conclude that these two roots are identical in terms of behavior: the
suffixes have the same shape after these two roots, and the following inflec-
tional material is the same across the roots. We can also see that there are
majordifferences in the formof thesuffixesbetween ‘eye’and ‘liver,’although
the roots look very similar and in half of the forms are exactly the same.

(29)

1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl
tunte tuka tunkwa tute ‘axe’
kajne kajga kajwa kajre ‘clothes’
ka:ʔne ka:ka ka:ʔwa ka:te ‘one (thing)’
awnte awka awnkwa awte ‘liver’
awne awga awwa awre ‘eye’
pine piga piwa pire ‘shell’
ma:ʔne ma:ka ma:ʔwa ma:te ‘snake’
kone koga kowa kore ‘trap’
awʔne awka awʔwa awte ‘skin’
inte ika inkwa ite ‘bee’
na:nte na:ka na:nkwa na:te ‘house’
agene agega agewa agere ‘name’
koʔne koka koʔwa kote ‘bag’
mune muga muwa mure ‘vomit’
arawnte arawka arawnkwa arawte ‘kneecap’
kajnte kajka kajnkwa kajte ‘ginger’
abeʔne abeka abeʔwa abete ‘navel’

1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl
kajne kajga kajwa kajre ‘clothes’
awne awga awwa awre ‘eye’
awnte awka awnkwa awte ‘liver’
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The data of (28) can be reordered by roots, according to the surface
patterns of the apparent personal suffixes, and this reveals that there
are three behavioral classes of roots.

(30)
a.

b.

c.

In (a), the invariance of the portion that precedes ne in the 1sg, ga in the
2sg, wa in the 3sg, and re in the 1pl suggests that these roots are /kaj, aw,
pi, ko, age, mu/, further leading to the conclusion that the suffixes are /-ne/
‘1sg’, /-ga/ ‘2sg’, /-wa/ ‘3sg’, /-re/ ‘1pl’, or some phonologically similar form.
Having identified the root–suffix boundary, we can now proceed with the
phonological analysis of underlying forms and rules.

6.3.3 Phonological alternations
We concluded that the (a) subset of roots are underlyingly /kaj, aw, pi, ko,
age, mu/ because those are the parts of words that invariantly correlate
with the choice of a particular root. A further consequence of that conclu-
sion is that the roots in (b) and (c), which behave differently, should have a
significantly different-looking underlying form. The roots in (30b) have
the surface realizations [ka:ʔ, ma:ʔ, awʔ, koʔ, abeʔ] and [ka:, ma:, aw, ko,
abe]. The roots of (30a) underlyingly end in a glide or vowel, and since the
roots in (30b) behave differently, those roots must not end in a vowel or
glide, which leads to the conclusion that the roots of (30b) are /ka:ʔ, ma:ʔ,
awʔ, koʔ, abeʔ/, i.e. these roots end in a glottal stop.
Similar reasoning applied to the roots of (30c) leads to the conclusion

that these roots are /tun, awn, in, na:n, arawn, kajn/. Again, the roots have
two types of surface realization, and the alternative theory for (30c) that
the roots are /tu, aw, i, na:, araw, kaj/ can be ruled out on the grounds that

1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl
kajne kajga kajwa kajre ‘clothes’
awne awga awwa awre ‘eye’
pine piga piwa pire ‘shell’
kone koga kowa kore ‘trap’
agene agega agewa agere ‘name’
mune muga muwa mure ‘vomit’

ka:ʔne ka:ka ka:ʔwa ka:te ‘one (thing)’
ma:ʔne ma:ka ma:ʔwa ma:te ‘snake’
awʔne awka awʔwa awte ‘skin’
koʔne koka koʔwa kote ‘bag’
abeʔne abeka abeʔwa abete ‘navel’

tunte tuka tunkwa tute ‘axe’
awnte awka awnkwa awte ‘liver’
inte ika inkwa ite ‘bee’
na:nte na:ka na:nkwa na:te ‘house’
arawnte arawka arawnkwa arawte ‘kneecap’
kajnte kajka kajnkwa kajte ‘ginger’
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this would incorrectly render the (a) and (c) roots indistinguishable. The
distinguishing feature of the (c) roots is that they all end with a nasal.
Having sorted out the underlying forms of the roots, we can turn to

the suffixes, drawing one representative from each phonological class of
roots.

(31)
a.

b.

c.

One fact stands out from this organization of data, that while both the
1sg and 1pl suffixes have the variant [te] somewhere, these suffixes
cannot be the same because they act quite differently. A second fact
which can be seen from these examples is that the 1pl and 2sg suffixes
are similar in the nature and context of their variation. Both alternate
between a voiceless stop and a voiced consonant – we can suspect that [r]
is the surface voiced counterpart of [t]. And the voiced alternant appears
after roots which underlyingly end in a glide or a vowel, whereas the
voiceless variant appears after an underlying nasal or a glottal stop.
Nasals and glottal stops have in common the fact of being [-continuant],

and glides and vowels have in common the fact of being [+voice, -cons].
This gives rise to two theories regarding the underlying forms of the 2sg
and 1pl and the rules that apply to those suffixes. First, we could assume
/ga, re/ and the following rule to derive the voiceless variant.

(32) [+cons] ! [-voice] / [-cont] __ Devoicing

Alternatively, we could assume /ka, te/ and the following voicing rule.

(33)

Either analysis is, at this point, entirely reasonable, so we must leave the
choice between these analyses unresolved for the moment. We might
reject (33) on the grounds that it requires specification of an additional
feature, but such a rejection would be valid only in the context of two
competing complete analyses which are empirically correct and otherwise
the same in simplicity.
The 3sg suffix surfaces as [kwa] and [wa], the former after a nasal and

the latter after an oral segment. That leads to two pairs of rule and
underlying representation. If the underlying form of the suffix is /wa/
then there is a rule inserting [k] between a nasal and w.

1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl
aw-ne aw-ga aw-wa aw-re ‘eye’

awʔ-ne aw-ka awʔ-wa aw-te ‘skin’

awn-te aw-ka awn-kwa aw-te ‘liver’

→[ ]+cons [ ]+voice /
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ voice
- nas

Voicing
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(34)

If the suffix is underlyingly /kwa/, a rule deletes k after an oral segment
before w.

(35)

Finally, the 1sg suffix might be /ne/ or it might be /te/. As noted above, we
could rule out the possibility /te/ if we knew that the 1pl suffix is /te/. This
means that a choice of /te/ for the 1s entails that the 1pl suffix is not /te/,
therefore is /re/. If the 1sg suffix is /ne/, on the other hand, the 1pl could be
either /te/ or /re/. If the 1sg suffix is /te/, then the following rule is required
to derive the variant [ne].

(36)

If the suffix is /ne/ then the following rule derives the variant [te].

(37) [+nas] ! [–nas] / [+nas] __ Denasalization

Besides three rules which affect the initial consonant of the personal
suffixes, a rule deletes root-final glottal stop and nasals. In comparing
roots with deleted consonants, we see that both glottal stop and nasals
delete in the same context: before the 2sg and 1pl suffixes (which we have
determined are /ka, te/ or /ga, re/).

(38)

What phonological property unifies these two suffixes and distinguishes
them from /ne ~ te/ and /kwa ~ wa/? A simple answer would be that these
suffixes begin with voiceless stops – if we assume that the suffixes are /ne/
‘1sg,’ /ka/ ‘2sg,’ /wa/ ‘3sg,’ and /te/ ‘1pl.’ We will pursue the consequences
of that concrete decision about suffixes.
The choice of underlying forms for suffixes entails certain choices for

rules: in this analysis, we are committed to Voicing (33), k-insertion (34),
and Denasalization (37). The rule deleting root-final stops is as follows.

(39) [-cont] ! Ø / __ [-voice] Stop Deletion

We must determine how these four rules are ordered. Although Voicing
affects underlying voiceless stops after voiced oral segments, we see from

1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl
awʔ-ne aw-ka awʔ-wa aw-te ‘skin’
awn-te aw-ka awn-kwa aw-te ‘liver’

⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
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⎤
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⎥

+high
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+ rd
− syl

/ k-insertion→Ø [ ]+nas
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⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+ high
+ cons
− voice

→ Ø / [ ]+nas
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ rd
− syl

k-deletion

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ cor
− voice

→ /[ ]−nas [ ]+nas Nasalization
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[awka] ‘your skin’ from /awʔka/ and [awka] ‘your liver’ from /awn-ka/ that
Voicing precedes Stop Deletion.
The structural description of the latter rule is not satisfied in /awnka,

awʔka/, hence Voicing does not apply. Subsequently, Stop Deletion applies
to eliminate n and ʔ before a voiceless stop.

(40)

Stop Deletion obscures the Voicing rule, because it creates surface coun-
terexamples to the prediction of Voicing that [k, t] should not follow a
vowel or glide.
The ordering of k-insertion is also a matter of concern, since that rule

inserts a voiceless stop but Stop Deletion is not triggered by inserted k.
Underlying /awn-wa/ undergoes k-insertion to become [awnkwa], a form
which satisfies the structural description of Stop Deletion (which would
delete the nasal), yet the nasal is not deleted. This indicates that k-
insertion follows Stop Deletion – k created by the former rule is not
present when Stop Deletion applies.
We can also determine that Denasalization follows Stop Deletion, since

the former rule creates a sequence of nasal plus stop – /awn-ne/! [awn-te]
‘my liver’ – and Stop Deletion applies to a sequence of nasal plus stop –

/awn-te/ ! [awte] ‘our liver’ – yet Stop Deletion does not apply to the
output of Denasalization. In summary, the rules of Fore which we have
proposed, with their ordering, are as follows.

To be sure that our analysis works, derivations of relevant examples are
given in (40).

(41) a.

/awʔ-ka/ underlying
NA Voicing
[awka] Stop Deletion

→ ⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ voice
- nas

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ rd
- syl

/

/

/

⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+ high
+ cons
- voice

[ ]+voice[ ]+cons(33)

(39)

(34)

(37)

[ ]-cont

Voicing

Stop Deletion

k-insertion

Denasalization

__→

→

→

Ø

Ø

/ [ ]-voice

[ ]-nas

[ ]+nas

[ ]+nas[ ]+nas

/aw-ne/ /aw-ka/ /aw-wa/ /aw-te/ underlying
awga awre Voicing

[awne] [awga] [awwa] [awre]
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b.

c.

6.3.4 Alternative analysis
Now that we have one analysis of the data, we need to consider alterna-
tives, to determine if our analysis is the best one. Our basis for evaluating
alternatives will be how they mesh into an integrated system – the
individual rules themselves are not significantly different in terms of
their simplicity. In constructing an alternative to be compared with our
hypothesized account, we must construct the best analysis that we can.
One alternative to consider is that the 3sg suffix is underlyingly /kwa/,

not /wa/, an assumption which would mean a rule of k-deletion rather
than insertion. There is a fundamental incompatibility between this pro-
posed underlying form and the theory that there is a stop-voicing rule
applying to the affixes /te, ka/, since deletion of root-final stops applies
in the latter case (/awn-ka/ ! [aw-ka] ‘your liver’) but not the former
(/awn-kwa/ ! [awn-kwa] ‘his/her liver’). Under the theory that there is a
k-deletion rule, we must assume the underlying suffixes /ga, re/, meaning
that there is a devoicing rule, and Stop Deletion must be suitably reformu-
lated so that only /ga, re/ trigger the rule, and /ne (te), kwa/ do not.
The hypothesized consonants that trigger Stop Deletion would be /g, r/,

which can be distinguished from the consonants that do not trigger the
rule in being [+voice, -nasal]. The added complication of specifying that
the triggering consonant is [-nasal] is necessary only under the assump-
tion that the 1sg suffix is /ne/; we can avoid that complication by assuming
that the suffix is /te/, in which case the following alternative statement of
stop deletion is necessitated by the alternative assumptions about under-
lying forms (/te, ga, kwa, re/).

(42) [-cont] ! Ø / __ [+voice] Stop Deletion (alternative version)

Given these alternative underlying forms, the variant [ne] of the 1sg suffix
found in [aw-ne] ‘my eye’ and [awʔ-ne] ‘my skin’ (but not [awn-te] ‘my
liver’) can be accounted for by the following nasalization rule.

(43) [-voice]! [+nasal] / [-nasal] __ V Nasalization

/awʔ-ne/ /awʔ-ka/ /awʔ-wa/ /awʔ-te/ underlying
NA NA NA NA Voicing

awka awte Stop Deletion
[awʔne] [awka] [awʔwa] [awte]

/awn-ne/ /awn-ka/ /awn-wa/ /awn-te/ underlying
NA NA NA NA Voicing

awka awte Stop Deletion
awnkwa k-insertion

awnte Denasalization
[awnte] [awka] [awnkwa] [awte]

Yet another
possibility which
preserves the
underlying suffixes
/ka, te/ is that k-
deletion specifically
requires a following
w, therefore /kwa/
becomes [wa] but
/ka/ remains
unchanged. Such a
complication in the
k-deletion rule is
sufficient to cause
us to reject that
analysis.
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The reason for specifying that a following vowel is required is so that the
suffix /kwa/ does not undergo the rule.
To summarize the alternative analysis, we might instead assume the

suffixes /te, ga, kwa, re/, and the following rules.

(40) [-voice]! [+nasal] / [-nasal] __ V Nasalization

(32) [+cons] ! [-voice] / [-cont] __ Post-stop Devoicing

(39) [-cont] ! Ø / __ [+voice] Stop Deletion

(35)

There is a fatal flaw in the alternative analysis, centering around the
interaction of Devoicing and Stop Deletion. The suffixes which condition
Stop Deletion are underlyingly [+voice], but that consonant is also subject
to Devoicing – by the stop which is deleted. If Stop Devoicing applies first,
then /awn-ga/ becomes awnka, and Stop Deletion cannot apply since only
voiced consonants trigger the rule – *[awnka] rather than [awka] would
result. On the other hand if Stop Deletion applies first, then /awn-ga/ does
undergo Stop Deletion to become awga, but then the consonant needed to
trigger Devoicing no longer exists, and *[awga] results. Thus the hypothe-
sized rules cannot be ordered in a manner that gives the correct output,
meaning that the rules are wrong. On those grounds, the alternative
analysis must be rejected.

6.4 Modern Hebrew

The next case study comes from a set of alternations in the conjugation of
verbs in a certain derivational class in Modern Hebrew.

6.4.1 The data
The goal of this problem is to determine the underlying representations of
the verbal prefix and the stems, as well as whatever rules are needed to
account for these phonological alternations. In some cases, a related word
is provided in order to clarify aspects of the underlying stem. The data to
be accounted for are in (44).

(44)

__→ Ø / k-deletion
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡+ high
+ cons
- voice

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ rd
- syl[ ]-nas

These data are from
a nonstandard
dialect that has
pharyngeals which
were deleted (in
the case of ʕ) or
changed to x (in the
case of ħ) in the
standard dialect.

1sg 2sg masc 3sg fem Related word

itparnasti itparnes itparnesu ‘earn’

itparsamti itparsem itparsemu ‘become famous’

idbalbalti idbalbel idbalbelu ‘be confused’

idgalgalti idgalgel idgalgelu ‘revolve’

itħamakti itħamek itħamku ‘turn away’

itlabaʃti itlabeʃ itlapʃu ‘get dressed’
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6.4.2 Morphological analysis
Each of these verbs has a prefix which is either /it/ or /id/, and the prefix
transparently surfaces as one of these two variants in most examples. The
first-person-singular form is marked with a suffix -ti, the third-singular
feminine has the suffix -u, and the second-singular masculine has no
suffix. The vowel in the second stem syllable is underlyingly the same
for all verbs: this fact is not entirely obvious from these data but is made
obvious by a more extensive analysis of the morphological structure of
words in the language. An analysis of the phonological factors surround-
ing the second vowel will show that these surface variants can be derived
from one particular underlying vowel. Derivationally related words, such
as the root underlying iʃtaparti ‘improve’ and ʃipur ‘improvement,’ have in
common a set of consonants, but their vowels differ (vowel changes are a
means of indicating derivational relations in Semitic languages, which we
will not be concerned with).

6.4.3 Phonological alternations
Voicing assimilation. As for the choice between an underlying voiced or
voiceless consonant in the prefix, scanning the data reveals that a voiced
consonant appears before voiced obstruents and a voiceless consonant
appears before voiceless obstruents and sonorants. Since sonorants are
phonetically voiced, it is clear that there is no natural context for deriving

idbadarti idbader idbadru ‘make fun’

idgaraʃti idgareʃ idgarʃu ‘divorce’

itpalalti itpalel itpalelu ‘pray’

itxamamti itxamem itxamemu ‘warm’

itmotati itmotet itmotetu ‘quake’

itʔoʃaʃti itʔoʃeʃ itʔoʃeʃu ‘recover’

idbodati idboded idbodedu ‘seclude oneself’

istaparti istaper istapru ‘get a haircut’ sapar ‘barber’

istarakti istarek istarku ‘comb hair’ ma-srek ‘comb’

iʃtaparti iʃtaper iʃtapru ‘improve’ ʃipur ‘improvement’

itstalamti itstalem itstalmu ‘have photo taken’ tsalem ‘photographer’

izdakanti izdaken izdaknu ‘age’ zaken ‘old’

izdarasti izdarez izdarzu ‘hurry’ zariz ‘alert’

itamamti itamem itamemu ‘feign innocence’ tamim ‘innocent’

idardarti idarder idarderu ‘decline’ dirdur ‘rolling’

itpataħti itpateaħ itpatħu ‘develop’

idgalaħti idgaleaħ idgalħu ‘shave’

itnatsaħti itnatseaħ itnatsħu ‘argue’

iʃtagati iʃtagea iʃtagʕu ‘become mad’

itparati itparea itparʕu ‘cause disorder’

itmaleti itmale itmalʔu ‘become full’

itpaleti itpale itpalʔu ‘become surprised’

itnaseti itnase itnasʔu ‘feel superior’
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the voiceless consonant [t], so we assume that the prefix is underlyingly /it/.
Before a voiced obstruent, a voiceless obstruent becomes voiced.

(45)

Alternations in V2. The second vowel of the stem has three phonetic
variants: [a] as in itparnasti, [e] as in itparnes, and Ø as in idbadru
(cf. idbader). Deletion of the second stem vowel only takes place before
the suffix -u, so we will first attempt to decide when the vowel is deleted.
A partial specification of the context for vowel deletion is before C+V,
which explains why the first- and second-person-singular masculine
forms (with the suffixes -it and -Ø) do not undergo vowel deletion. The
next step in determining when a vowel is deleted is to sort the examples
into two groups: those with vowel deletion and those with no vowel
deletion. In the following examples, the site of vowel deletion (or its lack)
is marked with an underscore.

(46)

Based on this grouping, we discover a vowel is deleted when it is preceded
by just a single consonant; if two consonants precede the vowel, there is
no deletion.
However, it is not always the case that a vowel deletes after a single

consonant, so our rule cannot simply look for one versus two consonants.
There are cases such as itʔoʃeʃu where there is no vowel deletion, despite
the fact that there is only a single consonant before the vowel. Inspecting
all of those examples, we discover that the consonants preceding and
following the vowel are the same, and in every case where a vowel is
deleted, the preceding and following consonants are different. Thus, a
vowel deletes only if it is preceded by a single consonant, and that conson-
ant must be different from the consonant that follows the vowel (which is
indicated informally as “Ci . . . Cj,” in the rule).

(47) e! Ø / V Ci _ Cj V

[ ]+voice[ ]-sonorant → /

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

-son
+voi

_ C

Vowel deletion
itħam_ku itlap_ʃu idbad_ru
idgar_ʃu istap_ru istar_ku
iʃtap_ru itstal_mu izdak_nu
izdar_zu itmal_ʔu itpal_ʔu
itnas_ʔu itpat_ħu idgal_ħu
itnats_ħu iʃtag_ʕu itpar_ʕu

No vowel deletion
itparne̱su itparse̱mu idbalbe̱lu
idgalge̱lu idarde̱ru itpale̱lu
itxame̱mu itmote̱tu itʔoʃe̱ʃu
idbode̱du itame̱mu
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At this point, we now clearly recognize this process as a kind of syncope, a
phonological rule which we have encountered many times before.

Closed syllable lowering. Now we turn to the alternation between [a]
and [e]. Concentrating on the first set of examples in the data set, we find
[a] before CC (itparnasti), and [e] before C# or CV (itparnes, itparnesu).
Assuming that this distribution is generally valid, we would therefore
posit the following rule to derive [a] from /e/.

(48) e! a / _ CC

An attempt to derive [e] from underlying /a/ runs into the difficulty that
the context “when followed by C# or CV” is not a coherent context, but is
just a set of two partially related contexts. This motivates the decision to
select underlying /e/.
In four examples, the second stem vowel /e/ appears as [a] before a single

consonant, namely the first-person-singular forms itmotati, idbodati, iʃtagati
and itparati. These examples fall into two distinct subgroups, as shown by
looking at their underlying stems, which is revealed in the third-singular
feminine forms (itmotet-u, idboded-u and iʃtagʕu, itparʕu). In the first two
examples the stems underlyingly end in a coronal stop t or d, and in the
second two examples the stems underlyingly end in the voiced pharyngeal
ʕ. At the underlying level, the second stem vowel is followed by two
consonants (/itmotetti/, /itbodedti/, /iʃtageʕti/, and /itpareʕti/). Surface [a] is
explained on the basis of the underlying consonant cluster – it must
simply be assured that the rules simplifying these clusters apply after (48).
In the first two examples (itmotati and idbodati from /itmotat-ti/ and

/idbodad-ti/) combination of the first-singular suffix with the root would
(after assimilation of voicing) be expected to result in *itmotatti and *idbo-
datti. In fact, the data provide no examples of geminate consonants, and
where geminates might have been created by vowel syncope in idbodedu,
syncope is blocked. Thus, the language seems to be pursuing a strategy of
avoiding the creation of geminate consonants. We can account for this
simplification of consonant clusters by the following rule.

(49) CiCi! Ci

This rule also explains itamem and idarder, where the stem begins with /t/
or /d/. The underlying forms would be /it-tamem/ and /it-darder/: the
surface form with a single consonant reflects the application of this
consonant-degemination process.

Stems with final pharyngeals and laryngeals. The vowel quality of
/ʃageʕ/ and /pareʕ/ will be left aside temporarily. We thus turn to the stems
represented in itpataħti, idgalaħti, and itnatsaħti. What is problematic about
these stems is the appearance of [ea] when no suffix is added, viz. itpateaħ,
idgaleaħ, and itnatsaħ. Assuming the underlying forms to be itpataħ,
idgalaħ, and itnatseħ (selecting /e/ as the second vowel, analogous to itparnes,
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itlabeʃ, and idboded), we would need a rule inserting the vowel [a]. These
stems have in common that their final consonant is the pharyngeal [ħ],
suggesting a rule along the following lines.

(50) Ø! a / e _ ħ

Why does this rule only apply in the suffixless second-singular masculine
form?When the stem is followed by -u (/itpateħu/! [itpatħu]) the vowel /e/ is
deleted by the syncope rule, so there is no vowel before ħ. Syncope does
not apply before the suffix -ti in /itpateħti/ ! [itpataħti] but there is still no
epenthetic vowel. The reason is that underlying /e/ changes to [a] by rule
(48), before a cluster of consonants. Since that rule changes /e/ to [a] but
(50) applies after e, prior application of (50) deprives vowel insertion of a
chance to apply.
Now returning to the stems ʃageʕ and pareʕ, we can see that this same

process of vowel insertion applies in these stems in the second-singular
masculine. Starting from /iʃtageʕ/ and /itpareʕ/, vowel epenthesis obviously
applies to give intermediate iʃtageaʕ and itpareaʕ. This argues that the
epenthesis rule should be generalized so that both of the pharyngeal
consonants trigger the process.

(51)

The forms derived by (51) are close to the actual forms, which lack the
consonant ʕ, and with an appropriate consonant deletion rule we can
finish the derivation of these forms. To formalize this rule, we need to
determine where the consonant ʕ appears in the language: our data
indicate that it appears only before a vowel, never before a consonant or
at the end of a word (which is to say it never appears at the end of a
syllable). Knowing this generalization, we posit the following rule.

(52) ʕ! Ø/_ {C,#} (¼) ʕ! Ø/_.

No further rules are needed to account for this set of examples. In iʃtagati
and itparati, from iʃtageʕti and itpareʕti, there is no epenthetic vowel. This is
predicted by our analysis, since these verbs must undergo the rule
lowering /e/ to [a] before CC, and, as we have just argued, vowel lowering
precedes vowel epenthesis (thus preventing epenthesis from applying). In
this respect, iʃtagati and itparati are parallel to itpateah, idgaleaħ, and
itnatseaħ. The nonparallelism derives from the fact that syllable-final ʕ is
deleted, so predicted *iʃtagaʕti and *itparaʕti are realized as iʃtagati and
itparati thanks to this deletion.
The final set of verb stems typified by the verb itmaleti ~ itmale ~ itmalʔu

exhibit a glottal stop in some contexts and Ø in other contexts. The two
most obvious hypotheses regarding underlying form are that the stem is
/male/, or else /maleʔ/. It is difficult to decide between these possibilities, so

[+low][+low]
→Ø V  /  e_   C
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we will explore both. Suppose, first, that these stems end in glottal stop. In
that case, we need a rule deleting glottal stop syllable-finally – a similar
rule was required to delete the consonant ʔ. A crucial difference between
stems ending in ʔ and stems presumably ending in ʔ is that the stem vowel
/e/ does not lower to [a] before -ti in the latter set. Thus, deletion of ʔ would
have to be governed by a different rule than deletion of ʔ, since ʔ-deletion
precedes lowering and ʔ-deletion follows lowering.

An alternative possibility that we want to consider is that these stems
really end in a vowel, not a glottal stop. Assuming this, surface [itpaleti]
would simply reflect concatenation of the stem /pale/ with the suffix, and
no phonological rule would apply. The problem is that we would also need
to explain why the rule of syncope does not apply to [itpaleti], since the
phonetic context for that rule is found here. The glottal-final hypothesis
can explain failure of syncope rather easily, by ordering glottal stop
deletion after syncope – when syncope applies, the form is /itpaleʔti/,
where the consonant cluster blocks syncope.

Metathesis. The last point regarding the Hebrew data is the position of t
in the prefix. The consonant of the prefix actually appears after the first
consonant of the stem in the following examples.

(53)

We would have expected forms such as [itsaparti], [itʃaparti], [ittsalamti]
by just prefixing it- to the stem. A metathesis rule is therefore needed
which moves t after the stem-initial consonant. What makes this group of
consonants – [s, ʃ, ts, z] – a natural class is that they are all and the only
strident coronals. We can thus formalize this rule as follows: a coronal
stop followed by a coronal strident switch order.

(54)

The ordering of this metathesis rule with respect to the voicing assimila-
tion rule is crucial. Given underlying /it-zakanti/, you might attempt to
apply metathesis first, which would yield iztakanti, where voiceless t is
placed after stem-initial z. The voicing assimilation rule (in a general form,
applying between all obstruents) might apply to yield *istakanti. So if
metathesis applies before voicing assimilation, we will derive an incorrect
result, either *iztakanti if there is no voicing assimilation (assuming that
the rule only turns voiceless consonants into voiced ones) or *istakanti if
there is voicing assimilation. However, we will derive the correct output if
we apply voicing assimilation first: /itzakanti/ becomes idzakanti, which
surfaces as [izdakanti] by metathesis. With this ordering, we have com-
pleted our analysis of Modern Hebrew phonology.

istaparti ‘get a haircut’ istarakti ‘comb hair’
iʃtaparti ‘improve’ itstalamti ‘have photo taken’
izdakanti ‘age’ izdarasti ‘hurry’

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+cor
-cont

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+cor
+strid

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+cor
-cont

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+cor
+strid

→
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6.5 Japanese

The analysis of phonological alternations found in connection with the
conjugation of verbs in Japanese provides our final illustration of the
kinds of issues that must be considered in coming up with appropriate
rules and underlying representations. In solving this problem, it is par-
ticularly important to make the correct assumptions about underlying
representations, since the selection of underlying forms goes hand in
hand with stating the rules correctly.

6.5.1 The data
The relevant data are given in (55).

(55)

6.5.2 Morphological analysis
We could make an initial guess regarding suffixes, which leads to the
following hypotheses: -u “present,” -nai “negative,” -tai “volitional,” -ta
“past,” and -jo: “inchoative”: that analysis seems reasonable given the first
two verbs in the data. We might also surmise that the root is whatever the
present-tense form is without the present ending, i.e. underlying ner, mir,
ʃin, jom, job, kats, kas, wak, tsug, kar, and ka. In lieu of the application of a
phonological rule, the surface form of a word should simply be whatever
we hypothesize the underlying form of the root to be, plus the underlying
form of added affixes. Therefore, given our preliminary theory of roots
and suffixes in Japanese, we predict the following surface forms, with
hyphens inserted between morphemes to make the division of words into
roots and suffixes clear: it is important to understand the literal predic-
tions of your analysis, and to compare them with the observed facts.

(56)

Present Negative Volitional Past Inchoative
neru nenai netai neta nejo: ‘sleep’
miru minai mitai mita mijo: ‘see’
ʃinu ʃinanai ʃinitai ʃinda ʃino: ‘die’
jomu jomanai jomitai jonda jomo: ‘read’
jobu jobanai jobitai jonda jobo: ‘call’
katsu katanai katʃitai katta kato: ‘win’
kasu kasanai kaʃitai kaʃita kaso: ‘lend’
waku wakanai wakitai waita wako: ‘boil’
tsugu tsuganai tsugitai tsuida tsugo: ‘pour’
karu karanai karitai katta karo: ‘shear’
kau kawanai kaitai katta kao: ‘buy’

Predicted surface forms
Present Negative Volitional Past Inchoative
ner-u ner-nai ner-tai ner-ta ner-jo:
mir-u mir-nai mir-tai mir-ta mir-jo:
ʃin-u ʃin-nai ʃin-tai ʃin-ta ʃin-jo:
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The forms which are correct as is are underlined: as we can see, all of
the present-tense forms are correct, and none of the others is. It is no
surprise that the present-tense forms would be correct, since we decided
that the underlying form of the root is whatever we find in the present
tense minus the vowel -u. It is possible, but unlikely, that every other word
undergoes some phonological rule.

Changing our hypothesis. Since our first guess about underlying forms
is highly suspect, we should consider alternative hypotheses. Quite often,
the cause of analytic problems is incorrect underlying forms. One place to
consider revising the assumptions about underlying representationswould
be those of the affixes. It was assumed – largely on the basis of the first two
forms nenai and minai – that the negative suffix is underlyingly -nai. How-
ever, inmost of the examples, this apparent suffix is preceded by the vowel
a (ʃinanai, jomanai, jobanai, and so on), which suggests the alternative possi-
bility that the negative suffix is really -anai. Similarly, the decision that the
volitional suffix is underlyingly -tai was justified based on the fact that it
appears as -tai in the first two examples; however, the suffix is otherwise
always preceded by the vowel i (ʃinitai, jomitai, jobitai, and so on), so this
vowel might analogously be part of the suffix.
One fact strongly suggests that the initial hypothesis about the under-

lying forms of suffixes was incorrect. The past-tense suffix, which we also
assumed to be -ta, behaves very differently from the volitional suffix, and
thus we have ʃinitai versus ʃinda, jomitai versus yonda, kat ʃitai versus katta,
karitai versus katta (there are similarities such as kaʃitai and kaʃita which
must also be accounted for). It is quite unlikely that we can account for
these very different phonological patterns by reasonable phonological
rules if we assume that the volitional and past-tense suffixes differ solely
by the presence of final i.
It is this realization, that there is a thorough divergence between the

past-tense and volitional suffixes in terms of how they act phonologically,
that provides the key to identifying the right underlying forms. Given
how similar these two suffixes are in surface forms, -(i)tai vs. -(i)ta, but how
differently they behave phonologically, they must have quite different
underlying forms. Since the past-tense suffix rarely has a vowel and the
volitional suffix usually does, we modify our hypothesis so that the
volitional is /-itai/ and the past tense is /ta/. Because the negative acts very
much like the volitional in terms of where it has a vowel, we also adopt
the alternative that the negative is /anai/.

jom-u jom-nai jom-tai jom-ta jom-jo:
job-u job-nai job-tai job-ta job-jo:
kats-u kats-nai kats-tai kats-ta kats-jo:
kas-u kas-nai kas-tai kas-ta kas-jo:
wak-u wak-nai wak-tai wak-ta wak-jo:
tsug-u tsug-nai tsug-tai tsug-ta tsug-jo:
kar-u kar-nai kar-tai kar-ta kar-jo:
ka-u ka-nai ka-tai ka-ta ka-jo:
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These changed assumptions about underlying representations of
suffixes yield a significant improvement in the accuracy of our
predicted surface forms, as indicated in (57), with correct surface forms
underlined.

(57)

Implicitly, we know that forms such as predicted *[katsanai] (for [katanai])
and *[kas-itai] (for [kaʃitai]) must be explained, either with other changes in
underlying forms, or by hypothesizing rules.
We will consider one further significant modification of the underlying

representations, inspired by the success that resulted from changing our
assumptions about -itai and -anai, in reducing the degree to which under-
lying and surface forms differ. The original and dubious decision to treat
these suffixes as tai and nai was influenced by the fact that that is how
they appear with the first two verbs. It is also possible that our initial
hypothesis about the underlying form of these two verb roots was incor-
rect. There is good reason to believe that those assumptions were indeed
also incorrect. Compare the surface form of the three verbs in our data set
which, by hypothesis, have roots ending in r.

(58)

Clearly, the supposed roots /ner/ and /mir/ act quite differently from
/kar/. The consonant r surfaces in most of the surface forms of the verb
meaning ‘shear,’ whereas r only appears in verbs ‘sleep’ and ‘see’ in the
present tense. In other words, there is little reason to believe that the
first two roots are really /ner/ and /mir/, rather than /ne/ and /mi/: in
contrast, there seems to be a much stronger basis for saying that the
word for ‘shear’ is underlyingly /kar/. Now suppose we change our
assumption about these two verbs, and assume that /ne/ and /mi/ end
in vowels.

Modified predicted surface forms
Present Negative Volitional Past Inchoative
ner-u ner-anai ner-itai ner-ta ner-jo:
mir-u mir-anai mir-itai mir-ta mir-jo:
ʃin-u ʃin-anai ʃin-itai ʃin-ta ʃin-jo:
jom-u jom-anai jom-itai jom-ta jom-jo:
job-u job-anai job-itai job-ta job-jo:
kats-u kats-anai kats-itai kats-ta kats-jo:
kas-u kas-anai kas-itai kas-ta kas-jo:
wak-u wak-anai wak-itai wak-ta wak-jo:
tsug-u tsug-anai tsug-itai tsug-ta tsug-jo:
kar-u kar-anai kar-itai kar-ta kar-jo:
ka-u ka-anai ka-itai ka-ta ka-jo:

Present Negative Volitional Past Inchoative
ner-u ne-nai ne-tai ne-ta ne-jo: ‘sleep’
mir-u mi-nai mi-tai mi-ta mi-jo: ‘see’
kar-u kar-anai kar-itai katt-a kar-o: ‘shear’
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(59)

In terms of being able to predict the surface forms of verbs without
phonological rules, this has resulted in a slight improvement of predictive
power (sometimes involving a shuffling of correct and incorrect columns,
where under the current hypothesis we no longer directly predict the
form of the present tense, but we now can generate the past and incho-
ative forms without requiring any further rules). More important is the
fact that we now have a principled basis, in terms of different types of
underlying forms, for predicting the different behavior of the verbs which
have the present tense neru, miru versus karu, which are in the first two
cases actually vowel-final roots, in contrast to a consonant-final root.

6.5.3 Phonological rules
Since we have made reasonable progress in solving the problem of under-
lying forms, we will attempt to discover phonological rules which explain
remaining differences between underlying and surface forms – though it
always remains possible that we will need to change our assumed under-
lying forms, as our analysis progresses. The approach to take is to look at
forms which are still not completely explained, and construct hypotheses
to account for these forms: what new rules are needed to get from the
underlying to surface forms? One useful way to approach this is to look
for columns or rows of data where similar things seem to be happening.
The incorrectly predicted forms are re-listed below, this time excluding
the forms which are already explained, with information about the nature
of the problem added. If a segment is predicted but does not actually
surface, that segment is placed in parentheses; if there is a segment which
appears in the surface form but which does not appear to be present in the
underlying form, the segment is placed in square brackets; segments
whose phonetic quality differs from the predicted quality are italicized.

(60)

Modified predicted surface forms
Present Negative Volitional Past Inchoative
ne-u ne-anai ne-itai ne-ta ne-jo:
mi-u mi-anai mi-itai mi-ta mi-jo:
ʃin-u ʃin-anai ʃin-itai ʃin-ta ʃin-jo:
jom-u jom-anai jom-itai jom-ta jom-jo:
job-u job-anai job-itai job-ta job-jo:
kats-u kats-anai kats-itai kats-ta kats-jo:
kas-u kas-anai kas-itai kas-ta kas-jo:
wak-u wak-anai wak-itai wak-ta wak-jo:
tsug-u tsug-anai tsug-itai tsug-ta tsug-jo:
kar-u kar-anai kar-itai kar-ta kar-jo:
ka-u ka-anai ka-itai ka-ta ka-jo:

Present Negative Volitional Past Inchoative
ne[r]u ne(a)nai ne(i)tai ‘sleep’
mi[r]u mi(a)nai mi(i)tai ‘see’

ʃinta ʃin(j)o: ‘die’
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The glide in the inchoative. In order to explain most of the problems
which arise with the inchoative form, we will consider the possibility that
there is a rule deleting consonants after consonants, since that is the
nature of the problem with the inchoative column. Such a consonant
deletion cannot be totally general, i.e. deleting any consonant after any
other consonant, since, as is evident in the past tense column, the conson-
ant clusters [tt] and [nd] are possible in the language. Nevertheless, these
two clusters are a rather restricted subset of the imaginable two-
consonant combinations which can be formed from the consonants of
the language, and this is a good indication that there may be some process
deleting a consonant after another consonant. Thus we might assume a
rule deleting the glide j after a consonant.

(61)

The postulation of any such rule immediately makes a prediction about
possible surface forms: there should be no sequences of consonant plus
glide in the data. Since there are none in the data at hand, our hypothesis
has passed an important test. Armed with this rule, we have accounted
for a very large chunk of otherwise problematic examples in (60) – all of
the inchoative forms except for kao: ‘buy,’ where the glide deletes but
there seems to be no consonant which would condition deletion of the
glide.

Vowel deletion. Another area where some success is possible in recon-
ciling underlying and surface forms by focusing on possible segment
sequences is with the verbs ‘sleep’ and ‘see.’ The difference between the
predicted (*neanai, *mianai; *neitai, *miitai) and actual forms (nenai, minai;
netai, mitai) of the negative and volitional forms is that the actual forms
lack the suffix vowel. In the predicted forms, we find a sequence of
vowels, whereas in the actual form, only the first of those vowels is
found. This raises the question whether we might postulate a rule delet-
ing a vowel after another vowel. In positing such a rule, we want to
consider what V-V sequences are found in the data. The sequence [ai]
exists in the volitional and negative suffixes, and in past-tense waita; also
[ui] in the past of the word for ‘pour’; also the sequences [ao:] and [au] in
the verb ‘buy.’ We do not find sequences of vowels with the front vowels

jomta jom(j)o: ‘read’
jobta job(j)o: ‘call’

katsanai katsta kats(j)o: ‘win’
kasitai kas[i]ta kas(j)o: ‘lend’

wakta wak(j)o: ‘boil’
tsugta tsug(j)o: ‘pour’
karta kar(j)o: ‘shear’

ka(w)anai ka[t]ta ka(j)o: ‘buy’

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

−cons
−back

→ Ø / C_

If you know
Japanese, you may
know of words with
j after a consonant,
e.g. [To:kjo:], which
contradict the
proposed rule. We
restrict ourselves to
the specific data set
given here, but a
restriction on the
rule that the deleted
consonant must be
suffix-initial solves
this problem.
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[e] or [i] plus a vowel ([ia], [ii], [ea], and [ei]). Therefore, we posit the
following rule of vowel deletion.

(62)

This resolves many problematic forms of the verbs ‘sleep’ and ‘die,’ such
as the change /ne-itai/ ! [netai], but there are still examples that we
cannot explain. In the present tense, we find [neru] and [miru], which
we presume derive from /ne-u/ and /mi-u/. The vowel deletion rule (62)
should apply to these underlying forms, resulting in incorrect *[ne] and
*[mi]. We might try to resolve this by assuming that the vowel [u] cannot
be deleted by (62) – we would then need to restrict the rule to exclude
round vowels from deletion. Alternatively, /u/ fails to be deleted in /ne-u/;
perhaps a consonant is inserted thereby eliminating the cluster of vowels.

(63)

Armed with these new rules, we will have actually accounted for all forms
of the verbs ‘sleep’ and ‘see.’

Nasal + consonant. The remaining problems have been reduced to a
very small set. A comparison of presumed underlying and surface past
forms is given below.

(64)

The problem posed by the past-tense form is that by combining the root
with the suffix -ta, underlying clusters of consonants would be created,
but there are very severe restrictions on what consonant clusters exist in
Japanese. The simplest problem is that presented by [ʃinda] from /sinta/,
where /t/ becomes voiced after a nasal. A process of postnasal voicing is
rather common in the languages of the world, so we may hypothesize that
there is such a process in Japanese.

(65) C! [+voice] / [+nasal] _

The data further suggest that the rule applies in other examples, since
we see that in the past tense [jonda] of the roots /jom/ and /job/, the
final consonant of the root is a nasal on the surface, and /t/ becomes
voiced.

__→ Ø / V
+syl
-back

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

We will consider
another possibility
later, that the
present suffix is
/ru/, so rather than
inserting it in
neru, we delete it
in [jomu].

Ø→ r / ⎤
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥
⎦

+syl
-back

__ V

/ʃinta/ [ʃinda] /jomta/ [jonda]
/jobta/ [jonda] /katsta/ [katta]
/kasta/ [kaʃita] /wakta/ [waita]
/tsugta/ [tsuida] /karta/ [katta]
/kata/ [katta]
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We account for the stems /job/ and /jom/ by noting that the final
consonant in these roots becomes [n], which is part of the change from
the nonexistent sequences /mt/ and /bt/ to the actually occurring [nd].
Thus, these consonants become [n] before /t/ (and subsequently, /t/ voices
after the derived [n]).

(66)

Although the data only illustrate nasalization before /t/, (66) is stated as
generally as possible, predicting that /k/ or /d/ would nasalize as well.
Watching for contexts where a phenomenon seems to be relevant to

more than one form, we also notice that the surface forms [waita] and
[tsuida] differ from their underlying forms /wakta/ and /tsugta/ by
replacing the preconsonantal velar with the vowel [i], suggesting a vocal-
ization rule such as the following.

(67)

This rule accounts for [waita], and almost accounts for [tsuida]: but we still
need to explain why the suffix consonant is voiced. The underlying repre-
sentation itself provides a reason for this voicing, since, underlyingly, /t/ is
preceded by a voiced consonant in /tsugta/. We know that /t/ voices in
another context, after a nasal, so we could account for voicing in [tsuida]
by restating the rule so that it applies not just after nasals (which are
voiced), but after all voiced consonants. By applying the voicing rule
which is sensitive to underlying consonant voicing before the velar vocal-
ization rule, we can explain the opaque surface difference, [waita] versus
[tsuida], as deriving from the voicing of the consonant which precedes it
underlyingly. We also want to be sure to apply rule (67) before rule (66),
given the way we have formulated these rules. We did not explicitly
restrict (66), which changes noncoronals to [n] before a consonant, to
applying only to labials. Therefore, the more specific rule (67) must apply
first, otherwise velars would also be incorrectly turned into [n] before a
consonant.

6.5.4 Taking stock
We should review the analysis to be sure there are no loose ends. We have
six rules – j-deletion, vowel deletion, r-insertion, consonant voicing, velar
vocalization, and labial nasalization – which, given our assumptions
regarding roots and suffixes, account for most of the forms in the data
set. It is important to recheck the full data set against our rules, to be
certain that our analysis does handle all of the data. A few forms remain
which we cannot fully explain.

[ ]- coronal / __C
+ coronal
+ nasal

→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

V

/ _C

C

+high[ [

-back[ [

→
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The forms which we have not yet explained are the following. First,
we have not explained the variation in the root-final consonant seen in
the verb meaning ‘win’ (kats-u, kat-anai-anai, kat ʃ-itai, kat-ta, kat-o:).
Second, we have not accounted for the variation between s and ʃ in the
verb ‘shear,’ nor have we explained the presence of the vowel [i] in the
past tense of this verb. Finally, in the verb ‘buy’ we have not explained
the presence of [w] in the negative, the appearance of a second [t] in the
past-tense form, and why in the inchoative form [kao:] the suffix con-
sonant j deletes.

Correcting the final consonant. The first problem to tackle is the
variation in the final consonant of the verb ‘win.’ Looking at the correl-
ation between the phonetic realization of the consonant and the following
segment, we see that [ts] appears before [u], [tʃ] appears before [i], and [t]
appears elsewhere. It was a mistake to assume that the underlying form
of this root contains the consonant /ts/; instead, we will assume that the
underlying consonant is /t/ (so nothing more needs to be said about the
surface forms kat-anai, kat-ta, and kat-o:). Looking more generally at
the distribution of [tʃ] and [ts] in the data, [t ʃ] only appears before [i], and
[ts] only appears before [u], allowing us to posit the following rules.

(68) t ! [+del.rel]/ _ u

(69)

Moving to the word for ‘lend,’we find a related problem that /s/ appears as
[ʃ] before [i]. This is reminiscent of the process which we assumed turning t
into t ʃ before i. In fact, we can decompose the process t! t ʃ into two more
basic steps: /t/ becomes an affricate before [i], and s and ts become alveo-
palatal [ʃ] and [t ʃ] before the vowel [i].

i-epenthesis. All that remains to be explained about the word for ‘lend’
is why [i] appears in the past tense, i.e. why does /kasta/ become kasita
(whence [kaʃita])? This is simple: we see that [st] does not exist in the
language, and no assimilations turn it into an existing cluster, so [i] is
inserted to separate these two consonants.

(70)

r-assimilation and final w. Turning now to the form [katta] ‘shear (past)’
from /kar-ta/, a simple assimilation is needed to explain this form:

(71) r! Ci/ _ Ci

→t /  __ i
+del.rel
-ant

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

→Ø __/
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡+ syl
- high
- back

+ cont
- son

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ cor
- cont
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The last remaining problems are in the verb ‘buy,’ where we must explain
the extra [t] in [katta], the presence of [w] in [kawanai], and the loss of /j/
in the inchoative form [kao:]. We might explain the form [kawanai] by a
rule of w-insertion inserting w between two occurrences of the vowel [a];
more puzzling is the form [katta], whichwe presume derives from /ka-ta/. It
would be very unusual for a consonant to spontaneously double between
vowels. Since there are so many problems associated with this one root,
perhaps the problem lies in our assumptions about the underlying form of
this root. Perhaps thew in [kawanai] is part of the root itself.Whatwould be
the benefit of assuming that this root is really /kaw/? First, it explains the
presence of w in [kawanai]. Second, it provides a basis for the extra [t] in
[katta]: /w/ assimilates to following [t]. Such an assimilation is implicit in
our analysis, namely rule (71) assimilating /r/ to /t/. We can generalize this
rule to applying to both /r/ and /w/, which are oral sonorants. Finally,
positing underlying /kaw/ helps to resolve the mystery of why /j/ deletes in
the inchoative form [kao:], when otherwise /j/ only deletes when it is
preceded by a consonant. If we start with /ka-jo:/ there is no reason for /j/
to delete, but if we start with /kaw-jo:/, /j/ is underlyingly preceded by a
consonant /w/, which causes deletion of j, and then /w/ itself is deleted.
The cost of this analysis – a small cost – is that we must explain why [w]

does not appear more widely in the root, specifically, why we do not find
surface [w] in ka-u, ka-itai, and ka-o:. The answer lies in the context where [w]
appears: [w] only appears before a low vowel, suggesting the following rule.

(72)

At this point, we have a complete analysis of the data. The rules (in
shorthand versions) and underlying forms are recapitulated below.

(73) Roots: /ne/ ‘sleep,’ /mi/ ‘see,’ /ʃin/ ‘die,’ /jom/ ‘read,’ /job/ ‘call,’ /kat/
‘win,’ /kas/ ‘lend,’ /wak/ ‘boil,’ /tsug/ ‘pour,’ /kar/ ‘shear,’ /kaw/ ‘buy’

Suffixes: -u ‘present,’ -anai ‘negative,’ -itai ‘volitional,’ -ta ‘past,’ -jo:
‘inchoative’

Progress by hypothesis forming and testing. Three important points
have emerged as our analysis developed. First, analysis proceeds step-by-
step, by forming specific hypotheses which we then check against the

Rules:
j ! Ø / C _ V! / e, i _
Ø! r / e, i _V [-round]
b, m! n / _t k, g ! i/ _t
t ! ts / _u, i ts, s ! tʃ, ʃ / _i
Ø! i / s _t r, w ! t / _t
w! Ø / _V t ! d / C _
[-lo] [+voi]

w → Ø /  __
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+syl
-low
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data, revising those hypotheses should they prove to be wrong. Second, it
is vital to consider more than one hypothesis: if we had only pursued the
first hypothesis that the roots /ne/, /mi/, /kar/, and /kaw/ were really
underlying /ner/, /mir/, /kar/, and /ka/, we would never have been able to
make sense of the data. The most important skill that you can bring to the
task of problem solving is the ability to create and evaluate competing
hypotheses intended to explain some fact. Finally, it is particularly
important to remember that assumptions about underlying representa-
tions go hand-in-hand with the phonological rules which you postulate for
a language. When you check your solution, the problem may not be that
your rules are wrong, but that your underlying forms are wrong. By
continuously reviewing the analysis, and making sure that the rules work
and your assumptions about underlying forms are consistent, you should
arrive at the stage that no further improvements to the analysis are
possible, given the data available to you.
It might occur to you that there are aspects of the underlying represen-

tation which could still be questioned. Consider the present-tense form,
which we assumed was /u/. An alternative may be considered: the suffix
might be /ru/. The presence of underlying /r/ in this suffix is made plausible
by the fact that r actually appears in the formsmiru, neru. We assumed that
r is epenthetic, but perhaps it is part of the present suffix. That would allow
us to eliminate the rule of r-epenthesis which is needed only to account for
[neru] and [miru]. At the same time, we can also simplify the rule of vowel
deletion, by removing the restriction that only nonround vowels delete
after [e] and [i]: we made that assumption only because /ne-u/ and /mi-u/
apparently did not undergo the process of vowel deletion.
Any change in assumed underlying forms requires a reconsideration of

those parts of the analysis relevant to that morpheme. We would then
assume the underlying forms /ʃin-ru/, /jom-ru/, /kat-ru/, and so on, with the
root-final consonant being followed by /r/. This /r/ must be deleted: but
notice that we already have a rule which, stated in a more general form,
would delete this /r/, namely the rule deleting /j/ after a consonant.

(74) [+sonor] ! Ø / C _

If we generalize that rule to apply to any sonorant consonant after a
consonant, we eliminate the rule of r-insertion, and generalize the rules
j-deletion and vowel deletion, which results in a better analysis.

Summary Analyzing a complex set of data into a consistent system of underlying
representations and rules requires you to pay attention to details.
A solution to a problem requires that you formulate reasoned hypoth-
eses and test them against the data. The most important skill needed to
test a hypothesis is that you must apply your rules completely literally.
Do what the rule says must be done, and if that does not give you the
correct result, you must change your underlying representations,
rules, or rule ordering. The ability to conceive of and evaluate multiple
hypotheses is one of the most important skills in problem solving.
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Exercises
1 Serbo-Croatian
These data from Serbo-Croatian have been simplified in two ways, to
make the problem more manageable. Vowel length is omitted, and some
accents or stresses are omitted. The language has both underlying
stresses whose position cannot be predicted – these are not marked in
the transcriptions – and a predictable “mobile” stress which is assigned by
rule – these are the stresses indicated here. Your analysis should account
for how stress is assigned in those words marked with a rule-governed
stress: you should not try to write a rule that predicts whether a word has
a stress assigned by rule versus an underlying stress. Ignore the stress
of words with no stress mark (other parts of the phonology of such
words must be accounted for). Past-tense verbs all have the same general
past-tense suffix, and the difference between masculine, feminine, and
neuter past-tense involves the same suffixes as are used to mark gender
in adjectives.

Adjectives
Masc Fem Neut Pl
mlád mladá mladó mladı́ ‘young’
túp tupá tupó tupı́ ‘blunt’
blág blagá blagó blagı́ ‘mild’
grúb grubá grubó grubı́ ‘coarse’
béo belá beló belı́ ‘white’
veseo vesela veselo veseli ‘gay’
debéo debelá debeló debelı́ ‘fat’
mı́o milá miló milı́ ‘dear’
zelén zelená zelenó zelenı́ ‘green’
kradén kradená kradenó kradenı́ ‘stolen’
dalék daleká dalekó dalekı́ ‘far’
visók visoká visokó visokı́ ‘high’
dubók duboká dubokó dubokı́ ‘deep’
kriʒan kriʒana kriʒano kriʒani ‘cross’
suntʃan suntʃana suntʃano suntʃani ‘sunny’
svetʃan svetʃana svetʃano svetʃani ‘formal’
bogat bogata bogato bogati ‘rich’
rapav rapava rapavo rapavi ‘rough’
jásan jasná jasnó yasnı́ ‘clear’
váʒan vaʒná vaʒnó vaʒnı́ ‘important’
sı́tan sitná sitnó sitnı́ ‘tiny’
ledan ledna ledno ledni ‘frozen’
tának tanká tankó tankı́ ‘slim’
krátak kratká kratkó kratkı́ ‘short’
blı́zak bliská bliskó bliskı́ ‘close’
úzak uská uskó uskı́ ‘narrow’
dóbar dobrá dobró dobrı́ ‘kind’
óʃtar oʃtrá oʃtró oʃtrı́ ‘sharp’
bodar bodra bodro bodri ‘alert’
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2 Standard Ukrainian
Standard Ukrainian has palatalized and nonpalatalized consonants, but only
nonpalatalized consonants before e. Consonants are generally palatalized
before i, with some apparent exceptions such as bil j ‘ache,’ which need not be
seen as exceptions, given the right analysis. Give ordered rules to account for the
alternations of the following nouns. The alternation between o and e is limited
to suffixes. Also for masculine nouns referring to persons, ov/ev is inserted
between the root and the case suffix in the locative singular (see words for ‘son-
in-law,’ ‘grandfather’). The data are initially ambiguous as to whether or not the
alternations between o and i and between e and i are to be implemented by the
same rule. Consider both possibilities; give an argument for selecting one of
these solutions.

ustao ustala ustalo ustali ‘tired’
múkao muklá mukló muklı́ ‘hoarse’
óbao oblá obló oblı́ ‘plump’
pódao podlá podló podlı́ ‘base’

Verbs
1sg pres Masc past Fem past Neut past
tepém tépao teplá tepló ‘wander’
skubém skúbao skublá skubló ‘tear’
tresém trésao treslá tresló ‘shake’
vezém vézao vezlá vezló ‘lead’

Masculine nouns
Nom sg Dat pl Dat sɡ Loc sɡ
zub zubam zubovji zubji ‘tooth’
svjit svjitam svjitovji svjitji ‘light’
zjatj zjatjam zjatevji zjatevji ‘son-in-law’
koʃjilj koʃeljam koʃelevji koʃelji ‘basket’
zlodjij zlodjijam zlodjijevji zlodjijevji ‘thief’
mjisjatsj mjisjatsjam mjisjatsevji mjisjatsji ‘month’
korovaj korovajam korovajevji korovaji ‘round loaf’
kamjinj kamenjam kamenevji kamenji ‘stone’
mjidj mjidjam mjidevji mjidji ‘copper’
xljiw xljivam xljivovji xljivji ‘stable’
holub holubam holubovji holubji ‘dove’
sjin sjinam sjinovji sjinovji ‘son’
lebjidj lebedjam lebedevji lebedji ‘swan’
susjid susjidam susjidovji susjidovji ‘neighbor’
tʃolovjik tʃolovjikam tʃolovjikovji tʃolovjikovji ‘man’
ljid ledam ledovji ledji ‘ice’
bilj boljam bolevji bolji ‘ache’
riw rovam rovovji rovji ‘ditch’
stiw stolam stolovji stolji ‘table’
djid djidam djidovji djidovji ‘grandfather’
ljit ljotam ljotovji ljotji ‘flight’
mist mostam mostovji mostji ‘bridge’
vetʃir vetʃoram vetʃorovji vetʃorji ‘evening’
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3 Somali
Account for all phonological alternations in these data. In your discussion of
these forms, be sure to make it clear what you assume the underlying
representations of relevant morphemes are. Your discussion should also make it
clear what motivates your underlying representations and rules. For instance if
you could analyze some alternation by assuming underlying X and rule Y, say
why (or whether) that choice is preferable to the alternative of assuming
underlying P and rule Q.

Neuter nouns
Nom sg Gen sg Dat sg Loc sg Gen pl
tjilo tjila tjilu tjilji tjiw ‘body’
koleso kolesa kolesu kolesji koljis ‘wheel’
ozero ozera ozeru ozerji ozjir ‘lake’
selo sela selu selji sjiw ‘village’
pole polja polju polji pilj ‘field’
slovo slova slovu slovji sliw ‘word’
more morja morju morji mirj ‘sea’

Singular Sing, definite Plural
daar daarta daaro ‘house’
gees geesta geeso ‘side’
laf lafta lafo ‘bone’
lug lugta luγo ‘leg’
naag naagta naaγo ‘woman’
tib tibta tiβo ‘pestle’
sab sabta saβo ‘outcast’
bad bada baðo ‘sea’
dʒid dʒida dʒiðo ‘person’
feeɖ feeɖa feeʐo ‘rib’
ʕiir ʕiirta ʕiiro ‘buttermilk’
ʔul ʔuʃa ʔulo ‘stick’
bil biʃa bilo ‘month’
meel meeʃa meelo ‘place’
kaliil kaliiʃa kaliilo ‘summer’
najl najʃa najlo ‘female lamb’
sun sunta sumo ‘poison’
laan laanta laamo ‘branch’
sin sinta simo ‘hip’
dan danta dano ‘affair’
daan daanta daano ‘river bank’
saan saanta saano ‘hide’
nirig nirigta nirgo ‘baby female camel’
gaβaɖ gaβaɖa gabɖo ‘girl’
hoγol hoγoʃa hoglo ‘downpour’
baγal baγaʃa baglo ‘mule’
waħar waħarta waħaro ‘female kid’
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4 Latin
Provide a complete account of the following phonological alternations in Latin,
including underlying forms for noun stems.

irbad irbada irbaðo ‘needle’
kefed kefeda kefeðo ‘pan’
dʒilin dʒilinta dʒilino ‘female dwarf’
bohol bohoʃa boholo ‘hole’
dʒirid dʒirida dʒirdo ‘trunk’
ʔaajad ʔaajada ʔaajaðo ‘miracle’
gaʕan gaʕanta gaʕmo ‘hand’
ʔinan ʔinanta ʔinano ‘daughter’

3sg masc 3sg fern 1pl past
past past
suγaj sugtaj sugnaj ‘wait’
kaβaj kabtaj kabnaj ‘fix’
siðaj sidaj sidnaj ‘carry’
dilaj diʃaj dillaj ‘kill’
ganaj gantaj gannaj ‘aim’
tumaj tuntaj tunnaj ‘hammer’
argaj aragtaj aragnaj ‘see’
gudbaj guðubtaj guðubnaj ‘cross a river’
qoslaj qosoʃaj qosollaj ‘laugh’
hadlaj haðaʃaj haðallaj ‘talk’

Nominative Genitive
arks arkis ‘fortress’
duks dukis ‘leader’
daps dapis ‘feast’
re:ks re:gis ‘king’
falanks falangis ‘phalanx’
filiks filikis ‘fern’
lapis lapidis ‘stone’
li:s li:tis ‘strife’
fraws frawdis ‘deceit’
noks noktis ‘night’
frons frontis ‘brow’
frons frondis ‘leaf’
inku:s inku:dis ‘anvil’
sors sortis ‘lot’
fu:r fu:ris ‘thief’
murmur murmuris ‘murmur’
augur auguris ‘augur’
arbor arboris ‘tree’
pugil pugilis ‘boxer’
sal salis ‘salt’
adeps adipis ‘fat’
apeks apikis ‘top’
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The following six nouns and adjectives select a different genitive suffix, -i:
as opposed to is. You cannot predict on phonological grounds what nouns
take this suffix, but otherwise these words follow the rules motivated in the
language.

What other phonological rule or rules are needed to account for the following
data?

5 Turkish
Provide a phonological analysis of the following data from Turkish. Note that
long vowels like [a:] are phonetically distinct from identical vowel clusters
like [aa].

pri:nkeps pri:nkipis ‘chief’
ekwes ekwitis ‘horseman’
miles militis ‘soldier’
no:men no:minis ‘name’
karmen karminis ‘song’
lu:men lu:minis ‘light’
wenter wentris ‘belly’
pater patris ‘father’
kada:wer kada:weris ‘corpse’
tu:ber tu:beris ‘swelling’
piper piperis ‘pepper’
karker karkeris ‘prison’

die:s die:i: ‘day’
li:ber li:beri: ‘free’
miser miseri: ‘wretched’
ager agri: ‘field’
sinister sinistri: ‘left’
liber libri: ‘book’

as assis ‘whole’
os ossis ‘bone’
far farris ‘spell’
mel mellis ‘honey’
o:s o:ris ‘mouth’
flo:s flo:ris ‘flower’
mu:s mu:ris ‘mouse’
kru:s kru:ris ‘leg’
kinis kineris ‘ash’
pulvis pulveris ‘dust’

Nom Poss Dɑt Abl Nom pl
oda odasɨ odaja odadan odalar ‘room’
dere deresi dereje dereden dereler ‘river’
yty ytysy ytyje ytyden ytyler ‘iron’
balo balosu baloja balodan balolar ‘ball’
arɨ arɨsɨ arɨja arɨdan arɨlar ‘bee’
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la: la:sɨ la:ja la:dan la:lar ‘la (note)’
bina: bina:sɨ bina:ja bina:dan bina:lar ‘building’
imla: imla:sɨ imla:ja imla:dan imla:lar ‘spelling’
be: be:si be:je be:den be:ler ‘B (letter)’
kep kepi kepe kepten kepler ‘cap’
at atɨ ata attan atlar ‘horse’
ek eki eke ekten ekler ‘affix’
ok oku oka oktan oklar ‘arrow’
gytʃ gydʒy gydʒe gytʃten gytʃler ‘power’
ahmet ahmedi ahmede ahmetten ahmetler ‘Ahmed’
kurt kurdu kurda kurttan kurtlar ‘worm’
tyrk tyrky tyrke tyrkten tyrkler ‘Turk’
gentʃ gentʃi gentʃe gentʃten gentʃler ‘young’
halk halkɨ halka halktan halklar ‘folk’
yst ysty yste ystten ystler ‘upper plane’
sarp sarpɨ sarpa sarptan sarplar ‘steep’
harp harbɨ harba harptan harplar ‘war’
alt altɨ alta alttan altlar ‘bottom’
renk rengi renge renkten renkler ‘color’
his hissi hisse histen hisler ‘feeling’
hyr hyrry hyrre hyrden hyrler ‘free’
mahal mahallɨ mahalla mahaldan mahallar ‘place’
hak hakkɨ hakka haktan haklar ‘right’
zam zammɨ zamma zamdan zamlar ‘inflation’
af affɨ affa aftan aflar ‘excuse’
arap arabɨ araba araptan araplar ‘Arab’
kojun kojunu kojuna kojundan kojunlar ‘sheep’
pilot pilotu pilota pilottan pilotlar ‘pilot’
kitap kitabɨ kitaba kitaptan kitaplar ‘book’
domuz domuzu domuza domuzdan domuzlar ‘pig’
davul davulu davula davuldan davullar ‘drum’
bajɨr bajɨrɨ bajɨra bajɨrdan bajɨrlar ‘slope’
somun somunu somuna somundan somunlar ‘loaf’
fikir fikri fikre fikirden fikirler ‘idea’
isim ismi isme isimden isimler ‘name’
bojun bojnu bojna bojundan bojunlar ‘neck’
tʃevir tʃevri tʃevre tʃevirden tʃevirler ‘injustice’
devir devri devre devirden devirler ‘transfer’
kojun kojnu kojna kojundan kojunlar ‘bosom’
karɨn karnɨ karna karɨndan karɨnlar ‘thorax’
burun burnu burna burundan burunlar ‘nose’
akɨl aklɨ akla akɨldan akɨllar ‘intelligence’
ʃehir ʃehri ʃehre ʃehirden ʃehirler ‘city’
namaz namazɨ namaza namazdan namazlar ‘worship’
zaman zama:nɨ zama:na zamandan zamanlar ‘time’
harap hara:bɨ hara:ba haraptan haraplar ‘ruined’
i:kaz i:ka:zɨ i:ka:za i:kazdan i:kazlar ‘warning’
hajat haja:tɨ haja:ta hajattan hajatlar ‘life’
ispat ispa:tɨ ispa:ta ispattan ispatlar ‘proof’
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6 Kera
Propose rules to account for the following alternations. It will prove useful to
think about Kera vowels in terms of high versus nonhigh vowels. Also, in this
language it would be convenient to assume that [h] and [ʔ] are specified as
[+low]. Pay attention to all verb forms like bɨlan ‘want me,’ balnan ‘wanted me,’
and balla ‘you must want!’, i.e. there are present, past, and imperative forms
involved, certain tenses being marked by suffixes. Finally, pay attention to what
might look like a coincidence in the distribution of vowels in the underlying
forms of verb roots: there are no coincidences.

inek inei inee inekten inekler ‘cow’
mantɨk mantɨɨ mantɨa mantɨktan mantɨklar ‘logic’
ajak ajaɨ ajaa ajaktan ajaklar ‘foot’
tʃabuk tʃabuu tʃabua tʃabuktan tʃabuklar ‘quick’
dakik dakii dakie dakikten dakikler ‘punctual’
merak mera:kɨ mera:ka meraktan meraklar ‘curiosity’
tebrik tebri:ki tebri:ke tebrikten tebrikler ‘greetings’
hukuk huku:ku huku:ka hukuktan hukuklar ‘law’

haman ‘eat me’ se:nen ‘my brother’
hamam ‘eat you (masc)’ se:nem ‘your (masc) brother’
hɨmi ‘eat you (fem)’ si:ni ‘your (fem) brother’
hɨmu ‘eat him’ si:nu ‘his brother’
hama ‘eat her’ se:na ‘her brother’
hamaŋ ‘eat you (pl)’ se:neŋ ‘your (pl) brother’

kolon ‘change me’ gi:din ‘my belly’
kolom ‘change you (masc)’ gi:dim ‘your (masc) belly’
kuli ‘change you (fem)’ gi:di ‘your (fem) belly’
kulu ‘change him’ gi:du ‘his belly’
kola ‘change her’ gi:dɨ ‘her belly’
koloŋ ‘change you (pl)’ gi:diŋ ‘your (pl) belly’

cɨ:rɨn ‘my head’ gunun ‘wake me’
cɨ:rɨm ‘your (masc) head’ gunum ‘wake you (masc)’
ci:ri ‘your (fem) head’ guni ‘wake you (fem)’
cu:ru ‘his head’ gunu ‘wake him’
cɨ:rɨ ‘her head’ gunɨ ‘wake her’
cɨ:rɨŋ ‘your (pl) head’ gunuŋ ‘wake you (pl)’

bɨlan ‘want me’ ŋɨfan ‘meet me’
bɨlam ‘want you (masc)’ ŋɨfam ‘meet you (masc)’
bɨli ‘want you (fem)’ ŋɨfi ‘meet you (fem)’
bɨlu ‘want him’ ŋɨfu ‘meet him’
bɨla ‘want her’ ŋɨfa ‘meet her’
bɨlaŋ ‘want you (pl)’ ŋɨfaŋ ‘meet you (pl)’
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7 Keley-i
Account for the alternations in the following verbs. The different forms relate to
whether the action is in the past or future, and which element in the sentence is
emphasized (subject, object, instrument). Roots underlyingly have the shape
CVC(C)VC, and certain forms such as the subject focus future require changes in
the stem that result in a CVCCVC shape. This may be accomplished by
reduplicating the initial CV- for stems whose first vowel is [e] (ʔum-bebhat  
behat) or doubling the middle consonant (ʔum-buŋŋet – buŋet). The
contrastive identification imperfective form conditions lengthening of the
consonant in the middle of the stem, when the first vowel is not [e]
(memajjuʔ  bajuʔ). These changes are part of the morphology, so do not
attempt to write phonological rules to double consonants or reduplicate
syllables. Be sure to explicitly state the underlying form of each root and affix.
Understanding the status of [s] and [h] in this language is important in solving
this problem. It is also important to consider exactly what underlying nasal
consonant is present in these various prefixes and infixes – there is evidence in
the data which shows that the underlying nature of the nasal explains certain
observed differences in phonological behavior.

ʔasan ‘know me’ ʔapan ‘find me’
ʔasam ‘know you (masc)’ ʔapam ‘find you (masc)’
ʔɨsi ‘know you (fem)’ ʔɨpi ‘find you (fem)’
ʔɨsu ‘know him’ ʔɨpu ‘find him’
ʔasa ‘know her’ ʔapa ‘find her’
ʔasaŋ ‘know you (pl)’ ʔapaŋ ‘find you (pl)’

haran ‘give me back’
haram ‘give you (masc) back’
hɨri ‘give you (fem) back’
hɨru ‘give him back’
hara ‘give her back’
haraŋ ‘give you (pl) back’

balnan ‘wanted me’ ŋafnan ‘met me’
balnam ‘wanted you (masc)’ ŋafnam ‘met you (masc)’
bɨlni ‘wanted you (fem)’ ŋɨfni ‘met you (fem)’
bɨlnu ‘wanted him’ ŋɨfnu ‘met him’
balna ‘wanted her’ ŋafna ‘met her’
balnaŋ ‘wanted you (pl)’ ŋafnaŋ ‘met you (pl)’
balla ‘you must want!’ ŋafla ‘you must meet!’

ba ‘not’ pa ‘again’ bɨpa ‘no more’

Subject focus Direct object Instrumental focus
future focus past past
ʔumduntuk dinuntuk ʔinduntuk ‘punch’
ʔumbajjuʔ binajuʔ ʔimbajuʔ ‘pound rice’
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The following past subject clausal focus forms involve a different prefix, using
some of the roots found above. A number of roots require reduplication of the
first root syllable.

ʔumdillag dinilag ʔindilag ‘light lamp’
ʔumgubbat ginubat ʔiŋjgubat ‘fight’
ʔumhullat hinulat ʔinhulat ‘cover’
ʔumbuŋŋet binuŋet ʔimbuŋet ‘scold’
ʔumgalgal ginalgal ʔiŋgalgal ‘chew’
ʔumʔagtuʔ ʔinagtuʔ ʔinʔagtuʔ ‘carry on head’
ʔumʔehneŋ ʔinehneŋ ʔinʔehneŋ ‘stand’
ʔumbebhat binhat ʔimbehat ‘cut rattan’
ʔumdedʔek dinʔek ʔindeʔek ‘accuse’
ʔumtuggun sinugun ʔintugun ‘advise’
ʔumtetpen simpen ʔintepen ‘measure’
ʔumpeptut pintut ʔimpetut ‘dam’
ʔumhehpuŋ himpuŋ ʔinhepuŋ ‘break a stick’
ʔumtetkuk siŋkuk ʔintekuk ‘shout’
ʔumkekbet kimbet ʔiŋkebet ‘scratch’
ʔumbebdad bindad ʔimbedad ‘untie’
ʔumdedgeh diŋgeh ʔindegeh ‘sick’

Instrumental Contrastive Contrastive
past focus id. imperfective id. perfective
ʔinduntuk menuntuk nenuntuk ‘punch’
ʔimbajuʔ memajjuʔ nemajuʔ ‘pound rice’
ʔindilag menillag nenilag ‘light lamp’
ʔiŋgubat meŋubbat neŋubat ‘fight’
ʔinhulat menullat nenulat ‘cover’
ʔintanem menannem nenanem ‘plant’
ʔimpedug memdug nemdug ‘chase’
ʔimbedad memdad nemdad ‘untie’
ʔiŋkebet meŋbet neŋbet ‘scratch’
ʔimbekaʔ memkaʔ nemkaʔ ‘dig’
ʔintepen mempen nempen ‘measure’
ʔintebaʔ membaʔ nembaʔ ‘kill a pig’
ʔintekuk meŋkuk neŋkuk ‘shout’
ʔindegeh meŋgeh neŋgeh ‘sick’
ʔinhepaw mempaw nempaw ‘possess’
ʔinteled menled nenled ‘sting’
ʔindeʔek menʔek nenʔek ‘accuse’
ʔinʔebaʔ meŋbaʔ neŋbaʔ ‘carry on back’
ʔinʔinum meŋinnum neŋinum ‘drink’
ʔinʔagtuʔ meŋagtuʔ neŋagtuʔ ‘carry on head’
ʔinʔalaʔ meŋallaʔ neŋalaʔ ‘get’
ʔinʔawit meŋawwit neŋawit ‘get’

nandunduntuk ‘punch’ nampepedug ‘chase’
naŋkekebet ‘scratch’ nambebekaʔ ‘dig’
nantetekuk ‘shout’ nandedeʔek ‘accuse
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8 Kuria
In some (but not all) of the examples below, morpheme boundaries have
been introduced to assist in the analysis. Pronouns are assigned to a
grammatical class depending on the noun which they refer to, conventionally
given a number (1–20). Tone may be disregarded (however, it is predictable in
the infinitive). It is important to pay attention to interaction between processes
in this problem.

ogo-táángá ‘to begin’ oko-gέsa ‘to harvest’
oko-rɔ ́ga ‘to witch’ oko-réma ‘to plow’
oko-hóórá ‘to thresh’ ugu-sı́ı́ká ‘to close a door’
ugu-súraangá ‘to sing praise’ uku-gı́ı́ngá ‘to shave’
ugútúúhá ‘to be blunt’

ogo-kó-bárǎ ‘to count you (sg)’ uku-gú-súraánga ‘to praise you (sg)’
oko-mó-bárǎ ‘to count him’ uku-mú-súraánga ‘to praise him’
ogo-tó-bárǎ ‘to count us’ ugu-tú-súraánga ‘to praise us’
oko-gé-bárǎ ‘to count them (4)’ uku-gı́-súraánga ‘to praise it (4)’
oko-ré-bárǎ ‘to count it (5)’ uku-rı́-súraánga ‘to praise it (5)’
uku-bı́-bárǎ ‘to count it (8)’ uku-bı́-súraánga ‘to praise it (8)’
ugu-tʃı́-bárǎ ‘to count it (10)’ ugu-tʃ ı́-súraánga ‘to praise it (10)’

oko-mó-gó-gεsέra ‘to harvest it (3) for him’
uku-mú-gú-siı́kja ‘to make him close it (3)’
uku-mú-gú-siı́ndja ‘to make him win it (3)’
oko-bá-súraánga ‘to praise them’
oko-mó-bá-suráángéra ‘to praise them for him’
oko-bá-mú-suráángéra ‘to praise him for them’

To V To make to V To V for To make V for
okoréma ukurı́mjá okorémérǎ ukurı́mı́rjá ‘weed’
okoróma ukurúmjá okorómérǎ ukurúmı́rjá ‘bite’
okohóórá ukuhúúrjá okohóóre ́rá ukuhúúrı́rjá ‘thresh’
okohéétóká ukuhı́ı́túkjá okohéétókerá ukuhı́ı́túkirjá ‘remember’
okogéémbá ukugı́ı́mbjá okogéémbérá ukugı́ı́mbı́rjá ‘make rain’
ogosóóká ugusúúkjá ogosóókérá ugusúúkı́rjá ‘respect’
ogotégétǎ ugutı́gı́tjǎ ogotégéterá ugutı́gı́tirjá ‘be late’
okorɔ́ga okorógjá okorɔ́gέrǎ okorógérjá ‘bewitch’
okogɔ́ɔ ́gá okogóógjá okogɔ́ɔ ́gέrá okogóógérjá ‘slaughter’
okogɔ́ɔ ́tá okogóótjá okogɔ́ɔ ́tέrá okogóótérjá ‘hold’
ogosɔ́ka ogosókjá ogosɔ́kέrǎ ogosókérjá ‘poke’
ogotέrέkǎ ogotérékjá ogotέrέkεrá ogotérékerjá ‘brew’
okogέsa okogésjá okogέsέrǎ okogésérjá ‘harvest’
ogosέέnsá ogoséénsjá ogosέέnsέrá ogoséénsérjá ‘winnow’

nanʔeʔebaʔ ‘carry on back’ nanʔiʔinum ‘drink’
nantanem ‘plant’
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9 Lardil
Account for the phonological alternations seen in the data below.

To V To make to V To V for To make V for
ugusı́ı́ká ugusı́ı́kjá ogoséékérá ugusı́ı́kı́rjá ‘to close’
ukurúga ukurúgjá okorógérǎ ukurúgı́rjá ‘to cook’
ugusúka ugusúkjá ogosókérǎ ugusúkı́rjá ‘to plait’
ukurı́ı́ngá ukurı́ı́ngjá okorééngérá ukurı́ı́ngı́rjá ‘to fold’
ugusı́ı́ndá ugusı́ı́ndjá ogosééndérá ugusı́ı́ndı́rjá ‘to win’

Imperative Infinitive They will V Then will V for
remǎ okoréma mbareréma mbareréméra ‘cultivate’
barǎ okobára mbarebára mbarebáréra ‘count’
atǎ ogɔɔ ́ta mbarεέta mbarεέtέra ‘be split’
ahǎ okɔɔ ́ha mbarεέha mbarεέhέra ‘pick greens’
agǎ okɔɔ ́ga mbarεέga mbarεέgέra ‘weed’
aangá okɔɔ ́nga mbarεέnga mbarεέngέra ‘refuse’
andeká okɔɔ ́ndέkǎ mbarεέndέka mbarεέndέkεra ‘write’

Imperative 3ɡ subjunctive 3sɡ subjunctive for
remǎ aremε̌ aremerέ ‘cultivate’
tεrεka atεrεkέ atεrεkέrε ‘brew’
ebǎ εεbε̌ εεbεrέ ‘forget’
egǎ εεgε̌ εεgεrέ ‘learn’
ogǎ ɔɔgε̌ ɔɔgεrέ ‘be sharp’
εjǎ εεjε̌ εεjεrέ ‘sweep’
ɔrɔka ɔɔrɔkέ ɔɔrɔkέrε ‘come out’

Bare N Accusative Nonfuture Future
kentapal kentapalin kentapalŋaɾ kentapaluɽ ‘dugong’
ket̪aɾ ket̪aɾin ket̪aɾŋaɾ ket̪aɾuɽ ‘river’
mijaɽ mijaɽin mijaɽŋaɾ mijaɽuɽ ‘spear’
jupuɾ jupuɾin jupuɾŋaɾ jupuɾuɽ ‘red rock cod’
taŋuɾ taŋuɾin taŋuɾŋaɾ taŋuɾuɽ ‘crab (sp)’
jaɾaman jaɾamanin jaɾamanaɾ jaɾamankuɽ ‘horse’
maan maanin maanaɾ maankuɽ ‘spear’
piɾŋen piɾŋenin piɾŋenaɾ piɾŋenkuɽ ‘woman’
mela melan melaŋaɾ melaɽ ‘sea’
t̪awa t̪awan t̪awaŋaɾ t̪awaɽ ‘rat’
wanka wankan wankaŋaɾ wankaɽ ‘arm’
kuŋka kuŋkan kuŋkaŋaɾ kuŋkaɽ ‘groin’
taɾŋka taɾŋkan taɾŋkaŋaɾ taɾŋkaɽ ‘barracuda’
ŋuka ŋukun ŋukuŋaɾ ŋukuɽ ‘water’
ŋuɽa ŋuɽun ŋuɽuŋaɾ ŋuɽuɽ ‘forehead’
kaʈa kaʈun kaʈuŋaɾ kaʈuɽ ‘child’
muna munun munuŋaɾ munuɽ ‘elbow’
ŋawa ŋawun ŋawuŋaɾ ŋawuɽ ‘dog’
kenʈe kenʈin kenʈiŋaɾ kenʈiwuɽ ‘wife’
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10 Sakha (Yakut)
Give a phonological analysis of the following case-marking paradigms of nouns
in Sakha.

tjimpe tjimpin tjimpiŋaɾ tjimpiwuɽ ‘tail’
ŋine ŋinin ŋiniŋaɾ ŋiniwuɽ ‘skin’
pape papin papiŋaɾ papiwuɽ ‘father’s mother’
tjempe tjempen tjempeŋaɾ tjempeɽ ‘mother’s father’
wiʈe wiʈen wiʈeŋaɾ wiʈeɽ ‘interior’
waŋal waŋalkin waŋalkaɾ waŋalkuɽ ‘boomerang’
menjel menjelkin menjelkaɾ menjelkuɽ ‘dogfish (sp)’
makaɾ makaɾkin makaɾkaɾ makaɾkuɽ ‘anthill’
jalul jalulun jaluluŋaɾ jaluluɽ ‘flame’
majaɾ majaɾan majaɾaŋaɾ majaɾaɽ ‘rainbow’
t̪alkuɾ t̪alkuɾan t̪alkuɾaŋaɾ t̪alkuɾaɽ ‘kookaburra’
wiwal wiwalan wiwalaŋaɾ wiwalaɽ ‘bush mango’
kaɾikaɾ kaɾikaɾin kaɾikaɾiŋaɾ kaɾikaɾiwuɽ ‘butter-fish’
jilijil jilijilin jilijiliŋaɾ jilijiliwuɽ ‘oyster (sp)’
jukaɾ jukaɾpan jukaɾpaŋaɾ jukaɾpaɽ ‘husband’
pulŋaɾ pulŋaɾpan pulŋaɾpaŋaɾ pulŋaɾpaɽ ‘huge’
wulun wulunkan wulunkaŋaɾ wulunkaɽ ‘fruit (sp)’
wuʈal wuʈaltjin wuʈaltjiŋaɾ wuʈaltjiwuɽ ‘meat’
kantukan kantukantun kantukantuŋaɾ kantukantuɽ ‘red’
kaɾwakaɾ kaɾwakaɾwan kaɾwakaɾwaŋaɾ kaɾwakaɾwaɽ ‘wattle (sp)’
t̪uɾaɾa t̪uɾaɾaŋin t̪uɾaɾaŋaɾ t̪uɾaɾaŋkuɽ ‘shark’
ŋalu ŋalukin ŋalukaɾ ŋalukuɽ ‘story’
kuɾka kuɾkaŋin kuɾkaŋaɾ kuɾkaŋkuɽ ‘pandja’
taŋku taŋkuŋin taŋkuŋaɾ taŋkuŋkuɽ ‘oyster (sp)’
kuɾpuɽu kuɾpuɽuŋin kuɾpuɽuŋaɾ kuɾpuɽuŋkuɽ ‘lancewood’
putu putukan putukaŋaɾ putukaɽ ‘short’
maali maalijan maalijaŋaɾ maalijaɽ ‘swamp turtle’
tjintiɾpu tjintiɾpuwan tjintiɾpuwaŋaɾ tjintiɾpuwaɽ ‘willie wagtail’
pukatji pukatjijan pukatjijaŋaɾ pukatjijaɽ ‘hawk (sp)’
muɾkuni muɾkuniman muɾkunimaŋaɾ muɾkunimaɽ ‘nullah’
ŋawuŋa ŋawuŋawun ŋawuŋawuŋaɾ ŋawuŋawuɽ ‘termite’
tipiti tipitipin tipitipiŋaɾ tipitipiwuɽ ‘rock-cod (sp)’
t̪apu t̪aputjin t̪aputjiŋaɾ t̪aputjiwuɽ ‘older brother’
muŋkumu muŋkumuŋkun muŋkumuŋkuŋaɾ muŋkumuŋkuɽ ‘wooden axe’
tjumputju tjumputjumpun tjumputjumpuŋaɾ tjumputjumpuɽ ‘dragonfly’

Noun Plural Associative
aγa aγalar aγalɨɨn ‘father’
paarta paartalar paartalɨɨn ‘school desk’
tɨa tɨalar tɨalɨɨn ‘forest’
kinige kinigeler kinigeliin ‘book’
dʒie dʒieler dʒieliin ‘house’
ije ijeler ijeliin ‘mother’
kini kiniler kiniliin ‘3rd person’
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bie bieler bieliin ‘mare’
oγo oγolor oγoluun ‘child’
χopto χoptolor χoptoluun ‘gull’
børø børølør børølyyn ‘wolf’
tɨal tɨallar tɨallɨɨn ‘wind’
ɨal ɨallar ɨallɨɨn ‘neighbor’
kuul kuullar kuulluun ‘sack’
at attar attɨɨn ‘horse’
balɨk balɨktar balɨktɨɨn ‘fish’
ɨskaap ɨskaaptar ɨskaaptɨɨn ‘cabinet’
oγus oγustar oγustuun ‘bull’
kus kustar kustuun ‘duck’
tynnyk tynnykter tynnyktyyn ‘window’
sep septer septiin ‘tool’
et etter ettiin ‘meat’
ørys øryster ørystyyn ‘river’
tiis tiister tiistiin ‘tooth’
soroχ soroχtor soroχtuun ‘some person’
oχ oχtor oχtuun ‘arrow’
oloppos oloppostor oloppostuun ‘chair’
øtøχ øtøχtør øtøχtyyn ‘abandoned farm’
ubaj ubajdar ubajdɨɨn ‘elder brother’
saraj sarajdar sarajdɨɨn ‘barn’
tɨj tɨjdar tɨjdɨɨn ‘foal’
atɨɨr atɨɨrdar atɨɨrdɨɨn ‘stallion’
ojuur ojuurdar ojuurduun ‘forest’
ytʃygej ytʃygejder ytʃygejdiin ‘good person’
edʒiij edʒiijder edʒiijdiin ‘elder sister’
tomtor tomtordor tomtorduun ‘knob’
moγotoj moγotojdor moγotojduun ‘chipmunk’
køtør køtørdør køtørdyyn ‘bird’
bølkøj bølkøjdør bølkøjdyyn ‘islet’
χatɨŋ χatɨŋnar χatɨŋnɨɨn ‘birch’
aan aannar aannɨɨn ‘door’
tiiŋ tiiŋner tiiŋniin ‘squirrel’
sordoŋ sordoŋnor sordoŋnuun ‘pike’
olom olomnor olomnuun ‘ford’
oron oronnor oronnuun ‘bed’
bødøŋ bødøŋnør bødøŋnyyn ‘strong one’

Noun Partitive Comparative Ablative
aγa aγata aγataaγar aγattan ‘father’
paarta paartata paartataaγar paartattan ‘school desk’
tɨa tɨata tɨataaγar tɨattan ‘forest’
kinige kinigete kinigeteeγer kinigetten ‘book’
dʒie dʒiete dʒieteeγer dʒietten ‘house’
ije ijete ijeteeγer ijetten ‘mother’
kini kinite kiniteeγer kinitten ‘3rd person’
bie biete bieteeγer bietten ‘mare’
oγo oγoto oγotooγor oγotton ‘child’
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χopto χoptoto χoptotooγor χoptotton ‘gull’
børø børøtø børøtøøγør børøttøn ‘wolf’
tɨal tɨalla tɨallaaγar tɨaltan ‘wind’
ɨal ɨalla ɨallaaγar ɨaltan ‘neighbor’
kuul kuulla kuullaaγar kuultan ‘sack’
moχsoγol moχsoγollo moχsoγollooγor moχsoγolton ‘falcon’
at atta attaaγar attan ‘horse’
balɨk balɨkta balɨktaaγar balɨktan ‘fish’
ɨskaap ɨskaapta ɨskaaptaaγar ɨskaaptan ‘cabinet’
oγus oγusta oγustaaγar oγustan ‘bull’
kus kusta kustaaγar kustan ‘duck’
tynnyk tynnykte tynnykteeγer tynnykten ‘window’
sep septe septeeγer septen ‘tool’
et ette etteeγer etten ‘meat’
ørys øryste ørysteeγer ørysten ‘river’
tiis tiiste tiisteeγer tiisten ‘tooth’
soroχ soroχto soroχtooγor soroχton ‘some person’
øtøχ øtøχtø øtøχtøøγør øtøχtøn ‘abandoned

farm’
ubaj ubajda ubajdaaγar ubajtan ‘elder brother’
saraj sarajda sarajdaaγar sarajtan ‘barn’
tɨj tɨjda tɨjdaaγar tɨjtan ‘foal’
atɨɨr atɨɨrda atɨɨrdaaγar atɨɨrtan ‘stallion’
χirur χirurda χirurdaaγar χirurtan ‘surgeon’
ytʃygej ytʃygejde ytʃygejdeeγer ytʃygejten ‘good person’
tomtor tomtordo tomtordooγor tomtorton ‘knob’
moγotoj moγotojdo moγotojdooγor moγotojton ‘chipmunk’
køtør køtørdø køtørdøøγør køtørtøn ‘bird’
suorγan suorγanna suorγannaaγar suorγantan ‘blanket’
χatɨŋ χatɨŋna χatɨŋnaaγar χatɨŋtan ‘birch’
aan aanna aannaaγar aantan ‘door’
tiiŋ tiiŋne tiiŋneeγer tiiŋten ‘squirrel’
sordoŋ sordoŋno sordoŋnooγor sordoŋton ‘pike’
olom olomno olomnooγor olomton ‘ford’
bødøŋ bødøŋnø bødøŋnøøγør bødøŋtøn ‘strong one’

Noun Dative Accusative
aγa aγaγa aγanɨ ‘father’
dʒie dʒieγe dʒieni ‘house’
ije ijeγe ijeni ‘mother’
oγo oγoγo oγonu ‘child’
børø børøγø børøny ‘wolf’
tɨal tɨalga tɨalɨ ‘wind’
kuul kuulga kuulu ‘sack’
at akka atɨ ‘horse’
balɨk balɨkka balɨgɨ ‘fish’
ɨskaap ɨskaapka ɨskaabɨ ‘cabinet’
oγus oγuska oγuhu ‘bull’
kus kuska kuhu ‘duck’
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11 Sadzhava Ukrainian
Give a phonological analysis of the following data. Assume that all surface
occurrences of kj and gj in this language are derived by rule. Also assume that
stress is located on the proper vowel in the underlying representation: the rules
for shifting stress are too complex to be considered here. Nouns in declension II
depalatalize a consonant before the locative suffix, and nouns in declension III
depalatalize in the genitive. The variation in the genitive and locative singular
suffix in declension I (-i or -a versus -u) is lexically governed: do not write rules
which select between these suffixes. Concentrate on establishing the correct
underlying representations for the noun stem.

sep sepke sebi ‘tool’
et ekke eti ‘meat’
tiis tiiske tiihi ‘tooth’
ot okko otu ‘grass’
soroχ soroχχo soroγu ‘some person’
øtøχ øtøχχø øtøγy ‘abandoned farm’
oχ oχχo oγu ‘arrow’
saraj sarajga sarajɨ ‘barn’
tɨj tɨjga tɨjɨ ‘foal’
køtør køtørgø køtøry ‘bird’
ojuun ojuuŋŋa ojuunu ‘shaman’
χatɨŋ χatɨŋŋa χatɨŋɨ ‘birch’
aan aaŋŋa aanɨ ‘door’
olom olomŋo olomu ‘ford’

Declension I
Nom sɡ Gen sɡ Loc sɡ
ˈplast plasˈta plasjˈkji ‘layer’
skoˈrux skoruˈxa skoruˈsji ‘mountain ash’
ˈγjrjix γjrjixa γjrjiˈsji ‘sin’
pasˈtux pastuˈxa pastuˈsji ‘herdsman’
ˈmjnjux ˈmjnjuxa ˈmjnjusji ‘fish (sp)’
ˈpluγ ˈpluγa ˈpluzji ‘plow’
ˈsjtjiγ ˈstoγa ˈstozji ‘stack’
ˈsak ˈsaka ˈsatsji ‘fishnet’

Noun Our N Noun Our N
aγa aγabɨt ‘father’ ije ijebit ‘mother’
uol uolbut ‘son’ køtør køtørbyt ‘bird’
kɨlaas kɨlaaspɨt ‘classroom’ ɨskaap ɨskaappɨt ‘cabinet’
kuorat kuorappɨt ‘town’ tiis tiispit ‘tooth’
ohoχ ohoχput ‘stove’ tynnyk tynnykpyt ‘window’
aan aammɨt ‘door’ kapitan kapitammɨt ‘captain’
tiiŋ tiiŋmit ‘squirrel’ oron orommut ‘bed’
kyn kymmyt ‘day’
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ˈbek bəˈka bəˈtsji ‘bull’
ˈlest ləsˈta ləsjˈkji ‘letter’
ˈlest ˈlesta ˈlesjkji ‘leaf’
ˈpjljit ˈplota ˈplokji ‘wicker fence’
ˈsjmjrjid ˈsmroda ˈsmrogji ‘stench’
ˈfjist fosˈta fosjˈkji ‘tail’
ˈmjist ˈmosta ˈmosjkji ‘bridge’
ˈljid ˈlædu ləˈdu ‘ice’
ˈdjrjit ˈdrota ˈdrokji ‘thick wire’
ˈmjid ˈmædu məˈdu ‘honey’
ˈvjil voˈla voˈlji ‘ox’
ˈvjiz ˈvoza ˈvozji ‘cart’
ˈser ˈsera ˈserji ‘cottage cheese’
ˈsjnjip snoˈpa snoˈpji ‘sheaf’
ˈγreb γrəˈba γrəˈbji ‘mushroom’
ˈlæbjid ˈlæbəda ˈlæbəgji ‘swan’
ˈbærjiγ ˈbærəγa ˈbærəzji ‘shore’
pəˈrjiγ pəˈroγa pəˈrozji ‘dumpling’
ˈporjiγ poˈroγa poˈrozji ‘threshold’
boˈljek boljəˈka boljəˈtsji ‘abcess’
ˈvorjiγ ˈvoroγa ˈvorozji ‘enemy’
ˈkonək ˈkonəka ˈkonətsji ‘grasshopper’
ˈpotjik poˈtoka poˈtotsji ‘stream’
ˈtjik ˈtoka ˈtotsji ‘current’
ˈkjil koˈla koˈlji ‘stake’

Declension II
Nom sɡ Gen sɡ Loc sɡ
koˈvalj kovaˈlje kovaˈle ‘blacksmith’
ˈdʒmjilj dʒmjiˈlje dʒmjiˈle ‘bumblebee’
ˈkjrjilj kjrjiˈlje kjrjiˈle ‘rabbit’
uˈtʃetəlj uˈtʃetəljə uˈtʃetələ ‘teacher’
ˈgræbjinj ˈgræbənjə ˈgræbənə ‘comb’
ˈolənj ˈolənjə ˈolənə ‘deer’
yatʃjˈmjinj yatʃˈmænjə yatʃˈmænə ‘barley’
ˈyasjinj ˈyasənjə ˈyasənə ‘ash tree’
ˈzjekj ˈzjekjə ˈzjetə ‘son-in-law’

Declension III
Nom sɡ Gen sɡ
ˈmasjkj ˈmastə ‘fat’
ˈsjmjirjkj ˈsmærtə ‘death’
ˈvjisjkj ˈvjistə ‘news’
ˈsjilj ˈsolə ‘salt’
ˈpoʃjisjkj ˈpoʃəstə ‘epidemic’
ˈzamjikj ˈzamətə ‘snowstorm’
ˈskatərjkj ˈskatərtə ‘tablecloth’
ˈkjisjkj ˈkostə ‘bone’
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12 Koromfe
Koromfe has two kinds of vowels, [-ATR] ɪ ʊ ε ɔ a and [+ATR] i u e o ʌ. Provide
an analysis of the alternations in the following data, which involve singular and
plural forms of nouns and different tense-inflections for verbs:

Singular Plural
gɪbrε gɪba ‘hatchet’
hubre hubʌ ‘ditch’
nεbrε nεba ‘pea’
dĩŋgre dĩŋgʌ ‘bush type’
zoŋgre zoŋgʌ ‘wing’
lɔ̃ŋgrε lɔ̃ŋga ‘shoe’
hullre hullʌ ‘gutter’
sεkrε sεka ‘half’
tεfrε tεfa ‘cotton fiber’
dabεεrε dabεεja ‘camp’
dɔɔrε dɔɔja ‘long’
gɪg̃aarε gɪg̃aaja ‘vulture’
pʊpaarε pʊpaaja ‘grass type’
koire kojʌ ‘bracelet’
dʊmdε dʊma ‘lion’
hulomde hulomʌ ‘marrow’
tεmdε tεma ‘beard’
logomde logomʌ ‘camel’
bɪndε bɪna ‘heart’
hɔ̃ndε hɔ̃na ‘hoe’
honde honʌ ‘bean’
geŋde geŋʌ ‘pebble’
zεŋdε zεŋa ‘upper arm’
bεllε bεla ‘back’
jɪllε jɪla ‘horn’
selle selʌ ‘space’
pallε pala ‘stretcher’
deŋgele deŋgelʌ ‘open area’
sembele sembelʌ ‘piece’
dãɪñε dãjã̃ ‘wood’
hʊ ̃ɪñε hʊ ̃jã̃ ‘caterpillar’
kɔ ̃ɪñε kɔ ̃jã̃ ‘squirrel’
kɔ ̃ɔ̃nε kɔ ̃ɔ̃jã̃ ‘old’
sɔ ̃ɔ̃nε sɔ̃ɔ ̃jã̃ ‘period’
bεtε bεra ‘male animal’
datε dara ‘chest’
gete gerʌ ‘forked stick’
gote gorʌ ‘stream’
bɪtε bɪra ‘frog’
dɔtε dɔra ‘cloud’

Neutral Past Progressive
ta taε taraa ‘shoot’
gɔ gɔε gɔraa ‘go back’
kʊ kɔε kʊraa ‘kill’
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Further reading
Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979; Zwicky 1973, 1974, 1975; Pullum 1976.

tu toe turʌʌ ‘coat’
li lee lirʌʌ ‘forget’
dɪ dε dɪraa ‘eat’
tã tãε̃ tãnaa ‘contradict’
nε̃ nε̃ nε̃naa ‘defecate’
saɪ sajε saɪraa ‘separate’
jɛɪ ̃ jɛjɛ̃ jɛɪraa ‘waste’
sɔɪ sɔjε sɔɪraa ‘split’
jε̃ɪ ̃ jε̃jε̃ jε̃ɪñaa ‘catch’
dɔ̃ɪ ̃ dɔ ̃jε̃̃ dɔ̃ɪñaa ‘dream’
kεndɪ kεndε kεndraa ‘finish’
kε̃sɪ kε̃sε kε̃sraa ‘surpass’
kεtɪ kεtε kεtraa ‘open’
tεŋgɪ tεŋgε tεŋgraa ‘accompany’
jisi jise jisrʌʌ ‘suffice’
jɪsɪ jɪsε jɪsraa ‘draw water’
birgi birge birgrʌʌ ‘blacken’
pasgɪ pasgε pasgraa ‘split’
mεntɪ mεntε mεntraa ‘assemble’
gondu gonde gondrʌʌ ‘depart’
hɔ̃ŋgʊ hɔ ̃ŋgε hɔ̃ŋgraa ‘point’
sʊrgʊ sʊrgε sʊrgraa ‘drop’
hɔ̃kʊ hɔ ̃kε hɔ̃kraa ‘scratch’
zullu zulle zullrʌʌ ‘bow’
sɪbʊ sɪbε sɪbraa ‘die’
zambʊ zambε zambraa ‘deceive’
wufu wufe wufrʌʌ ‘borrow’
zɪgamsʊ zɪgamsε zɪgamsraa ‘be dirty’
hε̃msʊ hε̃msε hε̃msraa ‘meet’
leli lele lellʌʌ ‘sing’
pɪlɪ pɪlε pɪllaa ‘trample flat’
tarɪ tarε tataa ‘plaster’
fεrɪ fεrε fεtaa ‘cultivate’
tʊrʊ tʊrε tʊtaa ‘introduce’
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CHAPTER

7 Phonological
typology and
naturalness

PREVIEW

One of the main goals of many phonologists is to explain

why certain phonological patterns are found in numerous

languages, while other patterns are found in few or no

languages. This chapter looks at phonological typology – the

study of common versus uncommon phonological rules.

KEY TERMS
typology

crosslinguistic
comparison

markedness

functional
explanation



A widely invoked criterion in deciding between analyses of a language is
whether the rules of one analysis aremore natural, usually judged in terms
ofwhether the rules occur frequently across languages. As a prerequisite to
explaining why some processes are common, uncommon, or even
unattested, you need an idea of what these common patterns are, and
providing such survey information is the domain of typology. While only
a very small fraction of the roughly 7,000 languages spoken in the world
have been studied in a way that yields useful information for phonological
typology, crosslinguistic studies have revealed many recurrent patterns,
which form the basis for theorizing about the reason for these patterns.

7.1 Inventories

A comparative, typological approach is often employed in the study of
phonological segment inventories. It has been observed that certain kinds
of segments occur in verymany languages, while others occur in only a few.
This observation is embodied in the study ofmarkedness, which is the idea
that not all segments or sets of segments or rules have equal status in
phonological systems. For example, many languages have the stop conson-
ants [p t k], a system that is said to be unmarked, but relatively few have the
uvular [q], which is said to bemarked. Markedness is a comparative concept,
so [q] ismoremarked than [k] but lessmarked than [ʕ]. Many languages have
the voiced approximant [l], but few have the voiceless lateral fricative [ɬ] and
even fewer have the voiced lateral fricative [ɮ]. Very many languages have
the vowels [i e a o u]; not many have the vowels [ɨ œ ʊ ɪ].
Related to frequency of segment types across languages is the concept of

implicational relation. An example of an implicational relation is that
holding between oral and nasal vowels. Many languages have only oral
vowels (Spanish, German), and many languages have both oral and nasal
vowels (French, Portuguese), but no language has only nasal vowels; that
is, the existence of nasal vowels implies the existence of oral vowels. All
languages have voiced sonorant consonants, and some additionally have
voiceless sonorants; no language has only voiceless sonorants. Or, many
languages have only a voiceless series of obstruents, others have both
voiced and voiceless obstruents; but none has only voiced obstruents.
The method of comparing inventories. Three methodological issues

need to be borne in mind when conducting such typological studies. First,
determining what is more common versus less common requires a good-
sized random sample of the languages of the world. However, information
on phonological structure is not easily available for many of the languages
of the world, and existing documentation tends to favor certain languages
(for example the Indo-European languages) over other languages (those of
New Guinea).
Second, it is often difficult to determine the true phonetic values of

segments in a language which you do not know, so interpreting a symbol
in a grammar may result in error. The consonants spelled <p t k> may in
fact be ejective [p’ t’ k’], but <p t k> are used in the spelling system
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because p, t, k are “more basic” segments and the author of a grammar
may notate ejectives with “more basic” symbols if no plain nonejective
voiceless stops exist in the language. This is the case in many Bantu
languages of Southern Africa, such as Gitonga and Zulu, which contrast
phonetically voiceless aspirated and ejective stops – there are no plain
unaspirated voiceless stops. Therefore, the ejectives are simply written
<p t k> because there is no need to distinguish [p] and [p’]. This phonetic
detail is noted in some grammars, but not in all, and if you do not have
experience with the language and do not read a grammar that mentions
that <p> is ejective, you might not notice that these languages have no
plain voiceless stops.
Third, many typological claims are statistical rather than absolute –

they are statements about what happens most often, and therefore
encountering a language that does not work that way does not falsify
the claim. It is very difficult to refute a claim of the form “X is more
common than Y,” unless a very detailed numerical study is undertaken.
Typical inventories. With these caveats, here are some general tenden-

cies of phoneme inventories. In the realm of consonantal place of articu-
lation, and using voiceless consonants to represent all obstruents at that
place of articulation, the places represented by [p, t, k] are the most basic,
occurring in almost all languages of the world. The next most common
place would be alveopalatal; less common are uvulars, dentals, and retro-
flex coronals; least common are pharyngeal. All languages have a series of
simple consonants lacking secondary vocalic articulations. The most
common secondary articulation is rounding applied to velars, then palat-
alization; relatively uncommon is rounding of labial consonants; least
common would be distinctive velarization or pharyngealization of con-
sonants. Among consonants with multiple closures, labiovelars like [kp]
are the most common; clicks, though rare, seem to be more common than
linguolabials.
In terms of manners of consonant articulation, stops are found in all

languages. Most language have at least one fricative (but many Australian
languages have no fricatives), and the most common fricative is ʃ, followed
by f and ʃ, then x, then θ and other fricatives. Themost common affricates are
the alveopalatals, then the other coronal affricates; pf and kx are noticeably
less frequent. In terms of laryngeal properties of consonants, all languages
have voiceless consonants (inmany, the voice onset time of stops is relatively
longand the voiceless stops could be considered tobephonetically aspirated).
Plain voiced consonants are also common, as is a contrast between voiceless
unaspirated and voiceless aspirated stops. Ejectives, implosives and breathy-
voiced consonants aremuch less frequent. Among fricatives, voicing distinc-
tions are not unusual, but aspiration, breathy voicing and ejection are quite
marked.
Nearly all languages have at least one nasal consonant, but languageswith

a rich system of place contrasts among obstruents may frequently have a
smaller set of contrasts among nasals. Most languages also have at least one
of [r] or [l], and typically have the glides [w j]. Modal voicing is the unmarked
case for liquids, nasals, and glides, with distinctive laryngealization or

But when a
language has only
one variety of
coronal, that
variety may well be
phonetically dental
or postalveolar.
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devoicing/aspiration being uncommon. Among laryngeal glides, [h] is the
most common, then [ʔ], followed by the relatively infrequent [ɦ].
The optimal vowel system would seem to be [i e a o u], and while the

mid vowels [e o] are considered to be more marked than the high vowels
[i u] for various reasons having to do with the operation of phonological
rules (context-free rules raising mid vowels to high are much more
common than context-free rules lowering high vowels to mid), there are
fewer languages with just the vowels [i u a] than with the full set [i u e o a].
The commonness of front rounded and back unrounded vowels is correl-
ated with vowel height, so a number of languages have [y] and not [ø], but
very few have [ø] and not [y]. Full exploitation of the possibilities for low
back and round vowels [ae ɶ a ɒ] is quite rare, but it is not hard to find
languages with [i y ɨ u]. As noted earlier, oral vowels are more common
than nasal vowels, and modal voiced vowels are more common than
creaky-voiced or breathy vowels.

7.2 Segmental processes

Recurrent patterns are also found in rules themselves. We begin our
typological survey of processes with segmental processes and proceed to
prosodic ones. Put roughly, segmental phonology deals with how the
features of one segment affect the features of another segment, and
prosodic processes are those that pertain to the structure of syllables,
stress, and the rhythmic structure of words, and phenomena which
relate to the position of segments in a phonological string. This division
of processes is at this point strictly heuristic, but research has shown
that there are important representational differences between segmen-
tal, i.e. featural, representations and syllabic or rhythmic representa-
tions – further questions regarding representations are taken up in
chapter 9.

7.2.1 Assimilations
The most common phonological process in language is assimilation,
where two segments become more alike by having one segment take on
values for one or more features from a neighboring segment.

Vowel harmony. An example of assimilation is vowel harmony, and the
archetypical example of vowel harmony is the front–back vowel harmony
process of Turkish. In this language, vowels within a word are (generally)
all front, or all back, and suffixes alternate according to the frontness
of the preceding vowel. The genitive suffix accordingly varies between
-in and -ɨn, as does the plural suffix lar ~ ler.

(1) Nom sg Gen sg Nom pl Gen pl
ip ip-in ip-ler ip-ler-in ‘rope’
tʃɨkiʃ tʃɨkɨʃ-ɨn tʃɨkɨʃ-lar tʃɨkɨʃ-lar-ɨn ‘exit’
kɨz kɨz-in kɨz-lar kɨz-lar-ɨn ‘girl’
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This process can be stated formally as (2).

(2)

A second kind of vowel harmony found in Turkish is rounding harmony.
In Turkish, a rule assimilates any high vowel to the roundness of the
preceding vowel. Consider the following data, involving stems which end
in round vowels:

(3)

The genitive suffix which has a high vowel becomes rounded when the
preceding vowel is round, but the plural suffix which has a nonhigh vowel
does not assimilate in roundness. Thus the data in (3) can be accounted for
by the following rule.

(4)

A problem that arises in many vowel harmony systems is that it is diffi-
cult if not impossible to be certain what the underlying vowel of the suffix
is. For the plural suffix, we can surmise that the underlying vowel is
nonround, since it is never phonetically round, so the most probable
hypotheses are /a/ or /e/. For the genitive suffix, any of /i, ɨ, y, u/ would be
plausible, since from any of these vowels, the correct output would result
by applying these rules.
It is sometimes assumed that, if all other factors are the same for

selecting between competing hypotheses about the underlying form, a
less marked (crosslinguistically frequent) segment should be selected
over a more marked segment. By that reasoning, you might narrow the
choice to /i, u/ since ɨ, y are significantly more marked than /i, u/. The
same reasoning might lead you to specifically conclude that alternating
high vowels are /i/, on the assumption that i is less marked than u:
however, that conclusion regarding markedness is not certain. The
validity of invoking segmental markedness for chosing underlying
forms is a theoretical assumption, and does not have clear empirical

ev ev-in ev-ler ev-ler-in ‘house’
biber biber-in biber-ler biber-ler-in ‘pepper’
sap sap-ɨn sap-lar sap-lar-ɨn ‘stalk’
adam adam-ɨn adam-lar adam-lar-ɨn ‘man’

Nom sg Gen sg Nom pl Gen pl
jyz jyz-yn jyz-ler jyz-ler-in ‘face’
pul pul-un pul-lar pul-lar-ɨn ‘stamp’
ok ok-un ok-lar ok-lar-ɨn ‘arrow’

son son-un son-lar son-lar-ɨn ‘end’
køj køj-yn køj-ler køj-ler-in ‘village’

→V [αback] / V
           [αback]

C0 _ 

→V

[+ high]
[αround] / V                       [αround]

C0 _ 
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support. A further solution to the problem of picking between under-
lying forms is that [+high] suffix vowels in Turkish are not specified at
all for backness or roundness, and thus could be represented with the
symbol /I/, which is not an actual and pronounceable vowel, but repre-
sents a so-called archiphoneme having the properties of being a vowel
and being high, but being indeterminate for the properties [round] and
[back]. There are a number of theoretical issues which surround the
possibility of having partially specified segments, which we will not go
into here.
Mongolian also has rounding harmony: in this language, only nonhigh

vowels undergo the assimilation, and only nonhigh vowels trigger the
process.

(5)

This rule can be forumlated as in (6).

(6)

Typological research has revealed a considerable range of variation in
the conditions that can be put on a rounding harmony rule. In Sakha,
high vowels assimilate in roundness to round high and nonhigh
vowels (cf.: aγa-lɨɨn ‘father (associative),’ sep-tiin ‘tool (associative)’
vs. oγo-luun ‘child (associative),’ børø-lyyn ‘wolf (associative),’ tynnyk-
tyyn ‘window (associative)’), but nonhigh vowels only assimilate in
roundness to a preceding nonhigh vowel (cf. aγa-lar ‘fathers,’ sep-ter
‘tools,’ tynnyk-ter ‘windows,’ kus-tar ‘ducks’ vs. oγo-lor ‘children,’ børø-lør
‘wolves’). As seen in chapter 6, in Yawelmani, vowels assimilate
rounding from a preceding vowel of the same height (thus, high
vowels assimilate to high vowels, low vowels assimilate to low vowels).
As seen in (7), Kirghiz vowels generally assimilate in roundness to any
preceding vowel except that a nonhigh vowel does not assimilate to a
back high round vowel (though it will assimilate rounding from a
front high round vowel).

(7)

Nominative Instrumental Accusative
de:l de:l-e:r de:l-i:g ‘coat’
gal gal-a:r gal-i:g ‘fire’
dy: dy:-ge:r dy:-g ‘younger brother’
nøxør nøxør-ø:r nøxør-i:g ‘comrade’
doro: doro:-go:r doro:-g ‘stirrup’

→V [αround] / V C0 _ 

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

-high
αround

[- high]

Accusative Dative
taʃ-tɨ taʃ-ka ‘stone’
iʃ-ti iʃ-ke ‘job’
utʃ-tu utʃ-ka ‘tip’
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This survey raises the question whether you might find a language where
roundness harmony only takes place between vowels of different heights
rather than the same height, as we have seen. Although such examples
are not known to exist, we must be cautious about inferring too much
from that fact, since the vast majority of languages with rounding har-
mony are genetically or areally related (Mongolian, Kirghiz, Turkish,
Sakha). The existence of these kinds of rounding harmony means that
phonological theory must provide the tools to describe them: what we do
not know is whether other types of rounding harmony also exist. Nor is it
safe, given our limited database on variation within rounding harmony
systems, to make very strong pronouncements about what constitutes
“common” versus “rare” patterns of rounding harmony.
Another type of vowel harmony is vowel-height harmony. Suchharmony

exists in Kuria, where the tense mid vowels e, o become i, u before a high
vowel. Consider (8), illustrating variations in noun prefixes (omo ~ umu; eme
~ imi; eke ~ ege ~ iki ~ igi; ogo ~ ugu) conditioned by the vowel to the right:

(8)

These examples show that tense mid vowels appear before the low vowel a
and the tense and lax mid vowels e, ε, o, ɔ, which are [-high], and high
vowels appear before high vowels, so based just on the phonetic environ-
ment where each variant appears, we cannot decide what the underlying
value of the prefix is, [-high] or [+high]. Additional data show that the
prefixes must underlyingly contain mid vowels; there are also prefixes
which contain invariantly [+high] vowels.

(9)

Thus the alternations in (8) can be described with the rule (10).

konok-tu konok-ko ‘guest’
køz-ty køz-gø ‘eye’
yj-ty yj-gø ‘house’

omoó-nto ‘person’ omo-sáátʃá ‘male’
omo-té ‘tree’ omo-góóndo ‘plowed field’
umu-ríísja ‘boy’ umu-múra ‘young man’
eme-té ‘trees’ imi-sí ‘sugar canes’
ege-sáka ‘stream’ ege-té ‘chair’
egeé-nto ‘thing’ igi-túúmbe ‘stool’
iki-rúúŋgúuri ‘soft porridge’ iki-múúnέ ‘deer’
ogo-gábo ‘huge basket’ ogo-tábo ‘huge book’
ogo-sééndáno ‘huge needle’ ogo-gέna ‘huge stone’
ugu-síri ‘huge rope’

iri-tɔ́ɔ́kε ‘banana’ iri-kέέndɔ ‘date fruit’
iri-hííndi ‘corn cob’ iri-tóro ‘buttock’
ibi-góóndo ‘small fields’ ibi-gáátε ‘small breads’
ibi-gúrúbe ‘small pigs’ ibi-té ‘chairs’
itʃi-séésé ‘dog’ itʃi-ŋáámwi ‘cat’
itʃi-ŋɔ́ɔ́mbε ‘cow’ itʃii-ŋgúrúbe ‘pig’
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(10)

Another variety of vowel-height harmony is complete height harmony, an
example of which is found in Matuumbi. This language distinguishes four
phonological vowel heights, exemplified by the vowels a, ε, ɪ and i. The
vowels of the passive suffix -ilw- and the causative suffix -ij- assimilate
completely to the height of the preceding nonlow vowel [ε ɪ i].

(11)

This process involves the complete assimilation of suffix vowels to the values
of [high] and [tense] (or [ATR]) from the preceding nonlow vowel. Since the
low vowel a does not trigger assimilation, the context after a reveals the
underlying nature of harmonizing vowels, which we can see are high and
tense. The following rule will account for the harmonic alternations in (11).

(12)

Akan exemplifies a type of vowel harmony which is common especially
among the languages of Africa, which is assimilation of the feature ATR.
In Akan, vowels within the word all agree in their value for [ATR]. In (13a)
the prefix vowels are [+ATR] before the [+ATR] vowel of the word for ‘eat’
and [-ATR] before the [-ATR] vowel of ‘be called’; (13b) shows this same
harmony affecting other tense–aspect prefixes.

(13) a.

ásim-a ‘borrow’ ásim-ilw-a ‘be borrowed’
ín-a ‘dance’ ɪ ́n-ilw-a ‘be danced’
kún-a ‘grate coconut’ kún-ilw-a ‘be grated’
ʊ́ʊg-a ‘bathe’ ʊ́ʊg-ɪlw-a ‘be bathed’
twɪ ́ɪk-a ‘lift a load’ twɪ́ɪk-ɪlw-a ‘be lifted’
bɔ ́ɔl-a ‘tear bark

off a tree’
bɔ́ɔl-εlw-a ‘be de-barked’

kέεŋgεεmb-
a

‘uproot tubers’ kέεŋgεεmb-
εlw-a

‘be uprooted’

tʃáag-a ‘grind’ tʃáag-ij-a ‘make grind’
tʃíindʒ-a ‘slaughter’ tʃíindʒ-ij-a ‘make slaughter’
ʊ́ʊg-a ‘bathe’ ʊ́ʊg-ɪj-a ‘make bathe’
bɔ ́ɔl-a ‘de-bark’ bɔ́ɔl-εj-a ‘make de-bark’
tʃέεŋg-a ‘build’ tʃέεŋg-εj-a ‘make build’

→ [+ high] /_C0          V V
[+ tense] [+ high]

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

V
-low

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

αhigh
βtense

→ C0 _ ⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

+low
αhigh
βtense

/

‘eat’ ‘be called’
1sg mi-di mɪ-dɪ
2sg wu-di wʊ-dɪ
3sg o-di ɔ-dɪ
1pl je-di jε-dɪ
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b.

Vowel nasalization is also a common assimilatory process affecting
vowels, and can be seen in the data of (14) from Gã. These data illustrate
nasalization affecting the plural suffix, which is underlyingly /i/ and
assimilates nasality from the immediately preceding vowel.

(14)

Another kind of vowel harmony, one affecting multiple features, is some-
times termed “place harmony,” an example of which comes from Efik. In
Efik, the prefix vowel /ε/ (but not /e/) becomes [a] before [a], [ɔ] before [ɔ], [ε]
before [ε], [e] before [e] and [i], and [o] before [o] and [u].

(15)

This process involves assimilation of all features from the following
vowel, except the feature [high].

(16)

Finally complete vowel harmony, where one vowel takes on all features
from a neighboring vowel, is found in some languages such as Kolami.
This language has a rule of vowel epenthesis which breaks up final

2pl mu-di mʊ-dɪ
3pl wo-di wɔ-dɪ

o-be-di ‘he will eat’ ɔ-bε-dɪ ‘he’ll be called’
o-di-i ‘he ate’ ɔ-dɪ-ɪ ‘he was called’
o-ko-di ‘he goes and eats’ ɔ-kɔ-dɪ ‘he goes and is called’

mlεεbo mlεεbo-i ‘liver’
nãne nãne-i ‘leg’
tʃĩĩsi tʃĩĩsi-i ‘plate’
akplɔ akplɔ-i ‘spear’
gbε gbε-i ‘path’
mĩ mĩ-ĩ ‘drum’

sε̃ sε̃-ĩ ‘throat’
tũ tũ-ĩ ‘gun’
ŋmɔ̃ ŋmɔ̃-ĩ ‘farm’

lemã lemã-ĩ ‘ax’

3sg 3pl
e-di e-di ‘come’
ε-bεri e-bεri ‘shut’
a-kaŋ e-kaŋ ‘deny’
ɔ-bɔ e-bɔ ‘take’
o-kop e-kop ‘hear’
o-kut e-kut ‘see’

ε → C0 ⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

αround
βtense
γback

V

⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢

⎢
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥

⎥

αround
βtense
γback

/
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consonant clusters and medial clusters of more than two consonants. The
inserted vowel harmonizes with the preceding vowel.

(17)

Another example of complete vowel harmony is seen in the following
examples of the causative prefix of Klamath, whose vowel completely
assimilates to the following vowel.

(18)

Complete harmony is unlikely to ever be completely general - all of these
examples are restricted in application to specific contexts, such as epen-
thetic vowels as in Kolami, or vowels of specific affixal morphemes as in
Klamath. Another context where total harmony is common is between
vowels separated only by laryngeal glides h and ʔ, a phenomenon referred
to as translaryngeal harmony, as illustrated in Nenets by the alternation
in the locative forms to-hona ‘lake,’ pi-hina ‘street,’ pja-hana ‘tree,’ pe-hena
‘stone,’ tu-huna ‘fire.’ The consequences of a completely unrestricted
vowel harmony would be rather drastic - any word could only have one
kind of vowel in it, were such a rule to be totally general.

Consonant assimilations. One of the most common processes affecting
consonants is the assimilation of a nasal to the place of articulation of the
following consonant. An example of this process comes from Matuumbi,
seen in (19), where the plural prefix /ɲ/ takes on the place of assimilation of
the following consonant.

(19)

Stem 1sg pres 1sg past Imperative
/tum/ tum-atun tum-tan tum ‘sneeze’
/agul/ agul-atun agul-tan agul ‘dig’
/dakap/ dakap-atun dakap-tan dakap ‘push’
/katk/ katk-atun katak-tan katak ‘strike’
/melg/ melg-atun meleg-tan meleg ‘shake’
/kink/ kink-atun kinik-tan kinik ‘break’

sna-batgal ‘gets someone up from bed’
sne-l’e:ml’ema ‘makes someone dizzy’
sno-bo:stgi ‘causes something to turn black’
sni-nklilk’a ‘makes dusty’

Singular Plural
lwɪɪ ́mo ɲɪ ́mo ‘land being weeded’
lwaámbo ɲaámbo ‘bead’
lweémbe ɲeémbe ‘shaving knife’
lugolóká ŋgolóká ‘straight’
lubáu mbáu ‘rib’
ludʒiíŋgjá ɲdʒiíŋgjá ‘entered’
lulaála ndaála ‘pepper’
lupaláaí mbaláaí ‘bald head’
lutéelá ndeelá ‘piece of wood’
lutʃwiítʃwi ɲdʒwiítʃwi ‘tomato’
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Place assimilation of nasals in Matuumbi affects all nasals, so the data in
(20a) illustrate assimilation of preconsonantal /n/ resulting from an
optional vowel deletion rule, and (20b) illustrates assimilation of /m/

(20) a.

b.

Sometimes, a language with place assimilation of nasals will restrict the
process to a specific place of articulation. For instance, Chukchi assi-
milates ŋ to a following consonant, but does not assimilate n or m.
Thus the stem teŋ ‘good’ retains underlying ŋ before a vowel, and
otherwise assimilates to the following consonant: however, as the
last two examples show, n and m do not assimilate to a following
consonant.

(21)

A common assimilation affecting consonants after nasals is postvocalic
voicing, illustrated by Matuumbi in (22). The data in (22a) illustrate
voicing of an underlyingly voiceless consonant at the beginning of a stem
after the prefix ɲ. The data in (22b) show voicing of a consonant in a verb
after the reduced form of the subject prefix ni. In these examples, the
vowel /i/ in the prefix optionally deletes, and when it does, it voices an
initial stop.

(22) a.

lukíligo ŋgilígo ‘place for initiates’
lukíli ŋgíli ‘palm’

ni-bálaaŋgite m-bálaaŋgite ‘I counted’
ni-dʒíiŋgiile ɲ-dʒíiŋgiile ‘I entered’
ni-góoɲdʒite ŋ-góoɲdʒite ‘I slept’

mu-páalite m-páalite ‘you (pl) wanted’
mu-téliike n-téliike ‘you (pl) cooked’
mu-tʃáawiile ɲ-tʃáawiile ‘you (pl) ground’
mu-káatite ŋ-káatite ‘you (pl) cut’

teŋ-əɬʔ-ən ‘good’
tam-waγərγ-ən ‘good life’
tam-pera-k ‘to look good’
tan-tʃottʃot ‘good pillow’

tan-ɬəmŋəɬ ‘good story’
tan-rʔarqə ‘good breastband’
nə-mkə-kin ‘often’
γa-n-pera-w-ɬen ‘decorated’

Singular Plural
lu-paláaí m-baláaí ‘bald head’
lu-tʃwiítʃwi ɲ-dʒwiítʃwi ‘tomato plant’
lu-téelá n-deelá ‘piece of wood’
lu-kíligo ŋ-gilígo ‘initiate’s place’
lu-temá.á n-demá.á ‘chopped’
lu-tʃapíitʃá ɲ-dʒapíitʃá ‘clean’

Not all
preconsonantal
nasals condition
this voicing process
in Matuumbi; only
nasals which are
nonsyllabic in the
intermediate
representation do.
Hence [mp]
sequences, such as
found in (20),
are possible, since
the process that
deletes the vowel u
results in a syllabic
nasal in the
intermediate
representation.
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b.

Stop consonants frequently nasalize before nasal consonants, and an
example of this process is found in Korean. The examples in (23a) are
stems with final nasal consonants; those in (23b) have oral consonants,
revealed before the infinitive suffix a ~ ə, and undergo nasalization of that
consonant before the past-tense suffix -nɨnta.

(23) a.

b.

Matuumbi presents the mirror-image process, of postnasal nasalization
(this process is only triggered by nasals which are moraic in the intermedi-
ate representation). On the left in (24a), the underlying consonant is
revealed when a vowel-final noun-class prefix stands before the stem,
and on the right a nasal prefix stands before the stem, causing the initial
consonant to become nasalized. In (24b), nasalization applies to the
example in the second column, which undergoes an optional rule deleting
the vowel u from the prefix /mu/.

(24) a.

b.

Many languages have a process of voicing assimilation, especially in
clusters of obstruents which must agree in voicing. Most often, obstruents

1sg past Optional pronunciation
ni-páalite m-báalite ‘I wanted (recent)’
ni-téliike n-déliike ‘I cooked (recent)’
ni-tʃónite ɲ-dʒónite ‘I sewed (recent)’
ni-kʊ́biile ŋ-gʊ́biile ‘I hit on legs (recent)’

Infinitive Past
an-a an-nɨnta ‘hug’
t’atɨm-ə t’atɨm-nɨntə ‘trim’

nəm-ə nəm-nɨnta ‘overflow’

tʃhəm-a tʃham-nɨnta ‘endure’

ip-ə im-nɨnta ‘wear’
tat-ə tan-nɨnta ‘close’
puth-ə pun-nɨnta ‘adhere’
tʃotʃh-a tʃon-nɨnta ‘follow’

mək-ə məŋ-nɨnta ‘eat’
tak’-a taŋ-nɨnta ‘polish
ik-ə iŋ-nɨnta ‘ripen’

a-baánda ‘slaves’ m-maánda ‘slaves’
a-láalo ‘fools’ n-náalo ‘fool’
a-gúndumúji ‘scarers’ ŋ-ŋúndumúji ‘scarer’
mi-butúka ‘cars’ m-mutúka ‘car’
mi-dálaánzi ‘bitter oranges’ n-nálaánzi ‘bitter orange’
mi-lipú ‘trees (sp)’ n-nipú ‘tree (sp)’
mi-gúunda ‘fields’ ŋ-ŋúunda ‘field’

mu-buundíke m-muundíke ‘you should store’
mu-laabúke n-naabúke ‘you should breakfast’
mu-dʒiiŋgí ɲ-ɲiiŋgí ‘you should enter’
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assimilate regressively to the last obstruent in the cluster. For example, in
Sanskrit a stem-final consonant reveals its underlying voicing when the
following affix begins with a sonorant, but assimilates in voicing to a
following obstruent.

(25)

Other languages with regressive voicing assimilation are Hungarian and
Russian.
Progressive voicing harmony is also possible, though less common than

regressive voicing. One example of progressive assimilation is found in
Norwegian. The (regular) past-tense suffix is -te, and it shows up as such
when attached to a stem ending in a sonorant or voiceless consonant, but
after a voiced obstruent the suffix appears as -de.

(26)

Another example of progressive voicing harmony is found in Evenki, where
anunderlyingly voiced suffix-initial consonant becomesdevoiced after a voice-
less obstruent: this is illustated below with the accusative case suffix /ba/.

(27)

Complete assimilation of a consonant to a following consonant is found in
Arabic. In the data of (28) from the Syrian dialect, the consonant /l/ of the
definite article assimilates completely to a following coronal consonant.
Examples in (a) show nonassimilation when the following consonant is non-
coronal, and those in (b) provide stems that begin with coronal consonants.

(28)
a.

kr̩ɳʈ-mas bhind-mas 1pl indicative active
kr̩ɳʈ-e bhind-e 1sg indicative middle
kr̩ɳʈ-ʈha bhint-tha 2pl indicative active
kr̩ɳʈ-ʈe bhint-te 3sg indicative middle
kr̩ɳɖ-ɖhve bhind-dhve 2pl indicative middle
‘weave’ ‘bind’

smil-e smil-te ‘smile’ svøm-e svøm-te ‘swim’

hør-e hør-te ‘heard’ lon-e lon-te ‘borrow’

les-e les-te ‘read’ spis-e spis-te ‘eat’
reis-e reis-te ‘travel’ çøp-e çøp-te ‘buy’
tenk-e tenk-te ‘think’ behøv-e behøv-de ‘belong’
lev-e lev-de ‘lived’ prøv-e prøv-de ‘try’
bygg-e byg-de ‘build’ hugg-e hug-de ‘chop’
gnag-e gnag-de ‘gnaw’ krev-e krev-de ‘request’
sag-e sag-de ‘saw’ plag-e plag-de ‘afflict’

asi:-ba ‘woman’ ŋami:-ba ‘female deer’
palatka-ba ‘tent’ tolgolki:l-ba ‘sleds’
ber-be ‘onion’ huna:t-pa ‘girl’
det-pe ‘tundra’ mit-pe ‘1pl inclusive’

Indefinite Definite Indefinite Definite
hawa lhawa ‘air’ ba:red lba:red ‘cold’
ʔadham lʔadham ‘black’ madine lmadine ‘city’
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b.

Consonants are also often susceptible to assimilation of features from a
neighboring vowel, especially place features of a following vowel. One
process is palatalization, found in Russian. A consonant followed by a
front vowel takes on a palatal secondary articulation from the vowel, as
the following data show.

(29)

A second kind of palatalization is found in many languages, where typic-
ally velar but in some languages also alveolar consonants become alveo-
palatals: to avoid confusion with the preceding type of palatalization as
secondary articulation, this latter process is often referred to as corona-
lization. This process is found in Russian: it is triggered by some deriv-
ational suffixes with front vowels, but not all suffixes.

(30)

ʕa:de lʕa:de ‘custom’ ha:ra lha:ra ‘quarter’
waħʃ lwaħʃ ‘beast’ jaʔs ljaʔs ‘despair’
kalb lkalb ‘dog’ xadd lxadd ‘cheek’
fajj lfajj ‘shadow’ γada lγada ‘lunch’

sʕaff sʕsʕaff ‘row’ ta:let tta:let ‘third’
taxt ttaxt ‘bed’ raʔbe rraʔbe ‘neck’
nəde nnəde ‘dew’ life llife ‘loofah’
difa:ʕ ddifa:ʕ ‘defense’ smike ssmike ‘thick
ʃo:raba ʃʃo:raba ‘soup’ ʒamil ʒʒamil ‘pretty’
zaki zzaki ‘bright’ tʕa:leb tʕtʕa:leb ‘student’
zʕa:bet zʕzʕa:bet ‘officer’ dʕahu:k dʕdʕahu:k ‘jolly’

vkus ‘taste’ vkusj-en ‘tasty’
um ‘intellect’ umj-en ‘clever’
golot /d/ ‘hunger’ golodj-en ‘hungry’
stol ‘table’ stolj-e ‘table (loc)’
guba ‘lip’ gubj-e ‘lip (loc)’
mesto ‘place’ mestj-e ‘place (loc)’
glub-ok ‘deep’ glubj-ina ‘depth’
ton-ok ‘thin’ tonj-ina ‘thinness’
vor ‘thief vorj-iska ‘thief (pejorative)’
dom ‘house’ domj-iska ‘house (pejorative)’
gorot /d/ ‘town’ gorodj-iska ‘town (pejorative)’

druk /g/ ‘friend’ druʒ-itj ‘to be friends with’
muka ‘torment’ mutʃj-itj ‘to torment’
grjex ‘sin’ grjeʃ-itj ‘to sin’
strok /g/ ‘strict’ stroʒ-e ‘stricter’
djik ‘wild’ djitʃj-e ‘wilder’
sux ‘dry’ suʃ-e ‘stricter’
krut ‘steep’ krutʃj-e ‘steeper’
gad-ok ‘foul’ gaʒ-e ‘fouler’
vɨs-ok ‘tall’ vɨʃ-e ‘taller’
njiz-ok ‘low’ njiʒ-e ‘lower’

The alveopalatal
fricatives ʃ, ʒ are
not phonetically
palatalizable in
Russian, whereas
the alveopalatal
affricate is always
palatalized.
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Another common vowel-to-consonant effect is affrication of coronal
obstruents before high vowels. An example of this is found in Japanese,
where /t/ becomes [ts] before [u] and [tʃ] before [i].

(31)

Outside the domain of assimilations in place of articulation, the most
common segmental interaction between consonants and vowels (or, some-
times, other sonorants) is lenition or weakening. Typical examples of
lenition involve either the voicing of voiceless stops, or the voicing and
spirantization of stops: the conditioning context is a preceding vowel,
sometimes a preceding and following vowel. An example of the spiranti-
zation type of lenition is found in Spanish, where the voiced stops /b, d, g/
become voiced spirants [β, ð, γ] after vocoids.

(32)

This can be seen as assimilation of the value [continuant] from a preceding
vocoid.
An example of combined voicing and spirantization is found in

Tibetan, where voiceless noncoronal stops become voiced spirants
between vowels.

(33)

In some cases, the result of lenition is a glide, so in Axininca Campa, stem-
initial /k, p/ become [j, w] after a vowel.

(34)

The converse process, whereby spirants, sonorants, or glides become obstru-
ent stops after consonants, is also found in a number of languages – this
process is generally referred to as hardening. In Matuumbi, sonorants
become voiced stops after a nasal. The data in (35) illustrate this

Negative Provisional Infinitive Volitional
mat-anai mat-eba mats-u matʃ-itai ‘wait’
tat-anai tat-eba tats-u tatʃ-itai ‘stand’
kat-anai kat-eba kats-u katʃ-itai ‘win’

N with N there are N’s
burro kom burro aj βurros ‘donkey’
deðo kon deðo aj ðeðos ‘finger’
gato koŋ gato aj γatos ‘cat’

Past affirmative Past negative
tʃaa-βəree ma-tʃaa-βəree ‘go’
paa-βəree ma-βaa-βəree ‘light’
pii-βaree mə-βii-βəree ‘renounce’
kuu-βəree mə-γuu-βəree ‘wait’
kə-βəaree mə-γə-βəree ‘hide’
qɔɔ-βəree ma-ʁɔɔ-βəree ‘take time out’

jaarato ‘black bee’ no-jaaratoti ‘my black bee’
kanari ‘wild turkey’ no-janariti ‘my wild turkey’
porita ‘small hen’ no-woritati ‘my small hen’
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phenomenon with the alternation in stem-initial consonant found between
the singular and plural.

(35)

Another context where hardening is common is when the consonant is
geminate. One example is found in Fula, where geminate spirants become
stops. In (36), plural forms have a medial geminate (this derives by an
assimilation to a following ɗ, so that [tʃabbi] derives from /tʃaw- ɗ i/ via the
intermediate stage t ʃawwi).

(36)

Geminate hardening also occurs in Ganda. In the data of (37), the singular
form of nouns in this particular class is formed by geminating the initial
consonant: the underlying consonant is revealed in the plural.

(37)

In this language, only sonorants harden to stops.

(38)

7.2.2 Dissimilation
Less common in the languages of the world are processes of dissimilation,
whereby one of two similar consonants changes to become less like the
other. An example of such a process is lateral dissimilation, as found in

lu-laála ‘pepper plant’ n-daála ‘pepper plants’
lu-jɪ ́má ‘pole’ ɲ-dʒɪ ́ma ‘poles’
júkuta ‘to be full’ ɲ-dʒukútá ‘full’
wá ‘to die’ ŋ-gwaá.á ‘dead’
lɪ ́ndɪɪla ‘to guard’ n-dɪndɪ ́ɪlá ‘guarded’

Plural Diminutive singular
tʃabbi tʃawel ‘stick’
lebbi lewel ‘month’
pobbi powel ‘hyena’
ɲεbbε ɲewel ‘bean’
leppi lefel ‘ribbon’
koppi kofel ‘ear’
tʃoppi tʃofel ‘chick’

Singular Plural
ggi ma-gi ‘egg’
ddaala ma-daala ‘ladder’
ddʒuba ma-juba ‘dove’
ggwaanga ma-waanga ‘nation’
ddaanga ma-laanga ‘lily’

Singular Plural
ffumu ma-fumu ‘spear’
ffuumbe ma-fuumbe ‘civet’
ssaandʒa ma-saandʒa ‘dry plantain leaf’
zzike ma-zike ‘chimpanzee’
zziga ma-ziga ‘tear’
vviivi ma-viivi ‘knee’
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Sundanese. In this language, the plural is formed by infixing -ar- after the
initial consonant, as seen in (39a). When another r follows within the
stem, the r of the infix dissimilates to l.

(39)
a.

b.

A similar process affects the adjectival suffix -a:lis in Latin, where /l/
dissimilates to [r] if the preceding stem contains another /l/.

(40)

Dissimilation of aspiration is attested in other languages such as Manipuri.
In (41), the first consonant of the directional suffixes -thok and -khət deaspi-
rates if preceded by another aspirate or h (and if the immediately preceding
segment is a vowel or sonorant, the consonant becomes voiced).

(41)

Many Bantu languages such as Kuria have a voicing dissimilation pro-
cess whereby k becomes g when the following syllable has a voiceless
consonant (excluding h). This results in alternations in the form of the
infinitive prefix which is underlyingly /oko/, as well as the second-
singular object prefix /ko/ and the (diminutive) object prefix /ka/. The
data in (42a) motivate the underlying prefix /oko/ and (42b) shows
application of dissimilation to the prefix. (42c) shows the object prefixes
/ko/ and /ka/ which also dissimilate, and (42d) shows the contrasting
prefixes /go/ and /ga/ which have underlyingly voiced consonants, and
do not assimilate.

Singular Plural
kusut k-ar-usut ‘messy’
poho p-ar-oho ‘forget’
gətol g-ar-ətol ‘diligent’
ŋoplok ŋ-ar-oplok ‘flop down’
ŋuliat ŋ-ar-uliat ‘stretch’
tuwaŋ t-ar-uwaŋ ‘eat’
masak m-ar-asak ‘cook’

ŋɨrɨt ŋ-al-ɨrɨt ‘cut’
nugar n-al-ugar ‘dig up’
tʃombrek tʃ-al-ombrek ‘cold’
botʃor b-al-otʃor ‘leaking’
bɨŋhar b-al-ɨŋhar ‘rich’
hormat h-al-ormat ‘respect’

nava:lis ‘naval’ episcopa:lis ‘episcopal’
sola:ris ‘solar’ milita:ris ‘military’
lupana:ris ‘whorish’

pi-thok ‘give out’ pi-khət ‘give upwards’
cət-thok ‘go out’ cət-khət ‘go upwards’
khik-tok ‘sprinkle out’ khik-kət ‘sprinkle upwards’
hut-tok ‘bore out’ hut-kət ‘bore upwards’
khoj-dok ‘trim out’ khoj-gət ‘trim upwards’
thin-dok ‘pierce out’ thin-gət ‘pierce upwards’
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(42) a.

b.

c.

d.

The language Chukchi has a number of dissimilatory processes. One of
these dissimilates nasality, by changing ŋ to γ before a nasal.

(43)

A second dissimilation in the language changes the first in a sequence of
identical fricatives to a stop.

(44)

An important feature of this rule is that only homorganic clusters dissimi-
late. Other combinations, such as, yγ, wɬ, or ɬγ, remain unchanged.

(45)

Finally the glide j dissimilates to γ before a coronal consonant.

(46)

oko-réma ‘to cultivate’ uku-ɲáhaaréka ‘to be hurt’
uku-míɲooŋgóra ‘to crush uku-gííŋgírá ‘to shave’
oko-gɔ ́ɔ́gá ‘to slaughter’ uku-búna ‘to break’
oko-bɔ́tʃa ‘to vomit’ oko-hóóra ‘to thresh’

ogo-tááŋgá ‘to begin’ ugu-túúhá ‘to be blunt’
ugu-súraaŋgá ‘to sing praise’ ogo-sέέnsá ‘to winnow’

ugu-kjá ‘to dawn’ ogo-kέɲa ‘to run’

ogo-kó-bárǎ ‘to count you sg’
uku-gú-súraáŋga ‘to praise you sg’
ogo-ká-bárǎ ‘to count it’
oko-gá-súraáŋga ‘to praise it’

oko-gó-bárǎ ‘to count it’ uku-gú-súraáŋga ‘to praise it’
oko-gá-bárǎ ‘to count them’ oko-gá-súraáŋga ‘to praise them’

taraŋ-ək ‘build a dwelling’ nə-tarəγ-more ‘we built a dwelling’
mətɬəŋ-ən ‘five’ mətɬəγ-more ‘we five’
enawrəŋ-ək ‘to give as a gift’ enawrəγ-nen ‘he gave it’
petʔiŋ ‘cold’ petʔiγ-ŋinqey ‘boy with a cold’

meniγ ‘cloth’ manek-γəpə ‘from cloth’
ətɬəγ-ən ‘father’ ətɬək-γəjiwq-ew ‘paternal marking’
rəγrəγ ‘wool’ rəγrək-γəpə ‘from wool’
jeγteɬ-ək ‘to live’ γe-jeγtet-ɬin ‘he lived’
ɬəmŋəɬteɬ-ək ‘tell stories’ γa-ɬəmŋəɬtet-ɬen ‘told stories’
ŋew-ʔen ‘woman’ ŋak-waŋe-γərγ-ən ‘woman’s sewing’
iɬγətew-ək ‘to wash’ iɬγətew-wʔi ‘he washed’

kətəjγat-ək ‘blow’ γa-n-pera-w-ɬen ‘decorated’
ʔiw-pipiq-əɬγ-ən ‘wolf mouse’

wʔej-ək ‘grass’ wʔeγ-ti ‘grasses’
ŋin-qej ‘boy’ ŋen-qaγ-tʃəŋ-ən ‘big boy’
tʃaj ‘tea’ tʃaγ-naɬk-ək ‘to make tea’
qej-we ‘correct’ qeγ-ɬənanγet ‘truth
qəjəqej ‘nestling’ qaγ-jaʔjaq ‘young seagull’
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Dissimilation between vowels is also found in languages. One case comes
from Woleiaian, where the low back vowel /a/ becomes [e] before the
low back vowels /a/ and /ɒ/. This process affects the causative prefix /ga/,
seen below.

(47)

In Wintu, the vowels /e, o/ become [i, u] before /a/ by a similar kind of
dissimilation.

(48)

Examples of low vowel dissimilating to nonlow vowels before low vowels are
also found in Kera and Southern Russian. Interestingly most examples of
dissimilation between vowels are precisely of this nature: we do not seem to
find cases of high vowels dissimilating to nonhigh near other high vowels.

7.2.3 Other segmental processes
There are other segmental processeswhich donot neatlyfit into the category
of assimilation or dissimilation. One such example is neutralization,
whereby a phonetic contrast is deleted in some context, which consonants
are particularly susceptible to. One case is the neutralization of laryngeal
contrasts in consonants at the end of the syllable, as exemplified by Korean.

(49)

Another kind of neutralization is place neutralization, which can be
exemplified by Saami. Saami restricts word-final consonants to the set t,
n, r, l, s, ʃ, i.e. the voiceless coronal nonaffricates. The data in (50) show

ga-repa ‘approach it’ ga-beʃi ‘heat it’
ga-sɨwe ‘make it stand’ ga-sere ‘make it hit’
ge-bbaro ‘bend it’ ge-makɨ ‘give birth to him’

ge-mɒwe ‘erase it’ ge-tɒtɒwe ‘support it’
ge-wasɨr ‘hurt it’ ge-tɒla ‘make it bloom’

/lel-a/ ! lila ‘to transform’

/lel-u/ ! lelu ‘transform!’
/lel-it/ ! lelit ‘transformed’
/dek-a/ ! dika ‘to climb’
/dek/ ! dek ‘climb!’
/dek-na:/ ! dekna: ‘to step’
/doj-a:/ ! duja: ‘to give’
/doj-u/ ! doju ‘give!’
/doj-i/ ! doji ‘gift’

Infinitive Conjunctive
ip-ə ip-k’o ‘wear’
kaph-a kap-k’o ‘pay back
tat-ə tat-k’o ‘close’
puth-ə put-k’o ‘adhere’
tʃotʃh-a tʃot-k’o ‘follow’

mək-ə mək-k’o ‘eat’
tak’-a tak-k’o ‘polish
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that noun stems can end in an array of consonants, as revealed by the
essive form of the noun which takes the suffix -(i)n, but in the nominative,
which has no suffix, all places of articulation are neutralized to coronal.

(50)

It is interesting that Saami also neutralizes laryngeal contrasts finally, so
voiced stops become voiceless: it is unknown whether a language may
exhibit neutralization of place contrasts without also having neutraliza-
tion of laryngeal contrasts.

7.3 Prosodically based processes

A second major class of phonological processes can be termed “prosodi-
cally motivated processes.” Such processes have an effect on the structure
of the syllable (or higher prosodic units such as the “foot”), usually by
inserting or deleting a consonant, or changing the status of a segment
from vowel to consonant or vice versa.

Vowel sequences. A very common set of prosodic processes is the class
of processes which eliminate V+V sequences. Many languages disallow
sequences of vowels, and when such sequences would arise by the com-
bination of morphemes, one of the vowels is often changed. One of the
most common such changes is glide formation, whereby a high vowel
becomes a glide before another vowel. Quite often, this process is accom-
panied with a lengthening of the surviving vowel, a phenomenon known
as compensatory lengthening. For example, in Matuumbi, high vowels
become glides before other vowels, as shown by the data in (51). The
examples on the left show that the noun prefixes have underlying vowels,
and those on the right illustrate application of glide formation.

(51)

Nominative sg Essive
oahpis oahpis-in ‘acquaintance’
tʃoarvvuʃ tʃoarvvuʃ-in ‘antlers and skullcap’
gahpir gahpir-in ‘cap’
heevemĕahhtun heevemĕahhtun-in ‘inappropriate’
varit varih-in ‘2-year-old reindeer buck’
tʃuojvvat tʃuojvvag-in ‘yellow-brown reindeer’
ahhkut ahhkub-in ‘grandchild of woman’
lottæ:ʃ lottæ:dʒ-in ‘small bird’
suohkat suohkað-in ‘thick
jæ:ʔmin jæ:ʔmim-in ‘death’

mi-kaáte ‘loaves’ mj-oótó ‘fires’
li-kuŋuúnda ‘filtered beer’ lj-oowá ‘beehive’
ki-kálaaŋgo ‘frying pan’ kj-uúlá ‘frog’
i-kálaaŋgo ‘frying pans’ j-uúlá ‘frogs’
lu-toóndwa ‘star’ lw-aaté ‘banana hand’
ku-suúle ‘to school’ kw-iisíwá ‘to the islands’
mu-kikálaaŋgo ‘in the frying pan’ mw-iikálaaŋgo ‘in the frying pans’

The foot is, roughly,
a grouping of
two syllables into
a rhythmic unit,
which is primarily
relevant in
phonology for
the description of
stress assignment.
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Although the stem-initial vowel is long on the surface in these examples,
underlyingly the vowel is short, as shown when the stem has no prefix or
when the prefix vowel is a. Thus, compare ka-ótó ‘little fire,’ ma-owá
‘beehives,’ ka-úlá little frog,’ até ‘banana hands,’ ipʊkʊ́ ‘rats.’
Vowel sequences can also be eliminated by coalescing the two vowels

into a single vowel, often one which preserves characteristics of the
individual vowel. This happens in Matuumbi as well, where the combin-
ations /au/ and /ai/ become [oo] and [ee]. This rule is optional in Matuumbi,
so the uncoalesced vowel sequence can also be pronounced (thus motivat-
ing the underlying representation).

(52)

The change of /au/ and /ai/ to [oo] and [ee] can be seen as creating
a compromise vowel, one which preserves the height of the initial vowel
/a/, and the backness and roundness of the second vowel.
Sometimes, vowel sequences are avoided simply by deleting one of the

vowels, with no compensatory lengthening. Thus at the phrasal level in
Makonde, word-final /a/ deletes before an initial vowel, cf. lipeeta engaanga
! lipeet engaanga ‘the knapsack, cut it!’, likuka engaanga ! likuk engaanga
‘the trunk, cut it!’, nneemba idanaao! nneemb idanaao ‘the boy bring him!’.

Vowel epenthesis. The converse process of vowel epenthesis is also
quite common. One context that often results in epenthesis is when an
underlying form has too many consonants in a row, given the syllable
structure of the language. Insertion of a vowel then reduces the size of the
consonant cluster. An example of such epenthesis is found in Fula. In this
language, no more than two consonants are allowed in a row. As the data
of (53) show, when the causative suffix /-na/ is added to a stem ending in
two consonants, the vowel i is inserted, thus avoiding three consecutive
consonants.

(53)

In Matuumbi,
coalescence only
applies in a specific
grammatical
domain, between
vowels of
prefixes, and
thus one does not
find this same
process affecting
the prefix-plus-
stem combination
found in ka-úlá
‘little frog.’

a-i-téliike ee-téliike ‘he cooked them’

pa-ú-kaátité poó-kaátité ‘when you cut’
pa-bá-i-káatité pa-bée-káatité ‘when they cut them’

a-u-káatite oo-káatite ‘he cut it’
ka-u-tʊʊmbʊ́ka koo-tʊʊmbʊ́ka ‘when it was falling’
pa-i-taábu pee-taábu ‘where the books are’
pa-u-títili poo-títili ‘where the chicken louse is’
ka-u-méjá kooméjá ‘little white ant’
na-u-tʃaápu noo-tʃaápu ‘with dirt’

Continuous Causative
hula hulna ‘laugh’
jara jarna ‘drink’
woja wojna ‘cry’
dʒu:la dʒu:lna ‘be Muslim’

wurto wurtina ‘come out’
wuddʒa wuddʒina ‘steal’
jotto jottina ‘arrive’
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Another form of vowel epenthesis is one that eliminates certain kinds of
consonants in a particular position. The only consonants at the end of the
word in Kotoko are sonorants, so while the past tense of the verbs in (54a)
is formed with just the stem, the verbs in (54b) require final epenthetic
schwa.

(54)
a.

b.

Another factor motivating epenthesis is word size, viz. the need to avoid
monosyllabic words. One example is seen in the following data from
Mohawk, where the first-singular prefix is preceded by the vowel í only
when it is attached to a monosyllabic stem.

(55)

The adaptation of loanwords into North Saami from Scandinavian lan-
guages (Norwegian or Swedish) illustrates a variant on the Mohawk-type
minimal-word motivation for epenthesis. In this case, a vowel is inserted
to prevent a monosyllabic stress foot – though interestingly this require-
ment is determined on the basis of the Norwegian source, whereas in the
Saami word stress is (predictably) on the first syllable. Except for a small
set of “special” words (pronouns, grammatical words), words in Saami
must be at least two syllables long. Thus the appearance of a final epen-
thetic vowel in the following loanwords is not surprising.

(56)

In contrast, in the following loanwords there is no epenthetic vowel. The
location of stress, which is the key to understanding this problem, is

Infinitive Past Infinitive Past
hàm-à hám ‘yawn’ ɗàn-à ɗàn ‘tie’
skwàl-à skwál ‘want’ vèr-à vèr ‘fly’
lə̀hàj-à lə̀hàj ‘fear’ làw-à làw ‘fight’

gə̀ɓ-à gə̀ɓə ̀ ‘answer’ kàɗ-à káɗ ə́ ‘cross’
làb-à làbə̀ ‘tell’ dʒàg-à dʒàgə́ ‘cook’
gìtʃ-à gìtʃə̀ ‘sweep’ ʔə ̀k-à ʔə̀kə ́ ‘take by force’
sàp-à sapə̀ ‘chase’ vìt-à vìtə́ ‘blow on a fire’
və̀nàh-à və̀nàhə̀ ‘vomit’ hə ̀s-à hə́sə́ ‘spill’
ɗ ə̀v-à ɗə ̀və̀ ‘put’ bàγ-à bàγə́ ‘split wood’

k-atirút-haʔ ‘I pull it’
k-ataʔkeráhkwaʔ ‘I float’
k-kétskw-as ‘I raise it’
k-hní:nus ‘I buy’
k-tat-s ! íktats ‘I offer it’
k-jʌ-s ! íkjʌs ‘I put it’
k-ket-s ! íkkets ‘I scrape it’

Saami Norwegian
dæ:jgi deig ‘dough’
nijbi kniv ‘knife’
vowʔnɑ vogn ‘wagon’
muwrɑ mur ‘wall’
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marked on the Norwegian source though stress is not marked in the
orthography.

(57)

The above examples are ambiguous in analysis, since the source word is
both polysyllabic and has a nonfinal stress. The examples in (58), on the
other hand, show epenthesis when the stress-foot in the source word is
monosyllabic, even though the overall word is polysyllabic.

(58)

Onset creation. Consonants can also be inserted. The main cause of
consonant insertion is the avoidance of initial vowels or vowel sequences.
In Arabic all syllables begin with a consonant, and if a word has no under-
lying initial consonant a glottal stop is inserted, thus /al-walad/! [ʔalwalad]
‘the boy.’ In the Hare and Bearlake dialects of Slave, words cannot begin
with a vowel, so when a vowel-initial root stands at the beginning of a word
(including in a compound), the consonant h is inserted.

(59)

In Axininca Campa t is inserted between vowels – this language does not
have a glottal stop phoneme. Thus, /i-N-koma-i/ ! [inkomati] ‘he will
paddle.’

Saami Norwegian
di:sdɑt ˈtirsdag ‘Tuesday’
kæ:wrret ˈkavring ‘rusk’
akaðemihkɑr akaˈdemiker ‘academic’
mini:stɑr miˈnister ‘minister’
teahter teˈater ‘theater’
temhpel ˈtempel ‘temple’
orgel ˈorgel ‘organ’
profes:sor proˈfessor ‘professor’
plæ:stɑr ˈplaster ‘plaster’
kæ:hkɑl ˈkakkel ‘glazed tile’

hote:llɑ hoˈtel ‘hotel’
mɑrɑto:nɑ maraˈton ‘marathon’
universite:htɑ universiˈtet ‘university’
tɑbeal:lɑ taˈbell ‘(time-)table’
privæ:htɑ priˈvat ‘private’
kɑme:lɑ kaˈmel ‘camel’
polæ:rɑ poˈlar ‘polar’

s-õdee ‘my older brother’
dene-[h]õdee ‘Brother (in church)’
n-anaj ‘your (sg) sister-in-law (man speaking)’
[h]anaj ‘sister-in-law’

b-ek’éhdí ‘I take care of him/her’
bebí [h]ek’éhdí ‘I take care of the baby’
ku-edehfe ! kúdehfe ‘I chased them’

sah [h]edéhfe ‘s/he chased the bear’
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Cluster reduction. Deletion of consonants can be found in languages.
The most common factor motivating consonant deletion is the avoidance
of certain kinds of consonant clusters – a factor which also can motivate
vowel epenthesis. Consonant cluster simplification is found in Korean.

(60)

Another cause of cluster simplification is the avoidance of certain specific
types of consonant clusters. Shona avoids clusters of the form Cj, although
Cw is perfectly acceptable. The deletion of j after a consonant affects the
form of possessive pronouns in various noun classes. Demonstratives and
possessive pronouns are formed with an agreement prefix reflecting the
class of the noun, plus a stem, -no for ‘this’ and -angu for ‘my.’ Before the
stem -angu, a high vowel becomes a glide. Where this would result in a Cy
sequence, the glide is deleted.

(61)

Since /i-angu/ becomes jangu, it is evident that the vowel i does become a
glide before a vowel rather than uniformly deleting.

Stress lengthening and reduction. Processes lengthening stressed
vowels are also rather common. An example of stress-induced vowel
lengthening is found in Makonde, where the penultimate syllable is
stressed, and the stressed vowel is always lengthened.

(62)

Imperative Conjunctive Indicative
palp-a pal-k’o pal-t’a ‘tread on’
ulph-ə ul-k’o ul-t’a ‘chant’
ilk-ə il-k’o il-t’a ‘read’
halth-a hal-k’o hal-t’a ‘taste’
talm-a tam-k’o tam-t’a ‘resemble’
anc-a an-k’o an-t’a ‘sit down’

‘this’ ‘my’ Class
u-no w-angu 3
mu-no mw-angu 18
ku-no kw-angu 17
ru-no rw-angu 11
i-no j-angu 9
ri-no r-angu 6
tʃi-no tʃ-angu 7
ʐwi-no ʐw-angu 8
dzi-no dz-angu 10

kú-ˈlíím-a ‘to cultivate’
kú-líˈm-ííl-a ‘to cultivate for’
kú-líˈm-áán-a ‘to cultivate each other’
kú-lím-áˈn-ííl-a ‘to cultivate for each other’
kú-lím-án-íl-á-lím-áˈn-ííl-a ‘to cultivate for each other

continuously’
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A related process is the reduction of unstressed vowels, as found in
English. From alternations like bəˈrɔmətr� ~ ˌbɛrəˈmɛtrιk, ˈmɔnəpowl ~ məˈnɔpəlij,
we know that unstressed vowels in English are reduced to schwa. Russian
also reduces unstressed nonhigh vowels so that /a, o/ become [ə], or [a] in
the syllable immediately before the stress.

(63)

Reduction of unstressed vowels can go all the way to deletion, so in
Palestinian Arabic, unstressed high vowels in an open syllable are deleted.

(64)

Syllable weight limits. Many languages disallow long vowels in syllables
closed by consonants, and the following examples from Yawelmani show
that this language enforces such a prohibition against VVC syllables by
shortening the underlying long vowel.

(65)

A typical explanation for this pattern is that long vowels contribute extra
“weight” to a syllable (often expressed as the mora), and syllable-final con-
sonants also contribute weight. Languages with restrictions such as those
found in Yawelmani are subject to limits on the weight of their syllables.

Stress patterns. Stress assignment has been the subject of intensive
typological study and has proven a fruitful area for decomposing phono-
logical parameters. See Hayes (1995) for a survey of different stress
systems. One very common stress assignment pattern is the alternating
pattern, where every other syllable is assigned a stress. Maranungku
exemplifies this pattern, where the main stress is on the first syllable
and secondary stresses are on all subsequent odd-numbered syllables.

(66)

/goroˈd-ok/ ! [gəraˈdok] ‘cities’ /ˈgorod/! [ˈgorəd] ‘city’
/ˈpoda-l/ ! [ˈpodəl] ‘he gave’ /po-ˈda-tj/! [paˈdatj] ‘to give’

Palestinian Arabic
3sg masc 3sg fem 1sg
ˈħamal ˈħamalat ħaˈmalt ‘carry’
ˈkatab ˈkatabat kaˈtabt ‘write’
ˈdaras ˈdarasat daˈrast ‘study’
ˈʃirib ˈʃirbat ˈʃribt ‘drink’
ˈnizil ˈnizlat ˈnzilt ‘descend’
ˈfihim ˈfihmat ˈfhimt ‘understand’

Nonfuture Imperative Dubitative Passive aorist
/CVC/ xathin xatk’a xatal xatit ‘eat’

doshin dosk’o do:sol do:sit ‘report’
/CVVC/ ʂaphin ʂapk’a ʂa:pal ʂa:pit ‘burn’

wonhin wonk’o wo:nol wo:nit ‘hide’

ˈtiralk ‘saliva’ ˈmereˌpet ‘beard’
ˈjangarˌmata ‘the Pleaiades’ ˈlangkaˌrateˌi ‘prawn’
ˈweleˌpeneˌmanta ‘duck (sp)’
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A variant of this pattern occurs in Araucanian, where the main stress
appears on the second syllable, and secondary stresses appear on every
even-numbered syllable following.

(67)

The mirror image of the Maranugku pattern is found in Weri, where the
last syllable has the main stress and every other syllable preceding has
secondary stress.

(68)

Finally, Warao places the main stress on the penultimate syllable and has
secondary stresses on alternating syllables before.

(69)

Another property exhibited by many stress systems is quantity-sensitivity,
where stress is assigned based on the weight of a syllable. Palestinian
Arabic has such a stress system, where stress is assigned to the final
syllable if that syllable is heavy, to the penult if the penult is heavy and
the final syllable is light, and to the antepenult otherwise. The typical
definition of a heavy syllable is one with either a long vowel or a final
consonant; however, it should be noted that in Arabic, final syllables have
a special definition for “heavy,” which is that a single consonant does not
make the syllable heavy, but two consonants do.

(70)

7.4 Why do things happen?

Two of the central questions which phonological theory has sought
answers to are “why does rule X exist?” and “can rule Y exist?” Very many
languages have a process changing velars into alveopalatals (k! tʃ) before

wuˈle ‘tomorrow’

t̪iˈpanto ‘year’
eˈlumuˌju ‘give us’
eˈluaˌenew ‘he will give me’
kiˈmubaˌluwuˌlaj ‘he pretended not to know’

ŋinˈtip ‘bee’
ˌkuliˈpu ‘hair of arm’

uˌluaˈmit ‘mist’
ˌakuˌneteˈpal ‘times’

jiˌwaraˈnae ‘he finished it’
ˌjapuˌrukiˌtaneˈhase ‘verily to climb’
eˌnahoˌroaˌhakuˈtai ‘the one who caused him to eat’

radˈjoo ‘radio’ qaˈreet ‘I read’
kaˈtabt ‘I wrote’ ˈqara ‘he read’
ˈqarat ‘she read’ kaˈtabna ‘we wrote’
qaˈreethum ‘I read them’ ˈkatabu ‘they wrote’
ˈkatabat ‘she wrote’ ma kataˈbatʃ ‘she didn’t write’
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front vowels, and a rule voicing voiceless stops after nasals (mp ! mb) is
also quite common. It is natural to wonder why such rules would occur in
many languages, and a number of theoretical explanations have been
offered to explain this. It is also important to also ask about imaginable
rules: we want to know, for example, if any language has a rule turning a
labial into an alveopalatal before a front vowel, one devoicing a voiced
stop after a nasal, or one turning {s, m} into {l, k} before {w, ʃ}. Only by
contrasting attested with imaginable but unattested phenomena do the-
ories become of scientific interest.

Impossible rules. There is a clear and justified belief among phonolo-
gists that the rule {s, m} ! {l, k}/ _{w, ʃ} is “unnatural,” and any theory
which predicts that such a rule is on a par with regressive voicing assimi-
lation would not be a useful theory. We have seen in chapter 3 that it is
actually impossible to formulate such a process given the theory of dis-
tinctive features, since the classes of segments defining target and trigger,
and the nature of the structural change, cannot be expressed in the
theory. The fact that neither this rule nor any of the innumerable other
conceivable random pairings of segments into rules has ever been attested
in any language gives us a basis for believing that phonological rules
should at least be “possible,” in the very simple technical sense expressed
by feature theory. Whether a rule is possible or impossible must be
determined in the context of a specific theory.
Another pair of rules which we might wonder about are those in (71).

(71) a.

b.

The pattern of alternation in (a) is quite common, and was exemplified
earlier in this chapter as nasal place assimilation. The second pattern of
alternation in (b), on the other hand, is not attested in any language. Given
the nonexistence of the pattern (b), we may ask “why is this pattern not
attested?”
The easy answer to this question is that pattern (b) is not phonetically

natural. This begs the question of how we know what is a phonetically
natural versus an unnatural pattern, and unfortunately the connection
between “actually attested phonological rule” and “phonetically natural”
is so close that some people may assume that commonly occurring
rules are by definition phonetically natural, and unattested rules are
unnatural. This is circular: if we are to preclude a pattern such as (b)
as phonetically unnatural, there must be an independent metric of

mtʃ ! ɲtʃ ŋtʃ! ɲtʃ

ɲp ! mp np ! mp
ɲk ! ŋk nk ! ŋk
ɲt! nt ntʃ! ɲtʃ

mtʃ ! ntʃ (not ɲtʃ) ŋtʃ ! ɲtʃ

ɲp! ŋp np ! mp
ɲk! ŋk nk! mk
ɲt! ɲt ntʃ ! ntʃ
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phonetic naturalness. Otherwise, we would simply be saying “such-and-
such rule is unattested because it is unattested,” which is a pointless
tautology.
Another answer to the question of why pattern (b) is not attested, but

pattern (a) is, would appeal to a formal property of phonological theory.
We will temporarily forgo a detailed analysis of how these processes can
be formulated – this is taken up in chapter 9 – but in one theory, the so-
called linear theory practiced in the 1960s and 1970s, there was also no
formal explanation for this difference and the rules in (b) were possible,
using feature variable notation. By contrast, the nonlinear theory, intro-
duced in the late 1970s, has a different answer: formalizing such rules is
technically impossible, just as writing a rule {s, m} ! {l, k}/ _{w, ʃ}
is impossible in classical feature theory. Themechanism for processeswhere
the output has a variable value (i.e. the result can be either [+anterior] or
[–anterior]) requires the target segment to take the same values for the
features, and to take on all valueswithin certain feature sets. The alternation
in (b) does not have this property (for example, the change of /ɲp/ to [ŋp] does
not copy the feature [labial]), and therefore according to the nonlinear theory
this is an unformalizable rule. The process is (correctly) predicted to be
unattested in human language.

Unlikely rules. Now consider a rule p ! tʃ/ _{i, e}, which seems hardly
different from k! tʃ/ _{i, e}, except the latter is common, and the former
is apparently not found in any language. Since we don’t know of
examples, we must wonder why there is such a gap in what is attested.
Perhaps if we had the “right theory,” every rule that is possible under a
theory would actually be attested in some language. In both the linear and
nonlinear theories, these are both technically possible rules.
One legitimate strategy is to assume that this is an accidental gap, and

hope that further research will eventually turn up such a rule. Given that
only a tiny fraction of the world’s languages have been surveyed, this is
reasonable. There is a bit of danger in assuming that the apparent non-
existence of labial coronalization is an accidental gap, because we don’t
want to mistakenly ignore the nonexistence of the imaginary rule /s, m/!
[l, k]/_[w, ʃ ] as another accidental gap.
The difference between these two kinds of rules lies in an implicit

estimation of how big the gap is between prediction and observation.
A number of rules would fall under the rubric “labial coronalization,”
which would be formalizable under standard feature theories:

(72)

If the rules /p/! [tʃ] / _[i], /p/! [tʃ] / _[i, e] and /p, f, b/! [tʃ, ʃ, dʒ] / _[i, e] were
all attested and only the rule /p, b/! [tʃ, dʒ] / _[i] were missing, there would
be no question that this is an accidental gap. The number of rules which
can be formulated in standard theories is large, running in the millions or
billions. If we can’t find one or some dozen particular rules in the

p ! tʃ/ _i p, b ! tʃ, dʒ/ _i
p ! tʃ/ _i, e, etc. p, f, b! tʃ, ʃ, dʒ/ _i, e, etc.

This number has
never been
calculated, partly
because the nature
of the theory
(hence the
characterization
“theoretically
possible rule”)
changes rather
rapidly, and
partly because
phonologists aren’t
usually concerned
with combinatorics.
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hundred or so languages that we have looked at, this shouldn’t cause
serious concern because the chance of finding any one rule out of the set
of theoretically possible rules is fairly low, and this one gap is of no more
significance than a failure to toss a million-sided coin a few hundred times
and not have the coin land with side number 957,219 on top.
We should be a bit more concerned when we identify a somewhat

large class – hundreds or perhaps even a thousand – of possible rules
which are all unattested and which seem to follow a discernable pattern
(i.e. “alveopalatalization of labials”). Remember though that we are deal-
ing with a million-sided coin and only a few hundred tosses of the coin.
The unattested set of rules represents perhaps a tenth of a percent of
the logically possible set, and given the small size of the sample of
phonological rules actually available to us, the chances of actually finding
such a rule are still not very high.
The situation with the rule /s, m/! [l, k] / _[w, ʃ ] is quite different. This

rule is a representative of an immense class of imaginable rules formed by
arbitrarily combining sounds in lists. If rules are unstructured collections
of segments changing randomly in arbitrary contexts, then given a mere
8,192 (¼213) imaginable language sounds, there are around 1045,000 differ-
ent ways to arrange those segments into rules of the type {..} !
{. . .} /_{. . .}, in comparison to around a billion ways with standard rule
theory. Almost every rule which is theoretically predicted under
the “random segment” theory falls into the class of rules of the type
/s, m/ ! [l, k] / _[w, ʃ], and yet not a single one of these rules has been
attested. Probability theory says that virtually every attested rule should
be of this type, given how many of the imaginable arbitrary rules there
are. This is why the lack of rules of the type /s, m/ ! [l, k] / _[w, ʃ] is
significant – it represents the tip of a mammoth iceberg of failed predic-
tions of the “random phoneme” theory of rules.
Another way to cope with this gap is to seek an explanation outside

phonological theory itself. An analog would be the explanation for why
Arctic mammals have small furry ears and desert mammals have larger
naked ears, proportionate to the size of the animal. There is no independ-
ent “law of biology” that states that ear size should be directly correlated
with average temperature, but this observation makes sense given a little
knowledge of the physics of heat radiation and the basic structure of ears.
In a nutshell, you lose a lot of body heat from big ears, which is a good
thing in the desert and a bad thing in the Arctic. Perhaps there is an
explanation outside the domain of phonological theory itself for the lack
of labial coronalization in the set of attested rules.
What might be the functional explanation for the lack of such a pro-

cess? We first need to understand what might be a theory-external,
functional explanation for the common change k ! tʃ/ _{i, e}. In a vast
number of languages, there is some degree of fronting of velar consonants
to [kj] before front vowels. The reason for this is not hard to see: canonical
velars have a further back tongue position, and front vowels have a
further front tongue position. To produce [ki], with a truly back [k] and
a truly front [i], the tongue body would have to move forward a
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considerable distance, essentially instantaneously. This is impossible, and
some compromise is required. The compromise reached in most lan-
guages is that the tongue advances in anticipation of the vowel [i] during
production of [k], resulting in a palatalized velar, i.e. the output [kji],
which is virtually the same as [ci], with a “true palatal” stop.
The actual amount of consonantal fronting before front vowels that is

found in a language may vary from the barely perceivable to the reason-
ably evident (as in English) to the blatantly obvious (as in Russian). This
relatively small physiological change of tongue fronting has a dispropor-
tionately more profound effect on the actual acoustic output. Essentially a
plain [k] sounds more like a [p] than like [c] ([k] has a lower formant
frequency for the consonant release burst), and [tʃ] sounds more like [t]
or [tʃ] (in having a higher burst frequency) than like [k], which it is
physiologically more similar to. The acoustic similarity of alveopalatals
like [tʃ] and palatals like [tʃ] is great enough that it is easy to confuse one
for the other. Thus a child learning a language might (mis)interpret a
phonetic alternation [k] ~ [tʃ] as the alternation [k] ~ [tʃ].
Explaining why k ! tʃ/ _{i, e} does exist is a first step in understanding

the lack of labial coronalization before front vowels. The next question is
whether there are analogous circumstances under which our unattested
rule might also come into existence. Since the production of [p] and the
production of [i] involve totally different articulators, a bit of tongue
advancement for the production of [i] will have a relatively negligible
effect on the acoustics of the release burst for the labial, and especially
will not produce a sound that is likely to be confused with [tʃ]. The
constriction in the palatal region will be more open for /i/ after the release
of /p/, because the tongue does not already produce a complete obstruction
in that region (a maximally small constriction) as it does with /k/. It is
possible to radically advance the tongue towards the [i]-position and make
enough of a palatal constriction during the production of a [p] so that a
more [tʃ]-like release will result, but this will not happen simply as a
response to a small physically motivated change, as it does with /k/. Thus
the probability of such a change – p ! tʃ – coming about by phonetic
mechanisms is very small, and to the extent that phonological rules get
their initial impetus from the grammaticalization of phonetic variants,
the chances of ever encountering labial coronalization are slim.
Another approach which might be explored focuses on articulatory

consequences of velar coronalization versus labial coronalization. Velars
and alveolars involve the tongue as their major articulator, as does [tʃ],
whereas labials do not involve the tongue at all. We might then conjecture
that there is some physiological constraint that prevents switching major
articulators, even in phonological rules. But we can’t just say that labials
never become linguals: they typically do in nasal assimilation. In fact,
there is a process in the Nguni subgroup of Bantu languages (Zulu, Xhosa,
Swati, Ndebele), where at least historically labials become alveopalatals
before w, which is very close to the unattested process which we have been
looking for. By this process, a labial consonant becomes a palatal before
the passive suffix -w-, as in the following data from Swati.
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(73)

This is a clear counterexample to any claim that labials cannot switch major
articulator, and is a rather odd rule from a phonetic perspective (as pointed
out by Ohala 1978). Rather than just leave it at that, we should ask how such
an odd rule could have come into existence. In a number of Bantu languages,
especially those spoken in southern Africa, there is a low-level phonetic
process of velarization and unrounding where sequences of labial consonant
plus [w] are pronounced with decreased lip rounding and increased velar
constriction, so that underlying /pw/ is pronounced as [pɯ], with [ɯ] notating a
semi-rounded partial velar constriction. The degree of velar constriction
varies from dialect to dialect and language to language, and the degree of
phonetic constriction increases as one progresses further south among the
Bantu languages of the area, so in Karanga Shona, /pw/ is pronounced with a
noticeable obstruent-like velar fricative release and no rounding, as [px]. The
place of articulation of the velar release shifts further forward depending on
the language and dialect, being realized as [pç] in Pedi, or as [pʃ] in Sotho, and
finally as [tʃ] in Nguni. So what seems like a quite radical change, given just
the underlying-to-surface relation /p/ ! [tʃ] in Nguni, is actually just the
accumulated result of a number of fortuitously combined, less radical steps.
One of the current debates in phonology – a long-standing debate given

new vitality by the increased interest in phonetics – is the question of the
extent to which phonological theory should explicitly include reference to
concepts rooted in phonetics, such as ease of articulation, perceptibility, and
confusability, and issues pertaining to communicative function. Virtually
every imaginable position on this question has been espoused, and it is
certain that the formalist/functionalist debate will persist unresolved for
decades.

...................................................................................................................................
Further reading
Greenberg 1978; Hale and Reiss 2006; Hayes, Kirchner, and Steriade 2004; Maddiesson 1984, Odden 2013.

Active Passive
kú-khándiŋ-a kú-khándíŋ-w-a ‘dry roast’
kú-káph-a kú-káʃ-w-a ‘chop’
kú-kxébh-a kú-kxédʒw-a ‘scrape’
kú-lúm-a kú-lúɲ-w-a ‘bite’
kú-nwáb-a kú-nwátʃ-w-a ‘bury’

Summary The distinction between unattested, rare, and well-known patterns in
phonology has been important in the development of theory. How do
we distinguish between actually nonexistent patterns and patterns
that we are unaware of? Which unattested patterns should the formal
theory preclude? Why are certain patterns found in very many lan-
guages? Should the formal theory try to account for frequency of
occurrence? These questions will remain vital research topics in
phonology for many years.
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8 Abstractness
and
psychological
reality

PREVIEW

This chapter explores the extent to which underlying and

surface forms can be different – what constraints if

any are tenable within the formal theory, what the issues

are in limiting abstractness, and how to address these

questions empirically. The central question raised in this

chapter is “what counts as evidence for a phonological

analysis?”
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A fundamental question in the theory of phonology has been “how
abstract is phonology?”, specifically, how different can the underlying
and phonetic forms of a word be? The essential question is whether
grammars use entities that are not directly observed. Related to this is
the question whether a linguistic model requiring elements that cannot
be directly observed reflects what the human mind does. The very concept
of a mental representation of speech, such as a phonological surface form
like [sɔks] socks which is not itself an observable physical event, requires
abstracting away from many specifics of speech. Without generalizing
beyond the directly observable, it would be impossible to make even the
most mundane observations about any language. The question is there-
fore not whether phonology is abstract at all, but rather what degree of
abstractness is required.
If underlying representations are fully concrete – if they are the same as

surface representations – the underlying forms of English [khɔrts] courts
and [khowdz] codes would be /khɔrt-s/ and /khowd-z/. Such an extremely
surface-oriented view of phonology would ignore the fact that the words
have in common the plural morpheme, whose pronunciation varies
according to the environment. By hypothesizing that the underlying form
of [khɔrts] is /khɔrt-z/, we can say that the plural pronounced s in [khɔrts] and
the plural pronounced z in [khowdz] are one and the same thing. Such
abstractness in phonological analysis yields the benefit of explaining the
similaries in pronunciation of the various realizations of the plural
morpheme.

8.1 Why limit abstractness?

First we must understand what motivates concern over abstractness.

8.1.1 Limiting possible analyses
One reason to limit the divergence between underlying and surface forms
is to constrain the theory of phonology, to prevent it from making wrong
claims about how languages work. With no constraint on abstractness,
every conceivable derivation from underlying to surface form would in
principle be allowed by the theory. Just as the theory of phonology seeks
to constrain the concept of “possible rule,” so that an imaginable rule
such as {s, p, q, r} ! {m, l, t, v} / _ {s, k, ə, m} (unattested in any human
language) can be ruled out on formal grounds, so too might we wish to
rule out a derivation from underlying /qøɬijʌ/ to surface [gəˈraʒ] as too
abstract. Since a goal of linguistic theory has been to restrict the class of
theoretically possible languages to just the type that is actually observed,
limiting abstractness in a well-defined way limits the number of possible
languages.
Another reason for concern over abstractness is that it makes a particu-

lar claim about human cognition, that the mentally stored units of lan-
guage can include things that the speaker has not actually heard, but
arrives at by inference based on a line of indirect evidence. Since first
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language acquisition does not proceed by conscious reasoning, it cannot
be taken for granted that everyday academic reasoning skills are automati-
cally available to children.

Mental reality and language acquisition. This second consideration,
whether abstractness (of some particular degree) is part of human cogni-
tive capacity, is the most important question arising in this debate: this is
a fundamental consideration for a theory such as generative grammar
that seeks a model of language in the mind. Because the details of
specific languages are not built into children at birth but must be
induced from the ambient linguistic data aided by general cognitive
capacity and whatever language faculty is universally available to all
humans (i.e. the theory of grammar), a basic concern regarding the
psychological reality of grammatical constructs – for phonology, rules,
and underlying forms – is whether they can be learned from the
primary language data.
The role of a universal grammatical component is to make the job of

language acquisition easier, by uncompromisingly removing certain kinds
of imaginable descriptions from consideration. Distinctive features are
one way of making this job easier, since they limit the ways of analyzing
data. Universal constraints on abstractness might similarly help a child
trying to arrive at underlying representation for a language, and there
have been a number of proposals as to the relationship between the
underlying and surface forms. Attractive as it might seem to propose
formal constraints on the theory of grammar to prohibit English from
having /qøɬijʌ/ be the underlying form of [gəˈraʒ] garage, we will not actu-
ally assume that this is a matter for the formal theory of grammar; rather,
it is a consequence of how a phonology is learned, thus the question of
abstractness is outside the domain of grammatical theory.
Faced with a word pronounced [dɔg], a child learning English has no

reason to assume that its underlying form is anything other than /dɔg/. But
faced with the word atom [ˈæɾəm] and the related word atomic [əˈthɔmɪk], the
child needs to arrive at an underlying representation for the root on
which these two words are based, such that rules of English phonology
can apply to derive the phonetic variants [ˈæɾəm] and [əˈthɔmɪk]: an
appropriate representation would be [ætɔm]. It is in the face of such
a specific motivation for an abstract underlying form that we would
assume the underlying form isn’t simply the surface form. The solution
to the so-called problem of abstractness which will be adopted here is,
simply, that abstractness per se is not a problem: what really requires
investigation is the kind of evidence that properly motivates a phono-
logical analysis.

Abstractness and phonemic representations. One particular degree
of abstractness is widely accepted as self-evident, needing no further
justification, namely that underlying representations do not contain allo-
phonic variants of phonemes. It is generally assumed that English [stɔp],
[thɔp] are underlyingly /stɔp/, /tɔp/, without aspiration, because there is
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(by assumption) no underlying aspiration in English. Similarly, we know
that the underlying form of [hɪɾɪŋ] hitting is /hıtıŋ/, not only because the flap
is an allophone in English, but also because of the related word [hɪt] hit
where the [t] is directly pronounced. Thus, it is commonly assumed that
underlying forms are at least as abstract as phonemic representations,
with all allophonically predictable features eliminated.
This assumption can lead to problems. What is the medial consonant in

the underlying form of a word like [waɾ r̩] water? Assuming that the flap is
not a phoneme in English (there are no minimal or near-minimal pairs
contrasting [t] or [d] vs. [ɾ]), this forces us to say that it must be something
other than [ɾ]. The word is spelled with t, but spelling is not relevant to
underlying representations. Children acquire words without knowing
how to spell, and most languages of the world are unwritten yet under-
lying representations must be acquired for all human languages. Spelling
is also unreliable, and could lead us to the unjustified conclusion that
the underlying vowels of [tuw] too, to, two, [θruw] through, [duw] due, and
[druw] drew are all different.
Since [waɾ r̩] is not composed of a root plus suffix, we cannot look at

related forms to reveal the underlying consonant (as we can in wad-er
versus wait-er, both [wejɾ r̩]). Any number of hypotheses could be set forth –

/waɾ r̩/, /watr̩/, /wadr̩/, /waðr̩/, /waβ r̩/, /waγ r̩/, and so on. Hypotheses like /waβ r̩/
and /waγ r̩/ can be rejected on the grounds that they are pointlessly
abstract, containing segments which do not occur phonetically in English,
and there is no reason to believe that they exist underlyingly. Nothing is
gained by positing such underlying representations, thus nothing justifies
these hypotheses. Two facts argue decisively against hypothetical /waβr̩/,
/waγ r̩/, and their ilk. First, there is no evidence for a rule in English
effecting the change /γ/ ! [ɾ] or /β/ ! [ɾ] and addition of such a rule,
required to convert the underlying form into the surface form, rules
against such an analysis since there exist analyses which at least do not
force the inclusion of otherwise unmotivated rules. Second, a specific
choice between /waβ r̩/ and /waγ r̩/, or /waʔ r̩/ and innumerable other possi-
bilities which also lack an underlying flap, is totally arbitrary and leaves
the language analyst – student and child alike – with the unresolvable
puzzle “why this underlying form and not some other?”, which can only
be resolved by fiat.
The hypothesis /waðr̩/ is less abstract since it is composed only of

observed segments of English; it is, however, factually wrong, because it
would be impossible to craft rules for English to turn /ð/ into a flap in this
context (consider father, bother, weather which indicate that there cannot
be a rule changing /ð/ into a flap in some context). Only three hypotheses
remain viable: /waɾ r̩/, /watr̩/, and /wadr̩/. None of these hypotheses posits
surface nonexistent segments, and given the rules of English – Flapping,
specifically – any of these underlying representations would result in the
correct surface form.
There is no standard answer to the question of the underlying form of

water, but certain arguments can be marshalled to support different
positions. We initially rejected the theory that the underlying form might
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be /waɾ r̩/ because it posits what we assumed to be a nonexistent underlying
segment in the language, but we should reconsider that decision, to at
least explain our argument for rejecting an underlying flap. Hypothesiz-
ing /waɾ r̩/ necessitates another phoneme in the inventory of English
underlying segments, violating an analytic economy principle which
says that you should select a parsimonious underlying inventory for a
language. This perhaps reflects the basic principle of scientific reasoning
that simpler, more economical solutions are better than complicated
solutions that posit unnecessary machinery. But no concrete linguistic
arguments indicate that elimination of phonemes is an actual goal of
phonological acquisition. Economy of the underlying inventory cannot
be judged in a theoretical vacuum, and in at least one contemporary
theory, Optimality Theory, it is impossible to state generalizations about
underlying representations, so it is impossible to say that English has no
underlying flap.
A somewhat stronger argument against allowing an underlying flap is

that the surface distribution of [ɾ] is restricted. It only appears between
vocoids (vowels and glides), and only if the following vowel is unstressed,
which is precisely the context where /t, d/ actively are changed into the
flap [ɾ] (hit [hɪt] ~ hitting [hɪɾɪŋ]; hide [hajd] ~ hiding [hajɾɪŋ]). We can explain
the lack of words in English like *[hiɾ], *[ɾuwl], *[æfɾ r̩], and *[əɾǽk], if we
assume that the flap [ɾ] is not in the inventory of underlying segments
of English, and only derives from /t/ or /d/ by this specific rule. This
argument recognizes the importance of capturing major generaliza-
tions about language, which is the central concern of linguistics: it says
that it would be too much of a coincidence if, in assuming underlying /ɾ/
in water, we failed to note that underlying flap only appears in a very
few contexts.
This argument is founded on the presumption that distribution of

segments in underlying forms cannot be restricted: otherwise we would
simply state a restriction on where underlying flaps appear and let the
underlying form of [waɾ r̩] be fully concrete. Some theories do not have
conditions on underlying forms (Optimality Theory), others do. Some-
thing like conditions on underlying forms seems inevitable, since for
example there cannot be any words in English of the form sCiVCi, hence
*slil, *sneen, *spup, *skuck; yet, it is uncertain what status such conditions
have in the theory of grammar. The assumption that all regularities about
a language must be captured in the grammar has been a fundamental
assumption for many theories of phonology, but has also been challenged
(see Hale and Rice 2006), so we cannot take it for granted that the
grammar is solely responsible for explaining the distribution of the flap
in English.
Still, even if we decide that the underlying form doesn’t have a flap,

that leaves open the choice between /t/ and /d/, which is purely arbitrary.
The choice might be made by appealing to markedness (chapter 7),
insofar as [t] is a less marked, i.e. crosslinguistically common, segment
than [d]. Whether this reasoning is correct remains to be determined
empirically.
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8.1.2 A principled limit on abstractness?
In connection with our first neutralization rule, final devoicing in
Russian (chapter 4), we explained the alternation [porok] ‘threshold
(nom sg)’ ~ [poroga] ‘threshold (gen sg)’ by saying that underlyingly
the stem ends with /g/. The abstract representation /porog/ for [porok]
‘threshold (nom sg)’ is justified by the fact that [porok] and [poroga]
have the same root morpheme, and /porog/ is one of the two actually
occurring pronunciations of the morpheme. In hypothesizing under-
lying forms of morphemes, we have repeatedly emphasized the utility
of considering any and all of the surface realizations of a given mor-
pheme as candidates for being the underlying form. One might even
advance a formal principle regarding abstractness (a principle to this
effect was proposed in the theory of Natural Generative Phonology;
see Vennemann 1974):

(1) The underlying form of a morpheme must actually be pronounced
as such in some surface form containing the morpheme.

The underlying cognitive presupposition of such a principle is that
humans only abstract the nature of morphemes by directly selecting from
tokens of perceptual experience with that unit.
When you look at a broad range of phonological analyses, it very often

turns out that the supposed underlying form of a morpheme is indeed
directly observed in some surface form. Nonetheless, such a principle
cannot be an absolute condition on the relation between underlying and
surface forms, that is, it cannot be a principle in the theory of grammar.
Recall from chapter 4 that in Palauan, all unstressed vowels become
schwa, and underlying forms of roots may contain two full vowels, for
example /daŋob/ ‘cover,’ /teʔib/ ‘pull out,’ /ŋetom/ ‘lick.’ We are justified in
concluding that the first vowel in /daŋob/ is /a/ because it is actually
pronounced as such in [mə-ˈdaŋəb] when the first root vowel is stressed,
and we are justified in concluding that the second vowel is /o/ because that
is how it is pronounced in [dəˈŋobl]. Although each hypothesized under-
lying vowel can be pronounced in one surface variant of the root or
another, no single surface form actually contains both vowels in their
unreduced form: the hypothesized underlying form /daŋob/ is never pro-
nounced as such, thus our analysis of Palauan is a counterexample to the
excessively restrictive statement (1). Similar examples come from English
(cf. the underlying stem /tεlεgræf/, which explains the surface vowel qual-
ities in [ˈtɛləgræf ] and [təˈlɛgrəf-ij]) and Tonkawa (cf. /picena/, which is
justified based on the surface forms picna-n-oʔ and we-pcen-oʔ). Condition
(1) also runs into problems in Yawelmani (chapter 6), which has a rule
shortening a long vowel before a cluster of two consonants, and another
rule inserting i after the first of three consonants. The two rules apply
in stems such as /ʔa:ml/, so that epenthesis turns /ʔa:ml-hin/ into
[ʔa:mil-him], and shortening turns /ʔa:ml-al/ into [ʔamlal]. The problem for
(1) is that /ʔa:ml/ can never be pronounced as such, since either the vowel is
shortened, or else i is inserted.
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Rather than abandon the enterprise of doing phonology in these lan-
guages out of misguided allegiance to an a priori assumption about the
relationship between underlying and surface forms, we might consider a
weaker constraint, which allows underlying forms of morphemes to be
composed of segments that are actually pronounced in some attestation of
the morpheme, but disallows representations that are more abstract.

(2) The underlying form of a word must contain only segments actually
pronounced as such in some related word containing the morpheme.

Even this cannot be an absolute requirement. One case that runs afoul of
this condition is the case of stem-final voiced stops in Catalan (chapter 5,
problem 7). There is a rule devoicing final obstruents, and another rule
spirantizing intervocalic voiced stops. These rules result in alternations
such as sεk ‘dry (masc)’ ~ sεkə ‘dry (fem)’ from /sεk/, versus sek ‘blind
(masc)’ ~ seγə ‘blind (fem)’ from /seg/. The underlying voiced stop /g/ is
not directly attested in any form of the stem /seg/, and thus runs afoul of
constraint (2).
Another counterexample to (2) is Hehe (chapter 6). That language has a

rule assigning H tone to a penultimate vowel that is not also immediately
preceded by an H. This rule accounts for the position of the second H tone
in words like kú-kam-í l-a ‘to milk for,’ kú-kam-il-án-a ‘to milk for each
other,’ and the lack of H tone in kú-kam-a ‘to milk’ where the penultimate
vowel is preceded by an H-toned vowel. Surface forms such as kú-kam-y-á
‘to cause to milk’ and kú-kam-w-á ‘to be milked’ would seem to be excep-
tions, but actually they follow the general pattern perfectly, as long as we
recognize that the underlying forms are /kú-kam-i-a/ and /kú-kam-u-a/.
Given those underlying forms, the H is regularly assigned to the penulti-
mate vowel giving kú-kam-í-a and kú-kam-ú-a, and then the high vowels
become glides before a vowel, causing the H tone to be transferred to the
final vowel. The important point about these examples is that the
assumed vowels of the causative and passive never surface as vowels: they
appear only as glides, since by quirks of Hehe morphology, the mor-
phemes -i- and -u- are always followed by a vowel suffix, so they always
undergo glide formation.

8.1.3 Case studies in abstract analysis
We will look in depth at two cases of abstract phonological analysis, one
from Matuumbi and one from Sanskrit, where abstract underlying forms
are well motivated; these are contrasted with some proposals for English,
which are not well motivated. Our goal is to see that the problem of
abstractness is not about the formal phonetic distance between under-
lying and surface forms, but rather it involves the question of how strong
the evidence is for positing an abstract underlying representation.

Abstract mu in Matuumbi. Matuumbi provides an example of an
abstract underlying representation, involving an underlying vowel which
never surfaces as such. In this language, the noun prefix which marks
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nouns of lexical class 3 has a number of surface realizations such as [m],
[n], [ŋ], and [mw], but the underlying representation of this prefix is /mu/,
despite the fact that the prefix never actually has that surface manifest-
ation with the vowel u.
We begin with the effect which nasals have on a following consonant.

Sequences of nasal plus consonant are subject to a number of rules in
Matuumbi, and there are two different patterns depending on the nature
of the nasal. One such nasal is the prefix /ɲ-/, marking nouns and adjec-
tives of grammatical class 9. When this prefix comes before an under-
lyingly voiced consonant, the nasal assimilates in place of articulation to
that consonant, by a general rule that all nasals agree in place of articula-
tion with an immediately following consonant.

(3)

When added to a stem beginning with a nasal consonant, the nasal
deletes.

(4)

The prefix /ɲ/ causes a following voiceless consonant to become voiced.

(5)

Finally, /ɲ/ causes a following glide to become a voiced stop, preserving the
place properties of the glide.

(6)

We know that the prefix is underlyingly /ɲ/ because that is how it surfaces
before vowel-initial adjectives such as ɲ-epeési ‘light (cl 9),’ ɲ-iípi ‘short
(cl 9).’
Different effects are triggered by the nasal of the prefix /mu/ which

marks second-plural subjects on verbs. This prefix has the underlying
form /mu/, and it can surface as such when the following stem begins
with a consonant.

Adjective (cl 9) Verb
m-bomwáaná bómwaana ‘pointlessly destroy’
ŋ-golóká góloka ‘be straight’
ɲ-dʒilúká dʒíluka ‘fall down’

Adjective (cl 9) Verb
mamáandwá mámaandwa ‘nail’
mimíná mímina ‘spill’
namátá námata ‘be sticky’

Adjective (cl 9) Verb
n-dɪnɪ́ká tɪ́nɪka ‘cut’
n-demá.á téma ‘chop’
ɲ-dʒapíitʃá tʃápiitʃa ‘be clean’

Adjective (cl 9) Verb
ɲ-dʒukútá júkuta ‘be full’
ŋ-gwaá.á wá ‘die’
ŋ-gwɪkɪ́ljá wɪ́kɪlja ‘cover’
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(7)

A rule deletes the vowel u preceded by m when the vowel precedes a
consonant (you observed this rule in chapter 5), and this rule applies
optionally in this prefix. Before a stem beginning with a voiced consonant,
deletion of the vowel results in a cluster of a nasal plus a consonant, and m
causes nasalization of the following consonant (compare the examples in
(7) where the vowel is not deleted).

(8)

This reveals an important difference between the two sets of postnasal
processes. In underlying nasal C sequences such as /ɲ-bomwáaná/ !
m-bomwáaná ‘destroyed (cl 9),’ the nasal only assimilates in place of articu-
lation to the following C, but in nasal + consonant sequences derived by
deletion of u, the prefixal nasal causes nasalization of a following voiced
consonant.
Another difference between /ɲC/ versus /muC/ is evident when the prefix

/mu/ comes before a stem beginning with a nasal consonant. The data in
(9) show that when u deletes, the resulting cluster of nasals does not
undergo nasal deletion. (The reason for this is that /mu/ first becomes a
syllabic nasal m̩, and nasalization takes place after a syllabic nasal.)

(9)

In comparison, class 9 /ɲ-mimíná/ with the prefix /ɲ/ surfaces as mimíná
‘spilled (cl 9),’ having undergone degemination.
A third difference between /ɲ + C/ versus /mu+C/ emerges with stems

that begin with a voiceless consonant. As seen in (10), /mu/ simply assimi-
lates in place of articulation to the following voiceless consonant.

(10)

Remember, though, that /ɲ/ causes a following voiceless consonant to
become voiced, so /ɲ-tɪnɪ́ká/ ! ndɪnɪ́ká ‘cut (cl 9).’

Finally, /mu/ causes a following glide to become a nasal at the same
place of articulation as the glide.

mu-buundíke ‘you should store’
mu-laabúke ‘you should breakfast’
mu-dʒiiŋgí ‘you should enter’
mu-goóɲdʒe ‘you should sleep’

m-muundíke ‘you should store’
n-naabúke ‘you should breakfast’
ɲ-ɲiiŋgí ‘you should enter’
ŋ-ŋoóɲdʒe ‘you should sleep’

mu-mímiine m-mímiine ‘you (pl) spilled’
mu-nóolite n-nóolite ‘you (pl) sharpened’
mu-ŋáandite ŋ-ŋáandite ‘you (pl) played’

mu-paánde m-paánde ‘you should plant’
mu-teleké n-teleké ‘you should cook’
mu-tʃoné ɲ-tʃoné ‘you should sew’

mu-kalaáŋge ŋ-kalaáŋge ‘you should fry’
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(11)

Underlying /ɲ/, on the other hand, causes a following glide to become a
voiced stop, cf. /ɲ-wɪkɪ́ljá/! ŋ-gwɪkɪ́ ljá ‘covered (cl 9).’
The differences between /ɲ/ and /mu/ go beyond just their effects on

following consonants: they also have different effects on preceding and
following vowels. In the case of /mu/, the preceding vowel lengthens when
u deletes.

(12)

On the other hand, /ɲ/ has no effect on the length of a preceding vowel.

(13)

Finally, /ɲ/ surfaces as [ɲ] before a vowel and the length of the following
vowel is not affected. But /mu/ surfaces as [mw] before a vowel due to a
process of glide formation, and the following vowel is always lengthened.

(14)

A number of properties distinguish /mu/ from /ɲ/. Apart from the import-
ant fact that positing these different underlying representations provides
a phonological basis for distinguishing these effects, our choices of under-
lying forms are uncontroversial, because the posited forms of the prefixes
are actually directly attested in some surface variant: recall that the
second-plural verbal subject prefix /mu/ can actually be pronounced as
[mu], since deletion of /u/ is optional for this prefix.
Deletion of /u/ is obligatory in this prefix and optional in the subject

prefix because subject prefixes have a “looser” bond to the following stem
than lexical class prefixes, which are joined with the stem to form a
special phonological domain.
Now we are in position to discuss a prefix whose underlying representa-

tion can only be inferred indirectly. The prefix for class 3 nouns and
adjectives is underlyingly /mu/, like the second-plural verbal subject
prefix. Unlike the verb prefix, the vowel /u/ of the class 3 noun prefix
always deletes, and /mu/ never appears as such on the surface – its
underlying presence can only be inferred indirectly. A strong indication
that this prefix is underlyingly /mu/ is the fact that it has exactly the same

mu-wɪkɪlí ŋ-ŋwɪkɪlí ‘you should cover’
mu-jɪkɪtí ɲ-ɲɪkɪtí ‘you should agree’

iwɪkɪljó mu-toóle ‘you should take cover’
iwɪkɪljóo n-toóle id.
ɲuúmba mu-bomwaáne ‘you should destroy the house’
ɲuúmbaa m-momwaáne id.

iwɪkɪljo m-bwapwáaniká ‘broken cover’
ɲumbá m-bomwáaná ‘destroyed house’

Stem
/ɲ/ /iípi/ ɲ-iípi ‘short (cl 9)’

/epeési/ ɲ-epeési ‘light (cl 9)’
/mu/ /ɪɪ́mb-e/ mw-ɪɪ́mb-e ‘you should dig’

/eleéw-e/ mw-eeleéw-e ‘you should understand’
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effect on a following consonant as the reduced form of the subject prefix
mu has. It causes a voiced consonant to become nasalized.

(15)

It forms a geminate nasal with a following nasal.

(16)

It also does not cause a following voiceless consonant to become voiced.

(17)

Another reason to believe that this prefix is underlyingly /mu/ is that
when it comes before a stem beginning with a vowel, the prefix shows
up as [mw] and the following vowel is lengthened.

(18)

Under the hypothesis that the class 3 prefix is /mu/, we automatically
predict that the prefix should have this exact shape before a vowel,
just as the uncontroversial prefix /mu/ marking second-plural subject
has.
Finally, the data in (19) show that this prefix has the same effect of

lengthening the preceding vowel as the second-plural subject prefix has.

(19)

The only reasonable assumption is that this prefix is underlyingly /mu/,
despite the fact that the vowel u never actually appears as such.

Infinitive Adjective (cl 3)
búundika m-muúndiká ‘store’
láabuka n-naábuká ‘breakfast’
dʒíiŋgja ɲ-ɲiíŋgjá ‘enter’
góoɲdʒa ŋ-ŋoóɲdʒá ‘sleep’

Infinitive Adjective (cl 3)
máta m-matá.á ‘plaster’
múlika m-mulíká ‘burn’
námata n-namátá ‘be sticky’

Infinitive Adjective (cl 3)
páanda m-paándá ‘plant’
téleka n-teléká ‘cook’
tʃóna ɲ-tʃoná.á ‘sew’

kálaaŋga ŋ-kaláaŋgá ‘fry’

Infinitive Adjective (cl 3)
álibika mwaalíbiká ‘break’
épuka mweepúká ‘avoid’
ɪ́ɪmba mwɪɪ́mbá ‘dig’
ótoka mwootóká ‘puncture’

mwoógo ‘cassava’ mwoogoo m-moú ‘rotten cassava’
mpɪlá ‘football’ mpɪláa m-puwáaniká ‘broken football’
nkóta ‘sweets’ nkotaa n-nogá.á ‘good sweets’
nkwá ‘spear’ nkwáa n-kʊ́lʊ́ ‘big spear’
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Direct attestation of the hypothesized underlying segment would pro-
vide very clear evidence for the segment in an underlying form, but
underlying forms can also be established by indirect means, such as
showing that one morpheme behaves in a manner parallel to some other
which has a known and uncontroversial underlying form. Thus the fact
that the class 3 prefix behaves in all other respects exactly like prefixes
which are uncontroversially /mu/ suffices to justify the conclusion that
the class 3 prefix is, indeed, /mu/.

Abstract /ai/ and /au/ in Sanskrit. A significantly more abstract repre-
sentation of the mid vowels [e:, o:] is required for Sanskrit. These surface
vowels derive from the diphthongs /ai/, /au/, which are never phonetically
manifested anywhere in the language. The surface vowels (syllabics) and
diphthongs of Sanskrit are in (20).

(20)

Two things to be remarked regarding the inventory are that while the
language has diphthongs with a long first element a:i, a:u, it has no
diphthongs with a short first element. Second, the mid vowels only appear
as long, never short. These two facts turn out to be related.
One phonological rule of the language fuses identical vowels into

a single long vowel. This process operates at the phrasal level, so
examples are quite easy to come by, simply by combining two words
in a sentence.

(21)

A second process combines long or short a with i and u (long or short),
giving the long mid vowels e: and o:.

(22)

These data point to an explanation for the distribution of vowels noted in
(20), which is that underlying ai and au become e: and o:, and that this is
the only source of mid vowels in the language. This explains why the mid
vowels are all long, and also explains why there are no diphthongs *ai, *au.
There is also a rule shortening a long vowel before another vowel at the
phrasal level, which is why at the phrasal level /a:/ plus /i/ does not form a
long diphthong [a:i].

a i u r̩ l̩ a: e: i: o: u: r̩: a:i a:u

na ‘not’ + asti ‘is’ ! na:sti ‘is not’
na ‘not’ + a:ste: ‘he sits’ ! na:ste: ‘he doesn’t sit’
nadi: ‘river’ + iwa ‘like’ ! nadi:wa ‘like a river’
jadi ‘if’ + i:çwarah ‘lord’ ! jadi:çwarah ‘if the lord’
nadi: ‘river’ + i:çwarah ‘lord’ ! nadi:çwarah ‘lord river’
sa:dhu ‘well’ + uktam ‘said’ ! sa:dhu:ktam ‘well said’

ca ‘and’ + iha ‘here’ ! ce:ha ‘and here’
ca ‘and’ + uktam ‘said’ ! co:ktam ‘and said’
sa: ‘she’ + uktam ‘said’ ! so:ktam ‘she said’
sa: ‘she’ + i:çwara ‘O Lord’ ! se:çwara ‘she, O Lord’
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There is a word-internal context where the short diphthongs ai and au
would be expected to arise by concatenation of morphemes, and where
we find surface e:, o: instead. The imperfective tense involves the prefixa-
tion of a-.

(23)

If the stem begins with the vowel a, the prefix a- combines with following
a to give a long vowel, just as a + a! a: at the phrasal level.

(24)

When the root begins with the vowels i, u, the resulting sequences ai(:),
au(:) surface as long mid vowels:

(25)

These alternations exemplify the rule where /ai, au/! [e:, o:].
We have shown that /a + i, a + u/ surface as [e:, o:], so now we will

concentrate on the related conclusion that [e:, o:] derive from underlying
/ai, au/. One argument supporting this conclusion is a surface generaliza-
tion about vowel combinations, that when a combines with what would
surface as word initial o: or e:, the result is a long diphthong a:u, a:i.

(26)

This fusion process makes sense given the proposal that [e:] and [o:] derive
from /ai/ and /au/. The examples in (26b) remind us that initial [e:,o:] in
these examples transparently derive from /a + i/, /a + u/, because in these
examples /a/ is the imperfective prefix and the root vowels u, i can be seen
directly in the present tense. Thus the underlying forms of [ca:ukʂat]
and [ca:ikʂat] are [ca#a-ukʂat] and [ca#a-ikʂat]. The surface long diphthong
derives from the combination of the sequence of a’s into one long a:.
The same pattern holds for all words beginning with mid vowels, even
when there is no morphological justification for decomposing [e:, o:] into
/a+i, a+u/
Other evidence argues for deriving surface [e:, o:] from /ai, au/. There is a

general rule where the high vowels /i, u/ surface as the glides [ j, w] before
another vowel, which applies at the phrasal level in the following examples.

bhar-at-i ‘he bears’ a-bhar-at ‘he bore’
tuɲɟ-at-i ‘he urges’ a-tuɲɟ-at ‘he urged’
wardh-at-i ‘he grows’ a-wardh-at ‘he grew’

aɟ-at-i ‘he drives’ a:ɟ-at ‘he drove’
aɲc-at-i ‘he bends’ a:ɲc-at ‘he bent’

il-at-i ‘he is quiet’ e:l-at ‘he was quiet’
i:kʂ-at-i ‘he sees’ e:kʂ-at ‘he saw’

ukʂ-at-i ‘he sprinkles’ o:kʂ-at ‘he sprinkled’
ubɟ-at-i ‘he forces’ o:bɟ-at ‘he forced’

a. ca ‘and’ + o:kʂat ‘he sprinkled’ ! ca:ukʂat ‘and he sprinkled’
ca ‘and’ + e:kʂat ‘he saw’ ! ca:ikʂat ‘and he saw’

b. ca ‘and’ + ukʂati ‘he sprinkles’ ! co:kʂati ‘and he sprinkles’
ca ‘and’ + i:kʂati ‘he sees’ ! ce:kʂati ‘and he sees’
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(27)

The mid vowels [e:, o:] become [aj, aw] before another vowel (an optional
rule, most usually applied, can delete the glide in this context, giving a
vowel sequence).

(28)

This makes perfect sense under the hypothesis that [e:, o:] derive from
/ai, au/. Under that hypothesis, /wanai#a:stai/ undergoes glide formation
before another vowel ( just as /jadi#aham/ does), giving [wanaj#a:ste:].

Abstractness in English. Now we will consider an abstract analysis
whose legitimacy has been questioned: since the main point being made
here is that abstract analyses can be well motivated, it is important to
consider what is not sufficient motivation for an abstract analysis.
A classic case of questionable abstractness is the analysis of English [ɔj]
proposed in Chomsky and Halle 1968 (SPE), that [ɔj] derives from /œ̄/. In
SPE, English vowels are given a very abstract analysis, with approximately
the following relations between underlying and surface representations of
vowels, where /ī ū/ and so forth represent tense vowels in the transcription
used there.

(29)

The first step in arguing for this representation is to defend the assump-
tion that [aj], [aw], [ij], [uw], [ej], [ow] derive from /ī/, /ū/, /ē/, /ō/, /ǣ/, and /ɔ̄/.
The claim is motivated by the Trisyllabic Laxing alternation in English
which relates the vowels of divine ~ divinity ([aj] ~ [ɪ]), profound ~ profundity
([aw] ~ [ə]), serene ~ serenity ([ij] ~ [ε]), verbose ~ verbosity ([ow] ~ [ɔ]), and sane ~
sanity ([ej] ~ [æ]). These word pairs are assumed to be morphologically
related, so both words in the pairs would have a common root: the
question is what the underlying vowel of the root is. It is assumed that
tense vowels undergo a process known as Vowel Shift, which rotates a
tense vowel’s height one degree upward – low vowels become mid, mid
vowels become high, and high vowels become low. Another process
that is relevant is Diphthongization, which inserts a glide after a tense

e:ti ‘he comes’ + r̩ʂi ‘seer’ ! e:tj r̩ʂi
jadi ‘if ’ + aham ‘I’ ! jadj aham
jadi ‘if ’ + a:ditja:h ‘sons of Aditi’ ! jadj a:ditja:h
e:ti ‘she comes’ + uma: ‘Uma’ ! e:tj uma:
bhawatu ‘let it be’ + i:çwarah ‘Lord’ ! bhawatw i:çwarah
sadhu ‘well’ + e:ti ‘he comes’ ! sadhw e:ti

prabho: ‘O Master’ + e:ti ‘he comes’ ! prabhaw e:ti
wane: ‘in the forest’ + a:ste: ‘he sits’ ! wanaj a:ste:
wane: ‘in the forest’ + e:ti ‘he comes’ ! wanaj e:ti
prabho: ‘O Master’ + o:kʂat ‘he sprinkled’ ! prabhaw o:kʂat

/ī/ ! [aj] /ū/ ! [aw]
/ē/ ! [ij] /ō/ ! [uw]
/ǣ/ ! [ej] /ɔ̄/ ! [ow]
/œ̄/ ! [ɔj] /ā/ ! [ɔʌ]
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vowel agreeing in backness with that vowel. By those rules (and a few
others), /sǣn/ becomes [sējn], /serēn/ becomes [sərījn], and /divīn/ becomes
[dəvajn]. By the Trisyllabic Laxing rule, when a tense vowel precedes the
penultimate syllable of the word the vowel becomes lax, which prevents
the vowel from shifting in height (shifting only affects tense vowels).
Accordingly, [dəvajn] and [dəvɪnətij] share the root /dəvīn/. In [dəvajn], the
tense vowel diphthongizes to [dəvījn], which undergoes Vowel Shift. In
/dəvīn-iti/, the vowel /ī/ instead undergoes Trisyllabic Laxing, and therefore
surfaces as [ɪ].
In this way, SPE reduces the underlying vowel inventory of English to /ī/

/ū/ /ē/ /ī/ /ǣ/ /ā/ /ɔ̄/, plus the diphthong /ɔj/. Having eliminated most of the
diphthongs from underlying representations, we are still left with one
diphthong. In addition, there is an asymmetry in the inventory, that
English has three out of four of the possible low tense vowels, lacking
a front round vowel [œ̄]. It is then surmised that this gap in the system
of tense vowels, and the remaining diphthong, can be explained away
simultaneously, if [ɔj] derives from underlying /œ̄/. Furthermore, given the
system of rules in SPE, if there were an underlying vowel /œ̄/, it would
automatically become [ɔj].
Briefly, /œ̄/ undergoes diphthongization to become œ̄j because œ̄ is a

front vowel and the glide inserted by diphthongization has the same
backness as the preceding tense vowel. The vowel œ̄ is subject to backness
readjustment which makes front low vowels [+back] before glides (by the
same process, œj which derives from /ī/ by Vowel Shift becomes [ay]). Since
hypothesized /œ̄/ does not become *[ø], and must remain a low vowel in
order to undergo backness adjustment, Vowel Shift must not apply to /œ̄/.
This is accomplished by constraining the rule to not affect a vowel whose
values of backness and roundness are different.

What constitutes a valid motivation? This analysis of [ɔj] is typical of
highly abstract phonological analyses advocated in early generative phon-
ology, where little concern was given to maintaining a close relation
between surface and underlying forms. The idea of deriving [ɔj] from /œ̄/
is not totally gratuitous, since it is motivated by a desire to maintain a
more symmetrical system of underlying representations. But the goal of
producing symmetry in underlying representations cannot be maintained
at all costs, and whatever merits there are to a symmetrical, more elegant
underlying representation must be balanced against the fact that abstract
underlying forms are inherently difficult for a child to learn. Put simply,
the decision to analyze English vowels abstractly is justified only by an
esoteric philosophical consideration – symmetry – and we have no evi-
dence that this philosophical perspective is shared by the child learning
the language. If achieving symmetry in the underlying form isn’t a suffi-
cient reason to claim that [ɔj] comes from /œ̄/, what would motivate an
abstract analysis?
Abstractness can easily be justified by showing that it helps to account

for phonological alternations, as we have seen in Palauan, Tonkawa,
Matuumbi, Hehe, and Sanskrit. No such advantage accrues to an abstract
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analysis of [ɔj] in English. The only potential alternations involving [ɔj] are
a few word pairs of questionable synchronic relatedness such as joint ~
juncture, point ~ puncture, ointment ~ unctuous, boil ~ bouillon, joy ~ jubilant,
soil ~ sully, choice ~ choose, voice ~ vociferous, royal ~ regal. This handful of
words gives no support to the abstract hypothesis. If underlying /œ̄/ were
to undergo laxing, the result should be the phonetically nonexistent vowel
[œ], and deriving the mixture of observed vowels [ʌ], [ʊ], [uw], [ow], or [ij]
from [œ] would require rather ad hoc rules. The hypothesized underlying
vowel system /ī ū ē ī ǣ ɔ̄ œ̄/ runs afoul of an otherwise valid implicational
relation in vowel systems across languages, that the presence of a low
front rounded vowel (which is one of the more marked vowels in lan-
guages) implies the presence of nonlow front round vowels. This typo-
logical implicational principle would be violated by this abstract analysis
of English, which has no underlying /y, ø/: in other words, idealizations
about underlying forms can conflict.
An important aspect of the argument for [ɔj] as /œ̄/ is the issue of

independent motivation for the rules that would derive [ɔj]. The argument
for those rules, in particular Vowel Shift, is not ironclad. Its motivation in
synchronic English hinges on alternations of the type divine ~ divinity,
profound ~ profundity, but these alternations are lexically restricted and
totally unproductive in English (unlike the phonological alternations in
the form of the plural suffix as well as the somewhat productive voicing
alternation in life ~ lives). A consequence of the decision to analyze all cases
of [aj] as deriving from /ī/ is that many other abstract assumptions had to
be made to explain the presence of tense vowels and diphthongs in unex-
pected positions (such as before the penultimate syllable).
To account for the contrast between contrite ~ contrition, where /ī/

becomes lax and t ! [ʃ ], versus right ~ righteous, where there is no vowel
laxing and t! [tʃ], it was claimed that the underlying form of right is /rixt/,
and rules are developed whereby /ixC/ ! [ajC]. Abstract /x/ is called on to
explain the failure of Trisyllabic Laxing in the word nightingale, claimed to
derive from /nixtVngǣl/. To explain the failure of Trisyllabic Laxing in
words like rosary, it is assumed that the final segment is /j/ and not /i/,
viz. /rɔ̄sVrj/. Other examples are that the contrast between veto (with no
flapping and a secondary stress on [o]) vs. motto (with flapping and no
stress on [o]) was predicted by positing different vowels – /mɔto/ vs. /vētɔ/,
even though the vowel qualities are surface identical. Words such as
relevance are claimed to contain an abstract nonhigh front glide, whose
function is to trigger assibilation of /t/ and then delete, so relevance would
derive from /relevante/, the symbol /e/ representing a nonsyllabic nonhigh
front vocoid (a segment not attested in any language to date).
It is not enough to just reject these analyses as being too abstract, since

that circularly answers the abstractness controversy by fiat. We need to
pair any such rejection with an alternative analysis that states what we do
do with these words, and this reanalysis formed a significant component
of post-SPE research. More importantly, we need to identify the methodo-
logical assumptions that resulted in these excessively abstract analyses.
One point which emerged from this debate is that a more conservative
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stance on word-relatedness is called for. A core assumption in phono-
logical analysis is that underlying representations allow related words to
be derived from a unified source by rules. The concept “related word”
needs to be scrutinized carefully, because liberally assuming that “related
words” have common underlying forms can yield very abstract analyses.

Word-relatedness. Consider word pairs such as happy/glad, tall/long, and
young/old. Such words are “related,” in having similar semantic properties,
but they are not morphologically related, and no one would propose
deriving happy and glad from a single underlying root. Nor would anyone
propose treating such pairs as brain/brandy, pain/pantry, grain/grant as
involving a single underlying root, since there is no semantic relation
between members of the pair. Pairs such as five/punch are related historic-
ally, but the connection is known only to students of the history of
English. The words father and paternal are related semantically and phono-
logically, but this does not mean that we can derive father and paternal
from a common root in the grammar of English. It may be tempting to
posit relations between choir and chorus, shield and shelter, or hole and
hollow, but these do not represent word-formation processes of modern
English grammar.
The concept of “relatedness” that matters for phonology is in terms of

morphological derivation: if two words are related, they must have some
morpheme in common. It is uncontroversial that words such as cook and
cooked or book and books are morphologically related in a synchronic
grammar: the words share common roots cook and book, via highly pro-
ductive morphological processes which derive plurals of nouns and past-
tense forms of verbs. An analysis of word formation which failed to
capture this fact would be inadequate. The relation between tall and
tallness or compute and computability is similarly undeniable. In such cases,
the syntactic and semantic relations between the words are transparent
and the morphological processes represented are regular and productive.
Some morphological relations are not so clear: -ment attaches to some

verbs such as bereavement, achievement, detachment, deployment, payment,
placement, allotment, but it is not fully productive since we don’t have
*thinkment, *takement, *allowment, *intervenement, *computement, *givement.
There are a number of verb/noun pairs like explain/explanation, decline/
declination, define/definition, impress/impression, confuse/confusion which
involve affixation of -(Vt)-ion, but it is not fully productive as shown by
the nonexistence of pairs like contain/*contanation, refine/*refination, stress/
*stression, impose/*imposion, abuse/*abusion. Since it is not totally predictable
which -ion nouns exist or what their exact form is, these words may just
be listed in the lexicon. If they are, there is no reason why the words could
not have slightly different underlying forms.
It is thus legitimate to question whether pairs such as verbose/verbosity,

profound/profundity, divine/divinity represent cases of synchronic derivation
from a single root, rather than being phonologically and semantically
similar pairs of words, which are nevertheless entered as separate and
formally unrelated lexical items. The question of how to judge formal
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word-relatedness remains controversial to this day, and with it, many
issues pertaining to phonological abstractness.

8.2 Independent evidence: historical
restructuring

Paul Kiparsky’s seminal 1968 paper “How abstract is phonology?” raises
the question whether limits on abstractness are possible and desirable.
Kiparsky’s concern is the postulation of segments which are never real-
ized, where a language is assumed to have an underlying distinction
between two segments which are always phonetically merged. A classic
example is Hungarian, which has a vowel harmony rule where suffix
vowels agree with the preceding vowel in backness, e.g. ha:z-am ‘my
house,’ fylem ‘my ear,’ vi:z-em ‘my water.’ A small number of roots with
the front vowels [i: i e:] always have back vowels in suffixes, e.g. he:ɟ-am
‘my rind,’ ɲi:lam ‘my arrow.’ The abstract analysis is that these roots have
underlying back vowels [ɨ ɨ: ə:], which later become front vowels. This
move makes these roots phonologically regular. The reasoning is that
since these front vowels seem to act as though they are back vowels, in
terms of the vowel harmony system, maybe they really are back vowels at
a deeper level.
Kiparsky terms this kind of analysis absolute neutralization, to be

distinguished from contextual neutralization. In contextual neutraliza-
tion, the distinction between two underlying segments is neutralized in
some contexts, but is preserved in others. Final devoicing in Russian is
contextual neutralization because in the words /porok/ and /porog/, the
distinction between k and g is neutralized in the nominative singular
[porok], but is maintained in genitive [poroka] vs. [poroga]. With absolute
neutralization, the distinction is eliminated in all contexts, and thus in
Hungarian, /ɨ/ is always neutralized with /i/. Kiparsky argues that while
contextual neutralization is common and has demonstrable psychological
reality, absolute neutralization is a theoretically constructed fiction.
In arguing against absolute neutralization, Kiparsky faces the challenge

that a number of cases of such abstractness had been postulated, so good
reasons for rejecting those analyses must be found. Kiparsky focuses on
the extent to which the psychological reality of theoretical constructs can
be measured – this is an important consideration since linguistic theories
are usually intended to be models of the psychological processes under-
lying linguistic behavior. The problem is that it is impossible to directly
test whether linguistic constructs are psychologically valid by any simple
or obvious tests. Linguistic properties are highly abstract, and not easily
tested in the same way that one can experimentally test the ability to
perceive touch or distinguish colors or sounds. Kiparsky argues that one
can, in certain circumstances, use the pattern of language change as a
theory-external test of grammatical theories. It is argued that historical
sound change can provide just such a test.
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An abstract phonological distinction cannot be justified on the basis of
the fact that two historically distinct sounds merge in the history of a
language, so even if it were shown that Hungarian he:ɟ ‘rind’ and ɲi:l ‘my
arrow’ derived from earlier *hə:ɟ and *ɲɨ:l, this would not be evidence for
an abstract underlying form in modern Hungarian. A child learning the
language has no access to this kind of historical information. What
Kiparsky points out is that you can inspect a later stage of a language to
learn about the analysis of a language that was actually given at an earlier
stage of the language, and then adduce general principles about gram-
mars based on such independent evidence.

8.2.1 Yiddish final devoicing
The history of Yiddish devoicing is one example of such evidence. In the
oldest forms of German, represented by Old High German, there was no
restriction against word-final voiced consonants, so Old High German had
words like tag ‘day’ ~ taga ‘days,’ gab ‘he gave’ ~ gābumes ‘we gave,’ sneid
‘he cut’ ~ snīdan ‘to cut,’ hand ‘hand,’ land ‘land.’ Between 900 and 1200 in
the Middle High German period, a rule of devoicing was added, which
resulted in tac ‘day’ ~ tage ‘days,’ gap ‘he gave’ ~ gāben ‘we gave,’ sneit ‘he
cut’ ~ snīden ‘to cut,’ hant ‘hand’ ~ hende ‘hands,’ wec ‘road’ ~ weges ‘roads.’
Around this time, Yiddish began to develop as a language separate from

German, and would have shared this devoicing rule. Devoicing of final
consonants in Yiddish is attested in manuscripts from the thirteenth
century where the word for ‘day’ is written <tak>, using the letter kuf
[k] and not gimel [g]. In some dialects, such as Central and Western
Yiddish, this devoicing persists up to today, where you find tak ‘day’ ~
tag-n ‘days,’ lant ‘land’ ~ lend-ər ‘lands,’ with the stem-final voiced conson-
ants of /tag/ and /land/ undergoing final devoicing in the singular. In some
dialects such as the Northeastern dialect of Yiddish, the devoicing rule
was lost from the grammar, so that dialect has tog ‘day’ ~ tog-n ‘days,’
where the originally voiced consonant reappears as voiced. This process
where an earlier sound change is dropped from the grammar is known as
reversal of sound change: consonants revert to their original state found
before the sound change applied.
There are mysterious exceptions to restoration of original voiced con-

sonants. One case is the word gelt ‘money,’which derives historically from
geld with a voiced consonant. The reason for the different treatments of
gelt and tag, words which both ended with voiced consonants at earlier
stages of the language, is the difference in the presence or absence of
phonological alternations within the paradigm of a word. In the case of
tag, the plural form had a suffix -n, and so while the singular was subject
to devoicing, the plural was not: this word had the paradigmatic alterna-
tions [tak] ~ [tagn]. On the basis of these alternations, a child learning the
language would have no problem discovering that the underlying form of
the stem is /tag/. It is expected that once the final devoicing rule is lost, the
underlying form /tag/ resurfaces since there is no longer a devoicing rule.
In the word gelt, the situation was different. There was no inflectional

ending which followed this particular noun. At the earliest stages of the
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language, a child learning the language only encounters [geld], and there
would be no basis for assuming that the underlying form is anything
other than /geld/. When the devoicing rule was added to the grammar,
the pronunciation of the word changed to [gelt]. Since this particular
consonant was always word-final, the devoicing rule would have always
applied to it, so the stem only had the phonetic form [gelt]. Although
either /geld/ or /gelt/ as underlying form would yield the surface form
[gelt], there is no reason to assume that the surface and underlying forms
are different. A priori criteria may support one decision or the other, but
what we need to know is, what independent test tells us that our
reasoning is correct? The loss of the devoicing rule provides exactly the
needed empirical test: it allows us to know what underlying form Yiddish-
learning children must have assumed at this earlier stage. Knowing the
actual underlying form provides an important insight into the learning
strategies that children make during language acquisition.
When the devoicing rule was added, there were no alternations in gelt

so a child would have no reason to assume that the underlying form of the
word is anything other than /gelt/. The child never hears geld, and has no
reason to think that the underlying form is different from /gelt/. At an
even later stage, the rule of final devoicing is dropped from the grammar
of certain dialects. This allows the underlying and historically original
voiced consonant of tag to be pronounced again, since it is no longer
subject to devoicing and thanks to the paradigmatic k ~ g alternation the
underlying form was established as being /tag/. This rule loss has no effect
on gelt, since despite being derived historically from a voiced consonant,
the final consonant of the stem had been reanalyzed as /t/ – a reanalysis
predicted by the presumption that an underlying form is different from
the surface form only if there is good reason for assuming so. Because
there are no alternations for this word, there was no reason to assume an
abstract underlying form.
Another important kind of exception to the reversal of devoicing is seen

in the adverb avek ‘away.’ This word was originally aveg, with a voiced
consonant. This adverb also had no inflected relatives which allowed the
underlying voicing of the final consonant to be unambiguously deter-
mined, so once the devoicing rule was added to the grammar, it was
impossible to determine whether the underlying form was /avek/ or
/aveg/. Again, starting from the assumption that underlying forms do
not deviate from surface forms without reason, there is no reason to
assume that phonetic [avek] derives from anything other than /avek/, since
the word is actually pronounced [avek]. The fact that the underlying form
is directly revealed as avek in the dialects which dropped devoicing sup-
ports this decision.
The example also reveals something interesting about what might (but

does not) constitute a “reason” for abstractness. The adverb avek is histor-
ically related to the noun veg ‘way.’ The voicing of the last consonant in
the noun stem can be recovered within the paradigm given the earlier
alternations vek ‘way’ ~ vegn ‘ways,’ because the singular and plural forms
of the noun are clearly related to each other. The evidence from the plural
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noun had no impact on the child’s selection of the underlying form for the
adverb, since there is no synchronic connection between the adverb and
the noun – no process derives nouns and adverbs from a unified source, so
nothing connects the words for ‘way’ and ‘away.’ The divergence of veg
and avek in Yiddish points out that you cannot freely assume that any two
phonetically and semantically similar words are actually derived from a
single underlying form.

8.2.2 Historical evidence and the treatment
of absolute neutralization

Kiparsky draws two main conclusions from this and similar cases. First, he
points out that in lieu of alternations supporting abstractness, the surface
and underlying forms should be assumed to be identical: alternations are
central to supporting an abstract underlying form. Second, and more con-
troversially, these examples are used in an argument against the psycho-
logical reality of absolute neutralization. The argument is as follows. Cases
such as Yiddish show the psychological reality of contextual neutralization,
since it can be reversed. However, there is no known case where absolute
neutralization has been historically reversed: if absolute neutralization had
the psychological reality of contextual neutralization, we would expect to
find a reversal of absolute neutralization, and we have not. Therefore,
putative cases of absolute neutralization lack psychological reality.
Kiparsky proposes that morphemes which seem to motivate abstract

segments are simply lexical exceptions to the rule in question: they fail
to undergo or trigger a rule. For the problematic roots of Hungarian
where front vowels seem to trigger back harmony, such as he:ɟ-am ‘my
rind,’ ɲi:l-am ‘my arrow,’ the proposal is that these roots are marked as
exceptions to vowel harmony. On the assumption that harmonizing suf-
fixes all contain underlying back vowels, the fact that back vowels appear
in suffixes after these roots boils down to the fact that the suffixes have
underlying back vowels, and since these roots do not trigger vowel har-
mony the underlying vowel quality is preserved on the surface.

8.3 Well-motivated abstractness

While it is certainly true that some putative processes of absolute
neutralization are not well supported and the abstract property only
diacritically marks a root as an exception to one rule, there are internally
well-supported cases of absolute neutralization. Two famous cases are
Yawelmani discussed by Kisseberth (1969), and Maltese discussed by
Brame (1972).

8.3.1 Yawelmani /u:/
Aspects of Yawelmani have been discussed in chapter 6. Two of the
most important processes are vowel harmony and vowel shortening. The
examples in (30) demonstrate the basics of vowel harmony: a suffix vowel
becomes rounded if it is preceded by a round vowel of the same height.
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(30)

Thus the root vowel /o/ has no effect on the suffixes /hin/ and /it/ but causes
rounding of /k’a/ and /al/ — and the converse holds of the vowel /u/.
The data in (31) show that long vowels cannot appear before two

consonants. These stems have underlying long vowels and, when followed
by a consonant-initial affix, the vowel shortens.

(31)

Another class of verb roots has the surface pattern CVCV:C – the peculiar
fact about these roots is that the first vowel is always a short version of the
second vowel.

(32)

In [wo:ʔuj-hun], [do:lul-hun], the second vowel is epenthetic, so these roots
underlyingly have the shape CV:CC, parallel to [ʔa:mil-hin] ~ [ʔamlal]
‘help.’
There are problematic roots in (33). Although the stem vowel is a mid

vowel, a following nonhigh vowel does not harmonize – they seem to be
exceptions. Worse, a high vowel does harmonize with the root vowel, even
though it does not even satisfy the basic phonological requirement for
harmony (the vowels must be of the same height).

(33)

A noteworthy property of such roots is that their vowels are always
long.
There is another irregularity connected with certain surface mid

vowels. The data in (34) illustrate a set of CVCVV(C) roots, where, as we
noticed before, the two vowels are otherwise identical. In these verbs, the
second long vowel is a nonhigh version of the first vowel.

Nonfuture Imperative Dubitative Passive aorist
xat-hin xat-k’a xat-al xat-it ‘eat’
dub-hun dub-k’a dub-al dub-ut ‘lead by hand’
xil-hin xil-k’a xil-al xil-it ‘tangle’
k’oʔ-hin k’oʔ-k’o k’oʔ-ol k’oʔ-it ‘throw’

Nonfuture Imperative Dubitative Passive aorist
dos-hin dos-k’o do:s-ol do:s-it ‘report’
ʂap-hin ʂap-k’a ʂa:p-al ʂa:p-it ‘burn’
mek’-hin mek’-k’a me:k’-al me:k’-it ‘swallow’

Nonfuture Imperative Dubitative Passive aorist
p’axat-hin p’axat-k’a p’axa:t-al p’axa:t-it ‘mourn’
ʔopot-hin ʔopot-k’o ʔopo:t-ol ʔopo:t-it ‘arise from bed’
jawal-hin jawal-k’a jawa:l-al jawa:l-it ‘follow’

Nonfuture Imperative Dubitative Passive aorist
c’om-hun c’om-k’a c’o:m-al c’o:m-ut ‘destroy’
ʂog-hun ʂog-k’a ʂo:g-al ʂo:g-ut ‘uncork’
wo:ʔuj-hun wo:ʔuj-k’a woʔj-al woʔj-ut ‘fall asleep’
do:lul-hun do:lul-k’a doll-al doll-ut ‘climb’
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(34)

The surface mid vowels of these stems act irregularly for harmony – they
do not trigger harmony in mid vowels, so they do not act like other mid
vowels. They also exceptionally trigger harmony in high vowels, as only
high vowels otherwise do.
When you consider the vowels of Yawelmani – [i e a o u e: o: a:] – you see

that long high vowels are lacking in the language. The preceding myster-
ies are solved if you assume, for instance, that the underlying stem of the
verb ‘scorch’ is /tunu:j/. As such, the root would obey the canonical
restriction on the vowels of a bivocalic stem – they are the same vowel –
and you expect /u:/ to trigger harmony on high vowels but not on mid
vowels, as is the case. A subsequent rule lowers /u:/ to [o:], merging the
distinction between underlying /o:/ and /u:/.
The assumption that /u:/ becomes [o:] and therefore some instances of

[o:] derive from /u:/ explains other puzzling alternations. There is a vowel-
shortening process which applies in certain morphological contexts. One
context is the causative, which adds the suffix -a:la and shortens the
preceding stem vowel.

(35)

We have seen in (33) that the root [c’o:m] has the phonological character-
istics of an abstract vowel, so given the surface-irregular pattern of vowel
harmony in c’om-hun, c’om-k’a we can see that the underlying vowel must
be a high vowel. The fact that the vowel actually shows up as a high vowel
as a result of the morphologically conditioned shortening rule gives
further support to the hypothesized abstract underlying vowel.
The approach which Kiparsky advocates for absolute neutralization

does not work for Yawelmani: these words are not exceptions. Being an
exception has a specific meaning, that a given morpheme fails to undergo
or trigger a rule which it otherwise would undergo. The fact that vowel
harmony does not apply in c’o:m-al can be treated as exceptionality. But
this root does actually trigger vowel harmony, as shown by c’o:m-ut, and
such application is problematic since the rule is applying when the formal
conditions of the rule are not even satisfied on the surface. Marking a root
as an exception says that although the root would be expected to undergo
a rule, it simply fails to undergo the rule. What we have in Yawelmani is

Nonfuture Imperative Dubitative Passive aorist
hiwet-hin hiwet-k’a hiwe:t-al hiwe:t-it ‘walk’
ʔile:-hin ʔile-k’ ʔile-l ʔile-t ‘fan’
ʂudok’-hun ʂudok’-k’a ʂudo:k’-al ʂudo:k’-ut ‘remove’
t’unoj-hun t’unoj-k’a t’uno:j-al t’uno:j-ut ‘scorch’
c’ujo:-hun c’ujo-k’ c’ujo-l c’ujo-t ‘urinate’

Nonfuture plain Nonfuture causative
tis-hin tis-a:la-hin ‘come out’
hojo:-hin hoj-o:lo-hin ‘have a name’
mek’-hin mik’-a:la-hin ‘eat’
c’om-hun c’um-a:la-hin ‘destroy’
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something different – a form is triggering a rule even though it should
not. The exceptionality analysis also offers no account of stems such as
c’ujo:-hun, where the first vowel should have been a copy of the second
vowel but instead shows up as a high vowel; nor does the exceptionality
account have any way to explain why the “exceptional” roots show up
with high vowels when the root is subject to morphological vowel
shortening as in c’om-hun ~ c’um-a:la-hin.
Although the specific segment /u:/ is not pronounced as such in the

language, concern over the fact that pronunciations do not include that
particular segment would be misguided from the generative perspective,
which holds that language sounds are defined in terms of features and the
primary unit of representation is the feature, not the segment. All of the
features comprising /u:/ – vowel height, roundness, length – are observed
in the surface manifestations of the abstract vowels.

8.3.2 Maltese /ʕ/
Another well-supported case of absolute neutralization comes from Mal-
tese. We will just outline the basics of the argument: you should read
Brame (1972) to understand the full argument. After outlining some basic
phonological processes, we consider examples which seem superficially
inexplicable, but which can be explained easily if we posit an abstract
underlying consonant /ʕ/.

8.3.2.1 Basic Maltese phonology
Stress and apocope. (36) examplifies two central processes of the lan-
guage, namely stress assignment and apocope. Disregarding one conson-
ant at the end of the word, the generalization is that stress is assigned to
the last heavy syllable – one that ends in a (nonfinal) consonant or one
with a long vowel.

(36)

The second group illustrates apocope, which deletes an unstressed vowel
followed by CV. The underlying stem of the word for ‘grabbed’ is /ħataf/,
seen in the third-singular masculine form. After stress is assigned in third-
singular feminine /ħátaf-et/, (37) gives surface [ħatf-et].

(37)

In /ħataf-t/ stress is assigned to thefinal syllable since that syllable is heavy (only
one final consonant is disregarded in making the determination whether
a syllable is heavy), and therefore the initial vowel is deleted giving [ħtáft].

séna ‘year’ sultáan ‘king’
ʔattúus ‘cat’ ħdúura ‘greenness’
ħátaf ‘he grabbed’ bézaʔ ‘he spat’
ħátf-et ‘she grabbed’ bézʔ-et ‘she spat’
ħtáf-t ‘I grabbed’ bzáʔ-t ‘I spat’
ħtáf-na ‘we grabbed’ bzáʔ-na ‘we spat’

V ! Ø / _ CV Apocope
[–stress]
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Unstressed reduction and harmony. Two other rules are unstressed-
vowel reduction and vowel harmony. By the former process, motivated in
(38), unstressed i reduces to e. The third-singular feminine suffix is under-
lyingly /-it/, which you can see directly when it is stressed. The underlying
form of kíteb is /kitib/. When stress falls on the first syllable of this root,
the second syllable reduces to e, but when stress is final, the second
syllable has i.

(38)

Thus the following rule is motivated.

(39)

By vowel harmony, /i/ becomes [o] when preceded by o.

(40)

Surface kórb-ot derives from /korob-it/ by applying stress assignment, the
vowel harmony in (41), and apocope.

(41)

Epenthesis. The data in (42) illustrate another rule, which inserts [i]
before a word-initial sonorant that is followed by a consonant.

(42)

Stress assignment and apocope predict /laʔat-na/ ! lʔát-na: the resulting
consonant cluster sonorant plus obstruent sequence is eliminated by the
following rule:

(43) Ø! i / # _ [+ sonor] C Epenthesis

Regressive harmony and precoronal fronting. These rules apply in the
imperfective conjugation, which has a prefix ni- ‘1st person,’ ti- ‘2nd person’

hátf-et ‘she grabbed’ ħatf-ít-kom ‘she grabbed you (pl)’
bézʔ-et ‘she spat’ bezʔ-ít-l-ek ‘she spat at you’
kíteb ‘he wrote’ ktíb-t ‘I wrote’

i ! [-high] Unstressed V-reduction
[-stress]

kórob ‘he groaned’ kórb-ot ‘she groaned’
ʃórob ‘he drank’ ʃórb-ot ‘she drank’

i! [+round] / V C0 _ Harmony
[+round]

láʔat ‘he hit’ róħos ‘it (masc) became cheap’
láʔt-et ‘she hit’ róħs-ot ‘it (fem) became cheap’
ilʔát-t ‘I hit’ irħós-t ‘I became cheap’
ilʔát-na ‘we hit’ irħós-na ‘we became cheap’
márad ‘he became sick’ néfaħ ‘he blew’

márd-et ‘she became sick’ néfħ-et ‘she blew’

imrád-t ‘I became sick’ infáħ-t ‘I blew’

imrád-na ‘we became sick’ infáħ-na ‘we blew’
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or ji- ‘3rd person’ plus a suffix -u ‘plural’ for plural subjects. The under-
lying prefix vowel i is seen in the following data:

(44)

When the first stem vowel is o, the prefix vowel harmonizes to o:

(45)

This can be explained by generalizing harmony (41) so that it applies
before or after a round vowel. The nature of the stem-initial consonant
is important in determining whether there is surface harmony; if the first
consonant is a coronal obstruent, there appears to be no harmony.

(46)

Examples such as nó-bzoʔ show that if the coronal obstruent is not imme-
diately after the prefix vowel, harmony applies. The explanation for
apparent failure of harmony is simply that there is a rule fronting o when
a coronal obstruent follows.

(47) / _o -back[ [

→
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ cor
- son

Guttural lowering. Another process lowers /i/ to a before the “guttural”
consonants ʔ and ħ:
Treating glottal stop as [+low] is controversial since that contradicts the

standard definition of [+low], involving tongue lowering. Recent research
in feature theory shows the need for a feature that includes laryngeal
glides in a class with low vowels and pharyngeal consonants.

(48)

ní-msaħ ‘I wipe’ tí-msaħ ‘you wipe’
ní-ʃbaħ ‘I resemble’ tí-ʃbaħ ‘you resemble’
ní-kteb ‘I write’ tí-kteb ‘you write’
ní-tlef ‘I lose’ tí-tlef ‘you lose’

nó-bzoʔ ‘I spit’ tó-bzoʔ ‘you spit’
nó-krob ‘I groan’ tó-krob ‘you groan’
nó-ħlom ‘I dream’ tó-ħlom ‘you dream’

nó-ʔtol ‘I kill’ tó-ʔtol ‘you kill’
nó-rbot ‘I tie’ tó-rbot ‘you tie’
nó-lʔot ‘I hit’ tó-lʔot ‘you hit’

ní-drob ‘I wound’ tí-drob ‘you wound’
ní-tlob ‘I pray’ tí-tlob ‘you pray’
ní-skot ‘I become silent’ tí-skot ‘you become silent’
ní-zloʔ ‘I slip’ tí-zloʔ ‘you slip’
ní-ʃrob ‘I drink’ tí-ʃrob ‘you drink’

ná-ʔsam ‘I divide’ tá-ʔsam ‘you divide’
ná-ʔbel ‘I agree’ tá-ʔbel ‘you agree’
ná-ħrab ‘I flee’ tá-ħrab ‘you flee’
ná-ħleb ‘I milk’ tá-ħleb ‘you milk’
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This motivates the following rule:

(49)

Metathesis. (50) and (51) illustrate another process. When the stem has
a medial obstruent, the prefix vowel is stressed and the stem vowel deletes
before -u.

(50)

This is as expected: underlying /ni-msaħ-u/ is stressed on the first syllable,
and the medial unstressed vowel deletes because it is followed by CV.
The example [nóbzʔu] from /ni-bzoʔ-u/ shows that harmony must precede
apocope, since otherwise apocope would have deleted the stem vowel
which triggers harmony.
When the second stem consonant is a sonorant, in the presence of the

suffix -u the prefix has no stress, and the stem retains its underlying
vowel, which is stressed. Unstressed i reduces to [e], so [ní-dneb] derives
from /ni-dnib/. The underlying high vowel is revealed when the stem
vowel is stressed, as in [nidínbu].

(51)

Based solely on stress assignment and apocope, as illustrated in (50),wewould
predict *nídnbu, *nótlbu. This again would result in an unattested consonant
cluster in the syllable onset – a sonorant followed by an obstruent –which is
avoided by a process of vocalic metathesis whereby ní-tlif-u! ni-tílf-u.

(52)

In some stems which undergo (52), the vowel alternates between i and a:

(53)

i! [+ low] / _ C Guttural lowering
[+ low]

ní-msaħ ‘I wipe’ ní-msħ-u ‘we wipe’
nó-bzoʔ ‘I spit’ nó-bzʔ-u ‘we spit’
ní-dħol ‘I enter’ ní-dħl-u ‘we enter’
ná-ʔsam ‘I divide’ ná-ʔsm-u ‘we divide’
ná-ħdem ‘I work’ ná-ħdm-u ‘we work’

ní-dneb ‘I sin’ ni-dínb-u ‘we sin’
ní-tlef ‘I lose’ ni-tílf-u ‘we lose’
ní-tlob ‘I pray’ ni-tólb-u ‘we pray’
nó-krob ‘I groan’ no-kórb-u ‘we groan’
nó-ʔmos ‘I kick’ no-ʔóms-u ‘we kick’
ná-ħrab ‘I flee’ na-ħárb-u ‘we flee’
ná-ħraʔ ‘I burn’ na-ħárʔ-u ‘we burn’
ná-ʔleb ‘I overturn’ na-ʔílb-u ‘we overturn’

V C C Vi C V! V C Vi C C V Metathesis
[+ son]

ní-fraħ ‘I rejoice’ ni-fírħ-u ‘we rejoice’
ní-tlaʔ ‘I leave’ ni-tílʔ-u ‘we leave’
ní-sraʔ ‘I steal’ ni-sírʔ-u ‘we steal’
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Theunderlying stemvowel is /i/ in these cases.Whenno vowel suffix is added,
underlying /ni-friħ/ becomes [ní-fraħ] by Guttural Lowering (49). When -u is
added, metathesis moves underlying /i/ away from the guttural consonant
which triggered lowering, hence the underlying vowel is directly revealed.

Stems with long vowels. The stems which we have considered previ-
ously are of the underlying shape CVCVC. There are also stems with the
shape CVVC, illustrated in the perfective aspect in (54):

(54)

These stems exhibit a process of vowel shortening where aa becomes o or i
(the choice is lexically determined) before a CC cluster.

(55) aa ! i,o / _ CC

When the imperfective prefixes ni-, ti- are added to stems beginning with a
long vowel, stress is assigned to that vowel and the prefix vowel is deleted.
In the case of the first-person prefix /ni/, this results in an initial nC
cluster, which is repaired by inserting the vowel i.

(56)

From /ni-duur/, you expect stress to be assigned to thefinal syllable because of
the long vowel. Since the vowel of /ni/ is unstressed and in an open syllable, it
should delete, giving ndúur. The resulting cluster then undergoes epenthesis.

8.3.2.2 Apparent irregularities A number of verbs seem to be irregular,
and yet they are systematic in their irregularity: the irregularity is only in
terms of the surface form, which can be made perfectly regular by
positing an abstract underlying consonant /ʕ/. One set of examples is seen
in the data in (57), where the stem contains a surface long vowel. This long
vowel is unexpectedly skipped over by stress assignment, unlike verbs
with underlying long vowels such as in-dúur ‘I turn’ seen in (54).

(57)

dáar ‘he turned’ sáar ‘it (masc) grew ripe’
dáar-et ‘she turned’ sáar-et ‘it (fem) grew ripe’
dáar-u ‘they turned’ sáar-u ‘they grew ripe’
dór-t ‘I turned’ sír-t ‘I became ripe’
dór-na ‘we turned’ sír-na ‘we became ripe’
dór-tu ‘you turned’ sír-tu ‘you became ripe’

in-dúur ‘I turn’ in-síir ‘I become ripe’
t-dúur ‘you turn’ t-síir ‘you become ripe’
in-súuʔ ‘I drive’ in-zíid ‘I add’
t-súuʔ ‘you drive’ t-zíid ‘you add’

ní-sool ‘I cough’ ni-sóol-u ‘we cough’
ní-laab ‘I play’ ni-láab-u ‘we play’
ní-baat ‘I send’ ni-báat-u ‘we send’
nó-ʔood ‘I stay’ no-ʔóod-u ‘we stay’
nó-bood ‘I hate’ no-bóod-u ‘we hate’
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The location of stress and the retention of the prefix vowel in nó-ʔood is
parallel to the retention of the prefix vowel in other tri-consonantal stems
in (44)–(48), such as ní-msaħ ‘I wipe.’ If the underlying stem of ní-sool had a
consonant, i.e. were /sXol/ where X is some consonant yet to be fully
identified, the parallelism with ni-msaħ and the divergence from in-dúur
would be explained. The surface long vowel in nísool would derive by a
compensatory lengthening side effect coming from the deletion of the
consonant X in /ní-sXol/.
Another unexpected property of the stems in (57) is that when the

plural suffix -u is added, the prefix vowel is stressless and unelided in an
open syllable, and the stress shifts to the stem, e.g. ni-sóol-u ‘we cough.’
Thus, contrast ni-sóol-u with ní-msħ-u ‘we wipe,’ which differ in this
respect, and compare ni-sóol-u to ni-ʃórb-u ‘we drink,’ which are closely
parallel. Recall that if the medial stem consonant is a sonorant, expected
V-CRC-V instead undergoes metathesis of the stem vowel around the
medial consonant, so /ni-ʃrob-u/ becomes ni-ʃórb-u (creating a closed syllable
which attracts stress). If we hypothesize that the underlying stem is /sXol/,
then the change of /ni-sXol-u/ to ni-sóXl-u (phonetic nisóolu) would make
sense, andwould further show that X is a sonorant consonant: ʕ qualifies as
a sonorant (it involves minimal constriction in the vocal tract).
Another pecularity is that these long vowels resist shortening before CC:

(58)

In contrast to examples in (54) such as dáar ‘he turned,’ dór-t ‘I turned’
with vowel shortening before CC, these long vowels do not shorten.
Continuing with the hypothesis of an abstract consonant in /soXol/, we
explain the preservation of the long vowel in [sóolt] if this form derives
from sXol-t, where deletion of X (which we suspect is specifically ʕ)
lengthens the vowel, and does so after vowel shortening has applied.
There is a further anomaly in a subset of stems with the consonant X in

the middle of the root: if the initial stem consonant is a sonorant, epen-
thetic i appears when a consonant-initial suffix is added. Compare (59a),
where the first consonant is not a sonorant, with (59b), where the first
consonant is a sonorant.

(59)

The verbs in (59b) behave like those in (42), e.g. láʔat ‘he hit’ ~ ilʔát-t
‘I hit’, where the initial sonorant + C cluster undergoes epenthesis of i.

sóol ‘he coughed’ sóolt ‘I coughed’ sóolna ‘we coughed’
sóob ‘he lamented’ sóobt ‘I lamented’ sóobna ‘we lamented’
ʔáad ‘he stayed’ ʔáadt ‘I stayed’ ʔáadna ‘we stayed’
báad ‘he hated’ báadt ‘I hated’ báadna ‘we hated’

a. ʔáad ‘he stayed’ ʔáadt ‘I stayed’
báad ‘he hated’ báadt ‘I hated’
sóol ‘he coughed’ sóolt ‘I coughed’

b. máad ‘he chewed’ imáadt ‘I chewed’
náas ‘he dozed’ ináast ‘I dozed’
láaʔ ‘he licked’ iláaʔt ‘I licked’
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The forms in (59b) make sense on the basis of the abstract forms máʕad ~
mʕádt, where the latter form undergoes vowel epenthesis and then the
consonant ʕ deletes, lengthening the neighboring vowel. Before ʕ is
deleted, it forms a cluster with the preceding sonorant, which triggers
the rule of epenthesis.
Other mysteries are solved by positing this consonant in underlying

forms. In (60), the first stem consonant appears to be a coronal obstruent.
We have previously seen that when the stem-initial consonant is a cor-
onal, obstruent vowel harmony is undone (ní-tlob ‘I pray’), so (60) is
exceptional on the surface. In addition, the prefix vowel is unexpectedly
long, whereas otherwise it has always been short.

(60)

These forms are unexceptional if we assume that the initial consonant
of the stem is not d, dʒ, t, but the abstract consonant ʕ, thus /ʕdos/, /ʕdʒob/,
/ʕtor/: ʕ is not a coronal obstruent, so it does not cause fronting of the
prefix vowel.
Other examples provide crucial evidence regarding the nature of this

abstract consonant. The data in (61) show a lengthened prefix vowel,
which argues that the stems underlyingly have the initial abstract con-
sonant that deletes and causes vowel lengthening: [náalaʔ] comes from
/ni-ʕlaʔ/.

(61)

In addition, the quality of the prefix vowel has changed from /i/ to [aa],
even though in these examples the consonant which follows on the
surface is a coronal. If the abstract consonant is a pharyngeal as we have
hypothesized, then the vowel change is automatically explained by the
Guttural Lowering rule.
We have considered stems where the first and second root consonants

are the consonant ʕ: now we consider root-final ʕ. The data in (62) show
examples of verbs whose true underlying imperfective stems are CCV.

(62)

The plural suffix /u/ becomes [w] after final a. Although the second con-
sonant is a sonorant, the metathesis rule does not apply in náʔraw because
no cluster of consonants containing a sonorant in the middle would result.
Now compare verbs with a medial sonorant where the final consonant

is hypothesized /ʕ/. The singular columns do not have any striking irregu-
larities which distinguish them from true CVCV stems.

nóodos ‘I dive’ tóodos ‘you dive’
nóodʒob ‘I please’ tóodʒob ‘you please’
nóotor ‘I stumble’ tóotor ‘you stumble’

náalaʔ ‘I close’ táalaʔ ‘you close’
náasar ‘I squeeze’ táasar ‘you squeeze’
náaraʃ ‘I tickle’ táaraʃ ‘you tickle’

ná-ʔra ‘I read’ ná-ʔra-w ‘we read’
ní-mla ‘I fill’ ní-mla-w ‘we fill’
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(63)

The prefix vowel is unstressed and in an open syllable, which is found only
in connection with metathesis: but metathesis is invoked only to avoid
clusters with a medial sonorant, which would not exist in hypothetical
*[níblau]. This is explained if the stem ends with /ʕ/. Thus /ni-smiʕ-u/
should surface as nisímʕu, by analogy to /ni-tlob-u/ ! [nitólbu] ‘we ask.’
The consonant /ʕ/ induces lowering of the vowel i, and ʕ itself becomes a,
giving the surface form.
A final set of examples provides additional motivation for assuming

underlying ʕ. Participles are formed by giving the stem the shape CCVVC,
selecting either ii or uu. As the data in (64) show, stems ending in the
consonant /ʕ/ realize that consonant as [ħ] after long high vowels.

(64)

These data provide evidence bearing on the underlying status of the
abstract consonant, since it actually appears on the surface as a voiceless
pharyngeal in (64). Although the forms of the participials [ftíiħ] and [tfíiħ]
are analogous, we can tell from the inflected forms [fétaħ] ‘he opened’
versus [téfa] ‘he threw’ that the stems must end in different consonants.
The most reasonable assumption is that the final consonant in the case of
[téfa] is some pharyngeal other than [ħ], whichwould be [ʕ]. Thus, at least for
verb stems ending in /ʕ/, the underlying pharyngeal status of the conso-
nant can be seen directly, even though it is voiceless. Since the abstract
consonant can be pinned down rather precisely in this context, we reason
that in all other contexts, the abstract consonant must be /ʕ/ as well.
The crucial difference between these examples of abstractness and cases

such as putative /ɨ/ and /ə/ in Hungarian, or deriving [ɔj] from /œ̄/ in English,
is that there is strong language-internal evidence for the abstract distinc-
tion /u:/ vs. /o:/ in Yawelmani, or for the abstract consonant /ʕ/ in Maltese.

8.4 Grammar-external evidence
for abstractness

Yawelmani and Maltese provide well-motivated abstract analyses, based
on patterns of alternation in the grammar. We would still like to find
grammar-external evidence that abstract analyses can be psychologically

ní-sma ‘I hear’ ni-síma-w ‘we hear’
ní-zra ‘I sow’ ni-zíra-w ‘we sow’

ní-bla ‘I swallow’ ni-bíla-w ‘we swallow’

ná-ʔla ‘I earn’ na-ʔíla-w ‘we earn’

ʔátel ‘he killed’ ʔtíil ‘killing’ maʔtúul ‘killed’
ħátaf ‘he grabbed’ ħtíif ‘grabbing’ maħtúuf ‘grabbed’
fétaħ ‘he opened’ ftíiħ ‘opening’ miftúuħ ‘opening’
téfa ‘he threw’ tfíiħ ‘throwing’ mitfúuħ ‘thrown’
bála ‘he swallowed’ blíiħ ‘swallowing’ miblúuħ ‘swallowed’
ʔála ‘he earned’ ʔlíiħ ‘earning’ maʔlúuħ ‘earned’
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valid, analogous to the historical arguments which Kiparsky adduced
from the history of Yiddish and other languages in support of the more
surface-oriented approach to phonology.

8.4.1 Abstract analysis and historical change: Tera
One such argument for the psychological reality of abstract analysis
comes from Tera. Newman 1968 provides a synchronic and diachronic
argument for abstract phonology, where similar surface forms have dif-
ferent underlying forms.

The synchronic argument. Data in (65) illustrate a basic alternation.
Some nouns ending in [i] in their citation forms lack that vowel in phrase
medial contexts:

(65)

Not all words ending in [i] prepausally engage in this alternation, as the
data in (66) demonstrate:

(66)

Given a vowel ~ Ø alternation plus a set of stems which are invariantly
i-final in (66), we might be led to surmise that the stems in (65) are C-final,
and take an epenthetic vowel [i] phrase-finally. This can be ruled out given
(67), where the stem ends in a consonant both phrase-medially and
phrase-finally.

(67)

A completely surface-oriented account where the underlying form must
be one of the surface variants is untenable: the nouns in (65) have a
variant with the vowel [i], but selecting /i/ for the underlying form fails
to distinguish (65) from (66) which always have [i]; and the nouns of (65)
also have a variant with no final vowel, but the nouns in (67) always lack a
final vowel.

na seɗi ‘this is a snake’ na seɗ ɓa ‘this is not
a snake’

na deɓi ‘this is gum’ na deɓ ɓa ‘this is not
gum’

dala wa wuɗi ‘Dala pointed’
dala wa wuɗ koro ‘Dala pointed at

the donkey’
dala wa mbuki ‘Dala threw’

dala wa mbuk koro ‘Dala threw at
the donkey’

na wuɗi ‘this is milk’ na wuɗi ɓa ‘this is not milk’
a saɓi ‘this is a stick’ na saɓi ɓa ‘this is not a stick’

na ruf ‘this is a baboon’ na ruf ɓa ‘this is not a baboon’
tin zoɓ ‘she is a slob’ tin zoɓ ɓa ‘she is not a slob’
na ɓoŋ ‘this is white’ na ɓoŋ ɓa ‘this is not white’
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Other roots of the variable-final type give evidence that the problematic
stems in (65) underlyingly end in schwa. The data in (68) provide mono-
syllabic words which have the shape Ci prepausally and Cə phrase
medially.

(68)

These words contrast with ones that have invariant [i] in both contexts.

(69)

For the stems in (68), an obvious nonabstract solution is available: the
stems end with /ə/, and there is a rule turning schwa into [i] prepausally:

(70) ə ! i / _ ##

This applies in dala wa ɗi ‘Dala went’ from dala wa ɗə, but final schwa is
unaffected in dala wa ɗə goma ‘Dala went to the market.’ The stems in (69)
do not alternate since they end in the vowel /i/. This solution is nonab-
stract since the underlying form, /ɗə/, is one of the observed surface
variants.
There are other stems with final [i] prepausally and [ə] phrase medially.

(71)

These stems either have the shape [CVCCə] phrase-medially, or else [CVZə]
where Z is a voiced consonant.
This gives the following groups of stems with an underlying final schwa:

(72)

For most of these stems, postulating underlying schwa is quite concrete,
since schwa actually surfaces in phrase-medial context. However, in poly-
syllabic stems such as deɓi ~ deɓ with a single voiceless consonant before

dala wa ɮi ‘Dala received’
dala wa ɮə sule ‘Dala received a shilling’
dala wa ɗi ‘Dala went’
dala wa ɗə goma ‘Dala went to the market’

dala wa ɮi ‘Dala paid’
dala wa ɮi sule ‘Dala paid a shilling’
dala wa vi ‘Dala roasted’
dala wa vi ɮu ‘Dala roasted meat’

na pərsi ‘this is a horse’
na pərsə ɓa ‘this is not a horse’
dala wa kədi ‘Dala pulled’
dala wa kədə koro ‘Dala pulled a donkey’

Stem shape Medial Prepausal
Cə Cə Ci
CVCCə CVCCə CVCCi
CVZə CVZə CVZi
CVCə CVC CVCi
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final schwa, the analysis is abstract because schwa is never phonetically
manifested in the morpheme. The decision that the vowel in question is
schwa is based on analogy with a known behavior of schwa: it becomes [i]
prepausally.
Our analysis requires a rule that deletes word-final phrase-medial

schwa providing the stem is polysyllabic and ends only in a single voice-
less consonant.

(73)

More evidence supports abstract schwa in certain words. The examples in
(74a) show that when a vowel -a marking definite nouns is suffixed to a
stem such as /pərsə/ which ends in schwa, schwa deletes, whereas under-
lying /i/ is not deleted. The data in (74b) show the same thing with the
imperative suffix /u/:

(74)

This motivates a rule of prevocalic schwa deletion, which provides
another diagnostic that differentiates schwa from /i/.

(75) ə ! Ø / _ V

Although ‘throw’ only has the surface variants [mbuki] ~ [mbuk], it
behaves exactly like stems such as /kədə/ where schwa is phonetically
realized, and acts unlike /vi/, in losing its final vowel before another vowel.
Finally, there is an allomorphic variation in the form of the adjective
suffix -kandi, which shows up as -kandi when the stem ends in a vowel
(saɓir taɗa-kandi ‘heavy stick’) and as -ndi when the stem ends in a conson-
ant (saɓir teɓer-ndi ‘straight stick’). The stem of the word for ‘long’ ends in
abstract schwa, since it alternates between final [i] (saɓira kəri ‘the stick is
long’) and medial Ø (saɓira kər ɓa ‘the stick is not long’). Furthermore, the
stem selects the postvocalic variant of the adjective suffix (saɓir kər-kandi
‘long stick’), even though on the surface the stem ends with a consonant
and not a vowel. This anomaly is explained by the hypothesis that the
stem does in fact end in a vowel, namely schwa. Thus multiple lines of
argument establish the presence of an abstract vowel schwa in a number
of words in the synchronic grammar of Tera.

The diachronic argument. A recent sound change in Tera provides a
grammar-external test of the abstract hypothesis. In one dialect of Tera,
spoken in the town of Zambuk, a rule was added which palatalized t, d and

ə ! Ø / V C _ # . . .

[- voice]

a. pərsi  /pərsə/ ‘horse’ pərs-a ‘the horse’
wuɗi ‘milk’ wuɗi-a ‘the milk’

b. vi ‘to roast’ vi-u ‘roast!’
ɗi /ɗə/ ‘to go’ ɗ-u ‘go!’
kədi /kədə/ ‘to pull’ kəd-u ‘pull!’
mbuki /mbukə/ ‘to throw’ mbuk-u ‘throw!’
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ɗ to tʃ, dʒ and d’ʒ before i. The dialect of Tera, spoken in Wuyo, is represen-
tative of the rest of Tera, in retaining the original alveolars. Thus we find
Wuyo da, Zambuk da ‘one’ with no palatalization, but Wuyo di, Zambuk
dʒi ‘to get up’ where d palatalizes. There are synchronic alternations
which further motivate this palatalization process in the contemporary
grammar of the Zambuk dialect, so where the Wuyo dialect has xat-a ‘my
brother,’ xat-in ‘his brother,’ the Zambuk dialect has xat-a, xatʃ-in. In Wuyo
one findswuɗi ‘milk’ and in Zambuk one findswud’ʒi, deriving from /wuɗi/ –
that the final vowel is /i/ and not /ə/ is shown by the phrase medial form
wuɗi.
While palatalization is active in the Zambuk dialect, it does not affect

all surface sequences of alveolar plus [i], in particular it does not affect [i]
which derives from schwa. In the Wuyo dialect ‘to pull’ is kədi before
pause, kədə medially (cf. dala wa kədə koro ‘Dala pulled a donkey’), and
therefore we know that the stem is /kədə/. In the Zambuk dialect, the
medial form is also kədə, showing that the stem ends in schwa in that
dialect, and the prepausal form is kədi. Thus palatalization does not apply
to the output of final schwa-fronting: the failure of palatalization to apply
to this derived [di] sequence provides another diagnostic of the distinction
between /i/ and [i] derived from /ə/.
Further confirming our hypothesis about abstract schwa, the stem

/wuɗə/ ‘to point’ which appears in the Wuyo dialect as wuɗi prepausally
and as wuɗ medially (dala wa wuɗ koro ‘Dala pointed at a donkey’)
appears as wuɗi in the Zambuk dialect, without palatalization, as is
regularly the case with the vowel [i] derived from /ə/. The fact that the
innovative sound change of palatalization found in the Zambuk dialect
is sensitive to the sometimes abstract distinction between underlying /i/
versus ones derived from schwas, especially when the schwa never
surfaces, supports the claim that abstract underlying forms can be
psychologically real.

8.4.2 Abstract reanalysis in Matuumbi NC sequences
Other evidence for abstract phonology comes from a historical reanalysis
of postnasal consonants in the Bantu language Matuumbi. Nouns in Bantu
are composed of a prefix plus stem, and the prefix changes between
singular and plural. For example, proto-Bantu mu-ntu ‘person’ contains
the class 1 prefix mu- marking certain singular nouns, and the plural
ba-ntu ‘people’ contains the class 2 prefix ba-. Different nouns take differ-
ent noun-class prefixes (following the tradition of historical linguistics,
reconstructed forms are marked with an asterisk).

(76) Proto-Bantu sg Class Proto-Bantu pl Class
*mʊ-ntʊ 1 *ba-ntʊ 2 ‘person’
*mʊ-gʊnda 3 *mɪ-gʊnda 4 ‘field’
*li-tako 5 *ma-tako 6 ‘buttock’
*m-paka 9 *dim-paka 10 ‘cat’
*lʊ-badu 11 *dim-badu 10 ‘rib’
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A postnasal voicing rule was added in the proto-Rufiji-Ruvuma subgroup
of Bantu (a subgroup which includes Matuumbi), so that original *mpaka
‘cat’ came to be pronounced mbaka in this subgroup.

(77)

Another inconsequential change is that the class 10 prefix, originally *din-,
lost di, so the class 10 prefix became completely homophonous with the
class 9 prefix.
In the Nkongo dialect of Matuumbi, there was a change in the morpho-

logical system so that nouns which were originally assigned to classes
9–10 now form their plurals in class 6, with the prefixma-. Earlier *ŋaambo
‘snake ~ snakes’ now has the forms ŋáambo ‘snake’ / ma-ŋáambo ‘snakes.’
Given surface [mbwa] ‘dog’ (proto-Bantu *m-bʊa) originally in classes 9–

10, the concrete analysis is that the underlying form in proto-Rufiji is
/m-bwa/. It was always pronounced as [mbwa], since the root was always
preceded by a nasal prefix. The absence of alternations in the phonetic
realization of the initial consonant would give reason to think that phon-
etic [b] derives from underlying /b/. By the same reasoning, we predict that
earlier mpaka ‘cat’ is reanalyzed as /b/, once the word came to be pro-
nounced as mbaka in all contexts: compare Yiddish gelt.

The restructuring of the morphological system of Nkongo Matuumbi
where the original class pairing 9–10 is reanalyzed as 9–6 allows us to test
this prediction, since nouns with their singulars in class 9 no longer have
a nasal final prefix in all forms; the plural has the prefix ma-. As the
following data show, the concrete approach is wrong.

(78)

While the distinction /mp/ ~ /mb/ was neutralized, it was neutralized in
favor of a phonetically more abstract consonant /p/ rather than the con-
crete consonant /b/.

Proto-Bantu Matuumbi
*mpaka mbaka ‘cat’
*ŋkaŋga ŋgaaŋga ‘guinea fowl’
*ntembo ndeembo ‘elephant’
*mʊntʊ muundu ‘person’
*ŋkʊŋgʊnɪ ŋguuŋguni ‘bedbug’

cf. *mbabada mbabala ‘bushbuck’
*mbʊdi mbwi ‘goat’
*mbʊa mbwa ‘dog’

Proto-Bantu Matuumbi sg Original pl Innovative pl
*m-pembe m-beembe m-beembe ma-peembe ‘horn’
*ŋ-kʊkʊ ŋ-guku ŋ-gʊkʊ ma-kuku ‘chicken’
*m-bʊa m-bwa m-bwa ma-pwa ‘dog’
*m-babada m-babala m-babala ma-pabala ‘bushbuck’
*m-bʊdi m-bwi m-bwi ma-pwi ‘goat’
*m-baŋgo m-baaŋgo m-baaŋgo ma-paaŋgo ‘warthog’
*m-bʊtʊka m-bʊtʊka m-bʊtʊka ma-pʊtʊka ‘antelope’
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This reanalysis did not affect all nouns which had a singular or plural in
classes 9–10; it affected only nouns which originally had both their
singulars and plurals in this class, i.e. only those nouns lacking alterna-
tion. Nouns with a singular in class 11 and a plural in class 10 preserve the
original voicing of the consonant.

(79)

A word such as ‘rib’ always had a morphological variant which transpar-
ently revealed the underlying consonant, so the contrast between
/n-toondwa/ ! [ndoondwa] and /n-goi/ ! [ŋgoi] was made obvious by the
singulars [lu-toondwa] and [lu-goi].
While it is totally expected that there should be a neutralization of *mp

and *mb in words likembaka,mbwa – there would have been no evidence to
support a distinction between surface [mb] deriving from /mb/ versus [mb]
deriving from /mp/ – surprisingly from the viewpoint of concrete phon-
ology, the direction of neutralization where [mb] is reanalyzed as /mp/ is
unexpected. One explanation for this surprising reanalysis regards the
question of markedness of different consonants. Given a choice between
underlying /m + b/ and /m + p/, where either choice would independently
result in [mb], one can make a phonetically conservative choice and
assume /m + b/, or make a choice which selects a less marked consonant,
i.e. /m + p/. In this case, it is evident that the less marked choice is selected
where the choice of consonants is empirically arbitrary.
Such examples illustrating phonetically concrete versus abstract rean-

alyses motivated by considerations such as markedness are not well
enough studied that we can explain why language change works one
way in some cases, and another way in other cases. In the case of Yiddish
avek from historically prior aveg, there would be no advantage at all in
assuming underlying /aveg/, from the perspective of markedness or phon-
etic conservatism.

8.4.3 Language games and Bedouin Arabic
Language games can also provide evidence for the mental reality of under-
lying representations. Their relevance is that language game modifica-
tions are not always performed on the surface form, so by modifying the
phonetic environment in which segments appear in the language, games
may cause rules to apply when they would not normally (providing
evidence for the reality of the phonological process), or prevent a rule
from applying when it normally would (revealing the abstract underlying
form). An example of such evidence comes from Bedouin Arabic spoken in
Saudi Arabia, discussed by Al-Mozainy (1981). A number of verbs have the
underlying form /CaCaC/, but this analysis is abstract in that, for these

Proto-Bantu Matuumbi sg Matuumbi pl
*m-badu lu-bau m-bau ‘rib’
*n-godi lu-goi ŋ-goi ‘rope’
*n-dɪmi lu-lɪmi n-dɪmi ‘tongue’
*ŋ-kʊŋgʊnɪ lu-kuuŋguni ŋ-guuŋguni ‘bedbug’
*n-tondʊa lu-toondwa n-doondwa ‘star’
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verbs, the first vowel sequence is never found on the surface, and the root
surfaces as [CiCaC].

8.4.3.1 Regular language phonology We begin by motivating aspects of
the phonology of the language, especially underlying representations,
using regular language data. Verb stems may have different underlying
vowels, but the passive is formed by systematically replacing all under-
lying vowels with /i/. Underlying /i/ deletes in an open syllable, as shown by
the following data:

(80)

Taking underlying /ħizim/ and /ħizim-t/ as examples, the vowel /i/ in the first
syllable is in an open syllable, so the rule of high-vowel deletion applies,
giving [ħzim] and [ħzimt]. In the case of /ħizim-at/, both vowels i are in an
open syllable: the second i deletes, which makes the first syllable closed,
so the first vowel does not delete, resulting in [ħizmat]. The following rule
is motivated by (80).

(81) i! Ø / _ CV High-vowel deletion

Now we consider another class of nonpassive verbs, where the underlying
stem shape is CaCiC. In these stems, the second vowel shows up as i when
there is no vowel after the stem. The first vowel of the stem alternates
between [i] and [a], surfacing as [i] when the second vowel appears as [i],
otherwise surfacing as [a]. Examples of verbs with this vocalic pattern are
seen in (82):

(82)

In underlying /samiʕ-at/, the vowel /i/ is in an open syllable so it deletes,
giving [samʕat]. In /samiʕ/ and /samiʕ-t/, final /i/ does not delete since it is not
in an open syllable, and /a/ assimilates to [i] before [i], by the following
harmony rule:

(83) a ! i / _ C i

3sg masc 3sg fem 1sg
ħzim ħizm-at ħzim-t ‘be tied’
ħfir ħifr-at ħfir-t ‘be dug’
ʃrib ʃirb-at ʃrib-t ‘be drunk’
ʕzim ʕizm-at ʕzim-t ‘be invited’
lbis libs-at lbis-t ‘be worn’

3sg masc 3sg fem 1sg
simiʕ samʕ-at simiʕ-t ‘hear’
libis labs-at libis-t ‘wear’
ʃirib ʃarb-at ʃirib-t ‘drink’
jibis jabs-at jibis-t ‘become dry’
silim salm-at silim-t ‘save’
liʕib laʕb-at liʕib-t ‘play’
ħilim ħalm-at ħilim-t ‘dream’
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This creates a surface [i] in an open syllable which does not undergo
deletion.
Now we turn to stems with the underlying shape /CaCaC/. In a number

of such verbs this representation is uncontroversial since that is how it
surfaces.

(84)

Examples such as [gʕadat] from /gaʕad-at/ illustrate the application of
another rule, one deleting /a/ when followed by CVCV.

(85) a ! Ø / _ CVCV

An important fact about the stems in (84) is that the second consonant is a
guttural (x, γ, ħ, h, ʕ or ʔ). There is a dissimilative process in the language
turning /a/ into [i] in an open syllable if the next vowel is /a/, providing that
the vowel is neither preceded nor followed by a guttural consonant. In the
above examples, the consonant in the middle of the stem is a guttural, so
neither the first nor the second vowel can undergo the dissimilative
raising rule. Now consider the data in (86), where the first consonant is
a guttural but the second is not.

(86)

This verbal restriction on the consonant next to the target vowel goes
beyond what is allowed in the version of the formal theory presented
here. How such conditions are to be incorporated into an analysis has
been the subject of debate.
Here the first vowel of the stem cannot become [i] because of the

preceding consonant, but the second vowel does dissimilate to [i] when
followed by /a/, and thus /ʕazam-at/ becomes [ʕzimat] (with deletion of the
first vowel by (85)). This rule is separate from the harmony rule that turns
/a/ into [i] before [i], because harmony applies irrespective of the flanking
consonants, cf. [ħilim] ‘he dreamt.’

(87) a ! i / _ C a (target is not adjacent to a guttural consonant)

In [ʕazam] and [ʕazamt], there is no dissimilation because the first consonant is
guttural, which prevents the following /a/ from undergoing dissimilation.

3sg masc 3sg fem 1sg
gaʕad gʕad-at gaʕad-t ‘sit’
waʕad wʕad-at waʕad-t ‘promise’
tʕaʕan tʕʕan-at tʕaʕan-t ‘stab’
saħab sħab-at saħab-t ‘pull’
tʕaħan tʕħan-at tʕaħan-t ‘grind’
daxal dxal-at daxal-t ‘enter’
naxal nxal-at naxal-t ‘sift’

3sg masc 3sg fem 1sg
ʕazam ʕzim-at ʕazam-t ‘invite’
ħazam ħzim-at ħazam-t ‘tie’
hakam hkim-at hakam-t ‘rule’
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Examples in (88) show the same restriction on dissimilation of the
second vowel /a/, which does not become [i] when the last consonant is a
guttural.

(88)

Another consonantal property inhibiting dissimilation is a coronal sonor-
ant. In this case, if the two vowels are separated by any of /n, r, l/, there is
no dissimilation. In the examples of (89), the first vowel is prevented from
dissimilating because it is preceded by a guttural. In addition, the second
stem vowel is prevented from dissimilating because it is separated from
suffixal /a/ by a coronal sonorant. Therefore, both underlying stem vowels
remain unchanged.

(89)

In the examples of (90), the first vowel is followed by a consonant other
than a coronal sonorant, and is neither preceded nor followed by a
guttural, so it dissimilates to [i]. The second vowel is followed by a coronal
sonorant, so there is no dissimilation in the second syllable.

(90)

In (91) we find verbs with a coronal sonorant as the second consonant. The
second vowel /a/ dissimilates before a, since the intervening consonant is
neither guttural nor a coronal sonorant. The preceding coronal sonorant
has no effect on dissimilation, since unlike the effect of gutturals, coronal
sonorants only have an effect if they stand after the target vowel.

(91)

3sg masc 3sg fem 1sg
difaʕ dfaʕ-at difaʕ-t ‘push’
rʕikaʕ rʕkaʕ-at rʕikaʕ-t ‘bend’
xadaʕ xdaʕ-at xadaʕ-t ‘cheat’

3sg masc 3sg fem 1sg
ħafar ħfar-at ħafar-t ‘dig’
ħamal ħmal-at ħamal-t ‘carry’
γasal γsal-at γasal-t ‘wash’

3sg masc 3sg fem 1sg
nizal nzal-at nizal-t ‘get down’
sikan skan-at sikan-t ‘occupy’
kisar ksar-at kisar-t ‘break’
difan dfan-at difan-t ‘bury’
nital ntal-at nital-t ‘steal’
ʃitar ʃtar-at ʃitar-t ‘divide’

3sg masc 3sg fem 1sg
dʒalas dʒlis-at dʒalas-t ‘sit’
garʕasʕ grʕisʕ-at garʕasʕ-t ‘sting’
garʕatʕ grʕitʕ-at garʕatʕ-t ‘throw’

sarag srig-at sarag-t ‘steal’
balas blis-at balas-t ‘denounce’
ʃanag ʃnig-at ʃanag-t ‘hang’
daras dris-at daras-t ‘study’
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Finally, verbs with no gutturals or coronal sonorants are given in (92).

(92)

By the deletion rule (85), underlying /katabat/ becomes ktabat, which
becomes [ktibat] by dissimilation. In /katab-t/, since the first vowel is not
followed by CVCV it cannot elide, and it dissimilates to [i] before [a] in the
second syllable.
The vowel /a/ in the second syllable of verbs like [kitab] is only mildly

abstract, since it does surface as [a] as long as the syllable is not open. The
initial /a/, the syllable on the other hand, is fully abstract since there is no
context in this verb where the underlying /a/ appears as such in these
verbs, and instead the vowel only appears as [i]. However, we know that
the initial vowel cannot be /i/, since if it were, that vowel would delete in
an open syllable – contrast active [kitab] and [kitabt] from /katab/ and
/katab-t/, with the passives [ktib] and [ktibt] from /kitib/ and /kitib-t/.
The occurrence of initial nondeleting [i] in an open syllable is entirely

predictable. It appears when neither the first nor second stem consonant
is a guttural, and when the second stem consonant is not a coronal
sonorant. This nondeleting [a] is thus in complementary distribution with
surface [a] (which nonabstractly derives from underlying /a/), which only
appears when one of the first two consonants is a guttural or the second
consonant is a coronal sonorant.
Hence there is strong language-internal motivation for claiming that

the initial vowel of stems such as [kitab] is underlyingly /a/, and is subject
to dissimilation to [i] or deletion.

8.4.3.2 Language game evidence There is a language game used by
speakers of Arabic which provides independent evidence for the mental
reality of these rules and underlying representations. The rule for the
language game is very simple: permute the order of consonants within
the root. Now let us consider the various phonetic results of permuta-
tion on the verb forms ħazam ‘he tied’ and ħzim-at ‘she tied.’ In ħazam,
the first vowel does not dissimilate because of the preceding guttural;
in ħzimat the second stem vowel dissimilates because it is neither
preceded nor followed by a gutural, and it is not followed by a coronal
sonorant.

(93) ‘he tied’ ‘she tied’
ħamaz ħmizat ~
zaħam zħamat ~
zimaħ zmaħat

3sg masc 3sg fem 1sg
kitab ktib-at kitab-t ‘write’
misak msik-at misak-t ‘catch’
sikat skit-at sikat-t ‘stop talking’
nitaf ntif-at nitaf-t ‘pluck’
gisam gsim-at gisam-t ‘divide’
giðab gðib-at giðab-t ‘catch’
nikas nkis-at nikas-t ‘retain’
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In the permuted forms ħamaz and ħmizat, where the second and third
consonants have exchanged place, the vocalic pattern remains the same
because the transposition has not crucially changed the consonantal
environment.
Now consider the forms zimaħ ~ zmaħat. This pattern of transposition

has two effects on the vowel pattern. First, because the first consonant is
now not a guttural, the dissimilation rule can apply in the first syllable,
demonstrating the reality of the dissimilation rule. Second, because the
final consonant is now a guttural, the dissimilation rule cannot apply in
the second syllable, demonstrating the reality of the blocking condition on
dissimilation. Finally, in the case of zaħam ~ zħamat, because the medial
consonant is a guttural, neither vowel can dissimilate.
A crucial example, in terms of testing the validity of the proposed

/CaCaC/ underlying form for surface [CiCaC] stems, is a stem such as
/dafaʕ/ ‘push,’ which surfaces as [difaʕ]. Such a supposed underlying repre-
sentation is abstract, since the vowel of the first syllable always surfaces as
[i] or Ø, cf. difaʕ ‘he pushed,’ dfaʕat ‘she pushed,’ never as a. This stem
contains a final pharyngeal consonant, and therefore movement of that
consonant to first or second position will put the first vowel in contact
with a pharyngeal. This should then block dissimilation, and will directly
reveal the hypothesized underlying vowel to be [a].

(94)

The fact that this vowel actually surfaces as [a] under the circumstances
predicted by the abstract hypothesis gives strong support to the claim for
an abstract representation of such stems as having the vowel pattern
/CaCaC/.

8.5 How abstract is phonology?

On the one hand we have argued for abstract analyses of Matuumbi,
Yawelmani, Maltese, and other languages; but we have argued against
abstract analyses of English. The reason for this apparently inconsistent
view of abstractness is that abstractness per se is not the issue; the proper
question to be focusing on is what motivates an analysis. Thus we con-
clude that the formal theory of grammar imposes no constraints on the
relation between underlying and surface forms, though the theory does
state what kinds of elements can exist in underlying representations:
phonetically interpretable combinations of features, i.e. segments.
This does not mean that highly abstract underlying representations

can be gratuitously assumed. Underlying representations require

‘he pushed’ ‘she pushed’
fidaʕ fdaʕat ~
daʕaf dʕafat ~
ʕadaf ʕdifat ~
ʕafad ʕfidat
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motivation: they must be acquired by children learning the language,
and the best assumption to make is that in lieu of evidence to the
contrary, underlying and surface forms are identical. The question that
needs further investigation is, what constitutes valid “evidence to the
contrary”? Phonological alternations in the shape of a morpheme pro-
vide very powerful evidence for abstractness. It remains an open ques-
tion whether other considerations are also valid in constructing an
underlying form.
Although we have focused on the relation between underlying and

surface forms, the larger question which this debate raises is, what counts
as valid evidence for testing a phonological theory. It has proven
extremely difficult to resolve questions about the psychological reality
of theorized linguistic constructs. Two approaches, both valid, have been
taken. One is the “domain-internal” approach, where formal constraints
are proposed to the effect that (for example) underlying forms should be a
subpart of an actually pronounced word in the language, or underlying
forms should only contain segments actually pronounced in the language.
We cannot show that these claims are literally “wrong”: what we can do is
show that such a position renders us incapable of capturing important
generalizations about the phonologies of Maltese and Yawelmani, for
example.
The other approach, the “domain-external” approach, seeks evidence

from outside the domain of synchronic phonological grammars them-
selves, in an attempt to find independent evidence that answers the
question of what is actually in the mind of the speaker. Any number of
such approaches can be imagined – neurosurgery, psycholinguistic
testing, language games, historical change, the study of language acquisi-
tion, and so on. Such evidence is extremely hard to find in the first place:
virtually all relevant experimental work is conducted on a tiny handful of
commonly spoken languages, which typically do not have internally well-
motivated abstractness. Additionally, the experimental methodology
must be critically evaluated, which is usually very difficult to do outside
one’s own discipline. Finally the evidence must be interpreted against a
general theory of, for example, child developmental psychology. The
question of how to empirically validate theory-internal hypotheses
remains very much an open question in phonology, as it is in all scientific
domains.

Exercises
1 Slovak
The focus of this problem is the underlying representation of diphthongs.
Discuss the underlying status of diphthongs in Slovak, based on these data.
Nouns in Slovak come in three genders, which determine what suffix if any is
used in the nominative singular: masculines have no suffix, feminines have -a,
and neuters have -o.
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A. There is a process of lengthening which takes place in certain morphological
contexts, including the genitive plural and the diminutive.

B. There is also a shortening rule that applies in certain morphological contexts,
including the imperfective of verbs and the comparative of adjectives.

Nom sg Gen pl
lipa li:p ‘linden tree’
muxa mu:x ‘fly’
lopata lopa:t ‘shovel’
sr̩na sr̩:n ‘deer’
ʒena ʒien ‘woman’
kazeta kaziet ‘box’
hora huor ‘forest’
sirota siruot ‘orphan’
pæta piat ‘heel’
mæta miat ‘mint’
kopito kopi:t ‘hoof’
bruxo bru:x ‘belly’
blato bla:t ‘mud’
salto sa:lt ‘somersault’
embargo emba:rg ‘embargo’
jabl̩ko jabl̩:k ‘apple’
koleso kolies ‘wheel’
lono luon ‘lap’
hovædo hoviad ‘beast’
vla:da vla:d ‘government’
blu:za blu:z ‘blouse’
dla:to dla:t ‘chisel’
vi:no vi:n ‘vine’
tʃiara tʃiar ‘line’
hniezdo hniezd ‘nest’

Noun Diminutive
hrad hra:dok ‘castle’
list li:stok ‘leaf’
xl̩p xl̩:pok ‘hair’
kvet kvietok ‘flower’
hovædo hoviadok ‘beast’

Perfective Imperfective
odli:sitj odlisovatj ‘to distinguish’
ku:pitj kupovatj ‘to buy’
ohla:sitj ohlasovatj ‘to announce’
predl̩:ʒitj predl̩zovatj ‘to extend’
oblietatj obletovatj ‘to fly around’
uviazatj uvæzovatj ‘to bind’

Adjective Comparative
bli:ski bliʃʃi: ‘near’
u:ski uʃʃi: ‘narrow’
kra:tki kratʃi: ‘short’
bieli belʃi: ‘white’
rietki retʃi: ‘rare’
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C. There is an alternation in the form of case suffixes which is governed by
properties of the stem which precedes

D. The rule that explains the alternations in C also explains why a rule
motivated by the data in A seems not to have applied.

E. Some stems underlyingly end with consonant clusters, and undergo a
process of vowel epenthesis that eliminates certain kinds of consonant
clusters.

Urhobo
Account for the phonological alternations in the following data. Tone can be
ignored. The diacritic underneath a vowel indicates that the vowel is [+ATR]
(“Advanced Tongue Root”), and vowels without the diacritic are [-ATR].

Nom sg Gen sg Nom pl Dat pl Loc pl
mesto mesta mesta: mesta:m mesta:x ‘town’
blato blata blata: blata:m blata:x ‘mud’
hovædo hovæda hovæda: hovæda:m hovæda:x ‘town’
pi:smeno pi:smena pi:smena: pi:smena:m pi:smena:x ‘letter’
za:meno za:mena za:mena: za:mena:m za:mena:x ‘pronoun’
dla:to dla:ta dla:ta dla:tam dla:tax ‘town’
vi:no vi:na vi:na vi:nam vi:nax ‘wine’
hniezdo hniezda hniezda hniezdam hniezdax ‘nest’

Nom sg Gen pl
za:hrada za:hrad ‘garden’
ni:ʒina ni:ʒin ‘hollow’
za:toka za:tok ‘inlet’
pi:smeno pi:smen ‘letter’
za:meno za:men ‘pronoun’
lietʃivo lietʃiv ‘drug’

Nom sg Gen pl
ikra ikier ‘roe’ (cf. also ikernati: ‘abounding in roe’)
ihla ihiel ‘needle’
dogma dogiem ‘dogma’
sosna sosien ‘pine tree’
bedro bedier ‘hip’
radlo radiel ‘plow’
hradba hradieb ‘rampart’
doska dosiek ‘board’
kri:dlo kri:del ‘wing’
tʃi:slo tʃi:sel ‘number’
pa:smo pa:sem ‘zone’
vla:kno vla:ken ‘fiber’
pla:tno pla:ten ‘linen’

sı̧̀ ‘pull’ ȩ̀sjó̧ ‘to pull’ ú̧ɾù̧hɾé ‘rope’ sj ú̧ɾù̧hɾé ‘pull a rope’
fı̧̀ ‘spray’* ȩ̀fjó̧ ‘to spray’ ȩ́wú̧ ‘clothes’ fj ȩ́wú̧ ‘spray

clothes’
kù̧ ‘pour’ ȩ̀kwó̧ ‘to pour’ ȩ̀βɾı̧̀ ‘oil’ kw ȩ̀βɾı̧̀ ‘pour oil’
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rù̧ ‘do’ ȩ̀rwó̧ ‘to do’ ȩ́zȩ̀kè ‘dedication’ rw ȩ́zȩ̀kè ‘do a
dedication’

sȩ̀ ‘call’ ȩ̀sȩ́ ‘to call’ óʃàɾȩ̀ ‘man’ s óʃàɾȩ̀ ‘call a man’
mȩ̀ ‘plait’ ȩ̀mȩ́ ‘to plait’ écó̧ ‘hair’ m écó̧ ‘plait hair’
cò̧ ‘steal’ ȩ̀có̧ ‘to steal’ ȩ́kpù̧ ‘bag’ c ȩ́kpù̧ ‘steal a bag’
φè ‘urinate’ èφé ‘to urinate’ ȩ̀gó̧ ‘bottle’ φ ȩ̀gó̧ ‘fill a bottle’
ʃè ‘sell’ èʃé ‘to sell’ ȩ̀ŋmá ‘clothes’ ʃ ȩ̀ŋmá ‘sell clothes’
hwè ‘laugh’ èhwé ‘to laugh’ ómó ‘child’ hw ómó ‘laugh at a

child’
vẽ̀ ‘expose’ èvẽ́ ‘to expose’ v ó̃mó ‘expose a

child’
gbẽ̀ ‘clear’ ègbẽ́ ‘to clear’ áγwá ‘forest’ gb á̃γwá ‘clear a

forest’
te ̃̀ ‘be

worthless’
ète ̃́ ‘to be

worthless’
kõ̀ ‘plant’ èkó̃ ‘to plant’ ı̧̀rı̧́bó̧ ‘pepper’ k ĩ̧̀rı̧́bó̧ ‘plant

pepper’
γò ‘worship’ èγó ‘to worship’ ı̧̀nı̧́ ‘elephant’ γ ı̧̀nı̧́ ‘worship

elephant’
sà ‘shoot’ èsá ‘to shoot’ ò̧hwó̧ ‘person’ s ò̧hwó̧ ‘shoot a

person’
hwà ‘pay’ èhwá ‘to pay’ hw ò̧hwó̧ ‘pay a

person’
γe ̃̀ ‘be foolish’ ȩ̀γe ̃́ ‘to be

foolish’
φè̃ ‘be wide ȩ̀φe ̃́ ‘to be wide’
βjè ‘bear’ ȩ̀βjé ‘to bear’ ómó ‘child’ βj ómó ‘bear a

child’
rȩ̀ ‘eat’ èrjó ‘to eat’ òné ‘yam’ rj òné ‘eat yam’
se ̧̃̀ ‘reject’ èsȷó̃ ‘to reject’ ȩ̀fȩ̀ ‘wealth’ sȷ ̃ e ̧̃̀ fȩ̀ ‘reject

wealth’
cò̧ ‘trade’ ècwó ‘to trade’ ȩ̀rȩ́ ‘mat’ cw ȩ̀rȩ́ ‘trade a

mat’
sò̧ ‘sing’ èswó ‘to sing’ ù̧nȩ̀ ‘song’ sw ù̧nȩ̀ ‘sing a

song’

* “spray” refers to lavish gift-giving.

mı̧̌sı̧̀wȩ̀ ǒ̧sı̧̀βȩ̀ mı̧̀sı̧́ɾı̧̀ ò̧sı̧́ɾı̧̀ mı̧̌ʒı̧śjè ǒ̧ʒı̧́sjè mı̧̀sı̧́ɾó̧ ‘pull’

mı̧̌fı̧̀wȩ̀ ǒ̧fı̧̀βȩ̀ mı̧̀fı̧́ɾı̧̀ ò̧fı̧́ɾı̧̀ mı̧̌ʒı̧́fjè ǒ̧ʒı̧́fjè mı̧̀fı̧́ɾó̧ ‘spray’

mı̧̌kù̧wȩ̀ ǒ̧kù̧βȩ̀ mı̧̀kú̧ɾù̧ ò̧kú̧ɾù̧ mı̧̌ʒı̧́kwè ǒ̧ʒı̧́kwè mı̧̀kú̧ɾó̧ ‘pour’

mı̧̌rù̧wȩ̀ ǒ̧rù̧βȩ̀ mı̧̀rú̧ɾù̧ ò̧rú̧ɾù̧ mı̧̌ʒı̧́rwè ǒ̧ʒı̧́rwè mı̧̀rú̧ɾó̧ ‘do’

mı̧̌sȩ̀wȩ̀ ǒ̧sȩ̀βȩ̀ mı̧̀sȩ́ɾı̧̀ ò̧sȩ́ɾı̧̀ mı̧̌ʒı̧́sȩ̀ ǒ̧ʒı̧́sȩ̀ mı̧̀sȩ́ɾó̧ ‘call’

mı̧̌mȩ̀wȩ̀ ǒ̧mȩ̀βȩ̀ mı̧̀mȩ́ɾı̧̀ ò̧mȩ́ɾı̧̀ mı̧̌ʒı̧́mȩ̀ ǒ̧ʒı̧́mȩ̀ mı̧̀mȩ́ɾó̧ ‘plait’

mı̧̌cò̧wȩ̀ ǒ̧cò̧βȩ̀ mı̧̀có̧ɾı̧̀ ò̧có̧ɾı̧̀ mı̧̌ʒı̧́cò̧ ǒ̧ʒı̧́cò̧ mı̧̀có̧ɾó̧ ‘steal’

mȩ̌φèwè ǒφèβè mȩ̀φéɾȩ̀ òφéɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́φè ǒʒȩ́φè mȩ̀φéɾó ‘urinate on’

mȩ̌ʃèwè ǒʃèβè mȩ̀ʃéɾȩ̀ òʃéɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́ʃè ǒʒȩ́ʃè mȩ̀ʃéɾó ‘sell’

mȩ̌hwèwè ǒhwèβè mȩ̀hwéɾȩ̀ òhwéɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́hwè ǒʒȩ́hwè mȩ̀hwéɾó ‘laugh’

mȩ̌ve ̃̀wè ǒve ̃̀ βè mȩ̀ve ̃́ɾȩ̀ òve ̃́ɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́vè̃ ǒʒȩ́vè̃ mȩ̀ve ̃́ɾó ‘expose’

mȩ̌gbe ̃̀wè ǒgbè̃βè mȩ̀gbe ̃́ɾȩ̀ ògbe ̃́ɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́gbẽ̀ ǒʒȩ́gbẽ̀ mȩ̀gbé̃ɾó ‘clear’

‘I V (you)’ ‘she Vs

(me)’

‘I V-ed’ ‘she

V-ed’

‘I am still

V-ing’

‘she is still

V-ing’

‘I have

V-ed him’
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...................................................................................................................................
Further reading
Chomsky and Halle 1968; Hudson 1974; Hyman 1970; Kiparsky 1968b; Sapir 1933.

mȩ̌te ̃̀ ǒte ̃̀ mȩ̀te ̃́ɾȩ̀ òte ̃́ɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́tè̃ ǒʒȩ́tè̃ ‘be worthless’

mȩ̌kò̃ wè ǒkò̃βè mȩ̀kó̃ɾȩ̀ òkó̃ɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́kò̃ ǒʒȩ́kò̃ mȩ̀kó̃ɾó ‘plant’

mȩ̌γòwè ǒγòβè mȩ̀γóɾȩ̀ òγóɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́γò ǒʒȩ́γò mȩ̀γóɾó ‘worship’

mȩ̌sa ̀wè ǒsàβè mȩ̀sáɾȩ̀ òsa ́ɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́sà ǒʒȩ́sà mȩ̀sáɾó ‘shoot’

mȩ̌hwa ̀wè ǒhwa ̀βè mȩ̀hwa ́ɾȩ̀ òhwa ́ɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́hwa ̀ ǒʒȩ́hwa ̀ mȩ̀hwa ́ɾó ‘pay’

mı̧̌γe ̃ ǒ̧γe ̃ mı̧̀γẽɾı̧̀ ò̧γe ̃ɾı̧̀ mı̧̌ʒı̧́γe ̃ ǒ̧ʒı̧́γe ̃ ‘be foolish’

mı̧̌φẽ ǒ̧φẽ mı̧̀φẽɾı̧̀ ò̧φe ̃ɾı̧̀ mı̧̌ʒı̧́φe ̃ ǒ̧ʒı̧́φe ̃ ‘be wide’

mı̧̌βjèwȩ̀ ǒ̧βjèβȩ̀ mı̧̀βjéɾı̧̀ ò̧βjéɾı̧̀ mı̧̌ʒı̧́βjè ǒ̧ʒı̧́βjè mı̧̀βjéɾó̧ ‘bear’

mȩ̌rȩ̀ ̀wè ǒrȩ̀ ̀βè mȩ̀rȩ́ɾȩ̀ òrȩ́ ́ɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́rja ̀ ǒʒȩ́rja ̀ mȩ̀rȩ́ɾó ‘eat’

mȩ̌se ̧̃̀ wè ǒsȩ ̃̀ βè mȩ̀se ̧̃́ ɾȩ̀ òse ̧̃́ ɾȩ̀ mȩ̌ʒȩ́sȷã ̀̃ ǒʒȩ́sȷã ̀̃ mȩ̀se ̧̃́ ɾó ‘reject’

mȩ̌cò̧wè ǒcò̧βè mȩ̀có̧ɾò̧ òcó̧ɾò̧ mȩ̌ʒȩ́cwa ̀ ǒʒȩ́cwa ̀ mȩ̀có̧ɾó ‘trade’

mȩ̌sò̧wè ǒsò̧βè mȩ̀só̧ɾò̧ òsó̧ɾò̧ mȩ̌ʒȩ́swà ǒʒȩ́swà mȩ̀só̧ɾó ‘sing’

‘I V (you)’ ‘she Vs

(me)’

‘I V-ed’ ‘she

V-ed’

‘I am still

V-ing’

‘she is still

V-ing’

‘I have

V-ed him’
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CHAPTER

9 Nonlinear
representations

PREVIEW

This final chapter introduces an alternative model of how

sounds are represented, the nonlinear theory. The purpose

of this chapter is to show how troublesome facts can lead to

a reconceptualization of a domain which seemed to be

understood, leading to an even better understanding of

the nature of language sounds. This will also help you to

understand how and why theories change.

KEY TERMS
autosegmental
phonology

tone stability

floating tone

across-the-board
effects

feature geometry

syllable



The theoretical model we have been assuming – known as the linear
theory of representation – was quite successful in explaining a
number of facts about sound systems. An essential characteristic of
the theory is that segments are matrices of feature values, where
every segment has a specification for each of the two dozen distinctive
features. There was one phonological realm which the theory
had largely ignored, and that was tone, and that had significant
repercussions.

9.1 The autosegmental theory of tone:
the beginnings of a change

There were a few proposals regarding tone features, but they did not reach
the degree of acceptance that those for other features reached. One of the
primary problems regarding tone was how to represent contour tones
such as rising and falling.

9.1.1 The problem of contours
One possibility is that contour tones are simply H (high) or L (low) tones
with a positive specification for a feature “contour.” We could take the
pitch at the beginning of a vowel as representing the “basic” tone value,
and if the pitch changes from that point (either up or down), then the
vowel is [+contour]. This gives us the following representations of H, L,
R (rising), and F (falling) tones.

(1)
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+H
-contour

H =

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

-H
-contour

L =

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

-H
+contour

R =

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+H
+contour

F =

Such a theory is ultimately insufficient since it ignores tone levels (Mid,
Superlow, Superhigh), but we can pursue this theory to see what progress
can be made. Perhaps if this theory works, it can be modified to account
for other tone levels.
An essential test of a theory of features is how it accounts for

phonological processes. This theory of tone makes predictions: it
predicts that R and F will be a natural class because they are
[+contour], and it predicts that L and R are a natural class because
they are [–H]. As it happens, some relevant typological work had been
done on natural tone rules, most notably Hyman and Schuh 1974.
Such research has shown that the following are fairly common tonal
processes.

(2) a. H! R/fL,Fg_ b. L! F/fH,Rg_
c. H! F/_fL,Rg_ d. L! R/_fH,Fg
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The problem is that the “[�contour]” theory does not provide any natural
way to express all of these processes. The last two processes can be
formulated:

(3) c. [+H] ! [+contour]/_[-H]

d. [-H]! [+contour]/_[+H]

However, the first two processes cannot be formalized, since {L,F} or {H,R}
are not a definable class using this theory. L tone is, ex hypothesii, [-H]
whereas F is [+H], so the class of progressive tone assimilations, one of the
most common tone rules, is unformalizable.
This theory also predicts the following rules, which are simply the

rules in (3) with the conditioning environment on the left rather than
the right:

(4)

Unlike the common rules in (2), such rules are totally nonexistent in the
languages of the world. The “[�contour]” theory thus makes a bad predic-
tion, that certain processes should exist when they do not, and in addition
the theory provides no way to express certain very natural processes, in
particular processes where the conditioning environment is on the left.
Finally, even for the two processes which the theory can formalize in (3),
there is an unexplained element of arbitrariness – why should an H tone
become a falling tone before [–H]? Those processes are formally just as
simple to express as the rules in (5), and should therefore be found as
commonly as the former set of rules, but in fact this latter set of rules is
completely unattested.

(5)

It is obvious that this theory of tone is wrong, but what is the alternative?
There was a long-standing intuition that contour tones were in some sense
composite tones, so that R is simply a combination of an L followed by an
H, and F is a combination of an H followed by an L; falling and rising pitch
is simply the continuous transition between the higher and lower pitch
levels that H and L define. An example of the kind of phonological
patterns which were responsible for this intuition is the pattern of tone
changes that result from merging vowels between words in Yekhee,
illustrated below.

(6)

*[+H] ! [+contour] / [-H] __ (H ! F / {L,R} __ )
*[+H] ! [+contour] / [-H] __ (L ! R / {H,F} __ )

c. [+H]! [+contour]/_[+H] (H ! F/_{H,F})
d. [-H]! [+contour]/_[-H] (L ! R/_{L,R})

ídzé élà ! ídzélà ‘three axes’
èké élà! èkélà ‘three rams’
údzé òkpá ! údzôkpá ‘one axe’
òké òkpá! òkôkpá ‘one ram’

ówà ówà ! ówǒwà ‘every house’
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The combination of H+L results in a falling tone, and L+H results in a
rising tone. How can the intuition that fall is H+L and rise is L+H be
expressed in the theory?
There is little problem in doing this for contour tones on long vowels,

since long vowels can be represented as a sequence of identical vowels, so
treating a long rising tone as being a sequence of tones is easy.

(7)
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ syllabic
+ back
- rd
- H tone

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

+ syllabic
+ back
- rd
+ H tone

 = =ǎ: àá

The problem is short contour tones. A single vowel cannot be both [–H tone]
and [+H tone], and feature values cannot be ordered within a segment, but
that is what is needed to represent short rising and falling tones.

9.1.2 Autosegmental contours
A resolution of this problem was set forth in Goldsmith 1976, who pro-
posed that tones be given an autonomous representation from the rest of
the segment, so that regular segments would be represented at one level
and tones would be at another level, with the two levels of representation
being synchronized via association lines. This theory, known as autoseg-
mental phonology, posited representations such as those in (8).

(8) à = H

a

ǎ = L H

a

â = H L

a

The representation of [á] simply says that when the rest of the vocal tract
is in the configuration for the vowel [a], the vocal folds should be vibrating
at a high rate as befits an H tone. The representation for [ă] on the other
hand says that while the rest of the vocal tract is producing the short
vowel [a], the larynx should start vibrating slowly (produce an L tone), and
then change to a higher rate of vibration to match that specified for an
H tone – this produces the smooth increase in pitch which we hear as a
rising tone. The representation of [â] simply reverses the order of the tonal
specifications.
The view which autosegmental phonology takes of rules is different

from that taken in the classical segmental theory. Rather than viewing the
processes in (2) as being random changes in feature values, autosegmental
theory views these operations as being adjustments in the temporal rela-
tions between the segmental tier and the tonal tier. Thus the change in
(2a) where H becomes rising after L and fall can be expressed as (9).

(9) (H) L H

V V

(H) L H

V V

By simply adding an association between the L tone element on the left
and the vowel which stands to the right, we are able to express this tonal
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change, without changing the intrinsic feature content of the string: we
change only the timing relation between tones and vowels. This is notated
as in (10), where the dashed association line means “insert an association
line.”

(10) L H

V V

Two other notational conventions are needed to understand the formula-
tion of autosegmental rules. First, the deletion of an association line is
indicated by crossing out the line:

(11)
X

H

V

Second, an element (tone or vowel) which has no corresponding associ-
ation on the other tier (vowel or tone) is indicated with the mark [ˊ],
thus Vˊ indicates a toneless vowel and Hˊ indicates an H not linked to a
vowel.
One striking advantage of the autosegmental model is that it allows

us to express this common tonal process in a very simple way. The
theory also allows each of the remaining processes in (2) to be
expressed equally simply – in fact, essentially identically as involving
an expansion of the temporal domain of a tone either to the left or to
the right.

(12) H L (=2b))

V V

H L (=2c))

V V

L H (=2d))

V V

The problem of the natural classes formed by contour tones and level
tones was particularly vexing for the linear theory. Most striking was the
fact that what constitutes a natural class for contour tones depends on the
linear order of the target and conditioning tones. If the conditioning tones
stand on the left, then the natural classes observed are {L,F} and {H,R},
and if the conditioning tones stand on the right, then the natural group-
ings are {L,R} and {H,F}. In all other cases, the groupings of elements into
natural classes are independent of whether the target is to the right or the
left of the trigger. The autosegmental representation of contour tones
thus provides a very natural explanation of what is otherwise a quite
bizarre quirk in the concept “natural class.”
The autosegmental model also provides a principled explanation for the

nonexistence of rules such as (4), i.e. the rules H! F / {L,R} _ and L! R /
{H,F} _. The change of H to F after L would involve not just an adjustment
in the temporal organization of an L-H sequence, but would necessitate
the insertion of a separate L to the right of the H tone, which would have
no connection with the preceding L; the change of H to F after R is even
worse in that the change involves insertion of L when H is remotely
preceded by a L. Thus, the closest that one could come to formalizing
such a rule in the autosegmental approach would be as in (13).
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(13) L (H)

V

H L

V

L (H)

V

H

V

As we will discuss in this chapter, autosegmental theory resulted in a
considerable reconceptualization of phonological processes, and the idea
that rules should be stated as insertions and deletions of association
relationships made it impossible to express certain kinds of arbitrary
actions, such as that of (13).
In addition to the fact that the theory provides a much-needed account

of contour tones, quite a number of other arguments can be given for the
autosegmental theory of tone. The essential claim of the theory is that
there is not a one-to-one relation between the number of tones in an
utterance and the number of vowels: a single tone can be associated with
multiple vowels, or a single vowel can have multiple tones. Moreover, an
operation on one tier, such as the deletion of a vowel, does not entail a
corresponding deletion on the other tier. We will look at a number of
arguments for the autonomy of tones and the vowels which phonetically
bear them in the following sections.

9.1.3 Tone preservation
One very common property exhibited by tones is stability, where the
deletion of a vowel does not result in the deletion of the tone borne by
the vowel. Very commonly the tone of a deleted vowel is transferred to the
neighboring vowel, often resulting in a contour tone. We have seen an
example of this phenomenon in Yekhee, where the combination of an
L vowel plus H vowel results in a rising-toned vowel, and H+L gives a
falling-toned vowel.

(14)

In the autosegmental theory, deletion of a vowel does not directly affect
the tone which was associated with it, and as a result, after deletion of the
vowel the tone simply remains on the tonal tier with no association with
the segmental tier – such an unassociated tone is referred to as a floating
tone.

(15) L H

o ek

L H

o akp o k

LL HH

o akp

H L

o aw

H L

o aw

H H

w

LL

o o aw

One of the principles proposed in this theory is that all vowels must
(eventually) bear some tone, and all tones must be borne by some
vowel – this condition is known as the Well-formedness Condition.
Accordingly the unassociated tones which resulted from the deletion of
a vowel would then be associated with the following vowel, resulting in a
falling or rising tone.

(16) LH L

ok

H

o akp

H LH

o w

L

o aw

òké òkpá! òkôkpá ‘one ram’

ówà ówà! ówǒwà ‘every house’
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The combination of two like-toned vowels, as in the case of èké élà! èkélà
‘three rams,’ brings out another principle of the theory. By the operation
of vowel deletion and reassociation of the floating tone, one would expect
the following representation.

(17) H HL L

e k e l a

This would not be distinct from the simple tone melody LHL: (17) says that
the vowel e should be produced at high pitch at the beginning and at the
end, with no other pitches being produced. The Twin Sister Convention
was proposed as a constraint on the theory, so that such a phonetically
indistinguishable representation is formally disallowed.

(18) Twin Sister Convention
Adjacent identical tones on one vowel are automatically simplified

Another illustration of the autosegmental treatment of tone preservation
comes from Mongo. When vowels are brought together, either directly in
the underlying representation or as the result of deleting certain conson-
ants, the vowel sequence is reduced to a single vowel which preserves all
of the component tones of the two vowels. This can result not just in
the simple contours R and F, but also in the complex three-tone contours
fall–rise (FR) and rise–fall (RF).

(19)

The derivation of the last example illustrates how the autosegmental
theory explains the pattern elegantly. In this case, the first vowel deletes,
causing its two tones to become floating. Those tones are associated with
the following vowel by the Well-formedness Conditions. This results in
two adjacent H tones on one vowel, which by the Twin Sister Convention
reduce to one H, giving the phonetic output.

(20) LH LH HL L LH LH HL L

c ccm m e mb e e mb e

LH LH HL L LH L

c c

m m e mb e mb e e

H+H! H bètámbá béfé ! bètámbéfé ‘two trees’
L+L! L là ìtókò ! lìtókò ‘with the fork’
H+L ! F mpùlú ìnέ ! mpùdʒwînέ ‘these birds’
L+H! R là bɔ́nà ! lɔ̌nà ‘with the baby’
H+F ! F sóngóló ɔ̂tswὲ ! sóngólɔ̂tswὲ ‘may S. enter’
H+R ! FR bàlóngá băkáé ! bàlónga  káé ‘his blood’
L+F! RF fàkàlà ɔ̂tswà ! fàkàlɔ  tswà ‘F. comes in’
L+R! R bǎnkò bǎmɔ̌ ! bǎnkǎmɔ̌ ‘those others’
R+F! RF ɔ̌mɔ̌ êmbè ! ɔ̌me mbè ‘may someone else

sing’
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The fact that the theory effortlessly handles three-tone contours, when
the linear theory struggled to handle even two-tone contours, is clear
evidence that autosegmental theory is the better theory.

9.1.4 Across-the-board effects
Another phenomenon which argues for the autosegmental representation
of tone is across-the-board tone change. An illustration of such a tonal
effect can be found in Shona. The examples in (21) show that if a noun
begins with some number of H tones, those H’s become L when preceded
by one of the prefixes né-, sé-, and ché.

(21)

As shown in (22) and by the last example of (21), an H tone which is
not part of an initial string of H’s will not undergo this lowering
process.

(22)

The problem is that if we look at a word such asmbúndúdzí as having three
H tones, then there is no way to apply the lowering rule to the word and
get the right results. Suppose we apply the following rule to a standard
segmental representation of this word.

(23)

Beginning from /né-mbúndúdzí/, this rule would apply to the first H-toned
vowel giving né-mbùndúndzí. However, the rule could not apply again since
the vowel of the second syllable is not immediately preceded by the prefix
which triggers the rule. And recall from examples such as né-mùrúmé that
the rule does not apply to noninitial H tones.
This problem has a simple solution in autosegmental theory, where we

are not required to represent a string of n H-toned vowels as having n
H tones. Instead, these words can have a single H tone which is associated
with a number of vowels.

(24) H L

mbwa 

H

hove 

H H

benzibvunza mbundudzi

H

N with N like N of N
mbwá né-mbwà sé-mbwà ché-mbwà ‘dog’
hóvé né-hòvè sé-hòvè ché-hòvè ‘fish’
mbúndúdzí né-mbùndùdzì sé-mbùndùdzì ché-mbùndùdzì ‘army worm’

hákátà né-hàkàtà sé-hàkàtà ché-hàkàtà ‘bones’
bénzíbvùnzá né-bènzìbvùnzá sé-bènzìbvùnzá ché-bènzìbvùnzá ‘fool’

N with N like N of N
mùrúmé né-mùrúmé sé-mùrúmé ché-mùrúmé ‘man’
bàdzá né-bàdzá sé-bàdzá ché-bàdzá ‘hoe’

V ! [–H]/ se, ne, che _
[+H] [+H]
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Given these representations, the tone-lowering process will only operate
on a single tone, the initial tone of the noun, but this may be translated
into an effect on a number of adjacent vowels.

(25) L L

mbwa 

L

hove 

L H

benzibvunza 

L

mbundudzi 

There is a complication in this rule which gives further support to the
autosegmental account of this process. Although this process lowers a
string of H tones at the beginning of a noun, when one of these prefixes
precedes a prefixed structure, lowering does not affect every initial
H tone. When one prefix precedes another prefix which precedes a noun
with initial H’s, the second prefix has an L tone and the noun keeps its
H tones.

(26)

However, if there are three of these prefixes, the second prefix has an L tone,
and lowering also affects the first (apparent) string of tones in the noun.

(27)

A simple statement like “lower a sequence of adjacent H’s” after an
H prefix would be wrong, as these data show. What we see here is an
alternating pattern, which follows automatically from the rule that we
have posited and the autosegmental theory of representations. Consider
the derivation of a form with two prefixes.

(28) H H

se-che-mbunduzi 

H H L

se-che-mbunduzi 

H

The lowering ofH on che gives that prefix an L tone, and therefore that prefix
cannot then cause lowering of the H’s of the noun. On the other hand, if
there are three such prefixes, the first H-toned prefix causes the second
prefix to become L, and that prevents prefix 2 from lowering prefix 3. Since
prefix 3 keeps its H tone, it therefore can cause lowering of H in the noun.

(29) HH H

se-ne-che-mbundudzi 

H LH H

se-ne-che-mbundudzi 

L

Thus it is not simply a matter of lowering the tones of any number of
vowels. Unlike the traditional segmental theory, the autosegmental model
provides a very simple and principled characterization of these patterns of
tone lowering.

N of N like of N
mbúndúdzí ché-mbùndùdzì sé-chè-mbúndúdzí ‘army worm’

hákátà ché-hàkàtà sé-chè-hákátà ‘bones’

sé-nè-ché-mbùndùdzì ‘like with of army worm’

sé-nè-ché-hàkàtà ‘like with of bones’
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9.1.5 Melodic patterns
Another phenomenon which supports the autonomy of tones and seg-
ments is the phenomenon of melodic tonal restriction. In some lan-
guages, there are restrictions on the possible tones of words,
irrespective of the number of vowels in the word. Mende is an example
of such a language. Although this language has H, L, rising, falling, and
rise–falling tones, the distribution of those tones in words is quite
restricted. Words can be analyzed as falling into one of five tone melod-
ies, illustrated in (30).

(30)

If tones were completely unrestricted, then given five surface tones, one
would predict twenty-five patterns for bisyllabic words and 125 patterns
for trisyllabic words. Instead, one finds five patterns no matter how many
vowels there are.

(31) LHL L H L

mba

LH  L

nikili nyaha

This distribution can be explained if the restriction is simply stated at the
level of the tonal representation: the tone pattern must be one of H, L, LH,
HL or LHL. As seen in (31), given an autosegmental representation of tone,
nìkílì, nyàhâ, and mba all have the same tonal representation.

9.1.6 Floating tones
Another tonal phenomenon which confounds the segmental approach to
tone, but is handled quite easily with autosegmental representations, is
the phenomenon of floating tones, which are tones not linked to a vowel.

Anlo tone. The Anlo dialect of Ewe provides one example. The data in
(32) illustrate some general tone rules of Ewe. Underlyingly the noun
‘buffalo’ is /ētō/, with M tone on its two vowels. However, it surfaces as
[ètò] with L tones, either phrase-finally or when the following word has an
L tone.

(32)

These alternations are explained by two rules; one rule lowers M (mid) to
L at the end of a phrase, and the second assimilates M to a following L.

(33) M!L/_## M!L/_L

H háwámá ‘waist,’ pέlέ ‘house,’ kɔ́ ‘war’
L kpàkàlì ‘three-legged chair,’ bὲlὲ ‘trousers,’ kpà ‘debt’
HL félàmà ‘junction,’ kényà ‘uncle,’ mbû ‘owl’
LH ndàvúlá ‘sling,’ fàndé ‘cotton,’ mbǎ ‘rice’
LHL nìkílì ‘groundnut,’ nyàhâ ‘woman,’ mba ‘companion’

ètò ‘buffalo’ ètò mè ‘in a buffalo’
ētō φēφlē ‘buffalo-buying’ ētō djí ‘on a buffalo’
ētō mēgbé ‘behind a buffalo’
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Thus in the citation form, /ētō/ first becomes ētò, then [ètò].
Two other tone rules are exemplified by the data in (34).

(34)

Here, we see a process which raises M to Superhigh tone (SH) when it is
surrounded by H tones; subsequently a nonfinal H tone assimilates to a
preceding or following SH tone.

(35) M!SH/H_H H!SH% SH_

We know from ētō mēgbé ‘behind a buffalo’ that mēgbé has the tones MH.
Therefore, the underlying form of ètő me̋gbé ‘behind a mortar’ is ètó mēgbé.
The underlying form is subject to the rule raising M to SH since the M is
surrounded by H tones, giving ètó me̋gbé. This then undergoes the SH
assimilation rule. Another set of examples illustrating these tone pro-
cesses is (36), where the noun /àtjíkē/ ends in the underlying sequence
HM. When followed by /mēgbé/, the sequence HMMH results, so this
cannot undergo the M-raising rule. However, when followed by /dyí/, the
M-raising rule applies to /kē/, giving an SH tone, and the preceding syllable
then assimilates this SH.

(36)

There are some apparently problematic nouns which seem to have a very
different surface pattern. In the citation form, the final M tone does not
lower; when followed by the MM-toned participle /φēφlē/, the initial tone
of the participle mysteriously changes to H; the following L-toned post-
position mè inexplicably has a falling tone; the postposition /mēgbé/ mys-
teriously has an initial SH tone.

(37)

All of these mysteries are resolved, once we recognize that this noun
actually does not end with an M tone, but rather ends with an H tone
that is not associated with a vowel, thus the underlying form of the noun
‘mortar’ is (38).

(38)

M M H

e t o

Because this noun ends in a (floating) H tone and not an M tone, the rule
lowering prepausal M to L does not apply, which explains why the final
tone does not lower. The floating H at the end of the noun associates with
the next vowel if possible, which explains the appearance of an H on the

ètó ‘mountain’ ètó djí ‘on a mountain’
ètő me̋gbé ‘behind a mountain’

àtjíkè ‘root’ àtjíkē φēφlē ‘root-buying’
àtjíkē mēgbé ‘behind a root’ àtjíke̋ djí ‘on a root’

ētō ‘mortar’ ētō φēφlē ‘mortar-buying’
ētō mê ‘in a mortar’ ētō djí ‘on a mortar’
ētō me̋gbé ‘behind a mortar’
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following postposition as a falling tone (when the postposition is mono-
syllabic) or level H (when the next word is polysyllabic). Finally, the
floating H serves as one of the triggering tones for the rule turning
M into SH, as seen in ētō me̋gbé. The hypothesis that this word (and others
which behave like it) ends in a floating H tone thus provides a unified
explanation for a range of facts that would otherwise be inexplicable.
However, the postulation of such a thing as a “floating tone” is possible
only assuming the autosegmental framework, where tones and features
are not necessarily in a one-to-one relation.

Mixtec. Another example of floating tones can be seen in the language
Mixtec. As (39) indicates, some words such as kēē ‘will eat’ have no effect
on the tone of the following word, but other words such as the apparently
homophonous verb meaning ‘will go away’ cause the initial tone to
become H.

(39)

A similar effect is seen in (40), where tàká ‘all’ has no effect on the
following word, but máá ‘that’ causes raising of the initial tone of the
next word.

(40)

These data can be explained very easily if we assume the following under-
lying representations.

(41) MM MMH L H H

m a a
‘that’

H H

k e e k e e t a k a
‘will eat’ ‘will go away’ ‘all’

When a word ending in a floating H tone, such as ‘will go away’ or ‘that’,
is followed by another word, that H associates to the first vowel of the
next word and replaces the initial lexical tone. When there is no following
word, the floating tone simply deletes.

Gã. Other evidence forfloating tones comes fromGã. Some of the evidence
forfloating L tone in this language involves the phenomenon of “downstep,”
which is the contrastive partial lowering of the pitch level of tones at a
specified position. Downstep is exemplified in Gã with the words [kɔ̀tɔ́kɔ̀]
‘porcupine,’ [ònṹf ṹ] ‘snake,’ and [átá!tú] ‘cloud.’ In ‘porcupine,’ the syllable

sùtʃí ‘child’ kēē ‘will go away’
kōò ‘snake’
kēē ‘will eat’
kēē sùtʃí ‘the child will eat’ kēē sútʃí ‘the child will go away’
kēē kōò ‘the snake will eat’ kēē kóò ‘the snake will go away’

tàká sùtʃí ‘all the children’ máá sútʃí ‘that child’
tàká bēʔē ‘all the houses’ máá béʔē ‘that house’
tàká kōò ‘all the snakes’ máá kóò ‘that snake’
tàká mìnī ‘all the puddles’ máá mínī ‘that puddle’
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[tɔ́] has H and the following syllable [kɔ̀] has L – the physical pitches are
maximally separate. The second and third syllables of ‘snake’ are both
H and are not physically distinct – they are produced at the same pitch,
at the top of the voice range. In the third example, the syllable [tá] has
the same high pitch that all of the second syllables of these words have,
and the following syllable, which is phonologically H-toned, has a pitch
physically between that of the L-toned syllable of [kɔ̀tɔ́kɔ̀] and the H-
toned syllable of [ònũ ́fũ ́]. What happens here is that the pitch range of
all tones is lowered after the second syllable of [átá!tú], even those of a
following word. This lowering of pitch range, notated with “!”, is known
as “downstep.” A floating L between H tones is what in fact generally
causes downstep.
In Gã, there is a rule changing the tone sequence HL before pause into

H!H. The operation of this rule can be seen in the data of (42), where the
presence of the future tense prefix -bàá- causes a change in the tone of
final L-toned verbs with the shape CV (the unmodified tone of the root is
seen in the 3sg past form).

(42)

The necessity of restricting this rule to HL before pause is demonstrated
by examples such as èbàágbè Àkò ‘he will kill Ako,’ èbàákpὲ àtààdé
‘he will sew a shirt,’ èbàáʃɔ ̃̀ kpàŋ ‘he will pull a rope.’ In such examples,
the tone sequence is not prepausal, and the underlying L is retained in
phrase-medial position, whereas the verb has !H tone in prepausal pos-
ition in (42).
The restriction to applying just to prepausal HL also explains why verbs

with long vowels or two syllables do not undergo this alternation: the L-
toned syllable that comes after the H is not also at the end of the phrase,
since another L tone follows it.

(43)

A further restriction is that this rule does not apply to tense-inflections on
verbs, for example the plural imperative -à ( ɲɛ̃́-hé-à ‘buy (pl)!’) or the
habitual -ɔ̀ (è-mã̀dʒé-ɔ̀ ‘he sends’).

3sg past 3sg future
è-tʃà è-bàá-!tʃá ‘dig’
è-dʒò è-bàá-!dʒó ‘dance’
è-gbè è-bàá-!gbé ‘kill’
è-kpὲ è-bàá-!kpέ ‘sew’

è-ʃɔ ̃̀ è-bàá-!ʃɔ ̃́ ‘pull’
è-tũ̀ è-bàá-!tṹ ‘jump’
è-wò è-bàá-!wó ‘wear’

3sg past 3sg future
è-gbɔ̀ è-bàá-gbɔ̀ɔ̀ ‘hunt’
è-hàò è-bàá-hàò ‘worry’
è-sɔ̀ɔ̀ è-bàá-sɔ̀ɔ̀ ‘catch’
è-sɔ̀lè è-bàá-sɔ̀lè ‘pray’
è-hàlà è-bàá-hàlà ‘chose’
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A second relevant rule of Gã is Plateauing, whereby HLH becomes H!HH.
This can be seen in (44) involving verbs with final HL. If the following
word begins with L tone, the final L of the verb is unchanged. When the
following object begins with an H tone, the resulting HLH sequence
becomes H!HH by the Plateauing rule.

(44)

This rule also applies within words, when the verb stem has the underlying
tonepatternLHand isprecededbyanH-tonedprefix, suchas the futureprefix.

(45)

Again, by the Plateauing rule, /è-bàá-hùlú/ becomes [è-bàá!-húlú].
There are a number of areas in the language where floating tones can be

motivated. The perfective tense provides one relevant example. Consider
the data in (46), which contrasts the form of the subjunctive and the
perfective. Segmentally these tenses are identical: their difference lies
in their tone. In both tenses the subject prefix has an H tone. In the
perfective, the rule affecting prepausal HL exceptionally fails to apply to
an L-toned CV stem, but in the subjunctive that rule applies as expected.

(46)

You might think that the perfective is an exception to the general rule
turning HL into H!H, but there is more to it.
Another anomaly of the perfective is that the Plateauing rule fails to

apply between the verbs of (46) and the initial H tone of a following word,
even though the requisite tone sequence is found.

(47)

ɲɛ ̃́-hé-à ‘buy (pl)!’
ɲɛ ̃́-hé-

!á tṹ ‘buy (pl) a gun!’
ɲɛ ̃́-hé-à f ɔ̀ ‘buy (pl) oil!’
è-mã̀dʒé-ɔ̀ àkò ‘he sends Ako’
è-mã̀dʒé!ɔ́ ákú ‘he sends Aku’
mĩ ́ŋ́gbè kwàkwέ ‘I am killing a mouse’
mĩ ́ŋ́!gbé fótè ‘I am killing a termite’

In these examples,
the rule changing
prepausal HL
to H!H does not
apply to the
verb in citation
form because the
L tone is in a
tense suffix.

3sg past 3sg future
è-hùlú è-bàá!-húlú ‘jump’
è-kàsé è-bàá!-kásé ‘learn’
è-kòdʒó è-bàá!-kódʒó ‘judge’
è-mã̀dʒé è-bàá!-mã ́dʒé ‘send’

3sg subjunctive 3sg perfective
é-!tʃá é-tʃà ‘dig’
é-!dʒó é-dʒò ‘dance’
é-!gbé é-gbè ‘kill’
é-!kpέ é-kpὲ ‘sew’

é-!ʃ ɔ́̃ é-ʃɔ ̃̀ ‘pull’
é-!wó é-wò ‘wear’

é-gbè ákú ‘he has killed Aku’
é-ʃɔ́ gú

!gɔ́̃ ‘he has pulled a nose’
é-wò dʒwέ!έ ‘he has worn grass’
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The failure of both the HL ! H!H rule and the Plateauing rule can be
explained by positing that the perfective tense is marked by a floating
L tone which comes between the subject prefix and the verb stem; thus
the phonological representation of perfective é-wo would be (48), and we
can identify a L tone which has no assciated vowel as being the morpheme
marking the perfective.

(48) H L L

e - wo

The floating L between the H and the L of the root means that the H is not
next to the prepausal L, and therefore the rule changing HL into
H!H cannot apply. In addition, the presence of this floating L explains
why this verb form does not undergo Plateauing. Thus two anomalies are
explained by the postulation of a floating L tone.
Other examples of the failure of the Plateauing rule in this tense can

be seen below. The examples from the simple past show that these verb
roots underlyingly have the tone pattern LH, which surfaces unchanged
after the L-toned subject prefix used in the simple past. The subjunctive
data show that these stems do otherwise undergo Plateauing after an H-
toned prefix; the perfective data show that in the perfective tense, Pla-
teauing fails to apply within the word, because of the floating L of the
perfective

(49)

Again, these facts can be explained by positing a floating L tone in the
perfective tense: that L means that the actual tone sequence is HLLH, not
HLH, so Plateauing would simply not be applicable to that tone sequence.

(50) H

e hulu-

HL L

Finally, the postulation of a floating L as the marker of the perfective
explains why a downstep spontaneously emerges between the subject
prefix and a stem-initial H tone in the perfective, but not in the
subjunctive.

(51)

3sg past 3sg subjunctive 3sg perfective
è-hùlú é!-húlú é-hùlú ‘jump’
è-kàsé é!-kásé é-kàsé ‘learn’
è-kòdʒó é!-kódʒó é-kòdʒó ‘judge’
è-mã̀dʒé é!-mã́dʒé é-mã̀dʒé ‘send’

3sg past 3sg subjunctive 3sg perfective
è-bé é-bé é!-bé ‘quarrel’
è-tʃṹ é-tʃṹ é!-tʃṹ ‘send’
è-dṹ é-dṹ é!-dṹ ‘cultivate’
è-fó é-fó é!-fó ‘weep’
è-fɔ́té é-fɔ ́té é!-fɔ́té ‘pour’
è-dʒálé é-dʒálé é!-dʒálé ‘rinse’
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Thus the postulation of a floating tone as the marker of the perfective
explains a number of anomalies: insofar as floating tones have a coherent
theoretical status in autosegmental phonology but not in the linear theory,
they provide strong support for the correctness of the autosegmentalmodel.

9.1.7 Tonal morphemes
Another example of the kind of dissynchrony between tones and vowels
which is explained by the autosegmental model is the tonal morpheme,
where a particular morpheme is expressed solely as a tone – this is a
variant of the problem of floating tones. One such example is the expres-
sion of case marking and the marking of modified nouns in Angas. When
a noun is case marked in Angas (when it is at the end of the subject or
object NP, for example), case marking is indicated with a suffixed floating
H which links to the final vowel, forming a rising tone if the final tone of
the noun is M or L. When a noun is followed by an adjective in its phrase,
that fact is marked by the suffixation of a floating L tone, which forms a
falling contour tone when the last tone is M or H.

(52)

Tiv is another language with morphemes being marked by tone, in this
case verbal tense-aspect. Verb roots in Tiv lexically have either an H tone
or an L tone on the first syllable of the root. The general past tense is
marked with a floating L tone; the past habitual with an H; the recent past
with the tone sequence HL.

(53)

téŋ ‘rope’ téŋ ‘rope (case)’ têŋ ‘rope (modified)’
mús ‘cat’ mús ‘cat (case)’ mûs ‘cat (mod.)’
tʃén ‘hoe’ tʃén ‘hoe (case)’ tʃên ‘hoe (mod.)’
ɲí ‘elephant’ ɲí ‘elephant (case)’ ɲî ‘elephant (mod.)’
ʔās ‘dog’ ʔas ‘dog (case)’ ʔas ‘dog (mod.)’
ʒwāl ‘boy’ ʒwa l ‘boy (case)’ ʒwa l ‘boy (mod.)’
ɟēm ‘child’ ɟe᷄m ‘child (case)’ ɟe m ‘child (mod.)’
màs ‘locust bean’ mǎs ‘bean (case)’ màs ‘bean (mod.)’
pùk ‘soup’ pǔk ‘soup (case)’ pùk ‘soup (mod.)’
ʔàs ‘tooth ʔǎs ‘tooth (case)’ ʔàs ‘tooth (mod.)’
dʒólì ‘ape’ dʒólǐ ‘ape (case)’ dʒólì ‘ape (mod.)’

H verbs L verbs
General past (L)
vá ‘come’ dzà ‘go’
úngwà ‘hear’ vèndè ‘refuse’
jévèsè ‘flee’ ngòhòrò ‘accept’

Past habitual (H)
vá dzá
úngwá vèndé
jévésé ngòhóró

Recent past (HL)
vá dzá
úngwá vèndé
jévésè ngòhórò
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In addition to showing the effects of various floating tone morphemes
which mark tense-aspect, these data illustrate the application of a
contour-simplification rule. We now consider how representative forms
are derived. The concatenation of the L root ngohoro and the recent past
morpheme gives the following underlying form:

(54) L

ngohor

H L

These tones must be assigned to the vowels of the stem: we can see that
the first tone links to the first free vowel and the second tone links to the
second free vowel. This is an instance of one-to-one left-to-right
mapping.

(55) Link free tones to free vowels, one-to-one, from left to right

This process is so common that it had been thought that it is actually a
universal convention on free tones – we now know, since languages have
been discovered which do not obey this condition – that it is a language-
specific rule, though a very common one. Application of this rule to (54)
gives the surface form.
Now consider the disyllabic L root vèndé. This root has two vowels but

three tones. If all of the tones were to be associated with the vowels of the
root, this would force the final syllable to bear the tone sequence HL, i.e. it
would have a falling tone.We can see that there are no contour tones in the
data. This leaves us with two possibilities in accounting for vèndé: either the
rule associating floating tones with vowels simply does not link a floating
tonewith a vowel that already has a tone, orfloating tones do associatewith
vowels that already bear an H and then some later rule eliminates tonal
contour tones. If we assume that floating tones are all initially associated
with a vowel and contours are later eliminated, we will require the
following rule, which deletes the L-tone component of a falling tone.

(56) H L

V

Ø

Finally, we come to /dzà/, which has H if one of the floating tone patterns
H or HL is added to the root. This can be explained if floating tones are
associated with root vowels even when this would result in a contour
tone. Linking the melodic tones to this root would result in the following
representation:

(57) H LL

dza

Rule (56) applies in a mirror-image fashion: it deletes L in combination
with an H on one vowel, standing before or after the H. This explains why
the lexical L is replaced with an H. Under the alternative account, that
floating tones only link to vowels which do not have any other tone, we
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would be unable to explain why the lexical L is replaced by H when a
melodic pattern with an H tone is added.

9.1.8 Toneless vowels
Another phenomenondemonstrating the independence of tones andvowels
is the existence of underlyingly toneless vowels. This can be illustratedwith
data from Margyi. There are two tones in Margyi, H and L, but there are
three underlying types of vowels in terms of tonal behavior, namely H, L,
and toneless. Examples of underlyingly toneless morphemes are /ɗəl/ ‘buy,’
/skə/ ‘wait,’ and /na/ ‘away.’ When two morphemes with underlying tones
are combined, there are no surface tone changes. However, when one of the
toneless morphemes is combined with a morpheme with tone, the toneless
morpheme takes on the tone of the tone-bearing morpheme.

(58)

As (59) indicates, this can be accounted for by spreading tone (i.e. adding
associations between tone and vowels) to toneless vowels.

(59) H H

ta + na

L

ndal + naba+el

The form ɗ ə̀l-nà ‘to sell,’ which combines two toneless morphemes, illus-
trates another property of tone systems. Since all vowels must on the
surface have some tonal specification, the following question arises: if
there is no tone present in the string which could spread to toneless
vowels, how do toneless vowels get their surface tone? The answer is that
there are also rules of default tone assignment, which guarantee that if a
vowel does not otherwise have a tone value, one is automatically assigned.
Such a rule can be formalized as (60).

(60)

V� V

L

Generally, in languages with two levels of tone, the default value assigned
to otherwise toneless vowels is L; in languages with three tone levels,
the default tone specification is usually M tone. Yoruba is a language
with three tone levels, where it can be argued that M-toned vowels are
actually underlyingly toneless, and M tones are assigned by a default
tone-assignment rule. The examples in (61) illustrate a very general

tá + bá ! tábá ‘to cook all’
ndàl + bá ! ndàlbá ‘to throw out’
ɗəl + bá ! ɗ ə̀lbá ‘to buy’
ná + ɗà ! náɗà ‘give me’
hə̀rì + ɗà ! h ə̀rɗà ‘bring me’
skə + ɗà ! sk ə̀ɗà ‘wait for me’
tá + na! táná ‘to cook and put aside’
ndàl + na! ndàlnà ‘to throw away’
ɗəl + na! ɗ ə̀lnà ‘to sell’
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tone-spreading rule whereby L tone becomes falling after H, and H tone
becomes rising after L. However, M is unchanged after either L or H, and
M also has no effect on a following L or H.

(61)

The question is how to exclude M tone from being targeted by this rule,
and how to prevent M tone from spreading. If we assume that tonally
unspecified vowels are assigned an M tone by default, and that M tones in
Yoruba derive only from application of this default specification rule, then
we can explain these patterns rather simply. We can assume the following
tone-spreading rule, where T represents any tone.

(62) T T

VV

The fact that contours are not formed with M tone follows from the fact
that a contour is two tone specifications on one vowel, plus the hypothesis
that M tone is only assigned if there is no tonal specification on a vowel.

9.1.9 Tonal mobility
The final demonstration of the autonomy of tone from segments is the
tone mobility, which is the fact that tones can move about from vowel to
vowel quite easily, in a fashion not shared with segmental properties. One
example of tonal mobility comes from Nkore, seen in (63). This language
has an underlying contrast between words whose last syllable is H toned,
and those whose penultimate syllable is H toned. In prepausal position,
underlyingly final H tones shift to the penultimate syllable, thus neutral-
izing with nouns having an underlyingly penult H. When some word
follows the noun, the underlying position of the H tone is clearly revealed.

(63)

kò pɔ́ ‘it is not plentiful’ kò dũ̀ ‘it is not sweet’
ó pɔ̂ ‘it is plentiful’ ó dũ̂ ‘it is sweet’
ὲkɔ̂ ‘lesson’ ɔ̀bɔ̄ ‘monkey’
ɔ̀f ɔ̀ ‘mourning’ gígā ‘height’
i ̄ʃé ‘work ēdʒò ‘snake’

Nouns with penult H
òkùgúrù ‘leg’ òkùgúrù kùrùùnjì ‘good leg’
òmùkózì ‘worker’ òmùkózì mùrùùnjì ‘good worker’
èmbúzì ‘goat’ èmbúzì nùùnjì ‘good goat’
èchìkópò ‘cup’ èchìkópò chìrùùnjì ‘good cup’
èmbíbò ‘seeds’ èmbíbò nùùnjì ‘good seeds’

Nouns with final H
òmùgúzì ‘buyer’ òmùgùzí mùrùùnjì ‘good buyer’
òmùkámà ‘chief òmùkàmá mùrùùnjì ‘good chief
èémbwà ‘dog’ èèmbwá nùùnjì ‘good dog’
òbúrò ‘millet’ òbùró bùrùùnjì ‘good millet’
kàsúkù ‘parrot’ kàsùkú nùùnjì ‘good parrot’
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There are a number of reasons internal to the grammar of Nkore for
treating L tone as the default tone, and for only specifying H tones in
the phonology so that phonetically L-toned vowels are actually toneless.
This alternation can be accounted for by the following rule of tone-
throwback.

(64)
x
H

V C0V ##

Another example of tone shift can be seen in Kikuyu. Like Nkore, there are
good reasons to analyze this language phonologically solely in terms of
the position of H tones, with vowels not otherwise specified as H being
realized phonetically with a default L tone. We will follow the convention
adopted in such cases as marking H-toned vowels with an acute accent,
and not marking toneless (default L) vowels.
Consider the Kikuyu data in (65), illustrating the current habitual tense.

The first two examples in (65a) would indicate that the morphemes to-,
-rɔr-, -aγ-, and -a are all toneless. The third example, however, shows the
root rɔr with an H tone: this happens only when the root is preceded by
the object prefix ma. In (65b), we see that – in contrast to what we see in
(65a) – the habitual suffix -aγ- has an H tone when it is preceded by the
root tom (which is itself toneless on the surface). As with (65a), the syllable
that follows ma has an H tone.

(65) a.

b.

It is clear, then, that certain syllables have the property of causing the
following syllable to have a surface H tone. This is further demonstrated
in (66), where the derivational suffixes -er- and -an- follow the roots -rɔr-
and -tom-: we can see that the syllable after -tom always receives an
H tone.

(66)

Further examples of this phenomenon are seen in the examples of the
recent past in (67). In (67a), the root rɔr (which generally has no H tone)

to -rɔr-aγ -a ‘we look at’
we-look at-hab-tense
to -mo -rɔr -aγ -a ‘we look at him’

we-him-look at-hab-tense
to -ma -rɔ́r -aγ -a ‘we look at them’

we-them-look at-hab-tense

to-tom-áγ-a ‘we send’
to-mo-tom-áγ-a ‘we send him’

to-ma-tóm-áγ-a ‘we send them’

to-rɔr-er-aγ-a ‘we look for’
to-tom-ér-aγ-a ‘we send for’
to-rɔr-an-aγ-a ‘we look at each other’
to-tom-án-aγ-a ‘we send each other’
to-rɔr-er-an-aγ-a ‘we look for each other’
to-tom-ér-an-aγ-a ‘we send for each other’
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has an H tone when it stands immediately after the recent-past-
tense prefix -a-; or, the object prefix that follows -a- will have a surface
H tone. The examples in (67b) show the same thing with the root -tom-
which we have seen has the property of assigning an H tone to the
following vowel.

(67) a.

b.

We would assume that the root -tóm- has an H, as do the object prefix -má-
and the tense prefix -a-, and this H tone is subject to the following rule of
tone shift, which moves every H tone one vowel to the right.

(68) H
x

V V

Thus, /to-tóm-er-aγ-a/ becomes totoméraγa, /to-má-rɔr-aγ-a/ becomes tomarɔ́-
raγa, and /to-á-má-tóm-a/ becomes toamátómá.

(69) H H

t o a m a t o m a
x x x

H

An even more dramatic example of tone shifting comes from Digo. In this
language, the last H tone of a word shifts to the end of the word. The root
vugura is toneless, as is the object prefix ni, but the object prefix a ‘them’

has an underlying H tone, which is phonetically realized on the last vowel
of the word. Similarly, the root togora is toneless, as is the subject prefix ni,
but the third-singular subject prefix a has an H tone, which shifts to the
end of the word. Lastly, the root tsukura is toneless, as is the tense-aspect
prefix -na-, but the perfective prefix ka has an H tone which shifts to the
last vowel of the word.

(70) a.

b.

c.

These data can be accounted for by a rule of tone shift which is essentially
the same as the Kikuyu rule, differing only in that the tone shifts all the
way to the end of the word.

(71) H
x

V ... V#

to-a-rɔ́r-a ‘we looked at’
to-a-mó-rɔr-a ‘we looked at him’

to-a-má-rɔ ́r-a ‘we looked at them’

to-a-tóm-á ‘we sent’
to-a-mó-tom-á ‘we sent him’

to-a-má-tóm-á ‘we sent them’

ku-vugura ‘to untie’ ku-vugurira ‘to untie for’
ku-ni-vugurira ‘to untie for me’ ku-a-vugurirá ‘to untie for them’

ku-togora ‘to praise’ ni-na-togora ‘I’m praising’
a-na-togorá ‘he’s praising’

ku-tsukura ‘to carry’ ni-na-tsukura ‘I’m carrying’
a-na-tsukurá ‘he’s carrying’ ni-ka-tsukurá ‘I have carried’
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9.2 Extension to the segmental domain

The foregoing modification of phonological theory had the obvious
good consequence that tonal phenomena could be accounted for very
nicely, whereas previously tone was largely outside the grasp of the
theory. The impact of autosegmental phonology was much more pro-
found than that, however. The obvious thing to wonder is, if tones
are separate from the rest of the segment, then perhaps segments
themselves are not such monolithic, unstructured entities. And so
investigators looked for evidence for a similar separation of segmental
features.

9.2.1 The autonomy of all features
An example of segmental phenomena which are reminiscent of autoseg-
mental tonal properties is floating segmental features as morphemes.
One such case is seen in Vata, where the past-tense marker can be argued
to be simply the specification [+high], which is suffixed to the stem and is
realized phonetically on the last vowel.

(72)

A second example comes from Fula, where a particular agreement pattern
(“pattern B” below) is marked by a prefix composed of the segmental
specification [– continuant] which causes an initial continuant to become
a stop.

(73)

Aramaic CP. Azerbaijani Aramaic provides evidence for treating the
feature [constricted pharynx] ([CP]) autosegmentally. This dialect has a
contrast between pharyngealized or emphatic vowels (A E I U O) specified
as [+CP], and plain vowels (a e i u o). In most words, either all of the vowels
are emphatic, or none of them is.

n le ‘I eat’ n li ‘I ate’
n ple ‘I pass’ n plɪ ‘I passed’
n mlε ‘I go’ n mlɪ ‘I went’
n no ‘I hear’ n nu ‘I heard’
n zɔ ‘I place’ n zʊ ‘I placed’
n wɔlɔ ‘I wash’ n wɔlʊ ‘I washed’

Pattern A Pattern B
wecco becce ‘rib’
wibdʒo bibdʒe ‘wing’
ruulde duule ‘cloud’
sekko cekke ‘mat’
hello kelle ‘slap’
jeɓre dʒeɓel ‘seed’
jimre dʒimel ‘poem’

jontere dʒonte ‘week

CP has been
proposed as a
feature used to
describe
pharyngealization.
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(74)

Some words may have nonemphatic vowels followed by emphatic vowels.
In such a case, the first emphatic vowel is always a low vowel.

(75)

These distributional properties will play an important role in arguing for
an autosegmental treatment of [CP].
In line with the fact that all vowels in a word generally agree in the

feature [CP], (76) shows that suffixes harmonize in [CP] with the preceding
vowel.

(76)

[CP] will spread through a whole sequence of suffixes.

(77)

We will assume that the only value underlyingly marked for this feature
is [+CP], and that [+CP] spreads to the right by the following rule:

(78) [+CP]

V V

This rule thus explains why [+CP] vowels are always followed by [+CP]
vowels. However, we also need to explain why roots with a [+CP] specifi-
cation (generally) have [+CP] beginning with the first vowel. We can
assume that, in the general case, the specification [+CP] is not associated
with any particular vowel, but is just floating, and an unassociated [+CP]
specification is associated with the first vowel of the word by the following
rule:

AmrA ‘wool’ brata ‘daughter’
zArʔA ‘seed’ bela ‘house’
qUlOx ‘stand up!’ nŭdʒum ‘sorcery’

ʃarAw ‘corn growing wild’ riswAj ‘unmannerly speech’
sejfullAh ‘a great deal’ fandbAz ‘trickster’
niʃAn ‘sign’ peʃtAmAl ‘towel’
milAqE ‘hung grapes’ elijAhU ‘name’
galimbAdʒI ‘brother’s wife’ silAhlAmIʃ ‘supplied with weapons’

lixma ‘bread’ lixm-e pl
pirtʃaxwar-a ‘old woman’ pirtʃaxwar-e pl
nOhr-A ‘mirror’ nOhr-E pl
dIqnAxwAr-A ‘old man’ dIqnAxwAr-E pl
klu ‘write! (sg)’ klu-mun pl
bilbul ‘seek!’ bilbul-un pl
qU ‘rise!’ qU-mUn pl
mIʃltUn ‘make a king!’ mIʃltUn-Un pl

mĭr-a ‘she said’ xIt-lAx ‘you (fem sg) sewed’
mir-wa-la ‘she had said’ xIt-wA-lAx ‘you had sewn’
mir-wa-la-la ‘she had said it’ xIt-wA-lAx-U ‘you had sewn them’
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(79) [+CP]�

   #C0 V

The derivation of mIʃItUn-Un ‘make a king (pl)!’ shows these rules.

(80) [+CP] [+CP] [+CP]

mifitun-unmifitun-unmifitun-un

(rule 79) (rule 78)

There are some suffixes whose vowels are invariably emphatic; that vowel
is always the vowel [A]. No suffixes are invariably plain.

(81)

These suffixes will be assumed to have underlying [CP] specifications,
in contrast to most other suffixes which are unspecified for [CP]. Since the
suffix vowel is lexically associated with [+CP], it does not associate with the
first vowel of the word, and since it does not associate with the first vowel of
the word, [+CP] does not spread to any vowels before that of the suffix.
We also find spreading of [+CP] between members of a compound. In

the examples of (82), [+CP] spreads from the first compound to the second.

(82)

This is the expected pattern: [+CP] spreads rightward from the first
member of the compound to the second.
If the second member of the compound has [+CP] vowels, [+CP] spreads

through the second member of the compound.

(83)

This apparent exceptional leftward spreading of [+CP] is nothing of the
sort. Rather, the second member of the compound has a floating [+CP]

qalăma ‘pen’ qalam-dAn ‘case for scribe’s utensils’
qand ‘sugar’ qand-dAn ‘sugarbowl’
ʃakăr ‘sugar’ ʃakăr-dAn ‘sugarbowl’
dukana ‘store’ dukan-dAr ‘shopkeeper’
mewana ‘guest’ mewan-dAr ‘hospitable’
dʒut ‘plow’ dʒut-kAr ‘plower’
nŭdʒum ‘sorcery’ nŭdʒum-kAr ‘sorcerer’
naqʃ ‘engraving’ naqʃ-kAr ‘engraver’

tAhA ‘3’ imme ‘100’
tAhA-mmE ‘300’
dIqnA ‘beard’ xwara ‘white’
dIqnA-xwArA ‘old man’

xwara ‘white’ dIqnA ‘beard’
xwArA-dIqnA ‘old man’
be ‘without’ hAd ‘limit’
bEhAd ‘exceedingly’
qahwa ‘coffee’ xAnA ‘shelter’
qAhwA-xAnA ‘coffee-room’
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specification; in a compound, that feature links to the first vowel of the
word by rule (79), and then spreads to the right.

(84) [+CP] [+CP] [+CP]

xwara diqna xwara diqna xwara diqna

Another case of [+CP] appearing to the left of the morpheme where it
originates is seen in (85), where a prefix is added to a root with a floating
[+CP] specification.

(85)

Given the assumption that a root specification of [+CP] is not generally
associated in the underlying form (except in roots such as (75) where [+CP]
is unpredictably associatedwith a noninitial low vowel), our analysis predicts
that the [+CP] specification will link to the first vowel of the word, which will
be the prefix vowel in this case, and spreads to the right thereafter.
The locational suffix -istan has the interesting property that it causes all

vowels in the word to which it is attached to become [+CP],

(86)

This makes sense if the suffix -istan also has a floating specification [+CP],
which automatically associates with the first vowel of the stem and then
spreads rightward.

(87) [+CP] [+CP] [+CP]

xarab - istan xarab - istan xarab - istan 

9.2.2 Feature geometry
It was realized that all features are autonomous from all other features,
and exhibit the kind of behavior which motivated the autosegmental
treatment of tone. The question then arises as to exactly how features
are arranged, and what they associate with, if the “segment” has had all of
its features removed. The generally accepted theory of how features relate
to each other is expressed in terms of a feature-tree such as (88). This
tree – known as a feature geometry – expresses the idea that while all
features express a degree of autonomy, certain subsets of the features

xoʃ ‘good’ na-xoʃ ‘ill’
hAq ‘right’ nA-hAq ‘wrong’
rAzI ‘satisfied’ nA-rAzI ‘unsatisfied’
pjala ‘fall’ ma-pole ‘cause to fall’
ʃatoe ‘drink’ ma-stoe ‘give drink’
mjAsA ‘suck’ mA-mOsE ‘give the suck’
rAdOxE ‘boil (intr.)’ mA-rdOxE ‘boil (tr.)’

xaraba ‘ruined’ xArAb-IstAn ‘ruined place’
tʃol ‘uninhabited land’ tʃOl-IstAn ‘wilderness’
hind ‘India’ hInd-IstAn ‘India’
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form coherent phonological groups, as expressed by their being grouped
together into constituents such as “Laryngeal” and “Place.”

(88)

The organization of features into such a structure went hand-in-hand
with the realization that the theory of rules could be constrained in very
important ways. A long-standing problem in phonological theory was the
question of how to express rules of multiple-feature assimilation. We have
discussed rules of nasal place assimilation in previous chapters, and noted
in chapter 6 that such rules necessitate a special notation, the feature
variable notation using α, β, γ, and so on. The notation makes some very
bad predictions. First, notice that complete place assimilation requires
specification of ten features in total.

(89)

acoronal
banterior
gback
dhigh
qdistributed

C

acoronal
banterior
gback
dhigh
qdistributed

/ ——

This is less simple and, by the simplicity metric used in that theory,
should occur less frequently than (90).

(90) C! [αcoronal] / ___ [αcoronal]

This prediction is totally wrong: (90) is not just uncommon, it is com-
pletely unattested. Were there to be such a rule that assimilates only the
specification of coronal, we would expect to find sets of assimilations such
as the following:

(91)

Root

nasalcontinuant
consonantal

lateral

Laryngeal Place

sonorant
strident

Coronal

anterior
distributed

Labial

round
low

high

back

Dorsal

voice
constricted

glottis

spread
glottis

ATR

mtʃ ! ntʃ (not ɲtʃ) ŋtʃ ! ɲtʃ

ɲp ! ŋp np ! mp
ɲk ! ŋk nk ! mk
ɲt ! ɲt ntʃ ! ntʃ
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The fact that the feature-variable theory allows us to formulate such an
unnatural process at all, and assigns a much higher probability of occur-
rence to such a rule, is a sign that something is wrong with the theory.
The theory says that there is only a minor difference in naturalness

between (92) and (89), since the rules are the same except that (92) does
not include assimilation of the feature [anterior].

(92)

acoronal
gback
dhigh
qdistributed

C

acoronal
gback
dhigh
qdistributed

——

There is a huge empirical difference between these rules: (89) is very
common, (92) is unattested. Rule (92) is almost complete place assimila-
tion, but [anterior] is not assimilated, so /np/, /ɲk/, and /mt/ become [mp],
[ŋk], and [nt] as expected, but /ɲt/ and /ntʃ/ do not assimilate (as they would
under complete place assimilation); similarly, /ŋtʃ/ becomes [ɲtʃ] as
expected (and as well attested), but /ŋp/ and /ŋt/ become [np] and [nt], since
the underlying value [– anterior] from /ŋ/ would not be changed. Thus the
inclusion of feature variables in the theory incorrectly predicts the possi-
bility of many types of rules which do not exist in human language.
The variable-feature theory gives no special status to a rule where both

occurrences of α occur on the same feature.

(93) C

acoronal
banterior
gback
dhigh
qdistributed

qcoronal
aanterior
bback
ghigh
ddistributed

/ ——

This rule describes an equally unnatural and unattested process whereby
a consonant becomes [t] before [pj], [p] before [q], and [pj] before [k]. Rules
such as (93) do not exist in human language, which indicates that the
linear theory which uses this notation as a means of expressing assimila-
tions makes poor predictions regarding the nature of phonological rules.
The variable notation allows us to refer to legions of unnatural classes

by randomly linking two unrelated features with a single variable:

(94) a. b. c. d.
ahigh
around

adistributed
anasal

acoronal
aanterior

avoice
alateral

Class (a) applied to vowels refers to [y, u, e, ə, a]; (b) refers to [n̪, ɲ, p, ʈ, k] but
excludes [m,ɳ, t̪, tʃ, ŋ]; (c) groups together [t, k] andexcludes [p, tʃ]; (d) refers to [l]
plus voiceless consonants. Such groupings are not attested in any language.
With the advent of a theory of feature geometry such as in (88), this

problem disappeared. In that theory, the process of place assimilation is
formulated not as the change of one feature value into another, but is
expressed as the spreading of one node – in this case the Place node – at
the expense of another Place node. Thus the change /ɲ/! [m] / _ [p] is seen
as working as in (95):
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(95) root root

Place Place

Labial

x[nasal]

+distrib
-anterior

Coronal

Just as tone assimilation is the rightward or leftward expansion of the
domain of a tone feature, this process of place assimilation is expansion of
the domain of one set of place specifications, to the exclusion of another.
When one Place node spreads and replaces the Place node of a neighboring
segment, that means that all of the original place features are deleted, and
the segment then comes to bear the entire set of place features that the
neighboring segment has.
What the feature-variable notation was able to do was express multiple-

feature assimilations, but given this alternative theory, multiple feature
assimilations will be recast as spreading some node such as Place. The
feature-variable notation can be entirely eliminated since its one useful
function is expressed by different means. The theory of feature geometry
enables a simple hypothesis regarding the form of phonological rules,
which radically constrains the power of phonological theory. The hypoth-
esis is that phonological rules can perform one simple operation (such as
spreading, inserting or deletion) on a single element (a feature or organiz-
ing node in the feature tree).
The thrust of much work on the organization of phonological representa-

tions has been to show that this theory indeed predicts all and only the kinds
of assimilations found in human languages (specific details of the structure
of the feature tree have been refined so thatwe nowknow, for example, that
the featureswhich characterize vowel height formanode in the feature tree,
as do the features for the front/back distinction in vowels). The nonlinear
account of assimilations precludes the unnatural classes constructed by the
expressions in (94), since the theory has no way to tie a specific value for a
feature to the value of another feature. The theory does not allow a rule like
(92), which involves spreading of only some features under the place node.
The nature of a tree like (88) dictates that when a rule operates on a higher
node, all nodes underneath it are affected equally. Unattested “assimila-
tions” typified by (93) cannot be described at all in the feature-geometric
theory, since in that theory the concept “assimilation”necessarilymeans “of
the same unit,” which was not the case in the variable-feature theory.
The theory of features in (88) makes other claims, pertaining to how

place of articulation is specified, which has some interesting conse-
quences. In the linear model of features, every segment had a complete
set of plus or minus values for all features at all levels. This is not the case
with the theory of (88). In this theory, a well-formed consonant simply
requires specification of one of the articulator nodes, Labial, Coronal or
Dorsal. While a coronal consonant may have a specification under the
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Dorsal node for a secondary vocalic articulation such as palatalization or
velarization, plain coronals will not have any specification for [back] or
[high]; similarly, consonants have no specification for [round] or Labial
unless they are labial consonants, or secondarily rounded. In other words,
segments are specified in terms of positive, characteristic properties.
This has a significant implication in terms of natural classes. Whereas

labials, coronals, and dorsals are natural classes in this theory (each has a
common property) – and, in actual phonological processes, these seg-
ments do function as natural classes – the complements of these sets do
not function as units in processes, and the theory in (88) provides no way
to refer to the complement of those classes. Thus there is no natural class
of [–coronal] segments ([p, k] excluding [t, tʃ]) in this theory. Coronal is not
seen as a binary feature in the theory, but is a single-valued or privative
property, and thus there is no way to refer to the noncoronals since
natural classes are defined in terms of properties which they share, not
properties that they don’t share (just as one would not class rocks and
insects together as a natural group, to the exclusion of flowers, by terming
the group “the class of nonflowers”). Importantly, phonological rules do
not ever seem to refer to the group [–coronal], even though the class
[+coronal] is well attested as a phonological class. The model in (88)
explains why we do not find languages referring to the set [p, k]. It also
explains something that was unexplained in the earlier model: the con-
sonantal groupings [p, t] versus [tʃ, k] are unattested in phonological rules.
The earlier model predicted these classes, which are based on assignment
of the feature [�anterior]. In the model (88) the feature [anterior] is a
dependent of the Coronal node, and thus labials and velars do not have a
specification of [anterior], so there is no basis for grouping [p, t] or [tʃ, k]
together.

9.3 Suprasegmental structure

Another aspect of nonlinear representational theory is the claim that
there are phonologically significant structures above the level of the
segment, i.e. units that encompass multiple segments. Such structures
are referred to as “prosodic,” a term which refers to poetic meter, rhythm,
and singing, which are aspects of language use that involve “how strings
of segments are performed.” The best-known unit of prosody is the trad-
itional concept of the syllable. The term itself is one of the oldest in
linguistics, originating from Ancient Greek sullabe, but the nature of the
syllable and arguments for it have been elusive. At various points in
contemporary linguistics, scholars have rejected or embraced the syllable,
and the syllable was not part of standard generative phonological theory,
until 1976 when Kahn produced strong arguments for it within autoseg-
mental theory.
The intuitive concept of “syllable” is not particularly difficult to under-

stand: it is a string of segments which centers around one or more vowels,
and includes some consonants to the left and to the right. The problem

Laryngeal
consonants like
h and ʔ, however,
may lack any
place specifications:
the feature
structure of
laryngeals remains
a topic for
investigation.
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resides in justifying the addition of this concept to our arsenal of analyt-
ical devices. In segmental representations, there are audible consequences
of features; for example you can hear voicing, nasality, and glottalization
on segments, even though relating features to phonetic properties is
difficult. The problem of the syllable is that it has no audible defining
property, thus it cannot be justified as a prima facie transcriptional fact:
no amount of ear training will enable you to “hear” how many syllables
there are in a word of the form [CVVVVC] in some unfamiliar language,
and in [VCCCCV] you cannot “hear” where one syllable begins and the
other ends. The evidence for the syllable is indirect, in that grouping
sequences of segments into a unit can lead to a simpler account of certain
phonological processes, in numerous languages.

Possible consonant clusters. One of the most widely invoked argu-
ments of this nature regards the rules for possible consonant clusters,
which reflect the fact that sequences of segments have to be organized
into definable syllables, and languages impose various restrictions on how
syllables can be formed. We will start with possible word-beginnings and
word-ends in English, and see how these relate to syllable structure. Initial
clusters may have the form sC (C¼consonant), as in stick, spit, skunk, also
snow, smite, slay, or they may be of the type OR (O¼obstruent, R¼glide or
liquid) as in fray, through, fly, bleed, breed, pray, clue. The longest possible
initial cluster has the shape sCR (sprint, sklerotic, strip, splice), which reflects
the interaction of the two rules pertaining to possible initial consonant
clusters.
Words which violate these rules cannot be words of English, thus

consonant plus stop clusters other than sC are nonexistent and are judged
by native speakers as being impossible (*bnick, *pnort, *ptack, *dbonk, *fnilge).
Likewise there are no stop+fricative clusters (*kfimp, *ksunk, *pthing). Sonor-
ants as the first member of a cluster are also excluded: *mbop, *rtot, *lfay,
*yluck, *wnurge. There are additional, more specific restrictions on the
pattern of allowed initial clusters. For example, coronal plus l is excluded
(*tluth, *dlifficult, *thlash, *chlort), except for [sl] (sleep) thanks to the special
rule allowing sC clusters. Sequences of labial+w are also disallowed
(*pwang, *bwint, *mwerge, *fwet).
Clusters of consonants at the end of English words are also subject to

restrictions. Any consonant except h can stand at the end. Consonant
clusters can be of the form sonorant+consonant. Thus, words can end
with glide+consonant (height, clown, mouse, leaf), liquid plus consonant
(halt, harp, hart, bilk, false, film, born, farm, carl), or nasal+consonant (dance,
runt, punk, brand, lamp, lymph, lense). There are certain restrictions on such
final clusters. One is that in a nasal plus voiced stop cluster, the stop must
be noncoronal, thus fringe, hand are allowed and *[læmb], *[hæŋg] with
pronounced final [b], [g] are disallowed. The consonants [r j w] cannot be
the second consonant in a cluster; [l] can follow [r j w] but not a nasal, and
nasals can only follow [r j w l].
Certain sequences of voiceless obstruents are also allowed, as long as

either the second consonant is [+anterior, +coronal] (apt, act, depth, apse,
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raft), or else the first consonant is /s/ (cast, cask, clasp). Obstruent sequences
ending in a noncoronal or nonanterior consonant are excluded (*atp, *atc,
*lupsh, *ratf), as are clusters of fricative+obstruent where the fricative is
not s (*cashk, *lithp,*rafk). Clusters ending with voiced obstruents are also
disallowed (*abd, *abz). Notice that all of these rules involve allowed or
disallowed sequences of two consonants – no rules of combination specif-
ically apply to just three-member clusters or four-member clusters, and
observed limits on initial and final clusters all reduce to a chain of limits
on two-consonant sequences. It is also important to note that certain
otherwise excluded clusters do arise when inflectional affixes are added;
for example the final cluster [bz] exists in the plural cabs and [gd] exists in
past tense flagged, but such clusters only exist as combinatins of root plus
suffix.
The importance of the syllable in understanding these restrictions

comes from the fact that these are not just restrictions on how words
can begin or end, they are restrictions on how syllables can begin and end.
Taken together, the preceding rules for syllable beginnings and endings
define possible word-medial clusters. Some examples of allowed word-
medial clusters are [tm] in atmosphere, [mb] in camber, [ʃr] in mushroom,
[rt] in barter, [sb] in asbestos, [bn] in Abney, [md] in Camden, [db] in Ledbetter,
[ʃk] in ashcan, and [kf] in breakfast. Note that these are not possible initial or
final clusters, except that [rt] is a possible final cluster. In such cases, the
first consonant is the final consonant of one syllable, and the second is
the initial consonant of the next syllable – [kæm.br̩], [bar.tr̩], [æb.nij], [lɛd.
bɛ.tr̩], [brɛk.fʌst]. Three-consonant clusters are possible, for example
bolster, Andrew, hamster, translate, electron, costly, which can be arranged
into a possible syllable-final sequence followed by a possible sylable-initial
sequence, viz. [bol.str̩], [æn.druw], [hæm.str̩], [træn.slejt], [ʌ.lɛk.tran],
[kast.lij].
Now consider illicit three-consonant medial clusters, exemplified by

*catmbop (*[tmb]), *fishrtot *[ʃrt], *gasbnick (*[sbn]), *lamdbonk (*[mdb]), *gushk-
fimp (*[ʃkf]). We have seen that the individual consonant pairs are
possible – [tm], [mb], [ʃr], [rt], [sb], [bn], [md], [db], [ʃk], and [kf] – but only
because the first member is a syllable-final consonant and the second is
syllable-initial. The three-consonant cluster *[tmb] is ruled out because tm
is not a possible syllable-final cluster and mb is not a possible syllable-
initial cluster, thus m cannot be assigned to any syllable – neither cat.mbop
nor catm.bop follows the rules for syllabification of consonants in English.
Similarly, sb is not a possible syllable-final cluster and bn is not a possible
initial cluster, thus the cluster in *gasbnick cannot be syllabified.
A syllable-based analysis of possible clusters automatically predicts the
restrictions on word-medial three-consonant clusters. Without the syl-
lable as an organizing unit over segments, a very complex set of additional
rules would be required to account for the restrictions on medial clusters.

Phonological rules. Rules of English consonant allophony discussed in
chapter 2 also support the postulation of the syllable, insofar as those
rules are best stated with reference to the syllable. The best-known such
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rule is the aspiration rule. As is commonly recognized and explicitly
assumed in our previous discussion of the aspiration rule, voiceless stops
are aspirated at the beginning of a syllable, explaining the aspiration in
[phɪt, phlat, ə.ˈphɪr, ʌ.ˈphlaj] but not in [spɪt, splɪt, ʌ.ˈspɛ.rə.gəs, slæp, æpt].
Another rule of American English which refers to the syllable is the one

glottalizing syllable-final voiceless stops, where /p t k/ become unreleased
glottalized [p˺ t˺ k˺] after a vocoid in the same syllable. There is dialectal
variation in the extent to which all voiceless consonants undergo this rule,
but examples involving t (which is the most susceptible to glottalization)
include hit, heart, catkin, Atkins, light, clout, heights, hearts, atlas, atlantic, and
Watney’s. By contrast, there is no glottalization of t in stem, apt, belt,
mattress, atrocious. In the word stem, t is clearly not preceded by a vocoid
at all, so the conditions of the rule are not satisfied: likewise in apt and
belt. In mattress, atrocious, the cluster tr is a cluster at the beginning of the
second syllable, so while t is preceded by a vocoid, it is not in the same
syllable. Consequently, there is no glottalization in these examples. On the
other hand, there is glottalization in atlas, atlantic since *tl is not a permit-
ted initial cluster in English; these words are syllabified as at.las, at.lan.tic.
Likewise tn is not an allowed cluster at the beginning of the syllable, so
Watney’s is syllabified Wat.ney’s. Since t is in the same syllable as the
preceding vocoid, the consonant becomes glottalized.
The rule of glottalization provides important evidence regarding the

nature of the syllable. The required relationship between the target conson-
ant and the triggering vocoid is that they must be in the same syllable – the
consonant does not have to be at the end of the syllable, see [kwaɹt˺s] ‘quartz.’
This means that the “syllable” is not just a boundary ordered between
segments – the phonological significance of the syllable goes beyond encod-
ing the concepts “syllable-initial” and “syllable-final.” Being in a syllable is a
property shared by a span of segments. Analogous to the autosegmental
representation of H linked to multiple vowels in Shona seen in (24), the
segments of [kwaɹt˺s] are linked to one syllable entity, notated as σ.

(96)

k w a r t s

s

The rule deriving glottalized consonants can accordingly be formulated
as (97).

(97)

[-voice,-cont] [+s.g.][-cons]

s

r-unrounding. A third rule of English phonology providing evidence
for the syllable is the one which pertains to rounding of r. In some
dialects, r is realized both as a rounded and an unrounded rhotic approx-
imant, [ɹ] and [ɹw], following the rule that /ɹw/ unrounds after a nonround
vowel in the same syllable. Thus r is round in [ɹwejɲdʒ] range, [thɹwej] tray,
[stɹwej] stray, [fɹwej] fray, also in [kɔɹw] core, [tʊɹw] tour where the vowel
preceding r in the syllable is round, and in [ʌˈɹwej] array where the
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preceding vowel is in a separate syllable; but r is unrounded in [kaɹ] car,
[kaɹt] cart, [ˈbɪɹ] beer, [hɛɹld] Harold. The following rule unrounds /ɹw/ after a
tautosyllabic nonround vowel.

(98) s

[+cor,-cons]

[-rd]

Vowel reduction. Vowel reduction provides another argument for
the syllable in English. The data below show, as we have observed in
chapter 4, that unstressed vowels reduce to schwa.

(99)

A simple statement like “an unstressed vowel becomes schwa” forms the
core of the correct generalization, but the following data indicate that the
matter is more complex, since the nature of the following consonants
matters. In some cases, a CC cluster can stand between the target of
reduction and the next vowel, but in other cases, a CC cluster blocks
reduction.

(100)

If we take cognizance of syllable boundaries, especially the ends of con-
sonant clusters that are allowed in the beginning of the syllable, then the
generalization becomes much clearer: unstressed vowels reduce to schwa
in English when they are at the end of the syllable.

(101)

Other phenomena referring to the syllable. Across languages, there
has been a recurring puzzle regarding the expression of natural classes
via features, and the role of word boundaries. The problem is that there
exist many rules which treat a consonant and a word boundary alike, but

Reduced Unreduced
[əˈlæw] ‘allow’ [ˈælow] ‘aloe’
[əˈnɔj] ‘annoy’ [ˈænəlɪst] ‘analyst’
[təˈlɛgrʌfij] ‘telegraphy’ [ˌtɛləˈgræfɪk] ‘telegraphic’

Reduced Unreduced
[əˈbrʌpt] ‘abrupt’ [ædˈmanɪʃ] ‘admonish’
[əˈtrowʃəs] ‘atrocious’ [ætˈlæntɪk] ‘atlantic’
[əˈstranəmij] ‘astronomy’ [ænˈdijən] ‘Andean
[əˈfrejd] ‘afraid’ [arˈtɪstɪk] ‘artistic’

[ælˈpækə] ‘alpaca’

Reduced Unreduced
[ə.ˈbrʌpt] ‘abrupt’ [æd.ˈma.nɪʃ] ‘admonish’
[ə.ˈtrow.ʃəs] ‘atrocious’ [æt.ˈlæn.tɪk] ‘atlantic’
[ə.ˈstra.nə.mij] ‘astronomy’ [æn.ˈdij.ən] ‘Andean
[ə.ˈfrejd] ‘afraid’ [ar.ˈtɪ.stɪk] ‘artistic’

[æl.ˈpæ.kə] ‘alpaca’
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only for a specific set of rules. Many dialects of Arabic have such a rule,
one of vowel epenthesis which inserts [i] after a consonant which is
followed by either two consonants or one consonant and a word bound-
ary. Thus in many dialects of Eastern Arabic, underlying /katab-t/ becomes
[katabit] ‘I wrote’ and /katab-l-kum/ becomes [katabilkum] ‘he wrote to
you pl’. The following rule seems to be required, in a theory which does
not have recourse to the syllable.

(102) Ø      [i] / C —— C
C
#

Similarly, a number of languages, such as Yawelmani (chapter 6), have
rules shortening long vowels when followed by two consonants or
by a word-final consonant (thus /taxa:k’a/ ! taxa:k ! [taxak] ‘bring!’,
/do:s-hin/ [doshin] ‘report (nonfuture)’), which would be formalized
as follows.

(103) [-long] / —— C[+syl]
C
#

The problem is that these rules crucially depend on the brace notation
(“{. . ., . . .}”) which joins together sets of elements which have nothing in
common, a notation which has generally been viewed with extreme
skepticism. But what alternative is there, since we cannot deny the exist-
ence of these phenomena?
The concept of syllable provides an alternative way to account for such

facts. What clusters of consonants and word-final consonants have in
common is that in many languages syllables have the maximal structure
CVX, therefore in /ta.xa:k/ and /do:s.hin/ where there is shortening, the
long vowels have in common the fact that the long vowel is followed by a
consonant – the syllable is “closed.” In contrast, in [do:.sol] ‘report (dubi-
tative),’ no consonant follows the long vowel. Expressed in terms of
syllable structure, the vowel-shortening rule of Yawelmani (and many
other languages) can be expressed quite simply without requiring refer-
ence to the questionable brace notation.

(104)

V [-long] C

s

Another type of argument for the syllable is the domain argument,
examples being the arguments from English glottalization and r-
unrounding where the fact of being in the same syllable is a crucial
condition on the rule. One example comes from Cairene Arabic, where
pharyngealization spreads to all segments in the syllable (originating from
some coronal sonsonant – t and tʕ are contrastive phonemes in Arabic,
likewise d and dʕ, s, and sʕ and in some dialects r and rʕ). Pharyngealization
also affects vowels via this pharyngealization-spreading rule. Examples of
this distribution are [rʕaʕbʕ] ‘Lord’ from /rʕab/vs. [rab] ‘it sprouted’; [tʕiʕ:nʕ]
‘mud’ from /tʕi:n]/ vs. [ti:n] ‘figs’; see especially the alternation [lʕaʕtʕiʕ:fʕ]
‘pleasant (m)’ ~ [lʕaʕtʕiʕ:fa] ‘pleasant (f)’ from /lʕatʕi:f/. The addition of the
feminine affix /-a/ has the consequence that the root-final consonant is
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syllable final in the masculine, but initial in the following syllable in the
feminine. The rule of pharyngealization is formalized in (105).

(105) (mirror-image)

x x

[+c.p]

s

Because of the syllabification differences between /lʕa.tʕi:f/ and /lʕa.tʕi:.fa/, f
is subject to the rule only in the masculine, despite the fact that the
conditioning factor, a vowel with the pharyngealization feature (derived
by spreading pharyngealization from the syllable-initial consonant), is
immediately adjacent to the consonant in both cases.

Other suprasegmental units. In addition to the syllable, research has
provided evidence for a number of other prosodic units. First, the syllable
itself may have structure – the initial cluster of consonants form an onset
constituent, the final cluster of consonants form a coda constituent, the
vowel or vowels which form the heart of the syllable are the nucleus; the
nucleus and coda together may constitute a rhyme constituent. Another
prosodic unit related to the expression of syllabicity, length, syllable-
weight, and tone-bearingness is the mora. Groups of syllables may them-
selves be organized into a higher-level unit relevant to rhythm and stress,
known as the foot, and finally there may be a panoply of word- and
phrase-level constituents such as the prosodic word, phonological
phrase, and intonational phrase. Such matters are part of the ongoing
research program of phonological theory.

Exercises
1 Lulubo
Note on tone marks: [v ]¼ rising from L to M, [v ]¼ falling from M to L, [v ]¼ rising
from M to H and [v ] ¼ falling from H to M. Give the underlying form of the noun

Summary Answering a simple problem, namely how to represent contour tones,
led to ideas which not only solved the problem of contours, but also
solved a whole array of problems related to tone. Since there is no
reason to think that there should be a special theory just for tone, a
natural development of these changes applied to tone was a general
application of the autosegmental idea to all of phonology. This resulted
in sweeping changes to the theory of phonology, and has resolved
many earlier problems in how to state rules in a constrained manner.
This generalization of the results in one area to an entire subdiscipline
is typical of the progression of scientific theories.
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roots and whatever morphemes mark the four case forms in the following data;
briefly discuss what theoretically interesting property these data illustrate. The
word [ánɖὲ] is the verb ‘I see’ in different tenses.

2 Shambaa
Propose autosegmental rules to account for the following tone alternations.
Note that all infinitives have the final suffix -a.

3 Holoholo
Verbs have an infinitive prefix or a subject marker, an optional negative prefix,
then an optional object pronoun, and lastly the verb stem. The stem is
composed of a root, a number of optional derivational suffixes, plus the
morpheme -a which means ‘nonpast verb’ or -ile meaning ‘past.’ Consonant
mutation rules can be ignored (e.g. il! in), as well as some of the segmental
allomorphs (kuhuulééna from /kuhuulilana/, or kumweenâ from /kumonila/).
What is important is tone and rules relating to vowel sequences. Assume a
principle of compensatory lengthening for the language where glide formation
and vowel fusion applying to an underlying V+V sequence lengthen the
vowel -/i+o/ becomes [joo].

There are regularities regarding vowel length to consider. There are no surface
representations such as *[kuponka], with a short vowel followed by the
sequence nasal plus consonant, also no forms like *[kufjaka], with short vowel
after a glide. Furthermore, no words end in a long vowel.

The data are divided into conceptually related groups illustrating a particular
point such as a rule, a particular restriction on a rule, or the surface tone
pattern of words of a particular syllabic structure. It is important to integrate
the whole data set, and for example to relate kumonánâ ‘to see each other’
to kumoná ‘to see,’ and also to kulolana ‘to look at e.o.,’ since kumonánâ
has morphemes in common with both words.

Bare noun Unfocused object Focused object Proper name
Subjunctive Past Past

èbı̀ ánɖὲ bı̀ ánɖὲ èbǐ ánɖὲ èbı  ‘lion’
àrɪ ánɖὲ àrı  ánɖὲ àrı  anɖε ar ɪ ‘bird’
t̪ı́ ánɖὲ t̪ı̂ ánɖὲ t̪ı́ ánɖὲ t̪ ı  ‘cow’

‘to V’ ‘to V for’ ‘to V e.o.’ ‘to V for e.o’ ‘to V it’ ‘to V it for’
kudika kudikia kudikana kudikiana kutʃı́dı́ka kutʃı́dı́kı́a ‘cook’
kutoa kutoea kutoana kutoeana kutʃı́tóa kutʃı́tóéa ‘beat’
kuʃuntha kuʃunthia kuʃunthana kuʃunthiana kutʃı́ʃúntha kutʃı́ʃúnthı́a ‘bathe’

‘to V’ ‘to V for’ ‘to V eatʃ other’ ‘to V for eatʃ other’
kukómá kukóméa kukómána kukóméána ‘kill’
kufúá kufúı́a kufúána kufúı́ána ‘launder’
kuʃ ı́ʃá kuʃ ı́ʃ ı́a kuʃ ı́ʃána kuʃ ı́ʃ ı́ána ‘smear’
kufúmbátı́ʃa kufúmbátı́ʃ ı́a kufúmbátı́ʃána kufúmbátı́ʃ ı́ána ‘pack’
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kumoná ‘to see’ kusilá ‘to forge’
kulola ‘to look at’ kubula ‘to draw’

kumonánâ ‘to see e.o.’ kusilı́lâ ‘to forge for’
kulolana ‘to look at e.o.’ kubulila ‘to draw for’

kusilı́lána ‘to forge for e.o.’ kubulilana ‘to draw for e.o.’
kutegéléla ‘to listen’ kutegélésja ‘to make listen’
kutegélélana ‘to listen to e.o.’ kusololana ‘to choose e.o.’

kuljá ‘to eat’ kuhjá ‘to carry’
kuliilâ ‘to eat for’ kuhiilâ ‘to carry for’
kubuusjâ ‘to ask’ kukwaatâ ‘to own’
kubiihâ ‘to be bad’ kuhiita ‘to be black’
kutuuta ‘to hit’ kusjiika ‘to bury’

kubiikâ ‘to put’ kubiikı́lila ‘to put for’
kuliilı́la ‘to eat for s.t. for s.t. else’ kukwaatána ‘to own e.o.’
kusjiikana ‘to bury e.o.’ kutuutila ‘to hit for’

kwiitá ‘to call’ kwiitánâ ‘to call e.o.’
kweema ‘to suffer’ kwaatı́kâ ‘to split’
kweelélâ ‘to clean up’ kweelélána ‘to clean e.o. up’
kwiihaga ‘to kill’ kwiihagana ‘to kill e.o.’
kooja ‘to rest’ kuula ‘to buy’
koogá ‘to wash’ koogélâ ‘to wash for’
koogéléla ‘to wash for s.t. for s.t. else’ koogélélana ‘to wash for e.o.’

kutoontá ‘to fill’ kutoontámána ‘to be full’
kuloombá ‘to request’ kuloombélâ ‘to request for’
kuloombélána ‘to request for e.o.’ kusiindálâ ‘to make disappear’
kusiingı́nâ ‘to put across’ kusiingı́nı́na ‘to put across for’
kwiimbá ‘to sing’ kwiimbı́lâ ‘to sing for’

kunjwiisâ ‘to make drink’ kunjwiisı́ı́bwa ‘to be made to drink’
kuhuulééna ‘to hit for e.o.’ kutimwı́ı́na ‘to break for’

kuhimá ‘to leave’ kuhimjâ ‘to make leave’
kukwaatâ ‘to own’ kukwaatjâ ‘to make own’
koonká ‘to suck’ koonkjâ ‘to make suck’
kubusá ‘to miss’ kubusjâ ‘to make miss’

kukoloma ‘to irritate’ kumukoloma ‘to irritate him’
kubakólóma ‘to irritate them’ kulola ‘to look at’
kumulola ‘to look at him’ kubalólâ ‘to look at them’
kumumoná ‘to see him’ kubamóná ‘to see them’
kutegéléla ‘to listen to’ kumutegéléla ‘to listen to him’
kubatégéléla ‘to listen to them’

kusimóná ‘to not see’ kulola ‘to look at’
kusilólâ ‘to not look at’ kusikólóma ‘to not irritate’
kusimúlóla ‘to not look at him’ kusibálólâ ‘to not look at them’
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kusimúmóná ‘to not see him’ kusibámóná ‘to not see them’
kutiinı́na ‘to worry’ kusitı́ı́nı́na ‘to not worry’

kwiitı́ı́nı́na ‘to worry oneself’ kumutiinı́na ‘to worry him’
kwiilólâ ‘to look at oneself’ kwiimóná ‘to see oneself’
kuula ‘to buy’ kusjuulâ ‘to not buy’
kusjuulána ‘to not buy e.o.’ kusimúúla ‘to not buy him’
kwiitá ‘to call’ kusiitá ‘to not call’
kusiilólâ ‘to not look at self’ kusiimóná ‘to not see self’
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absolute neutralization The elimination of an underlying phoneme in all contexts, so that it

always merges with some other phoneme.
acoustics The study of physical vibrations (sounds).
affricate A stop with a homorganic fricative release.

allomorphs Different surface realizations of a single morpheme, traditionally
only considering nonallophonic differences, e.g. the three variants
of the English plural [-s], [-z], and [-ɨz].

allophone A contentually determined variant of a phoneme: the realization of
a phoneme in a specific environment, e.g. [k], [kh], [kj], [khj] in
English are allophones of the phoneme /k/.

alveolar ridge The ridge between the back of the teeth and the hard palate.
alveopalatal A consonant produced by placing the tongue on the hard palate

behind the alveolar ridge.
approximant A sound made with very little constriction, where articulators

approximate but do not touch, which produces no turbulence in
the airflow.

archiphoneme A theoretical segment which is only partially specified for phonetic
properties, omitting some properties such as voicing or nasality
which may be determined by rule.

articulation The contact of two speech organs, such as the tongue tip and the
hard palate.

aspiration Noise produced by air rushing through the open glottis at the
release of a consonant.

assimilation Making segments be more similar along some dimension.
association lines Lines which indicate that two autosegments are in an association

relation, thus are produced at the same time.
bilabial A sound produced with both lips.
blade The flat surface of the tongue, behind the tip and in front of the root.

breathy A sound produced with abducted vocal folds and a high rate of
airflow through the glottis.

central A vowel formed with the tongue horizontally positioned in the
center of the space for vowel articulation, between front and back
(compare mid for the vertical axis).

click A stop consonant produced by creating a vacuum inside the mouth
with a raisedback of the tongue and tongue tip or closed lips. Employed
in a limited number of African, especially Khoisan, languages.

coda The final sequence of consonants in a syllable.
compensatory lengthening The lengthening of a segment, caused by the deletion or desyllabi-

fication of an adjacent segment.
complementary

distribution
Distribution of two or more sounds where the context in which one
sound appears is the complement of the contexts where the other
sounds appear.



complex wave A waveform built from more than one sine wave.
contour tone A tone produced by movement from one pitch level to another.

contrast A property of pairs of sounds: two sounds contrast if they can form
the sole difference between different words in a language.

coronalization The change of a noncoronal sound (p, k) to a coronal sound (t, tʃ),
usually in the environment of a front vowel or glide.

creaky An irregular mode of vocal fold vibration where only the front
portion vibrates.

dental A consonant produced by contact with the teeth.
determinant The segment in the environment which causes a phonological

change (also trigger).
diphthong A combination of two vocoids within the syllable nucleus.

dissimilation Making two segments become less alike.
distinctive features A set of phonetic properties, hypothesized to be universal and the

basis for all human language sounds.
downstep A contrastive lowering of tone register, notated with a raised

exclamation mark or down-arrow. See upstep.
ejective A stop consonant produced by raising the larynx with the glottis

constricted, which creates pressure in the oral cavity.
environment The sounds preceding and following some other sound.

epenthesis Insertion of a segment.
flap A consonant produced by rapidly striking one articulator with

another. Flaps are usually produced with the tongue.
floating tone A tone which is not associated with a segment.

focus In a rule, the segment which undergoes the change.
foot A rhythmic grouping of syllables, relevant for stress systems.

formant An overtone caused by the resonance frequency of the vocal
tract; a frequency band where there is a concentration of
acoustic energy.

free variation A pair of pronunciations, either of which can be used: the choice is
not governed by grammatical factors.

frequency Rate of repetition of a (semi-)periodic function.
fricative A sound produced by forcing air through a narrow constriction,

which creates turbulence.
front A vowel formed with the tongue horizontally positioned in front of

the space for vowel articulation, closest to the mouth opening.
glide A vowel-like consonant produced with minimal constriction.

glottis The opening in the larynx between the vocal folds, through which
air passes.

hacek The diacritic symbol ˇ used to indicate rising tone on vowels.
hardening The change of a less constricted consonant to a more constricted

one, such as the change of a glide to a fricative or a stop.
high Sounds produced with a raised tongue body. For vowels, [i, u] as

contrasted with [e, o].
homorganic Having the same place of articulation.

implicational relation The relation where presence of one property in a language is a
necessary precondition for the presence of some other property.
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implosive A stop consonant formed by creating a vacuum within the mouth,
by constricting and lowering the larynx.

labial A segment involving the lips as an articulator.
larynx The cartilaginous structure that houses the vocal folds.

lax Vowel produced with a less deliberate, more central or lower
articulation. Comparable to open; contrast tense.

lenition A change of a consonant to reduce the degree of constriction, e.g.
the change from a stop to a fricative or glide.

lexicon The collection of morphemes which must be memorized: a mental
dictionary.

lingual Pertaining to the tongue.
liquids Consonants of the type [r, l].

low Sounds produced with a lowered tongue: vowels like [a, æ] and
pharyngeals [ħ, ʕ].

major class The set of features [sonorant], [syllabic], [consonantal], or their
equivalents.

manner of articulation Traditionally, the properties of a consonant other than the place of
articulation and its laryngeal properties.

markedness An abstract property referring to the “unusualness” or difficulty of a
sound or process.

mid Vowel sounds such as [e, o] produced with the tongue around the
midpoint on the vertical axis: compare central, which pertains to
the midpoint along the horizontal axis.

minimal pair A pair of distinct words differing solely in the choice of a single
segment.

mora A unit of prosodic weight, related to length: a long vowel has two
moras and a short vowel has one. The mora may be a property of
both a particular segment and an entire syllable.

morpheme The smallest unit of word analysis, such as a root or affix.
Supposedly the smallest meaning-bearing unit, but not all
morphemes have identifiable meanings.

morpheme structure rules,
conditions

Rules that state the nature of possible underlying forms of
morphemes.

morphophonemics Phonological alternations, especially nonallophonic changes.
nasal A sound produced with air flowing through the nasal passages.

natural class A set of segments defined by a particular combination of feature
specifications, which act as a group in phonological rules.

neutral position The position which the tongue assumes prior to speaking,
approximately that of [ε]. Used as the reference point to define
relative movements of the tongue.

neutralization Eliminating an underlying distinction between phonemes in some
context.

nucleus The vowels or syllabic segments which form the center of a syllable.
obstruent A nonsonorant consonant, such as stops and fricatives.

onset The consonants at the beginning of the syllable which precede the
vowel.

onset The initial sequence of consonants in a syllable.
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palatal Referring to the hard or soft palate. As a primary articulation, a
consonant produced at the boundary between the hard and soft
palate.

palatalization Either a secondary articulation made by superimposing a j-like
articulation on a consonant, or a wholesale change of a consonant’s
place of articulation to alveopalatal (see coronalization).

pharynx The lower part of the throat.
phonation The manner of vibration of the vocal folds (modal, breathy, creaky).
phoneme A mental integration of the different physical properties of the

sounds used in a language, abstracting away from specific phonetic
properties which are due to the context where the sound appears.

pitch The percept of rate of vibration.
prenasalization A sound produced with an initial interval of nasal airflow – often

treated as a homorganic cluster of nasal plus consonant.
privative A feature having only one value: either the feature is present, or not

present.
prosody Properties “above” the segment which pertain to syllabification,

length, stress, and rhythm.
retroflex Consonant articulation involving the tip of the tongue and the back

of the alveolar ridge or palate.
reversal of sound change The historical loss of a phonological rule, which leads to the (par-

tial) restoration of earlier sounds – Yiddish and Ukrainian provide
classic examples.

rhyme A portion of the syllable encompassing the nucleus and coda.
round A sound produced with protruded lips.

segment A mental division of the continuous stream of speech into signifi-
cant permutable units.

semi-vowels See glide.
spectrogram A continuous analytic display of acoustic properties of sound over

time, showing which frequencies are emphasized at each moment.
spontaneous voicing Passive vibration of the vocal folds which results from breathing, a

characteristic of sonorants. This is brought about by a particular
positioning of the vocal folds combined with a relatively uncon-
stricted air passage.

stop A sound where the flow of air is completely obstructed.
stress A form of prosodic prominence typically resulting in greater length

and higher pitch within the syllable.
structural change That part of a rule which states in what way a given sound changes.

structure preserving The property of rules that outputs are modified to preserve the
nature of underlying forms, especially in terms of what phonemes
exist in the language.

syllable A unit of speech claimed to be relevant for the organization of
words, a grouping of consonants and vowels into a C0V1C0

constituent.
syllable peak The span within the syllable perceived as (capable of) bearing stress.

syncope Deletion of a vowel in a medial syllable, especially in a fashion that
affects alternating syllables.
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target See focus.
tense Vowel produced with a more deliberate and higher articulation.

Comparable to close; contrast lax.
tone A property based on the contrastive use of pitch.

translaryngeal harmony Assimilation of vowels which applies only across laryngeal
consonants.

trigger See determinant.
typology The parametric study of crosslinguistic variation in grammatical

structure.
underlying Pertaining to the initial state in a phonological derivation; the

phonological facts holding of a word or morpheme before phono-
logical rules affect changes.

upstep A contrastive raising of tone register, notated with a raised inverted
exclamation mark or an up-arrow. See downstep.

uvular A consonant formed by constricting the back of the throat near the
uvula with the back of the tongue.

velar A consonant formed by bringing together the back of the tongue
and the soft palate.

velarized A secondary articulation formed by approximating the back of the
tongue towards the soft palate.

velum The soft palate.
vocal folds Two membranes in the larynx, whose vibration provides voicing

and most of the sound energy of speech.
vocal tract The air passages above the glottis, including the oral tract and the

nasal passages.
vocoid A vowel-like sound with no major obstruction: the class of vowels

and glides.
voicing The presence of vocal fold vibrations during the production of a

sound produces voicing.
vowel harmony An assimilation between vowels where one vowel takes on the

properties of a neighboring vowel.
waveform A display of the time-varying amplitude of sound pressure.
weakening See lenition.

weight A property of syllables which may be divided into light and heavy
syllables: heavy syllables typically have a long vowel or diphthong,
or sometimes a short vowel plus consonant. See mora.
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